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PREFATORY LETTER.

To His Excellency, Governor Robert E. Pattison, ex-officio

Chairman of the Board of Commissioners of the Second

Geological Survey of Pennsylvania :

Sir : I have the honor to submit the following report on

the geology of Huntingdon county, compiled from the

descriptions and illustrated by the maps and sections of

Prof. I. C. White, Messrs. C. A. Ashburner, C. E. Billin,

E. B. Harden, O. B. Harden, R. H. Sanders, E. V. d'lnvil-

liers, Franklin Piatt, and myself, all of whom have at

various times previous to the commencement and subse-

quently during the progress of the survey of the State

done field work in this interesting county. It is in fact a

continuation of Report of Progress F, published in 1878,

which described and illustrated the geology of the Juniata

and Aughwick valley in Snyder, Mifflin, and Huntingdon
counties.

Black Log Mountain, Jack's mountain. Sideling hill, and
parts of Trough Creek valley and Broad Top mountain are

described in that report. From the data thus published I

have extracted for this report what was necessary for com-

parison with the geology of the rest of the county.

I have first made a general statement of the topography

of the whole county, its system of drainage, and surface

features. Then follows a sketch of its geological structure
;

then a condensed revision of Prof. White's report on the

whole series of formations, with reference to measurements

and sections by other assistants.

Prof. White's special survey of the townships included

between Tussey mountain on the west and Sideling hill on

the east, exclusive of Barree and Jackson' s townships which
(vT3.)
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he did not survey, is described and illustrated in Chapter

VI. And in this part of the book I give reduced copies of

Ashburner and Billin' s unpublished topographical map and
cross sections of the northern part of the East Broad Top
coal basin, and two local maps illustrative of the geology

of the Shoup's Run coal-field"; but other important local

maps and sections made by myself in various parts of Broad

Top are reserved for a special report on this important and

very difficult coal region.

In the page plate map of the western part of Porter town-

ship, I have drawn enough of Morris township to show
the remarkable structure of Tussey mountain, and the ex-

traordinary error of the county and township maps in the

"Atlas of Huntingdon county," by which the mountain,

the looj), and the county line are distorted. This error

would have been fatal to the right comprehension of the

geology of Porter, West, and Morris townships but for the

elaborate topographical survey of Blair county published

in the atlas to Report of Progress T, in 1881 ; and it fur-

nishes additional evidence if any were required of the

urgent need of a complete topographical survey of the

State.

Barree and Jackson townships I have described in the

same chapter (VI) in their proper order, and included

Mr. Billin's report of the fossil ore ranges and Greenwood
furnace mines, properly belonging to his yet unpublished

Report of Progress S on the Seven Mountains.

Returning to Jackson township I have described, in Chap-
ter VII, the Stone Mountain fault, and given reduced copies

of Mr. Billin's (unpublished) sections across the fault, of

Ills map of the vicinity of Greenwood furnace to show the

place of the fault, and of six of his thirteen sections across

the Seven mountains, but only in skeleton, to explain the

rise of the great basin eastward, and the cause of the zig-

zags of the fossil ore ranges.

I describe, in Chapter VIII, Morris, Franklin, and War-
rior's Mark townships, the Canoe Mountain fault, the

Spruce Creek Tunnel fault, the exposures of limestone

strata along the Little Juniata river the Bald Eagle Moun-
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tain faults, the anticlinal arches traversing Nittany valley,

and the brown hematite ore mines of Warrior's Mark, Dry
Hollow, and Kale Hollow. Little remained to add to my
private report on these ores to Lyon, Shorb & Co. in 1872,

the year before the commencement of the State survey
;

but what could be said in addition was furnished by Mr.

d'Invilliers' recent report, just received. I have thought it

unnecessary to repeat the geological descriptions of the

formation already published in Mr. d' Invilliers' Report in

Centre County, T', 1884. But I have added a short special

memoir on the rate of erosion of the limestone country, by
Prof. Ewing, for the value of which he is responsible.

In spite of the care which I have bestowed on the prepa-

ration of this report for publication numerous omissions

and perhaps more or less serious errors may be discovered

in it ; but a vast amount of time and labor has been spent

in making it a useful guide to the citizens of the county,

whose natural and no doubt agreeable task it will hereafter

be to discover all its errors and supply its deficiencies.

As to the Broad Top region, I can only say that when my
topographical map of it shall be finished by additional field

work a very complete and satisfactory account of its geol-

ogy can be prepared for publication, but not until then.

Respecting the colored geological map of the county, I

must confess that it falls very far short of what such a map
should be. The county is so extensive, so irregular, covers

so many and such varied areas, is traversed by the outcrops

of so great a number of formations and subdivisions of

formations, and by so many arches, basins and faults, that

nothing short of an entire year exclusively spent in tracing

the contact lines would suffice to get the color belts exactly

.
into their geographical places. Nor would any amount of

time thus spent suffice until correct township maps be ob-

tained ; and these can only be furnished by a State topo-

graphical survej'.

But an inherent difficulty in coloring geologically even

a good map of the county must be noticed. There are

no well defined limits to most of our formations ; and the

drawing of color belts is necessarily directed chiefly by
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the prejudices of each individual geologist in favor of his

own method of subdividing the column of formations.

Thus Prof. Stevenson in his report on Bedford and Ful-

ton (T") preferred to fix the top of the Chemung formation

at the upper of the two remarkable conglomerates which
traverse middle Pennsylvania. Prof. White prefers in this

report, as in his published reports on the north-eastern

counties, to fix the top of the Chemung formation a thou-

sand feet lower, namely, a hundred feet beneath the lower

of the two conglomerates.

I have noticed in this report similar differences of classi-

fication (for they do not at all affect the observation of

facts, and are therefore of very little importance) between
the limits of the Pocono formation, top and bottom, fixed

by Mr. Ashburner and by Prof. White. It is well for non-

professional geologists to know that while professional

geologists agree in their descriptions of the rocks, they dif-

fer in the special names by which to call them ; and that

the color belts on a geological map merely represent such
names. To call a thousand feet at the top of the Chemung
formation by the name of CatsMll, does not change the

nature of that mass of rocks in the least degree ; it merely
narrows the Chemung color belt and widens the Catskill

color belt on the map that much.

J. P. LESLEY.
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HUNTINGDON COUNTY:

Chapter I.

General description.

Huntingdon county occupies n large and irregular area

in Middle Pennsylvania, lying south of Centre, east of

Blair, north of Bedford, west of Franklin, and crossing the

southern ends of Juniata and Mifflin counties.

Its western boundary follows the crest of Tussej' mount-
ain 21 miles ; crosses Canoe valley to Canoe mountain ; fol-

lows its crest to the Little Juniata river ; ascends tlie river

to Tyrone gap, and follows the Bald Eagle mountain crest

8 miles to the Centre county corner.

Its northern boundary starts at the Bald Eagle mountain

and crosses Warrior Mark and Spruce Creek valleys, diag-

onally, 9 miles, to Tussey mountain ; follows it 9 miles, and
zigzags across the Seven mountains-, 9 miles (in an air line,)

to Standing Stone mountain, at a point 8 miles northwest

of Lewistown.

Its eastern boundary follows Stone mountain crest, south-

westward, 11 miles ; crosses Kishicoquillis valley, 4 miles,

to Jack's mountain back of McVeytown ; follows Jack's

mountain crest, 9 miles, to the narrows of the Juniata river
;

descends the river to the bend ; keeps on eastward across

Black Log mountain, and Black Log valley, in all 10 miles,

to the top of Shade mountain ; follows the crest, northward,

one mile ; then strikes diagonally across Tuscarora valley,

(1 T3.)
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GKNERAL DESCRIPTION. T 3

7 miles, to Tascarora mountain; and, finallj', follows tlie

crest of Tuscarora mountain, southward, 16 miles to tne

northeastern Bedford county corner.

Its southern boundary Js a tolerably straight line about

28 miles long, from Tuscarora mountain, across Cabin val-

ley. Shade and Black Log mountains, Great Aughwick
valley. Sideling hill, Ground Hog valley. Broad Top mount-

ain, Terrace mountain, and the E,aystown branch, to the

crest of Tussey mountain.

Huntingdon county was set off from Bedford county,

September 20, 3787, about four years after Bedford had

been constituted out of Cumberland, and twenty-seven

years after Cumberland had been set off from Lancaster.

Its area is given by Gray & Walling as 840 square miles,

or 537,600 acres ; by the Census report of 1880, as 900 square

miles ; and by Walker^s statistical tables as only 730.

By the Census reports it had in 1860, 28,100; in 1870,

31, 251; and in 1880, 33,954 inhabitants; of whom 33,674

were whites, and 7,251 native white males.

In 1880 its production of maize in bushels (and acres) was

760,000 (21,517) ; of wheat, 354,000 (33,610) ; of oats, 231,000

(11,157); of Rye, 53,300 (6,955); of buckwheat, 31,000

(3,282) ; of barley, 4,200 (271.)

It is subdivided into 25 townships, of which a geological

description is given in this report of 13, viz : (1) Hopewell,

(2) Lincoln, (3) Penn, (4) Walker, (5) Juniata, (6) Porter,

(7) West, (8) Oneida, (9) Henderson, (10) Unio'a, (11) Cass,

(12) Todd, and (13) Carbon.

The rest of the county embraces (14) Norris, (15) Frank-

lin, and (16) Warrior's Mark, west of Tussey mountain
;

(17) Barree and (18) Jackson in the north, between Tussey

a,nd Standing Stone monntains ; (19) Brady in Kishicoquillis

valley ; (20) Shirley, (21) Cromwell, (22) Springfield anA (23)

Clay in the Aughwick valley ; and (24)- Tell and (25) BiiUin

in Tuscarora (Shade, or Cabin) valley next to Franklin

county. (See Plate I.)

The townships described in this volume occupy the west-

ern half of the county ; between Tussey mountain on the
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GENEIiAL DESCUirTION. T". 5

west and Jack's and Stone mountain on the east ; from the

Bedford county line on the south to Barree township line

on the north; the Huntingdon valley, Warrior's ridge,

Trough Creek valley, and part of Broad Top.

The points of chief geological interest therefore are . the

Clinton fossil ore range at the foot of Tussey ; the Oriskany
pulpit-rock sandstone range of Warrior's ridge; the Mar-

cellus brown hematite ore range of the Yellow Creek mines ;

the AUegrippus, Chemung and Catskill ranges ; and the

Broad Top coal field.

Drainage.

Huntingdon county belongs wholly to the water-basin of

the upper Juniata river. None of its rainfall liows into the

Potomac except at one or two points on its southern line.

(See Plate II.)

The Juniata river is constituted in the heart of the county

by the union of three branches :—the Frankstown branch

from Blair county, the Raystown branch from Bedford

county, and the Little Juniata and Bald Eagle creek from

Centre county.

The Frankstown branch enters the county by a gap in

Tussey mountain at Water Street and makes a great bend
below Alexandria. The old State canal from Harrisburg to

Hollidaysburg followed this branch ; but its bed is now oc-

cupied by a branch of the Pennsylvania railroad.

The Raystown iranch flows from the south, along the

foot of Terrace mountain, in so meandering a* manner that

although the air-line distance from its crossing the Bedford

county line to its junction with the main Juniata (4 miles

below Huntingdon) is only 21 miles, a measurement of the

distance in the bed of the Raystown branch would make it

nearly 50 miles. This peculiar crookedness of current is

due to the fact that it flows all the way along a belt of the

soft CatsMll formation (No. IX), crossing incessantly from

side to side, and rebounding from the ridges of Upper

Chemung sandrocks on the left, to the solid Pocono sand-

stone mass of Terrace mountain on the right.
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TTie Little Juniata, on the contrary, is comparatively

straight, crossing all the formations at right angles to the

beds, and flowing through Tyrone gap in Bald Eagle moun-
tain, and Spruce Creek gap in Tussey mountain, to join the

Frankstown branch a mile above Petersburg, or 6 miles

above Huntingdon.

Of the principal smaller rivers, Spruce creek enters the

Little Juniata behind Tussey mountain ; and SJiaver' s creek

in front of it. Standing Stone creek drains the country

back of Stone mountain into the Juniata at Huntingdon.

Crooked creek drains Walker township into the river oppo-

site Huntingdon. Oosliil run drains the south end of Kish-

icoquillis valley into Mill creek, and 3Iill creek into the Ju-

niata 6 miles below Huntingdon.

Trough creek drains the red shale synclinal trough sur-

rounding Broad Top mountain, through a gap in Terrace

mountain, into the Raystown branch, half way between

Huntingdon and the Bedford county line. The course of

this creek is very remarkable. It heads on the south slope

of the high knob which overlooks Huntingdon ; liows sout^i

down the center line of the trough between Sidling hill and
Terrace mountain, 12 miles ; turns northwest and flows

out through a gap to the river, 7 miles ; and then by the

river back to within a mile of where it started ; having made
a complete circuit of at least 45 miles, and a descent of 1000

feet.

Little Trough creek heads upon the East Broad Top
mountain plateau and cuts a remarkable ravine to the base

of the mountain, before it joins Trough creek. The topo-

graphical map of the region made by Messrs. Billin & Ash-
burner can alone make this curious phenomenon intelligible.

(See Plate III.)

Aiighwick creek drains all the southern part of the coun-

try, northward, into the great bend of the Juniata, 4 miles

below Mount Union.

Tuscarora creeJt has its headwaters, flowing north, along

the eastern border of the county.
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Mountains.

The mountains of Huntingdon, like those of the neighbor-

ing counties (which are merely tlieir continuations along

the strike of the rocks) fail under three heads, and cannot

be described without reference to the three great sandrock
formations Ilfos. IV, X, and XII of the Palaeozoic series,

of which these mountain ridges are the upturned edges at

the present general surface of the country.

To understand this the reader is referred to the account

of the geological structure of the county further on.

1. Tlie mountains of No. IV, Bald- eagle, Tussey, Stone,

JacJc' s, Blacklog, Shade, Tuscarora, have all the same shape

and average height ; are all sharp-crested ridges, running
for miles in nearly straight lines, and uniting with one

another at their ends—if not in this, then in some neighbor-

ing county.

Tims Bald-eagle mountain runs northeast through Centre

and Clinton counties into Lycoming, and returns to Hunt-
ingdon county as Tussey mountain. It also runs southwest

many miles into Bedford county and returns as Tussey
mountain. Thus it incloses Warrior's Mark and Franklin

townships, and large areas of similar limestone valley land

to the northeast and southwest.

Tussey mo^notain can be seen on the county map running

northeast around Jacksoii township and returning as Stone

mountain. Where it makes the turn it loses its name and is

called the Seven mountains of Clinton county.

Stone mountain unites with Jack's mountain at the Juni-

ata river below Huntingdon. South of the river the double

mountain (called Jack's mountain) keeps on southward

through Union and Cass, and ends in Clay township.

Blacklog and Sliade imountains, separated only by a nar-

row valley, run side by side across the county, and come
together in two ijoints, like the stem and stern of a canoe

;

one in Juniata county near MifQintown, the other in Fulton

county near Fort Littleton. I

Tuscarora mountain runs east all the way to Millerstown,
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in Perry county, and returns as the Blue {North) mountain

of Franklin county.

The rib-rocks of the Bald-eagle mountain sink under-

ground westward, underlie all western and northern Penn-

sylvania, and come up to the surface in the States of Ohio

and New York.

But therib-rocKs of Tussey mountain sink eastward, pass

under Huntingdon valley and the Broad Top coal region,

and come up again in Stone and Jack's mountains. They
underlie the town of Huntingdon at a depth of about a mile

;

and they underlie the village of Coalmont in the Broad Top
coal held at a depth of nearly three miles, say 14,000 feet.

(See table of formations at the end of Chapter V.)

Stone and Jack's mountains come together because their

rib-rocks rise to the surface and immediately roll over and

go down again to a depth of a mile under Aughwick val-

ley, and then rise again to the surface in Blacklog mountain.

In like manner the rib-rocks of Shade mountain sink to a

great depth beneath Tuscarora valley, and rise again to the

surface in Tuscarora mountain.

All these mountains are therefore one and the same, made
out of the same rib-rocks, and therefore of the same general

shape and height along their whole extent.

T7ie average height of the crest above the valley is usually

less than 1000 feet, and above tide nearly 2000 feet.

Tyrone station is 907' A. T., and the Bald-eagle crest

just south of it 1900' A. T.

Spruce Creek station is 777' A. T., and the Ticssey mount-
ain crest just south of it 1840' A. T. But the knob in Wal-
ker township rises to 2300' A. T. The crest slowly sinks

(southward) to 2200' and 2100' ; runs at 2000' several miles,

rises suddenly to 2200' and continues at 2300', 2200', and
2100' to the county corner. (See key map in Atlas to re-

port T.

)

JacK s mountain crest, in Mifflin county opposite Lewis-

town, is 1760', further on, (southward,) 1823'; back of Mc-
Veytovvn, 1894'; approaching the Juniata, 2212'; If miles

northeast of the Mt. Union bridge, 2354'; the level of the

bridge being 584' A. T.
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Jack's mountain crest in Htintingdon county (2^ miles

northeast of Three Springs) is 2220', while the railroad track

at Three Springs in the valley is only 717' A. T.

Black-Log mountain crest on the north side of the Orbi-

sonia gap is 1727'; on the south side, 1584'; Orbison's mill

afc Orbisonia being 654' A. T. (See report F, pp. 285 to 287.)

This will give a good idea of the usual height of all these

mountains of IV. But it must be remembered that the val-

leys which they surround have a general surface level several

hundred feet above that of the rivers which flow through

them, and that these rivers flow at their own special levels

from valley to valley through gaps in the mountains cut

down from crest to base.

It is a remarkable fact that a mountain of IV is higher

when its rocks dip 45° than when they are vertical, and it

is on this account that Tussey mountain is usually higher

than Bald Eagle mountain.

It is also true that where two mountains are united in an

arch, like Jack's and Stone in Huntingdon county, the crest

is higher than where each mountain runs on alone ; and this

fact is specially evident at the brow and stern of a mount-

ain canoe, or at the point of a zigzag like the knob in Wal-
ker township mentioned above.

All these peculiarities can be explained by paying atten-

tion to the formations which make the mountain, and the

way the rock-beds are folded.

T7ie shape of a mountain of IV is not quite the same

in the western, middle and eastern parts of the county
;

for the Bald-eagle mountain has two crests, of nearly equal

height; Tussey; Stoue, Jack's, Black Log and Shade, one

high crest and another lower one, making a bold terrace on

one side of the mountain ;
while Tuscarora (and the Blue

mountain also) has only the one crest and little or no ter-

race at all.

The reason for these peculiarities is a very simple one.

Formation No. IV in the region of the Allegheny mountain

has three subdivisions. Upper, Middle and Lower ; the

upper and lower being hard, massive white sand rocks ; the

middle division being softer red sandstone and shale beds.
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And of the two hard divisions the upper one {white Me-
dina) is the most massive, and therefore forms the main

crest of the mountain ; the lower one {Oneida) forms the

crest or brow of the terrace ; and the middle soft {red Me-
dina) forms the step of the terrace, often worn into con-

cealed ravines.

This triple division of formation No. IV gradually disap-

pears going southeastward towards the Cumberland valley.

The middle {red Medina) changes ; its shales become sand-

rocks ; and all three divisions fall practically into one ; the

whole formation consisting of a series of thick sandrocks,

one of which sometimes makes the crest, and sometimes
another ; but no terrace is possible.

The two extremes of this change are seen in the Bald-

eagle mountain at the west border, and in Tuscarora mount-
ain at the east border of Huntingdon county ; and the in-

termediate steps of the change are seen in the mountains
between them ; but not so much in Tussey as in Stone, nor

so much in Jack's as in Black-Log and Shade.

The terrace side of Black-Log faces east, that of Tussey
west, that of Stone east, that of Jack's west, that of Black-

Log east, that of Shade west, that of Tuscarora east.

This terrace side is the lower or bottom-rock side, in all

cases, and overlooks the limestone valley. It may be called

the No. Ill side.

The upper or top-rock side is of course the reverse, and
is characterized by a longer and gentler slope, by a smooth
red soil, and by a range of fossil iron ore. It may be called

the No. V side, because it is made by Formation No. V
{Clinton and Salina or Onondaga.)

2. The mountains of X, Terrace mountain, and Sideling

hill, are the only ones of this kind in Huntingdon county.
To find others like them one must go into eastern Pennsyl-
vania ; to the Cove mountains in Perry county, and the

mountains which surround the anthracite coal fields.

Terrace mountain and Sideling Mil surround in a similar
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manner the Broad Top coal field. They unite in a high
point, at the Juniata river below Huntingdon. From this

point Terrace mountain runs first southwestward and then

southward past the west side of Broad Top, into Bedford
county

; Sideling hill runs southward past the east side of it

into Fulton county ; the two reunite and run on to Mary-
land.

The terrace from which Terrace mountain is named differs

in appearance fr6m the terrace of a mountain of IV, al-

though it has a similar geological cause. The crest of the

mountain is the edge of a great gray sandstone rib-rock,

called Formation No. X {Pocono ;) the terrace is made by
hard red sandstone beds in the underlying formation No.

IX {OatsJcill.) Had the Catskill formation one thick solid

mass of sandstone instead of many thin separate red sand-

stone beds, the terrace of a mountain of X would be like

the terrace of a mountain of IV, scolloped by scores of

small double-headed ravines, cutting the brow of the ter-

race off from the backbone of the mountain, and making
it stand ont, as a separate feature from the general slope

of the mountain. As the case stands, however, the moun-
tain of X has a steep slope near the top, and then a Hatter

place, and then another steep slope lower down, ending in

a long slope to the foot. The terrace of Terrace mountain

is just as visible in the landscape when seen from Tussey

mountain, as is the terrace of Tussey mountain when seen

from Bald-eagle mountain ; but its aspect is so entirely dif-

ferent that the geologist recognizes the different structure

of the two at a glance.

The height of the mountains of X does not exceed that of

the mountains of IV ; but the country at the west base of

Terrace mountain is higher and more rolling than the lime-

stone plain at the west base of Tussey mountain, and there-

fore the crest line of Terrace does not look so high as the

crest line of Tussey. No exact measurements have been

made of the height of Terrace mountain ; but Sideling hill

is the same as Terrace mountain, and its crest height is

known, at one point, viz : 1360', over the East Broad-top rail-
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roud tunnel ; and 1517' at the road north of the tunnel ; the

tunnel itself being 1232' A. T.*

The steepness of the sandstone rib-beds in Sideling hill

should make it lower than Terrace mountain. When the

two mountains come together, the end-knob overlooking

the Juniata is very high, i)robably over 2000' A. T., but it

has never been accurately measured. The prospect from

its top over the Huntingdon vallej' westward and north-

ward is verv tine.

3. The mountain of XII, Broad Top, is the only mount-

ain of this kind in Middle Pennsylvania. To find others

like it one must go to the Anthracite coal region. But there

is a marked difference between the conglomerate ridges

which surround and support the great anthracite coal basins

and the oval patch of high land called the Broad Top in

Huntingdon county. The nearest like it is the mass of

mountain land on top of which lie the Beaver meadow,

Dreck creek, Hazleton, and Black creek anthracite basins,

the encircling brow of which is formed by N'o. XII {Potts-

ville conglomerate) there, as here in Broad Top, only 200

or 300 feet thick. At Pottsville No. XII is 1000 feet thick,

and therefore fortns a separate mountain.

There is no terrace to Broad Top. From the top edge of

solid rock the mountain- side slopes steeply down all round

to the bottom of a valley hollowed out in EFo. XI {MaucTi

GhunTi red shale) 400 to 500 feet below.

The height of Broad Top mountain has been determined

in past years at many hundred points. The upper stations

of the East Broad Top railroad are on nearly the highest

ground—Robertsdale, 1785'; Terminus, 1817' A. T.

A long prong of conglomerate runs north from the main
mass of mountain, and is called locally Rocky hill. It is

separated from the south wall of the Broad Top mountain,

called Wray's hill ; and on it there is a high knob 2804' A.

*Iii the Pipe line survey (See tables below) the summit of Terrace mount-
ain at some undescribed point north of Broad Top, is called 1684' ; Little

Trough creek 1250' ; and Sideling hill summit 1652'. This shows at least the

nearly equal height of the two crests ; and that Trough creek Valley is exca-

vated only 400 or 500 feet beneath them.
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T. (overlooking Cook's station, E. B. T. R. R., which is

1541' A. T.) which is called Round Knob. (See Report P,

page 288. )

Round Knot, in the center of Broad Top mountain (bnt

in Bedford connty) is given by Prof. Stevenson as 1990';

and the summit at the head of Six-mile run as 1805' A. T.

(See Report T", page 6.)

The back-bone summit of the mountain is 2054'
; the

Mountain House hotel inBroad Top city, 1997.2'; the Church
at Cross-roads, 1996'; Trough creek at the road crossing,

1848'; the east brow of the mountain (Wray's hill) at the

road leading down to Sideling gap, 2151'; and New Granada
in the red shale vallej^ at the foot of the mountain at the

gap, 939'. The steep slope of this mountain of XII, then,

on its eastern side, is nearly 1200 feet. (See Report F,

page 288.)

Minor ridges and rialleys.

The valleys of this part of middle Pennsylvania are as

varied as its mountains. There are valleys of limestone

(No. II.) valleys of red shale (No, V,) and vallevs of grav

shale (No. VIII.)

Nittany {Spruce creeTc) valley.

Warrior's Mark and Franklin townships stretch across

the broad, rolling, cavernous (and therefore more or less

waterless) valley of Cambro-Silurian lirr^estone, No. II, be-

tween Bald-eagle and Tussey mountains. It has a border

of TJtica and Hudson river slate, No. Ill, making a ter-

race in front of each mountain, behind which many pairs

of small runs meet and flow down, through the terrace, into

the valley.

The limestone formation being more than 6000 feet thick,

and containing several subordinate sandy formations, two

or three indistinct ridges, scarcely visible above the general

level of the valley, run lengthwise of it, the principal one

being called the Barrens. (See Report T*.)

Spruce creek, the main stream of the valley, keeps pretty

close to the foot of the terrace of Tussey mountain and

enters the Little Juniata near the gap. It receives the drain-
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age of the Bald-eagle side of the valley, by means of War-
rior^ s Mark creek, which crosses the valley and the two

townships nearly at right angll^s.

Logan'' s run Hows along the foot of Bald-eagle terrace

about 4 miles, into the Little Juniata at the Tyrone gap.

Canoe valley.

Morris township covers the continuation of the Spruce

creek limestone valley south of the Little Juniata between

Canoe mountain and Tnssey mountain. But while the

Spruce Creek valley is 7 miles wide, Canoe valley (its con-

tinuation) is only 2^ miles wide. But it has tAvo terraced

mountain walls just the same, Canoe mountain taking the

place of Bald-eagle mountain. The flow of Canoe valley

is, however, considerably higher above the river ; and as its

rocks are very steeply upturned, half of them dipping north-

west under Canoe mountain and half dipping southeast

under Tussey mountain, the whole 6000 feet of limestone

No. II comes here also to the surface.

The Frankstown branch, or main Juniata river, flows

through this township and out through Tussey mountain

by a gap of its own, at Water Street. Both rivers cut

tlieir beds from 300 to 400 feet below the general level of

the valley floor, in other words they are bordered by lime-

stone hills of that height. (See the topographical map in

Report T.)

Canoe mountain is at its end 2200' A. T.

The two knobs of its end terrace (overlooking the Little

Juniata) are 1660' and 1620'; the next knob south facing

Canoe valley, 1520'; the next, 1680'; the two little ones op-

posite ^tna furnace, 1440'; the long terrace opposite Yel-

low Springs, 1500'; the next long terrace running to the

Juniata river 1600' above tide.

The highest part of the floor of the valley, a mile or two

south of the Little Juniata, is 1020'; the highest west of

Water Street, 1060'; the round hill to the west of the road

half way between Water Street and Yellow Springs, 1160';

that on the east of the road. 1200'; the hill between Fox
run and Church run, (northwest) back of ^JEtna furnace.
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1160'; the Church hill north of Yellow Springs, 1040'; the

hilltop south of Yellow Springs, 1260'; and the hilltops at

Clark's ore bank, 1080', and at ^tna ore bank, 1200' and
1260' above tide.

The Juniata river bed is cut down at Cove forge to 820';

at ^tna furnace to 800'; below the second dam to 780'; be-

low the first dam to 760'; and in the Water Street mountain
gap to 740'.

The limestone hill west of the pool between the second

and first dams {i. e. a mile north of MtnSi furnace) rises

steeply from 780' to 1100'=320'. This will give a fair idea

of the general topographical relation of the Juniata river to

the floor of the valley.

The Little Juniata river bed is in like manner cut down
at Bridge No. 2, east of Union furnace R. R. station (799')

and west of Spruce Creek R. R. station 777'—to 760'; while

the limestone valley floor a mile south of the river is pretty

level at 1020' and 1040' = a difference. of nearly 300 feet.

Tussey mountain crest S. of Spruce Creek gap is 1840'.

This —740', the Little Juniata in the gap, =1100', the depth

of the cut through the mountain.

Tussey mountain crest N. of Water Street gap is 1840'.

This —740', the Juniata in the gap, =1100', the depth of the

cut through the mountain.

Tussey mountain terrace top south of Spruce Creek gap

is 1740', and the JSTo. Ill slate slope is steep down to the flat

floor of the valley 1060'=a steep descent of nearly 700 feet.

A remarkable phenomenon occurs in connection with the

Water Street gap. (See Plate IV, page 14.)

The Juniata river hugs the foot of the mountain for about

five miles, both in Blair county and in Morris township

Huntingdon county, until it has passed JEtna furnace on

its way to the Water Street gap. Its channel is cut in the

upper limestone of No. II, (the Trentonformation.) Some'

of its sharp bends cut into the terrace slate formation Nb:

III, but so short a distance as to expose only the lowest

( Utica slate) beds. It looks as if the river expected each

time to make its gap through the mountain, was disap-

pointed, and had to return to the limestone, keep on north,

2 T'.
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and try again. At .^tna furnace it cuts west for half a

mile into the valley, turns suddenly and makes straight for

the face of the slate terrace, cutting into it this time deeper

than before, /. e. , nearly one third through the slate forma-

tion. But it again recoils into the limestone and flows on

about a mile. Now, apparently without an effort it slides

diagonally entirely through the formation III into the

heart of the sandstone formation IV. But, instead of com-

pleting its gap through the whole mountain, it turns and
runs lengthwise of the mountain, splitting the terrace en-

tirely off from the central rib, all the way to Water Street,

where it bends at a right angle and makes its gap.

The explanation of this curious river channel is twofold

:

1, there is a fault in the structure (described in the town-

ship report ;) and 2, formation No. IV is triple ; the upper

member making the mountain crest ; the lower member
making the terrace brow ; the middle soft member making
the ravines of the terrace ; and it is in this soft middle

member that the Juniata has cut its narrows*
These Water Street narrows are two miles long, com-

mencing at the first dam above the gap. Here the Juniata

water level is 760' A. T. and the crest of the terrace hog-

back, 1160', (difference 400 feet ;) half way of the narrows,

1220' ; opposite Water Street, 1200' A. T.

On the other (east) bank of the river, the steep mountain
slope rises 840' , to 1620' A. T.

Black-tog valley.

This is constructed precisely like Canoe valley, but has

no river running through it. It is nearly straight, 45 miles

long, by li miles wide, and inclosed between Black-log

mountain on the northwest side, and West Shade mountain

on the southeast side ; and the two mountains come together

in two sharp points at each end of the valley.

BlacTc-loff creek heads near the northeast end and flows

20 miles through the valley, as in a ditch, to gap Orbisonia,

where it turns west and cuts out through Black-log mount-

*See Mr. E. B. Harden's photograph views of the wild scenery of these

narrows. (Not published in this volume.)
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ain, precisely as the Juniata cuts out of Canoe valley through

Tussey mountain. (See the topographical map of Orbiso-

nia, in Report F.)

All this distance there is no water gap through either of

the two walls of the valley, composed of No. IV sandstone,

and lined inside by two very slight terraces facing each

other, with a narrow strip of No. II limestone along the

center line of the valley, in which the creek flows.

Orbisonia gap is precisely half way between the Juniata

county and Fulton county lines, 9^ miles distant from each.

South of Orbisonia gap the valley itself has the same
shape as north of the gap and in Juniata county ; but its

drainage is curiously different. Instead of one long creek

coming from the south end of the valley into Fulton valley

and keeping in the limestone rocks of its floor to meet
Black-log creek at the Orbisonia gap, there are two
streams—one, flowing into the valley through a gap in

Shade mountain, diagQpally opposite to and three miles

due south of Orbisonia gap ; the other heading in the

valley and flowing out of it, through a gap, also in Shade

mountain, a mile or so south of the Fulton county line.

These two streams are :

Shade creek, the heads of which bring the rainfall of the

north half of Dublin township (in Tuscarora valley) through

Shade creek gap into Black-log valley, and to Black-log

creek at Orbisonia gap ;—and

Sideling Hill creek south branch, which heads in Black-

log valley, at its south end,—flows out through a gap in

Shade mountain opposite Burnt Cabins—makes a complete

loop around the south end of the mountains (united) oppo-

site Fort Littleton—turns north along the west or outside

foot of Black-log mountian—reenters Huntingdon county

and unites with the north branch at Madisonville. No item

of the drainage system of middle Pennsylvania is more

curious than this.

Orbisonia gap is one of the few mountain gaps in Penn-

sylvania that have been carefully studied and mapped in

contour lines. (See Report F.)

It is the only gap in Pennsylvania through which a trans-
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versefault has been certainl.y proved to run. But the fault

is so small that there is no sure ground for believing that it

played an important part in locating the gap. The country

south of the gap has been thrown west at the most only 90

feet ; and the throw does not seem to affect the inner (No.

Ill) side of the mountain, only its outer (No. V) side ; and

the throw does not seem to extend to the outcrops of No.

VI and No. VII. (See Plate V, page 16.)

The topography of Black-log valley and Orbisonia gap

shows that the limestone floor (No. II) has been worn down
to 680' A. T. where Black-log and Shade creeks meet and

enter the gap. This is at the bottom beds of the No. Ill

slate. In the heart of the gap, water level is 660'; at Orbi-

sonia bridge 590'.

Black-log mountain central rib-rock outcrop rises steeply

northioard to the crest at 1660', then slowly to 1700' A. T.

Southward steeply to 1560', then slowly to 1580'. The simi-

larity between the erosion at Orbisonia gap and at Water
Street gap (in Tussey) is therefore striking. There, a large

river flows through a gap at 740', the crest of the mountain

being 1620'. Here, a small creek flows through a gap at

660', the crest of the mountain being 1560'. The depth of

cut in both cases is about 900 feet, irrespective of the quan-

tity of water at present flowing through the gap.

It is noteworthy that Tussey crest between its two gaps is

1840', but opposite the narrows where the river has reduced

the width of the mountain by splitting off from it its ter-

race, the crest height is only 1620'. Now, Black-log mount-

ain has scarcely any terrace, and its maximum crest height

north of Orbisonia gap is only 1700'.

Valleys of V, VI, VII, VIII, IX.

Between the mountains of IV and the mountains of X
the country is always comparatively low or valley land

;

narrow, where the strata are steeply upturned and the out-

crops are narrow ; broad, where the strata dip gently and
cover a great breadth of surface.

In all cases the valley, whether broad or narrow, is sub.

divided into three parallel vales by two subordinate ridges
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made by the outcropping rough sandrocks of VII {Oris-

Jcaiiy,) and by the coarse sandstone and conglomerate strata

of the upper part of VIII {Chemung.)
Hopewell, Lincoln, Penn, Walker, Juniata, Porter, West,

Oneida, Henderson, Barree, and Jackson township all lie in

one great valley between Terrace mountain (X) and the sur-

rounding mountains of IV, Tussey, Seven mountains, and
Stone.

It is divided into an outer range of vales of V, a middle

range of vales of VIII, and an inside range of vales of IX.

Warrior'' s ridge is the outcrop of VII {Orisliany sand-

stone) which we may follow from the Bedford county line

all the way to the Juniata at Petersburg. Behind it i. e.

between it and Tussey mountain runs Woodcoclc nalley,

excavated in the red shales {Onondaga or Salina) and gray

shales {Clinton) of formation No. V.

It is a low ridge for much of its course, gapped at inter-

vals to let out the drainage of Woodcock valley. But as it

approaches the Juniata its rocks get to dipping very gently

(southeast), and the crest of the ridge becomes about 300

feet high, with a bold escarpment facing Tussey mountain.

The river cuts square through Warrior's ridge above Hunt-

ingdon, where it is nearly two miles wide, making a very

picturesque gorge, the side walls of which are vertical cliffs

of Lower Helderberg limestone (VI) supporting the Oris-

Tiany sandstone beds (VII), which have been weathered into

isolated masses and slender columns, called "Pulpit rock^"

These tower above the trees which cover the heights and

slopes and conceal the cliffs of the gorge.

From the Juniata river on, northward, Warrior'' s ridge

continues of the same character, with a west escarpment,

crowned with Pulpit rocks and isolated masses, across West
and Barree into Jackson township, where it ends ; or, rather,

where it turns the center line of the great Huntingdon syn-

clinal trough, and runs back (southward) across Barree,

East Henderson, and West Brady townships to the Juniata

and Jack's narrows. In this part of its course the sandrock

dips very steeply the other way (west), and, therefore, the

ridge is narrow and low, and at last forms merely the foot
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of Stone mountain. The Oriskany quarries at the west en-

trance to the gorge of Jack's narrows look as if they were

opened in the mountain itself ; but in reality the quarry

face represents Warrior's ridge on this eastern side of the

great trough.

From the river southward the Oriskany ridge runs on
through Hare' s valley, comes out into tlie open country of

Cass townshij), swings round the soutli end of Jack's

mountain, and returns to the river at Mount Union.

A similar ridge of Orislcany sandstone (No. VII) crosses

the county in front of and about a mile from Black-log

mountain, past Orbisonia.

Two similar ridges of No. VII traverse the length of Tus-

carora valley, one at the foot of each of its inclosing

mountains.

Allegrippus ridge is the name given to the rougher part

of the great Huntingdon valley lying just west of the Rays-
town branch in Juniata and East Penn township. It is

really one of three parallel ridges or ranges (the one next

the river) composed of the hard and massive sandstone

strata of VIII {Chemung and Hamilton rocks) greatly

spread out by low rolling dips, just as Warrior's ridge is

spread out further west.

These ridges are little mountains, at least 500 feet high,

and making a very rough country, which ends opposite

Marklesburg.

From this on (southward) through Lincoln and Hopewell
into Bedford county the steeper dipping rocks of VIII make
but one ridge with a rather broad top.

Between this Allegrippus range (upper VIII) and the

Warrior ridge range (VII) lies the regular valley (lower

VIII) which the Huntingdon and Broad Top railroad follows.

Between the Allegrippus and Terrace mountain flows the

Raystown branch with many sharp curves and horse-shoe

bends from side to side in the soft rocks of IX.

North of the Juniata river the Allegrippus range fills up
most of Henderson county. At its western foot flows Stand-

ing Stone creek, which drains the whole lower country be-
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tween it and Warrior' s ridge ; and the narrow vale between
it and Stone mountain is the water-way of Mill creek.

South of the Juniata the steeo strata of the Allegrippus
are named Clear ridge, which "keeps on into Bedford and
range (Lick ridge) run the whole length of Hare's valley,

county.

Two similar and parallel ranges of the hard rocks of VIII
(Chemung) cross the county, one on each side of great Augh-
wick creek.

Two more traverse the county in Tuscarora valley.

All these ridges of VIII {Chemung) differ entirely in their

character and appearance (being broader and higher, and
having more gently roianded outlines) from the ridges of

VII {OrisTcany.)

It is remarkable that the two largest minor rivers of the

county, Standing stone creek and Aughwick creek, drain

the two largest areas of rocks of No. VIII.

Standing Stone creek collects most of the waters of the

four townships north of Huntingdon.

Augliwick creek and its main branch Sideling Hill creek

collect most of the waters of the five townships south of

Mt. Union, besides considerable areas in Fulton county.

Valley of XL
The red shale valley of Trough creek is a large cove se-

cluded within the circuit of Terrace and Sideling mount-

ains, and extending two arms—two narrow valleys—south-

wards, one on each side of Broad Top mountain, one into

Bedford, the other into Fulton counties. The folds which

divide up the coal field into separate troughs or basins, and

cause projecting spurs of the mountain, are felt in the red

rocks of the valley below to such an extent as not only to

give it its great breadth and to repeat its outcrops, but to

make its surface irregularly uneven, and its drainage com-

plicated.

Great and Little Trough creeks, and Eock run (heading

close to the Bedford-Fulton-Huntingdon county corner)

drain Bast Broad Top mountain and the whole of Trough
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valley, to a gap in Terrace mountain at the Tod-Cass town-

ship corner, opposite Marklesburg, and so into the Rays-

town Juniata.

But, another gap in Terrace mountain 3 miles further

south lets through a small stream, which enters the river a

mile above Coffee run.

Faults.

The Orbisonia gap fault and Three Springs fault, are de-

scribed and illustrated in Report F.^The Water Street and

Spruce creek gap faults, will be described in the special re-

ports oniPorter township.—The faults of the Bald-eagle

mountain, shown on Mr. Harden's map, and the great Bir-

mingham anticlinal fault, will be described with Warrior's

Mark township.

Railroad levels.

The Pennsylvania railroad follows the Little Juniata

river from its head at Altoona in Blair county, past Tyrone

City and Birmingham, to its junction with the main Juniata

river at Petersburg ; and then it follows the Juniata river

down to its junction with the Susquehanna river. The fol-

lowing tables of heights of grade at stations above sea

level, with distances of stations from Philadelphia is taken

from Report N (1878,) pages 3, 4.

Two of the large sheets of the topographical contonr-line

map of Sinking creels valley, Canoe valley, Morrison' s cove,

and other x>arts of Blair county (see Atlas, Report T) give

an accurate rejjresentation of the course of the Little Ju-

niata,—of the limestone slopes and cliffs between which it

flows,—and of the railway cuts, iills, and bridges.

Mr. E. B. Harden's small contour map of the Bald Eagle

mountain and Logan's run (in this Report T') furnishes

similar data for part of the north side of the river.

The railroad grade keeps about 30 feet above the ordinary

water level of the river, to be safe from the floods which
swell its volume always in the spring, and sometimes at

other seasons of the year.
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Between Tyrone and Petersburg the track crosses the

Little Juniata from side to side by many bridges ; but from

Petersburg down, past Huntingdon, itkee'ps to the left (N.)

bank as far as the entrance to Jack's narrows. Here it

crosses to the right bank, and recrosses at Mt. Union, where

it enters Juniata county.

The datum is U. S. Coast Survey Mean Atlantic ocean

level at Hoboken ; which is 7feet below mean high tide at

PhiladelpJiia.

Pennsylvania railroad.

stations. Miles. Ocean level.

Gallitzin 249 2161'

Tunnel, (east end,) — 2126'

Altoona, 237 1178'

Tyrone, 223 907'

( Birmingham 220 866'

Union furnace 216 799'

Spruce creek, 215 777'

Tunnel, (west end,) — 761'

Barre forge, 212 724'

Shuman's bridge, — 699'

Petersburg 209 678'

Warrior ridge, — 677'

Huntingdon 203 622'

Mill creek 198 601'

Mapleton, 194 693'

Jaokstown, — 595'

I Mount Union 191 597'

Newton Hamilton 188 599'

McVeytown 173 522'

Lewistown 166 498'

Newport, 133 395'

Dunoannon, 120 356'

Susquehanna bridge, 110 350'

Harrisburg, 105 320'

Philadelphia, .,
32'

Ocean level at New York, established by U. S. Coast Survey, . 0'

a
o
a

The Huntingdon and Broad Top railroad leaves the

Pennsylvania railroad in Huntingdon, crosses the Juniata

to the south bank, follows up Crooked creek to its head,

keeps on south across the runs which drain Woodcock val-

ley into the Raystown branch, reaches and crosses the river
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at Saxton, follows it up through a gap in Terrace mountain

into the red shale valley of XI to Hopewell, and so on up

the river to Bedford and Maryland.

At Saxton it sends its first branch up Slioup's run ; at

Riddlesburg its second branch np Six-Mile run; and at

Hopewell its third branch up Sandy run ; all to coal mines.

The last two are in Bedford county ; but the Shoup's run

branch railroad reenters Huntingdon county, in which are

the mines described in this report.

A table of the main line is given in Report N" (1878,) page

17; but the levels of the three coal railway branches have

never been published. They were furnished too late for

publication (Dec. 9, 1878) by Mr. C. B. Finley, C. and M. E.

Bedford, Pa., together with a revised table of the main line

which is here substituted for the one in Report N.

The distances are from Hollidaysburg.

Huntingdon and Broad Top railroad.

Bq

Stations. Miles. Ocean level.

(-Huntingdon, 621.0'

McConneUstown, 5 673.7'

Grafton, 7 747.5'

B' I Marklesburg, H 790.4'
"

I Cofifee run, — 872.4'

Rough and Ready 17 888.3'

Cove, — 918.1'

L Fisher's summit, 21 972.2'

Saxton, (new depot,) 25 859.0'

CCoalmont, — 1106.0'

Crawford — 1237?

Old M. P., — 1278?

'^^ Mine No. 3, — 1400?

Barnet mine, — 1379?

Dudley Stat., — 1414.3'

End of track,* . . — 1861.6'

Riddlesburg, 30 864.7'

Defiance, — 1008.0'

Coaldale, (Fairplay,) — 1131.1'

Northpoint, — 1311.0'

Hopewell, . 32 898.0'

Cliivington coal mine, — 1297.5'

Piper's run — 946.0'

Tatesville 41 1094.8'

* Cook coal bank (according to J. M. Africa) is 1875'.
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Everett, 44 1118.7'

Mt. Dallas, — 1054.0'

Bedford, — 1063.0'

Buffalo summit, — 1357.0'

The East Broad Top narrow-gauge railroad leaves the

Pennsylvania railroad at Mount Union and runs south,

through Aughwick valley, to Orbisonia ; thence west across

the valley up Three Springs creek, past the south end of

Jack's mountain, to a high tunnel through Sideling Hill

mountain ; crosses the red shale valley divide ; enters the

gorge of Little Trough creek between Kocky hill and
Wray's hill ; to the East Broad Top coal mines on the flat

top of the mountain.

The following table is taken from Report N, (1878,) page

13.

East Broad Top railroad.

The distances are from Mount Union junction.
Ocean

Stations. Miles, level.

End of railroad on E. Broad Top mountain — 1817'

Robertsdale, 30 1785'

Cook's station, — 1541'

Cole's station, 24^ 1359'

Sideling Hill tunnel — 1232'

Saltillo, 19 781'

Scottsville, — 717'

Beersville, — 658'

Jordan's summit, — 709'

Kock hill, 11 624'

McMuUen's summit, — 669'

Douglas summit, — 598'

Shirleysburg 7 572'

Aughwick creek 4 560'

Morrison's summit, — 615'

Mount Union, (Penn. R. R. junction,) ... 597'

The topographical survey of a cross belt of country ex-

tending from Orbisonia to the East Broad Top mines, exe-

cuted by Messrs. Billin and Ashburner and published in

Report F in 1878, furnished the Table 8b to Report N, pages

14, 15, and 16, from which the following points are selected :

Aughwick and Black-log creeks, junction, 578'

Aughwick and Three Springs creeks, junction, 618'

Aughwick and Sideling Hill creeks, junction 762'

±

Sideling Hill creek at T. Wilson's,
_

800'
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Sideling Hill cr. Dublin Mills dam, 815'

Sideling Hill or. at the (Jacli's mt.) anticlinal, 838'

New Grenada, inside the Sideling Hill gap, P39'

Stream level in Clear ridge gap, 885'

Clear ridge summit at Sol. Taylor's, 1144'

Bagdad bridge over the run, . . 1136'

Trough cr. dam surface, between Rocky ridge and Shirley's

Knob, . . . . 1144'

Trough creek, at road, below Stapleton's, 1200

Trough creek bet. Hoover's and Anderson's, 1848'

Petriken's 003,1 mine, (Rocky ridge,) 1456'

Curfman's (Savage) ooal mine, (Rooky ridge,) 1531'

Dougherty's old ooal mine, (1 m. S. W. Stapleton's,) . . . 1607'

Rooky ridge crest, on road W. of Stapleton's, . . 1467'

Road summit between Rooky ridge and Round Knob, . . 1750'

Round Knob top, (near Cook's station,) 2304'

Wray's Hill crest, (over tunnel,) 1740'

Iron Knob, (just south of tunnel,) I860'

Road summit from Sideling Hill tunnel to Cook's station, 1760'

Road summit from Cook's station to Eagle foundry, . . 1683'

Eagle foundry, 1261'

Grave mountain top, 2170' ±.
Cross-roads summit between J. Diggens' and Broad Top

city, 2054'

Broad Top city pavement, Mountain House 1997'

Chert bank, (Orbisonia map,) 782'±

Hawk mine, 937'

N. fossil mine No. 2 762'

S. fossil mine No. 1, 669'

S. fossil mine No. 2, 728'

Orbison slope, 762'

Jordan bank, 778'

Drift in Marcellus ore, 941'

Drift and slope,
,

817'

Dfift and shaft, 730'

Royer and Dewees tunnel, 770'

The Lewisburg and Tyrone railroad leaves the Pennsyl-

vania railroad in the Bald-eagle mountain gap below Tyrone
city ; crosses the Little Juniata ; ascends the little valley

of Logan' s run
;
passes Warrior' s Mark village, the Pond

ore banks, and the Pennsylvania furnace, and ends at pres-

ent at Scotia, in Centre county. (See Report T', 1884.)

The line has been surveyed on eastward, through Brush

valley and Pine Creek narrows, to the Susquehanna river.
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The following table of elevations* shows both the heights

of the stations above the datum adopted by the railroad

engineers ;t and also their heights above ocean level:

Lewisburg and Tyrone railroad.

stations. Ocean level.

Junction with main line, P. B. K., 465.7 892'

Weston's summit, 543.2 969.5'

Logan's run, 516.0 942.3'

Guyer's bridge, 692.0* 1018.3'

Pennington summit, . 810.4 1236.7'

Warrior's Mark, (trestle,) 653.8 1080.1'

Lowrie's summit, 679.0 1105.3'

East branoti, 649.6 1075.9'

Dry Ridge summit 781.0 1207.3'

Forks of Dry Hollow, 710.8 1137.1'

Pond ore bank summit, 836.8 1263.1'

Half Moon Run bridge No. 8 677.6 1103.9'

" " No. 7, 699.8 1126.1'

" " No. 6, 677.6 1103.9'

" " No. 5, 65G.0 1082.3'

Geist's, 655.0 1081.3'

Half Moon Run bridge No. 4, 655.0 1081.3'

" " No. 3, 645.0 1071.3'

" " No. 2, 635.0 1061.3'

" " No. 1, 619.4 1045.7'

Spruce Creek, 625.0 1051.3'

Pennsylvania furnace, 640.0 1066.3'

Tadpole run 640.0 1066.3'

Pairbrook, 698.5 1124.8'

Scotia, 912.5 1338.8'

The Seaboard Pipe Line, from the oil regions of Western
Pennsylvania to Baltimore, was surveyed in 1877 by Mr. 0.

Barrett, Jr., and others, under the direction of Hermann
Haupt, chief engineer. A list of points leveled was pub-

lished in the Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc. Philadelphia, Vol.

XVII, page 145, and in Report N, pages 234 to 243.

No map was furnished for publication, and only the gen-

eral course of the line can be traced by reference to counties

* Copied by Mr. E. B. Harden from profile in office of Pennsylvania Rail-

road Company, October 27, 1884.

t Allen and Ames established the following level at Lewisburg in 1877, (see

N, page 123)—Lock No. 15 (upper look in Cross-cut canal from Lewisburg

dam) top of coping, west wall, 457.21'.
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and towns mentioned in the lists. A specially complete

list of stations and distances through Indiana county was

obtained from Mr. Barrett, and published as Table 204 in

N, and also in Report H' on Indiana county ; but for the

accuracy of levels at points in Cambria, Blair, Huntingdon,

Cumberland, Franklin, and Adams counties there is no

special guarantee ;* nor can the course of the line be ex-

actly obtained by the courses and distances given in the

tables for want of reference points. But the line evidently

crossed the widest part of Trough Creek valley, north of

the spurs of the Broad Top, and south of the Trough Creek

gap. Orbisonia is mentioned as on the line.

The following items are selected

:

Seaboard pipe line.

Tussey mountain summit, 2328'

Run 3143'

Run, 936'

fCreek, 660'

Creek, 630'

Pine ridge summit 1138'

Creek, 769'

Run 912'

Creek, 886'

Spring, 762'

Raystown branch of Jtmiata, . . 819'

Terrace mountain summit 1684'

Little Trough creek 1250'

Sideling Hill summit, 1652'

Greek 1100'

Creek, 969'

Creek, 950'

Creek in Hare's valley, 803'

Jack's mountain summ,it 1840'

Creek, 1513'

Creek 1036'

Creek, 741'

Great Aughwick creek, . . 670'

Orbisonia, . . 725'

Rock Hill gap, 726'

Creek, 835'

*ln the part of the line in Huntingdon county a note to the lists reports .

" a uniform error of 161 feet which should be uniformly distributed—as from
tests the variation is constant and uniform." See Note to N, page 237.

\ Here the error commences, and gradually increases to the Bench mark at

the end of this list of extracts; see below.
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Creek, (20' wide) (=Black-log creek,) 890'

Creek, 910'

Creek, 1095'

Creek,- 1105'

Creek, H62'
Creek, 1200'

Tuscarora * mountain summit, 2020'

Conodogwinet creek,
. . 949'

Creek, 810'

Creek, 75O'

Conodogwinet creek, 700'

Line of Franklin and Cumberland counties, 849'

BM. E. Div.=821'. Error 161', 821'

Surface geology—Transported bowlders, &c.

The surface features of this county have been entirely

unaffected by glacial action—at least no traces of such
agency were observed anywhere within the county. Great
heaps of bowlder trash, both rounded and angular, are

often to be seen along the valleys of the principal streams

;

and these often very much resemble genuine drift heaps
;

but no striated bowlders or striated fragments of the

country rock are to be found in the region.

One such large deposit of transported blocks covers the

surface of the low plain between the Juniata and Little Ju-

niata rivers near Petersburg and Alexandria ; in fact, the

whole space between those two towns. Along the main
road, leading from- one to the other, bowlder-deposits extend

up to the summit of the divide, at 100' above the Little Ju-

niata, (750' A. T.)

They consist of stones of all sizes from an egg up to 2'

and 3' in diameter, many of which have been rounded
and polished in running water. Others are quite angular.

Medina and Oneida sandstones largely predominate, but

fragments of the Clinton iron sandstone are not rare.

Bowlder deposits are also quite conspicuous along the

south bank of the Juniata river opposite Huntingdon, where
they form a beautiful terrace just south from the Middle

Penitentiary at an elevation of 65' above the river, (670'.)

* Called Klttatinny mountain in the list.
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Some of them are from 3' to 4' in diameter, mostly Medina

sandstone. Others are much smaller, the most abundant

size being 3" to 5". The smaller are generally rounded and

polished, the larger ones angular.

The highest point at which rounded bowlders were ob-

served within the county is on the western slope of Warrior

ridge, in Walker township, at 950' A. T.*

Here, about one mile east from Mr. Livingstone Robb's,

small well-worn pieces of Iron sandstone (V) were seen.

No other such observation was made anywhere else in the

county. As these water-worn bowlders occur in consider-

able numbers, it is not likely that they were brought to the

spot by human hands.

Bowlder deposits occur along the Raystown branch, but

never more than 60' above the level of the water.

One of these near Hann's bridge, on the land of J. B. and

M. L. Shenefelt, extends to 55' above the river, (670' A.T.f)

At this level the exhibition of rounded bowlders suddenly

ceases, although the upward slope continues unchanged

more than 200' higher. The Shenefelt Bros., who have noted

the uppermost sharp limit of these rounded bowlders, tell

me that they have never observed them at a higher level

than the one they occupy in the vicinity of their barn, though

they have plowed over all the hill slopes along the river in

that vicinity where the farming land rises to 250'-300' above

water level.

The rounded bowlders along the Raystown branch con-

sist largely of Pocono sandstone, a great ledge of which

almost overhangs that stream at many points along, its

course through this county.

This phenomenon of rounded bowlders extending up far

above where the present Juniata waters have ever been known
to rise, (80' being the greatest flood height recorded,) calls

for some explanation. Five suggest themselves.

{!.) A heavier ancient rainfall.—The bowlder beds might

* By barometer.

t This is exactly the elevation of the Huntingdon deposit as given above.

The elevation at Shenefelt's was got by barometer from the Sea-Board Pipe
Line spirit-level determination of the river (625' A. T.) near Hann's bridge.
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indicate a time in the history of the country when rivers,

owing to climatic conditions greatly different from the pres-

ent, were compelled to bear seaward the product of a much
greater precipitation of moisture, the surface level of the

flood being above the bowlder terraces at Huntingdon and
Shenefelt' s, even if the channel beds were at the same level

as now.

(3.) The melting snows of the glacial age.—Of the effects

produced by the melting away of the great American ice-

sheet we know very little, but it may have kept our rivers

at a much higher level than at present for some time. (See

Report Z.)

(3.) The deepening of the present river channels.—We
do not know how far the bed of the Juniata has been cut

down since the glacial age. This may be quite suflBcient to

explain all the phenomena of these bowlder deposits.

(4.) Prof. Lesley has suggested that a dam may once have

existed at Jack's narrows high enough to make a large lake

in which bowlder deposits, deltas, &c., would be created.

Or a dam in the narrows of the Juniata through Warrior

ridge, behind which would spread, between Petersburg' and
Alexandria, a wide expanse of water, into which the two

rivers would dump the bowlder trash which we now find

extending up to 100' above the present streams.

(5.) Ocean submergence.—If, however, the abnormal de-

posit of rounded iron sandstone bowlders, at 950' A. T., be

taken into consideration, it leads to the inevitable conclu-

sion that the Juniata country has been in comparatively

recent times covered by the ocean 1000' or more above pres-

ent sea level.

The coincidence of the upper limit (950' A. T.)of rounded

bowlders in this district with the elevation (900' to 950' A;

T.) of the highest transported bowlders found in the upper

Susquehanna river region (See Report G') is in this view

important.

The principal objection to such submergence by the ocean

comes from the absence of such deposits as would naturally

be left behind after the lowering of the sea to its present

level. This objection cannot be estimated without a better

ST.
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knowledge than we possess of the length of time such a

submergence lasted, nor can this knowledge be obtained

without a previous comprehension of the character and

causes of such a submergence if it ever really took place.

N'o buried valleys in the county.

In a foot-note to his Prefatory Letter to Keport G', Prof.

Lesley states that a great buried depression exists along the

Juniata river at Huntingdon.*
As no borings or other explorations to any considerable

depth have been made (so far as I could learn) in the vicinity

of Huntingdon, it is probable that the belief in a deeply

buried valley arose from the superficial aspect of the pres-

ent valley, which is worn out of the soft Hamilton rocks at

the junction of the river with Crooked creek. Its unusual

width indicated unusual depth.

The facts observed by me with regard to the water-ways

of the county seem to render the existence of a deeply

buried channel at Huntingdon highly improbable ; since at

hundreds of localities the Juniata and all its tributaries are

floored with bed-rock, where the topography renders a

buried channel impossible.

Along the Raystown branch the rock floor may be seen

for miles at a stretch, while rocky cliffs rise from either

bank, and the same condition of affairs is often found along

every stream in the county.

It is true, the valley of the Juniata in front of Hunting-

don is filled with transported trash, but this we find wherever

two streams unite, and under it at a moderate depth the

bed rock is always present ; in fact the Hamilton upper
sandstone comes up through the silt which lines the Juni-

ata valley a few rods south from the H. «fc B. T. R. R.;

while at the "narrows," Just below Huntingdon, the rocky

* Prof. Lesley says in a letter to the -writer that his authority for the state-

ment in G' was the late Dr. Robert M. S. Jackson, of the First Geological

Survey, who was a native of Huntingdon coiinty, and that the belief in it is a

tradition of the first survey ; but that no one now lives who could furnish the

facts from which Dr. Jackson drew his conclusion. Dr. A. A. Henderson
knew the ground well ; but he also is dead.
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strata close in on both sides of the stream and floor its

channel as well, so that we may dismiss the supposed
deeply buried channel at Huntingdon as not only unsup-
ported by any direct evidence but contradicted by the facts

observed along every other stream in the county.

[Note.—I feel reluctant to dismiss the question in this

summary manner, for two reasons : (1.) the opinions of a

good field geologist like Dr. Jackson must be respected, at

least until disproved by the positive testimony of facts
;

and in this case confessedly no facts are now at hand to dis-

prove the supposed considerable depth of wash-deposits

Tinder the Huntingdon flat ; and (2) because the reference

to all the other streams of Huntingdon county goes for no-

thing under the peculiar circumstances of the Huntingdon
flat. It is evidently an exception to the general rule of nar-

row valleys. The Petersburg flat is another exception. To
produce such broad flat alluvial surfaces there must be a

considerable depth of reservoir. The depth may be little or

great ; its measure is not the point in question If the Ju-

niata has cut its channel 100, 50, or even only 20, or 10 feet

lower at Huntingdon, than at the first rock-bed-barrier fur-

ther down the valley, an explanation of its ability to do

this is called for. A reference to ordinary valley-erosion

is insufficient. The mere statement of the coincident fact

of the junction of two branch rivers at the locality is not

an explanation of the process of producing such a flat ; be-

cause the flat is not properly a delta-deposit in open water.

The stibject has the greater importance, because there are a

number of such river flats in the State, all of them on the

line of outcrop of some thick soft formation (No. V, VIII,

or IX), and all of them behind hard rock barriers.

P. R. R. grade at Huntingdon is 622';

P. R. R. grade at Mapleton 9 miles down the river (where

the Oriskany outcrop .crosses and the gap through Jack's

mountain begins) is only 19 feet lower, viz: 593'.—J. P. L.]
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Chapter II.

Geological Structure.

The rocks of this county are nowhere horizontal, but have
been folded into a series of anticlinal and synclinal arches

as grand as in any other district in the State.

Four great upfolds (anticlinals) pass across the county
with an equal number of great downfolds (synclinal) and
several subordinate ones.

These will now be described in order from west to east.

The Canoe Valley anticlinal.

This has been fully described in the Blair county report

(T) by Mr. Franklin Piatt.

After crossing the Little Juniata its central line runs on

northeast, through Franklin and Warrior' s Mark townships,

along the broad limestone valley of Spruce creek.

The crest of the arch in Canoe valley is doubled by a

sharp infold.

Tussey mountain is made by the hard sandstones of No.

IV {Medina and Oneida) dipping east-southeast. It runs

along the county line from the Bedford corner almost per-

fectly straight, north-northeast, 18i miles, to the end of

the "Loop," where a subordinate anticlinal fold from Canoe

valley comes through the mountain, and forms a spur and

a cove, setting the mountain back about a mile, and the

county line with it. From the Loop the mountain runs

north 10° east, three miles to the gap of the Juniata, and

three miles further to the gap of the Little Juniata. Thence

it runs northeast (curving gently to east-northeast) 19

miles, to the Centre county corner.

An exact representation of Tussey mountain crest and
(37 T3.)
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west slope in Blair county, the whole length of Canoe val-

ley, from the Little Juniata gap southward, will be found

in the atlas to Keport T. A topographical survey of it was

made by Mr. R. H. Sanders. The map, in 20-foot contour

lines, shows all the peculiar features of the west or terraced

side of the mountain—its straight, unbroken crest of Me-

dina gray sandstone (IV c)—its numerous forked ravines

on Medina red slates (IV 5)—its terrace knobs of Oneida

white sandstone (IV a)—the little anticlinal and synclinal

which make the Loop—and the remarkable downthrow

faults at the two gaps between which a fragment of the

mountain 3 miles long has been thrown slightly askew.

All this will be better seen on the smaller one-sheet in-

dex sheet (in Atlas T) which accompanies the series of

larger sheets. As the survey was not carried beyond the

Little Juniata the Spruce Creek tunnel fault at that gap

and the sudden change of direction of the mountain from

N. 10° E. to IST. 45° E. is not shown.

Subordinate anticlinalfolds are found along the eastern

foot of Tussey mountain. Sometimes there are three or

more of them ; but when numerous they are quite small.

None of them have an amplitude of more than 500', but

they exercise an important influence upon the economic

wealth of the county by repeating the Clinton fossil ore

outcrops.

The Little Juniata river cuts across two such flexures

near Barre Forge. I have named the one next the mount-
ain the Barre anticlinal, the other the Alexandria anti-

clinal. See the township reports further on.

The Barre axis at the Little Juniata brings up only the

Clinton Middle shales, underlying the/b5S^7 ore ; but from

the Little Juniata north-eastward it rises rapidly and brings

up the Medina sandstone {IV c) in a lofty spur of the

mountain, the syncline west of it rising also, and the spur
uniting with the mountain.

The Alexandria anticlinal develops very rapidly south-
ward into the point of Tussey mountain at the "Loop."
Northward of the river it soon brings up the Medina

sandstone in a long ridge at the foot of the Tussey slope.
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This ridge is cut through, by Olobe run, a branch of Shaver's

creek, at Stull's mills, in West township, where its anti-

clinal structure is clearly shown, the rocks dipping 30°

southeast and 20° to 25° northwest.

The subordinateflexures which exist along the base of

Tussey mountain south of the "Loop" could not be fol-

lowed eastward, and it is not known what connection they

have, if any, with similar rolls occupying a similar position

northeast of the Loop. But there are the same number
northeast and southwest of the Loop.

From GiverC s run, in Walker township, southward to

Marklesburg at the southern margin of Penn, we find three

well markedflexures at the base of Tussey. They are well

shown on Given' s run.

The ftrsi anticlinal roll crosses Given's run 1100' from

the forks of the road near Mr. Robb's ; and it barely brings

the top of the Barre limestones above water-level.

The second anticlinal roll crosses Given' s run near Mr.

Given's house. Here the Clinton Upper fossil ore is

barely brought to the surface. It turns over into a trough

so deep that some of the Salina Middle limestones are pre-

served in it. The crest of this second roll is one half mile

from the crest of the first one near Mr. Robb's.

T7ie third anticlinal roll, which is very small, runs

along about one fourth mile northwest of the second.

On Kurtz' s run, two miles west from McConnellstown,

the first roll of Given's run has already carried up 'the

fossil ore to a considerable elevation. This OrubV s hill is

made by the hard calcareo- siliceous roof-rock of thefossil

ore. West of Grubb's hill two other rolls are seen at

about the same distance apart ^s those on Given's run.

The same three rolls cross the Clinton measures on the

Patterson estate two miles northwest from Grafton station.

But here the western (third) roll is crumpled up into sev-

eral still smaller flexures.

Southward from Grafton the deep synclinal troughs be-

tween these rolls shallow up and are crumpled ; so that after

passing Marklesburg the three rolls can no longer be iden-
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tified, being in a measure flattened out upon the long slope

of Tussey mountain. There is here an almost uninterrupted

eastward dip from the summit of Tussey to Terrace mount-

ain ; merely crumpled locally by small low flexures, which

are encountered in the tunnels driven through the soft

Clinton rocks along the base of the mountain. None of

these are sufficiently pronounced to form troughs on the

mountain slope deep enough to contain the fossil ore, which

therefore has but the one outcrop.

The Broad Top synclinal.

The dip on the eastern slope of Tussey mountain is 45°

at the southern border of the county, and the rocks of all

the formations from No. V up to No. X {Pocono) in Ter-

race mountain keep about this dip, but near the top of No.

X they flatten to 25° or less.

This steep dip at the Bedford line grows less and less

going towards Huntingdon, where it varies from 25° to 10°

in all the rocks from the Salina ( F) up to the Pocono (X).

The profound depression between the great arch of Canoe
valley on the west, and the great but lower arch of Jack's

mountain on the east, in which the Broad Top coal-measures

have been preserved, has the appearance of a deep dimple

in the earth's crust, rather than that of an ordinary long

and even synclinal trough.

But this appearance is deceptive. In fact the Broad Top
coal-measures lie in one of the two deepest places in what
is the longest and widest of the great synclinal troughs

which traverse the State, extending as it does from Wayne,
in the northeast corner of the State, all the way to the Ma-
ryland line. The Wilkesbarre anthracite coal field occupies

another and still deeper part of the same great trough in

which the Broad Top coal field lies, and both fields are sim-

ilarly sub-divided into groups of connected coal-basins by
folds in the floor of the trough.

The eastern side of the great synclinal is very steep in

Huntingdon county, and therefore very straight, and is best

represented by Sideling hill.
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The western side varies in dip and strike, and is best rep-

resented by Terrace mountain.

These two mountains of X {Pocono gray sandstone) coijie

together in the high synclinal knob opposite Huntingdon.

The axis or center line of the great synclinal is drawn
upon the map by Trough creek from its head to Tod P. O.

where the flexures of the coal-field begin to show them-

selves.

The axis line of the synclinal is marked in the banks of

the Juniata river below Huntingdon by the change of dip

in the roclvs from eastward to westward just opposite the

high knob.

The red CatsJcill rocks (IX) dip about 25° on both sides

of the knob.

But further down the river the Hamilton and OrisTcany

ro'cJcs dip west 65° towards the knob.

Still further down, at Jack's narrows, the Medina sand-

stone (TV) in Stone mountain, dips 75° west.

Going up the river from the center line through the knob
the Hamilton rocks of Huntingdon dip only 15° to 10° east,

and the Orlskany rocks in Warrior's ridge lie still flatter,

and in some places are slightly reversed (dipping gently

west.)

After passing the three anticlinal rolls already described

(page 39) the dip increases in Tussey mountain to 30° and
35° east.

It thus happens that the synclinal axis is only 3i miles

from Stone mountain, but 9 miles from Tussey mountain.

This central line can be traced through Henderson and

so into Barree township ; on between Greenwood furnace

and Ennisville, in Jackson township ; to the point where

Huntingdon, Centre and Mifliin counties corner.

All the way from the county line on Broad Top to this

point—a distance of 42 miles—the great synclinal is very

gradually shallowing northward, and retaining less and

less of the full number of formations.

At Broad Top it holds them all, up to the coal-measures.

In Trough valley. No. XI is at the surface : in the high knob

No. X ; in Henderson township very little of IX is left in
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the trough ; by the time Ennisville is reached No. VII and

VI crop out ; beyond this No. V is the highest rock ;
and

along the Clinton-Mifflin county line all the formations

above No. IV, the Medina, are washed away. This is the

shallowest part of the synclinal. After passing through

the Seven mountains (IV) the red rocks of V come in again;

VI and VII at the Susquehanna river ; then VIII fills the

trough ; IX and X come in at the Orangevillr iiigh knob in

Columbia county (which corresponds exactly to the high

knob at Huntingdon,") and finally XI, XII and the coal

measures of the Wilkesbarre basin.

To all appearance the shallowing of the synclinal north-

ward is as regular as it is gradual. Its average rate—that

is, the average rate at which the different formations rise

northward into the air—can be measured bj^ the total thick-

ness of strata from the- coal measures (XIII) down to the

Medina (IV)—say 14,000 feet.

This divided by 42 (miles) gives a general rate of rise for

the bottom of the synclinal of 333' per mile—between 3°

and 4°.

It is very evident, then, why the only coal field in middle

Pennsylvania is that which occupies the Broad Top mount-

ain. It so happens that the deepest rock-depression in

middle Pennsylvania is along the center line of the great

Wilkesbarre-Huntingdon synclinal trough, where the three

counties of Huntingdon, Bedford and Fulton meet.

The Jaclc^s Mountain anticlinal.

The axis of this great fold crosses the Juniata river at

the aqueduct of the Pennsylvania canal below Mapleton.

Here the Oneida conglomerate (bottom of IV) is exposed

in a superb arch in the north bank of the river ; the Medina
white sandstone (top of IV) dipping eastward and westward
from it, making Jack's and Stone mountains. These get

farther apart going north, as the axis rises and brings to

the surface the slates of III and the limestones of II in

KiShicoquillis valley.

South from the Juniata river however, the axis becomes
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lower, and the two outcrops of Medina sandstone come to-

gether and form one anticlinal mountain which dies away
into the valley near Saltillo. (See Report F.)

The Aughwick Valley synclinal.

—The center line of this great trough crosses the Juniata

river below Mt. Union. The synclinal itself can be traced

from Luzerne county all the way into Maryland.

TJie BlacJclofj anticlinal.

This long sharp flexure runs between Blacklog and Shade
mountains, and can be traced far into Fulton county. In

Blacklog valley it brings up Trenton limestone, (No. II,)

but in Fulton county it is covered by the various formations

of No. VIII. In the opposite direction, northward, it is

also covered by No. VIII, and can be identified with the

Selinsgrove anticlinal arch described in Report G'.

The Tuscarora Valley synclinal.

This remarkably regular trough has preserved to Hunt-

ingdon county the rocks of VIII. It grows deeper in Ful-

ton county—almost deep enough to be a coal basin—for it

holds in its deepest place the Mauch GhunTc red shale, No.

XI. In the other direction, northward, it deepens so

greatly after passing the Susquehanna river as to preserve

the coal measures of the Shamokin and Mahanoy anthracite

coal field.
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Chapter III.

The PalcBozoic Formations.

The carboniferous beds of Huntingdon county belong to

that part of the geological column between the middle of

]!s o. XIV, or the Barrens, and the base of the Pocono No.

X, including the Pocono-CatsMll. The Upper coal mea-

sures once covered the entire county, but they have been

completely removed by erosion, even from the central line,

of the great Broad Top trough, except in Round Knob of

Bedford county, where a small patch of the Pittsburgh coal

and 350' of still higher rocks remain.

The Goal measures.

The rocks of this period cover a small area in Carbon

township on the southern edge of the county, being the

northern jjart of the Broad Top coalfield.

The Broad Top field is separated by the Broad. Top anii-

clinal into two well defined portions, that east from the

anticlinal being known as the FmsI Broad Top coal field.

The East Broad Top region of Huntingdon county is

drained by Trough creek, and was described by Mr. Ash-

burner in Report F ; hence the only work done by the writer

in the East Broad Top field was to study the section there

in order to compare it with that obtained in the main Broad

Top region further west.

The Broad. Top coal region has always been invested

with great interest both to geologists and others. To the

former because of its isolation from all other coal deposits,

occupying as it does a deep synclinal basin separated by

an arch of 15,000 to 20,000 feet of rocks, from the Allegheny

mountain coal region to the west, and yet retaining the

general structure of the latter coal field so faithfully as to

(45 T'.)
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demonstrate its former connection with the Allegheny field

across the great arch which has been destroyed.

Its economic importance is due to its position east from

the other bituminous coal fields; since a contmuous down-

grade haul to the tide-water cities gives the products of the

Broad Top mines a special advantage.

For more than thirty years the number and order of the

coal beds in the Broad Top region has been a study. Many
mistakes have been made, and some of them are still per-

sisted in. The difficulties encountered by the pioneer

workers were truly insurmountable ; and the wonder is, not

that some mistakes were made in the identification of coal

beds, but that they were not more numerous.

These difficulties were of two kinds : first, the rocks

within the great Broad Top syncUne are thrown into a

series of sharp folds by subordinate axes which separate

the coal field into well defined basins, across the rims of

which the coals had not yet been mined.

A second reason rendering the work difficult, was the

poverty of natural exposures. The outcrops of the rocks

are everywhere covered up by a thick coat of debris which
effectually conceals them from view, except at a few local-

ities where the streams have cut gorges down through the

strata.

At the present time, however, the field has been very

thoroughly explored by the several mining companies ; and
from the data thus furnished and from my study of the

outcrops in Huntingdon county, I have constructed the fol-

lowing generalized section of the measures

:

Oeneral section of Shoup's run.

Sandstone and shales, 50'

Coal, Dudley, 4'

Shales, sandstone and concealed (Upper Mahon-
i

IngSS.,) . . . 65'
I

Sandstone, massive, pebbly, (Lower Mahoning,) 35'
[

Shales, 25'
j

Coal, Kelly, maximum, . . 1'

Sandy shales and sandstone, (Preeport,) 100'

Coal, Twin, 2' 6"

Shales and sandstone, 2' to 30'
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Ooal, Barnett, 3' to 5'

Shales, shaly limestones, &o., 50'

Coal, Cook {Fulton,) 6'

Shales and concealed, 20'

PottsviUe conglomerate No. XII.
Barren Measures, .

' 179'

Lower Coal Measures, 200'

The general agreement of the above section with that

constructed by Prof. Stevenson, in the Bedford county por-

tion of the field, will be made apparent by reference to

pages 59, 60 T", as follows :

General section in Bedford county.

Kelly coal bed 5' to 14'

Shales and sandstone, 65' to 120'

Twin coal bed, 1' 6"

Clay, 2'

Sandstone, 28'

Barnett coal bed, 1' 9" to 5'

Clay, . . ,
3' to 9'

Sandstone and .shale, 50'

Cook coal bed 2' 6"

Clay, 3'

Pottiville coiTglomerate No. XII.
Total average thickness of the iower ooaZmeraawres in Bedford, .... 200'

The following section, taken by myself in the East Broad
Top field at Robertsdale, shows the essential agreement of

the measures exposed there with the above sections :

Rohertsdale section {I. C. WJiite).

Mahoning lower massive sandstone, pebbly, [30']

Concealed sandy shales and sandstone to mouth
ofshaft, . .... 65'

Shales and sandstone in Robertsdale shaft, ... 60'

Twin coal, 2' 4" to 3'

Slate and rock, 0' 6" to 7'

Barnett Coal 2' 6" to 3' 6"

Sandstone and black slate, 30'

r coal, 2' 6"

Cook {Fulton) coal, . .\ rock, 4" to 25'

i ooal, 1' 6" to 2'

Concealed, about 25'

PottsviUe conglomerate No. XII,

Thickness of lower coal measures, 206'
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Rohertsdale section [G. A. Ashburner).

Mahoning sandstone, "Top rock," [90']

Sandstone and shale—small coal E near top, 45'

C coal, .... 2' 1"

slateand coal, 0' 4"

CoaJ J) (worked in Mine C), . \ coal, ... 2" ^ 7' 9"

slate and SS., 2' 1"

. coal, .... 3' 1" )

Sandstone V shale ; bottom black slate, 50'

r coal, . . . 1' 6
'

J
Coal O (worked in Mine B), . ) black slate, . 0' 4" > 3' 10'

C coal, ... 2' 0" J

Sandstone shale and slate 18'

r coal 1' 6" ^

Coal B (worked in mine A), J rook, tire-clay, 1' i" > 4' 8'

C coal, . . .1' 10'- )

Sandy fire-clay, 2'

Sands'one and shale, 33'

Coal A (upon black fire-clay) 2'

Total Productive coal measures, 166.3'

The Barren coal measures.

The highest beds of the Barrens left in Huntingdon
county are in the Dudley syncline, the same bfffein in which
Round Knob is found in Bedford. But the uppermost part

of the section could not be seen in detail anywhere, except

a massive sandstone, somewhat pebbly, which comes about
75' above the Dudley coal. It malces a bluff along the west

bank of the run, one half mile south-west from Dudley,

where its pebbly blocks are scattered over the surface.

The same sandstone was observed on Six'Mile run-in Bed-

ford county, on the property of Messrs. Sweet and Brown.

TJie Dudley coal bed.

This local designation has been given to an impure, slaty

bed which occurs a few feet above the top of the Upper
Mahoning sandstone, and at an interval of 100'-125' above

the Kelly coal bed.

The Dudley Goal was once opened just south from that

village by Mr. W. T. Watson who mined some coal from it

for local use, but found it too slaty for shipment.

Several small trial holes have also been sunk to this coal
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on the east side of the small runahore Dudley, but in none
of them was it found in saflBicient purity to warrant mining.

This coal was passed through in a well dug by Mr. W.
H. Sweet, on the high ground back fi-om the Catholic

church in the southern part of Dudley village. Mr. Sweet
reports it 4' thick, and struck 35' beneath the surface. It

was there apparently clean coal, and overlaid immediately
by a sandstone.

This coal was once exploited on the New York Coal Com-
pany's land, in the Powelton basin, near the Bedford county
line, where it was miscalled the " Pittsburgli^'' coal.

The Dudley coal in the Powelton basin on Six Mile run,

in Bedford county, makes a large blossom at the roadside

a short distance below the store of Messrs. Sweet and Brown.

The Mahoning sandstone.

The Mahoning sandstone as exhibited in the Broad Top
field of Huntingdon county, consists of two well defined

members. The Upper is a buffish-gray, rather massive

sandstone, seldom pebbly, and sometimes inclined to be

flaggy or even shaly, thickness 50'-60'.

The Lower Malioning is a very massive, gray rock, often

a perfect mass of white quartz pebbles, thickness 25'-30'.

This stratum has largely determined the topography of the

Broad Top coal region^ and can be traced everywhere by
lines of ridges and cliffs. It is the ''Top rock" of the

Broad Top miners, protecting a large part of the coal field

from erosion.

This Lower Mahoning is seen in a cliff just below the

Catholic church, ar Dudley, where it is 40'-5(y tliick. It is

also finely exposed in the vicinity of the Ocean mine one

half mile above Dudley, and fiom that point makes a long

high cliff eastward toward Broad Top city, on the soutli

side of Shoup's run. On the north side of the same run it

makes another line of cliffs from Dudley to Moredale.

In the Pomelton ha'iln this rock makes the high hill on

which Mr. Bradley's house is situated, and at several lo-

calities on the R. H. Powel proY)erty shows at rhe surface.

The same rock makes a long, high ridge which extends

4T'.
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from Shoup's run southward to Six Mile run in Bedford

county in an unbroken line, except where it is cut through

by streams.

Tlie Mahoning sandstone seems more massive, or rather

the massive portion is thicker in Bedford county than it is

in Huntingdon, the Upper division being massive there as

well as the Lower.

A small patch of this rock is caught in the East Broad

Top coal field, on the bluff just above the shaft of tlie Kock
Hill Coal Company. Mr. Sleeman informs me that it is

also caught in the Rocky Ridge syncline.

The Spear coal bed.

In Bedford county a small coal bed 1^-3' thick occurs

between the two plates of Mahoning sandstone, and has

long been known near Broad Top City as the Spear bed;

and it is described under that name by Prof. Stevenson in

Report T", who states that it is also frequently called the

" T'wm " seam. This bed is nowhere of workable size in

Huntingdon county, and it may be considered practically

absent from the section, having thinned away northward

like the greater Kelly bed below.

In Sweet and Brown's tunnel on Six Mile run in Bedford

county, completed since T' was published, this coal was

struck about 40' above the Kelly bed, and it had a thick-

ness of 2i' to 3', but impure and slaty.

The Kelly coal bed.

One of the most important results affecting the economic

interests of Huntingdon county coal field is the determina-

tion of the fact that the Kelly coal bed of Six Mile and
Sandy runs in Bedford county, thins away almost com-

pletely, and becomes practically absent from the section in

Huntingdon county, thus leaving that area with only two

workable coal beds, instead of three or four as was sup-

posed.

It is probable that the confusion of ideas which so long

prevailed with regard to the identity of the coal beds of
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Huntingdon county, was largely due to the fact that the

early observers took it for granted that the Kelly seam, the

most important coal bed by far in Bedford county, must
necessarily be present in the Huntingdon county section,

only 3 or 4 miles distant.

The Kelly coal thins away somewhere between Six Mile

run in Bedford, and the Huntingdon county line, so that

only a trace of this coal has been found in the latter county,

though it has been sought for with shafts and drifts at many
localities.

The bed is cut by the Ocean mine tunnel about 30' under
the Lower Mahoning sandstone, and 100' above the Bar-
nett bed, but is only 8" to 12" fhick. Its blossom is also vis-

ible along the H. & B. T. switch just below the Ocean mine
tipple ; and the same thin coal was struck in an air shaft a

few rods above the tipple ; but it has not been found at

any other locality in Huntingdon county. It may exist

elsewhere concealed by the debris of the Lower Mahoning
sandstone.

On the R. H. Powel property, one mile below Dudley,

much labor was once expended in sinking holes and other-

wise exploring for this coal bed, but so far as I could learn

not even a thin representative of it was found.

Two extensive openings into this bed have been made in

Bedford county since Dr. Stevenson made his report (T)

on that region, one by Messrs. Sweet and Brown, one mile

above Riddlesburg, on Six Mile run ; the other on Long run

(a branch of Sandy) by the Everett Coal and Iron Company.
The coal at Sweet and Brown's so far developed is only

on the northwestern rim of the syncline, and consequently

may not be so thick as near the center of the basin. It has

a thickness of 3' to 4', without partings of shale.

A sample of this coal from Sweet and Brown's opening,

taken as nearly across the bed as possible, gave the follow-

ing result to McCreath on analysis :

Water, 530

Volatile matter, 17.910

Fixed carbon, 75.239

Sulphur, 656

Ash, 5.665
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This shows a coal of great excellence, and one which
would make a good coke.

The opening of the Everett Iron Company on Long run
exhibits the coal with the following structure and rela-

tions to the other rocks :

Slate,

cohI good, 1' 6"

coal and shale, 5"

coal good, 1' 1"

coal slaty 8" !"

I slate, 1"
I

I. coal, 9" J

Sandy shales and concealed, 80'

Sandstone, gray, somewhat flaggy, 30'

Twin coal, 1' to 6'

Shales, .
g'

Barnett coal, bony at top for 6", 3' 3"

TJie Twill coal bed, No. 5, of this section is the same
clean, di'v, open burning bed that we lind at this horizon

in Huntingdon ccjunty, separated by from 2' to 30' of rock

from the Barnett coal below.

Prof. Stevenson considers the Kelly coal as the repre-

sentative of the . Upper Freeport of the Allegheny river

series, in which I concur.

The Freeport Sandstone group.

Below the Kelly coal there occurs a series of sandy shales

and shaly sandstones, which often thicken up, especially

in the lower parr, into rather massive, gray sandstone, well

exposed in the north bluff of Shoup's run, opposite Dud-
ley, and also on the south bank of the same run half-way

between Dudley and Powelton station, where it makes a

cliff directly above the Twin coal bed.

In some localities, however, as near Powelton station,

the series consists largely of sandy shales, gray, dark, and

brown.

Opposite Moredale this rock makes a bluff near the sum-

mit of the hill, just north from the run.

A hole was sunk through the lower portion of the group

for an air-shaft on the Rock Hill Coal Company's land, 1|

miles southeast from Broad Top city. The shaft was 45'
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deep, and the rock was principally gray sandstone, until the

Twin and Barnett beds were encountered.

At the Ocean mine, above Dudley, a shaft and also a

tunnel were driven tlu'ough the entire group. Here it was

mostly hard sandstone in the lower half, and sandy shales

and shaly sandstone in the upper half, the whole interval

from the Kelly bed to the Twin bed being here about 100',

which agrees very closely with that found in Bedford countj'

bj^ Stevenson, and measured by myself, at the Everett Iron

Company's coal openings. I have never seen any coal beds

in this interval nor heard of any being found in it ; so that

if the Kelly coal bed be the Freeport Upper then the Free-

port Lower coal would seeTn to be absent, which frequently

occurs in the western part of the State.

The Twin coal bed.

A very persistent coal bed is found at the base of the

Freeport sandstone group, or at 90'-110' under the Kelly

coal, and in Huntingdon as well as Bedford countj' usually

goes under the name of the Twin seam., since it often oc-

curs only a foot or two above the Barnett bed and is then

mined as a part of the latter.

This Twin coal bed is remarkable 1. for the persistency

of character which it maintains over the Broad Top region,

and 2. for the great variation in its height above the Bar-

nett bed.

The coal itself is always a hard, dry stratum, perfectly

clean, and free from partings of slate or shale, seldom at-

taining a tluckness of 2^', and hence not workable by itself,

but only in conjunction with the Barnett.

In the Powelton basin the interval separating this coal

from the Barnett is often 30', sometimes composed largely

of massive sandstone. On the same property the interval

is reduced to 8'.

This coal has been mined to only a limited extent on the

Powelton property. An old opening in it may be seen a
few rods from the R. R. station, where a few tons were once

taken out.

As we trace the coal eastward from Powelton the inter-
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val separating it from the BarneM bed tliins so that in the
Dudley syncline it is only 6' to 8', as may be seen along
Shoup's run, just opposite Dudley station, where the

Twin coal is finely exposed in the cliffs, having a thickness
of only 1' to li'.

Just above Dudley, at the Ocean mine, the interval thins

down still further, and we find the coal only 1^' above the

Baraett bed in some parts of the mine ; but in other parts

of the same mine the interval thickens to 7 or 8 feet.

In the Fisher colliery, above Moredale, this bed was gen-
erally mined with the Barnett, except where the interval

rocks had a greater thickness than 3 feet, when it was some-
times taken out independently by cutting holes up from
the Barnett bed a.nA taking the coal from the " Twin'' bed
down through them. In some parts of the mine the beds
were 6 or 7 feet apart.

At Robertsdale colliery this Tioln bed is on top of the

Barnett, and is taken out with it, the parting rocks some-
times thinning away to only 6", but again thickening up to

7' according to Mr. Pindlay, the superintendent. The coal

there varies in thickness from 2' 4" to 3', and has the same
physical characteristics as in the Broad Top field proper,

viz : a clean, dry coal, with no slate partings.

Prof. Stevenson reports the Twin coal bed as persistent

above the Barnett in Bedford county.

In my section on Long run at the Everett Iron Company's
coal works, it appears, with its characteristic features, lying
8' above the Barnett bed. *

The Barnett coal bed.

The Barnett bed was early named after a gentleman of

that name who had a mine on this coal seam in the vicinitj"^

of Barnettstown, just below Dudley.

*Prof. Stevenson describes this bed in Report T^, pages 61, 62, and 237, as

coal 1', clay 2', coal from 6'' to 1'. But on Sandy below the mouth of Long
run, it lias been crushed into pockets, some of which contain as much as 10'

of coal. This crushing does not injure its quality, but makes handlinc; diffi-

cult. It is mined and much liked at Hopewell. Its distance above the "Bar-

nett" in Prof. Stevenson's general section is 30'. The interval is occupied by
clay 2', sandstone 28'.
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Much more coal lias been mined from this bed in Hunt-

ingdon county than from any other, especially in the Pow-
ellton and Dudley basins ; while in East Broad Top it, in

connection with the " Tuoiry'' above, is the only one mined
now to any extent.

This bed has one unfailing mark by which it is distin-

guished from the other coal beds of Broad Top, viz : a top

layer of iony coal, 4" to 6" thick, which is never absent,

so far as I could determine, at any locality on Broad Top or

East Broad Top, while none of the other beds possess this

peculiarity. Prof. Stevenson also reports (in T'') the same
feature as a constant accompaniment of the BariLett coalin

Bedford county.

The rest of this bed is often divided into two portions by a

layer of slate or shale, 2" to 12" thick, just above the center.

This coal was once extensively mined by R. H. Powel
in what is known as the Old Scott mine near Powelton

station, several hundred thousand tons of coal having been

taken from it before the basin was exhausted.

This coal is now mined by the Reed Brotliers a short dis-

tance above Powelton, in whose mines the coal exhibits

the folloAving structure in different parts of the colliery:

Bony coal, . . . 6" ") 4'
1

4'
1

^""^ «"
i

6' 9- ^''"
i 4' i''

^2" I

Slate, 10''

6.
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Coal, "Twin," 2'

Shales and rock, 4'

' coal bony, 9" ")

coal, 2' 6"
I

Barnett coal, . { sandy shale, 3' ( ,ai }• 17' 9"

gray sandstone, .Hi I

. coal, 6" j

Here the lower bench of the Barnett has separated 14'

from the upper bench and a very liard gray sandstone has

made its appearance in the separating portion. The lower
6" of coal is known to be the lower bench of the Barnett

bed from the fact that in anotlier portion of the Ocean
mine this lower bench comes wp close to the upper and is

then mined. Mr. Sweet informs me that in a certain part

of the mine the interval separating the two benches of coal

began thickening rapidly, the lower coal going down so far

that it was abandoned and only the upper bench was mined.

This section is a good illustration of the great irregularities

which are found in every extensive coal mine on Broad Top,

viz : the local thinning and tJdckening of the shale 'part-

ings in every coal bed except the '• Twin,y
The coal at the Ocean mine is highly valued as a locomo-

tive fuel, the H. & B. T. R. R. having preferred it for that

purpose for several years.

An analysis of the Barnett coal from the Ocean mine, by
Mr. McCreath, gave the following results :

Water, 480

Volatile matter, 17.745

Fixed carbon 68.727

Sulphur, 4.038

Ash 9.010

100. 000

Coke per cent., 81.775

Color of ash Pink.

The Barnett coal ied with the " Tioin^' resting directly

on top of it is now the only one mined to any extent ; the

Cook seam, which lies below, having been practically aban-

doned.

This is the "D" bed in Mr. Ashburner's section of the

East Broad Top region, published in Report F, pages 185-6.

My identification of the upper (D) coal bed at Roberts-
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dale with the Barneti and " Tiom''^ seams is based on tlie

general identity of the section there with that in the Dud-
ley and Powelton regions, as given on a previous page, and
also an identity in structure ol' the individual beds, includ-

ing all the coals—" ?^wm," Barnett, and Cook—^fortified

by the separating intervals. So that, although the Barnett

cannot be followed by surface outcrop from Shoup's run

over to East Broad Top, yet there is no more reason for

doubt that the Robertsdale "D" bed is identical with the

Barnett than there is for doubting that the Big coal in the

Cumberland basin is identical with the Pittsburgh coal.

In passing east from Dudley the Barnett bed is carried

into the air by the southeast rise of the strata, so that only

the underlying Cook bed is now mined in that direction,

tlK)ugh formeiiy the Fisher colliery, near Moredale, was
operated on the Barnet, where a shallow syncline catches a

considerable area of it on the south bank of Shoup's run.

At Broad Top city the Barnett is only a few feet below

the surface, showing at the roadside just \vest from the

town. East of this it is carried into the air by the Broad
Top anticlinal.

Several mines in the vicinity of Dudley were once opera-

ted on the Barnett bed, but they have now all been worked
out or abandoned.

The Barnett maybe considered identical with the Lower
Kittanning bed of western Pennsylvania.

The reasons on which this belief is founded are—1st, its

place in the section, viz : as the lowest workable coal but

one, of the Broad Top section, and this is often the case

with the Lower Kittanning. 2nd, the structure of the

coal itself. By reference to Mr. Franklin Piatt's report on

Blair county (T) it will be observed that the Lower Kit-

tanning coal, at nearly every locality on the Allegheny

mountains, contains a few inches of cannel or bony coal at

top; and this peculiarity has been noted by the Avriter at

the western edge of the State. The Barnett exhibits this

feature, which no other bed in the Broad Top region does;

so that miners who have worked in both the Kittanning
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and Bariiett beds asserted their belief in the identity sim-

ply from similarity iu structure

The Powelton shales.

The rock interval which separates the Barneti coal hed
from the one next below is usually about 50 feet in Hunt-
ingdon county, though in the East Broad Top basin, at

Robertsdale, it is reduced to 35 feet, and in Bedford county
to mucli less.

It is com posed largely of shales, though occasionally pray
sandstone takes the place of shale to a considerable ex-

tent, as at the New York Company's old openings south
from Coalmont, where a rather massive sandstone sepa-

rates the two coal beds. As a rule, however, the lower half

is composed of dajJc sandy shales, while the sandstone is

confined to the upper half.

The immediate roof shales of the Cook bed at the bottom

of the Powelton shales are yevj fosslliferous, containing

immense quantities of fossil plants, especially /"erriS. In

fact the basal portion of this interval is about the only

horizon in the Broad Top section at which fossil plants

occur in abundance.

It is a peculiarity of the .;^ora of the Powelton shales

that it is often almost completely monopolized by tlie re-

mains of a single plant, an Alethopteris, closely allied to, if

not identical with A. Pennsyloanica, and this plant is sel-

dom found at any other horizon. At Powelton the im-

mense heaps of rubbish from the roof of the Gooli bed are

filled with this fossil plant, and scarcely anything else can

be found in them, except some Lepidodendron leaves and
Lepidnstrobusfragments .*

At the Ocean mine tunnel these sn.me AletJioptei-is shales

were encountered just above the Cook bed, and here the

plant in question is very abundant, while the shales contain

many nodules of iron ore, as they do nearly everywheie in

their lower half.

At Mears Bros ' mine, one half mile below Broad Top

*See the remarkable abundance of Alethoptend ferns in Bed B of the An-

thracite region.
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city, and just opposite the old Jesse Cook opening, we find

the roof shales brought out from the Coo/c bed crowded with

the Alethopteris peculiar to this horizon.

In the East Broad Top coal field the basal portion of this

interval is a MacJc shale or slate in which no plant remains

were observed.

At the Ocean mine, and at an old mine near Barnetts-

town, the basal portion of the Powelton shales have fur-

nished the following list of fossil plants :

Alethopteris Pennsyloanica.
" SerlU.

Neuropteris Mrsitta.
'

'

flexuosa.

Pecopterus arborescens.

Pseudopecopteris Sillimani.

Lepidodendron obovatum.

Lepidostrobtis Sp.

Cardiocarpus Sp.^

Stigmaria fico ides.

No molluscan or other animal remains of any descrip-

tion were noticed by me anywhere.

At some localities an enormous thickness of fire-clay is

found at the base of the Powelton shales, and this pecu-

liarity is notably present at Mears Bros.' mine in the Cook

bed, one half mile below Broad Top city, where 18 feet of

impure clay was passed through in an air-shaft. Even this

did not express the whole thickness of the deposit, since it

extended above the mouth of the shaft. But the clay is

too sandy for manufacturing into brick or any other eco-

nomic use.

The Cook {Fulton) coal bed.

We come now to the lowest coal bed of the Broad Top

field that has ever furnished any considerable quantity of

workable coal, viz : the one called the Cook bed by the First

Geological Survey. It was thus named from an old open-

ing made in it for country use on the land of Mr. Jesse

Cook, near the head of Shoup's run and one half mile

northwest from Broad Top city.
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This coal bed has been a fruitful source of error in the

Broad Top coal held.

The geologists of the First Survey, owing to the few open-

ings and the wilderness condition of the country at that

time, failed to identify this coal in the Powelton basin, it

having been there confused with the Barnett bed, as may
be seen on xjage 452, Vol. II of Rogers' Report, where the

section given for the Barnett bed is unquestionably that of

the Cook.

Afterwards the bed opened by Mr. Cook below Broad

Top city was considered to lie far (100' or more) above the

Barnett, instead of lying, as it actually does, 50' below the

Barnett.

After mining operations had demonstrated the fact that

a workable bed existed beneath the Barnett in the Pow-
ellton basin and Dudley region, this was supposed to be

an entirely new coal and was called the Ftdton coal in honoi*

of the eminent engineer, Mr. John Fulton of the Cambria

Iron Company, who has done so much to develop the Broad
Top coals.

This name is still used to designate the Cook bed west

from' Dudley.

The idea that the {Jesse) Cook bed near Broad Top city is

tlie Kelly bed and far above the Barnett is still held by some
of the old miners in Bedford county ; but in Huntingdon
county there are no coal operators, and scarcely any miners,

who do not now identify the Cook with the Fulton.

The honor of demonstrating the identity of the Cook and
Fulton beds belongs to Mr. W. H. Sweet, of Dudley, su-

perintendent of the Ocean mines, who, from a study of the

diiferent coal openings between Broad Top city and Dud-
ley, had already arrived at the conclusion that the tioo

coals found above Dudley were the same as the two found

below Dudley.

The demonstration of the correctness of this view was

the resul t of a practical question arising in the working of

the Howe mine above Dudley.

This mine was operated on a bed which lay 50' or 60

above the Cook, and which Mr. Sweet claimed was identical
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with tlie Barnett. The Barnett had been mined from a

slope at Dudley far up the southeast rise toward the Howe
mine. Mr. Sweet, the "mine boss"' at the Howe works,

proposed to cut a "dip heading" down to the old Blair

workings on the Barnett, to establish drainage, although

tlie Howe coal was commonly supposed to lie at least 100'

above the Barnett. Mr. Sweet, however, was unmoved by
predictions of failure, and putting a, force of men to work
on the "dip lieading" was eventually rewarded by seeing

them dig into the old Blair mine, on the acknowledged
Barnett.

No one after this could claim that the original Gook seam
was not identical with the Fulton seam below Dudley.

Previous to this event it was the genei-al belief thsitfoiir

workable beds existed on Shoup's run, and that a shaft

started below the Jesse Cook coal, near Broad Top city,

would pass through the Barnett and Fulton beds at a depth

of from 100 to 150 feet.

The structure of the Cook coal has everywhere on Shoup'

run the same general appearance. The original Jesse Cook

hank is now abandoned and fallen in, but in Rogers' volume
II, page 454, the following section of it is given :

Coal 10'

Slate, 3'

Coal, 24'

Slate, 16" to 20

Coal, 5'

Slate, . . . . ;
4'

Coal, slaty, sulphurous, 14"
]

A new opening by Mears Brps. on the south side of

Shoup's run, and one half mile below the old Cook opening,
shows

:

Coal with 2"-6" of bone 10" below the top, (Upper
bench,) 34"

Bock, . 24"

Coal, Middle bench, 10" \
^' 8'

Slate, gray, . 18"

Coal, Lower bench, 18"

The Cook bed is sub-divided by rock partings into three

benches: 7\.x\ upper one which contains the main body of

coal ; a middle one., which, though alwaj's pure, is never
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more than a foot thick, often only 4" to 6"; and a lower one,

which varies from \\ to 2 feet in thickness, and is often so

impure that it is not mined.

The partings which separate these several benches are

snbject to astonishing variations in thickness, sometimes
thinning away to almost nothing, and then suddenly thick-

ening up to many feet.

When these rock partings thicken up so greatly the

miners term it a "roZZ" in the coal, and one of these, 600'

wide, was encountered in the Mears Bros.' upper mine near

the old Cook bank.

As an example of the great variation in these partings

the following section of the Cook 'bed, taken along the H.

& B. T. R. R,. in the " Y" below Mears Bros.' lower open-

ing, may be given :

Coal, 0' 6" •)

Fire-clay, .
5' 0'

Ooal, Upper bench, 2' 2'

Shale and sandstone, 7' 0" >. 19' 4"

Coal, Middle bench, 0' 4'

Shale, 3' 0'

Coal, Lower bench, 1' 6'

It is my opinion that the 7' parting between the upper
and 'middle benches (No. 4 in the above section) represents

the 18' (sandstone, slate and shale) interval in Mr. Ashburn-
er's Robertsdale section (page 48 of this report, and No.

246 on page 186 of his report P,) separating his B bed from

the G bed. over it.

If I am right in this opinion, then the two benches of his

B bed will be identical with the middle and lower benches

of the Cook bed as shown in the section given above.

I am strengthened in this opinion by being informed by
Mr. James Findiay, the present suijerintendent of the East

Broad Top mines at Robertsdale, that this parting has been

known to vary from 4' to 25'.

I am not aware that any workable coal bed is known to

underlie the Cook (Fitllon) bed. Mr. Ashburner's^ 5ec?,

35' beneath his B bed, is only 2' thick.

In the Powelton basin where the Cook coal is now mined

exrensiveh'- by R. H. Powel's Sons & Co., the general

5T{
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structnre of the bed is represented by the following section,

made in one of the headings :

, coal, 7" N 1

Coal, Upper bench, 5 bony coal, . . 5'' > .
35" I

( coal, . . .
23" )

Rock, 16" >. 7' 2"

Coal, Middle bench, 12"

Slate, ' 2"

Coal, Lower bench, 21" j

Of course, in other parts of the mine each of these sub-

divisions shows variations in thickness, No. 4 especially

being generally thicker than here given, usually not less

than 6" to 10".

The rock parting No. 2, is a very hard stratum, often so

siliceous that it is quite as hard and difficult of removal as

an equal amount of sandstone ; in fact when this interval

thickens excessively as at Robertsdale and in other local-

ities, a considerable portion of the interval is then com-

posed of gray, finegrained sandstone.

It is the hardness of this parting which renders the min-

ing of the Cooh bed within the limits of Huntingdon county

difficult and expensive.

For analyses of this coal the reader is referred to the de-

tailed geology of Carbon township in this report.

The upper and middle benches of this coal are usually

much purer than the lower one, the middle bench especially

being always very clean and pure, however small it may be

(it is often only 4" or 6"). The lower bench is often so slaty

and worthless that it is not taken out.

The Cooli coeol is successfully coked at Powelton, in Bel-

gian ovens, and the product used at the Powelton furnace,

near Saxton.

The Mears Bros., near Broad Top city, are the only other

persons in Huntingdon county now engaged in mining the

GooJc coal for shipment, but the Reakirt, Fisher, and other

collieries formerly sent a large quantity of it to market.

The extent of this lowest workable coal bed is of course

much greater than that of anj' of the others in the Broad
.Top field, lying, as it does, nearly down on the Potts oille

conglomerate No. XII.
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It has recently been found in a small cap of several acres

on the summit of the Shirley Knob, near Cassville, where
formerly only the Pottsmlle conglomerate was supposed to

exist. Mr. Sleeman sunk several shafts on Shirley's Knob,
and found the CooJc coal within 10' or 15' of the top of No.
XII, but so broken and crushed that only a few hundred
bushels have'been mined. The bed was from 6' to 7' thick

according to Mr. Sleeman.

In the Rocky Ridge coal basin this bed is supposed by
the writer to be the one recently opened by Mr. Sleeman,

near the northern end of that coal field, where it obtains a

development unequaled at any other locality in Hunting-

don county, with the following structure :

Black slate, —
Coal, 1^ to 5'

"I

Shale, ]'
S. 7'

Coal, 1' 6"
j

If this be the Cook hed we may consider the upper and
middle benches united in nearly 5' of good, clean coal in a

single bench.

It is possible that some small patches of this coal may
exist in tlie shallow synclinal basins which extend into the

long triangular point of Broad Top mountain in the south-

ern part of Todd township, 'but if there be any such they

must be too small to work.

The interval from the Cook bed down to the top of the

PottsviUe conglomerate is not fully exposed anywhere in

tlie Broad Top region, but the topography sliows it to be

composed of soft rocks. The thickness of this interval is

usually only 10' or 15', and sometimes less, but between

Dudley and Broad Top city it increases to 30', or even

more.

[In December, 1884, Mr. H. N. Sims, assistant of the Sur-

vey of the Anthracite Coal fields, was requested to reex-

amine tlie Robertsdale, East Broad Top section, and made
the following report of it

:
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Robertsdale Section. (Sims.)

24. Coai and slate 2' 216' 2''

23. Concealed, 10' 214' 2"

22. Small pea conglomerate in a clay-slate

matrix 10' 204' 2"

21. Massive, light gray, pebbly sandstone, be-

coming slightly argillaceous toward the

top 69' 194' 2"

20. Concealed 4' 6'- 125' 2"

19. Micaceous and argillaceous sandstone,

(thickness doubtful,) 2' 0' 120' 8"

18. Concealed, 10' 0' 118' 8"

17. Concealed, (top of hoisting shaft,) . 24' 10' 108' 8"

16. Fine dark gray, massive, sandy slate, with

iron ore balls, . .
30' 83' 10"

15. Fine dark gray sandstone, with specks of

mica, 5' 0' 53' 10"

14. Goal. Top Bench, 2' 7"
^

13. Black slate with small seams of

"O"'' ^'\w 0" 48' 10"
12. Coal. Middle Bench, 3"

j

11. Slaty sandstone parting, .... 2' 9"
|

10. Coal. Bottom Bench 40.'
9. Concealed, 4' 6'' 38' 10'-

8. Very fine blue clay shales, 3' 0" 34' 4"

7. Concealed, 8' 0" 31 4

'

6. Yellow shaly sandstone 3' 6' 23' 4"

6. Fine dark gray sandy slate in benches

about 1 thick, . 5' 0" 19' 10"

4. Very fine black sandy slate, thinly bedded, 11 0" 14' 10'

3. Goal. Top Bench. (No. 1 Mine,) 1' 6' ^

2. Hard grayish black slate parting, 1

^ - , 1 X All f ^ 10 o lU
(variable,) 4'

1. Coal. Bottom Bench, 2' 0'
J

The above section was made with a Locke level, very care-

fully, with all the aid that was freely afforded on the

ground. The description of Nos. 1, 2, 3 was taken from

Report F, as No. 1 Mine was not in operation.—Nos. 4 to 8

are exposed at the adit.—The 4|' of No. 9 was got by sub-

tracting from 35' (the interval between the two beds worked

at Mine No. 1 and Mine No. 3, as shown by two ventilation

holes, according to the authority of Superintendent, Mr.

Sims, and Mine boss, Mr. D. B. Patrick,) the 30^' of Nos.

4 to 8.—Thicknesses of Nos. 10 to 16 were measured by D.

B. Patrick and described by H. N. Sims.—The 24' 10" of

No. 17 is the difference between the 45' of No. 10 to 16, and
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69' 10" the depth of the shaft.—Thicknesses of 18 to 21

were measured from the top of the shaft.—Those of 22 to 24

by Mr. D. B. Patrick.]

XII

TJie Pottsville conglomerate. No. XII.

This formation, forming the rim of the Broad Top plateau

all round, and the crests of the spurs which project from it

northward into Trough valley :—Wray's hill, Rocky ridge,

Shirley's knob, Round knob, Chilcoat's knob, Houck's

knob, Boker's knob, and Crum's knob (encircled by Tat-

man's run), consists of three massive sand rocks separated

by two intervals of shale ; thus :
—

Homewood sandstone, slightly pebbly, 50'
"

Mercer shales and coal bed, .
20' to 30'

Co«MogMene.sai»i^ white pebbly sandstone, 50' } 160

fharon shales and coal bed, 6' to 15'

Sharon pebbly sandstone, 25'
,

The Homewood Sandstone, {Johnson Hun, sandstone of

McKean county,) has a thickness of only 60' at any locality

where I could recognize it on Shoup's run ; but Mr. Ash-

burner's survey of East Broad Top gives it 160'. (See Re-

port F, p. 191.) Its layers, 1' to 3' thick, being generally

free fi'om pebbles, it is called locally the "building stone,"

and is readily split and dressed. It is well exposed where

Miller's run enters Shoup's run; and on both dips of the

anticlinal between Powelton and Dudley, it makes a 30'

cliff south of the run.

The Mercer Coal bed, {Alton Coal bed of McKean county,)

can seldom be seen on account of the fallen blocks of the

overlying sandstone. Its blossom appears on Miller's run,

a little above Powell's coke works ; overlying 10' to 15' of

impure fire clay. In an old trial drift at the spring below

Robertsdale it proved to be only 1' to 2' thick. Mr. Foster

informed me that he has found it 3' thick east from Broad

Top city.

The Connoquenessing Sandstone {Kinzua creek sand-

stone of McKean county) is harder and more massive than

the one above it ; a matrix of grayish white sand, through
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which vvliite quartz pebbles are scattered, varying in size

from a pea to a chestnut and never exceeding that of an
egg. It is finely exposed between Dudley and Powell's

station, arching over the anticlinal, in cliffs 45' high, on

both sides of Shoup's run. It makes cliffs back of Powell's

colie works for a long distance up Miller's run.

The Sharon Coal bed {Marshburg Coal bed of McKean
county report) with its fire-clay floor shows under the arch

of conglomerate on the Dudley road above Powell's station

li' to 2' thick, and 125' to 140' beneath the top of No. XII.

The Sharon conglomerate of Mercer county (the Clean

conglomerate of McKean, &c.,) a hard grayish white sand-

stone, tending to brown, and not more than 20' or 25' feet

thick, caps Round Top knob, near Paradise furnace in

Todd township (1000' above Trough creek) with cliffs 10' or

15' high over several acres of ground. It makes conspicu-

ous cliffs on both sides of Shoup's run at Coalmont ; and
rising northward it makes a large part of the surface of the

mountain until it breaks off at the cliffs overlooking Trough
Creek valley in that direction.

[In Report F, at page 192, will be found Mr. Ashburner's

measurement and description of the Conglomerate No.

XII, in the long synclinal ridge of AVray' s hill and Rocky
ridge ; thus

:

Homewood sandstone: (top memfier,white and reddish white,

and gray flaggy sandstone and conglomerate beds ; middle
member, predominance of conglomerate beds, with large

pebbles, irregularly distributed, and strong current-bed-

ding; bottom member, chiefly thin bedded, pebbly sand-

stones) in all . . . 160'

Mercer group . (sandstone and shale 14'; coal bed 2'; fire clay,

not measured; gray sandstone, current-bedded 17'; dark
gray and black slate, and slaty sandstone 7 ) in all .

40'

Connoquenesiiivg sandstone : hard massive gray strata, cleav-

age both right angled and oblique surface stained and coated

with iron and manganese, with impressions of catamites,

lepidodendra leaves, and sigillaria, . •- 10'

Sharon conglomerate ; upper part, hard massive gray and

white sandstone beds and conglomerates with large pebbles

abundant in the middle layers: lower part, less pebbly,

sandstone bed becoming dark gray and flaggy, containing

specks of mica ; in all 70'
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Total thickness of No. XII (a littlo uncertain where meas-
ured at Wray's liill railroad tunnel, on account of varying
dips; but veritied by measurements west of Sideling hill

tunnel, and on the road from Robertsdale to New Grenada,)
in all 280']

Tlie A[auch Chunk red shale, No. XI.

This formation, which Mi-. Asliburner's topographical

survey between Sideling hill and Wray's hill makes 1,100

feet thick, surrounds the Broad Top mountain, and occu-

pies the whole of the wedge-shaped valley of Trough creek,

rising on the inside slope of Terrace mountain.

It is fairly well exposed on the slopes of Round Top near

Paradise furnace (where it is nearly horizontal) from the

coping cliffs at the summit of the knob, down to the bed of

Trough creek. Allowing 50' to 75' for dip in half a mile,

its thickness will be 1,050 feet.

Some green sandstone beds occur in its upper portion, one

of which (about 150' beneath the summit) is rather massive.

Nodules of iron ore are scattered through a bed of shale

10' or 15' beneath the cliffs of XII at the top of the knob
;

and this is all that represents the Ralston iron ore of other

parts of the State, especially in the northern and south-

western counties.

Breedated limestone, 2' thick, crops out on Shoup's run

about 175' beneath No. XII.

Another bed of brecciated limestone occurs in Round Top

at about 500' beneath No. XII, where its fragments lie scat-

tered over the surface in considerable quantitj', indicating

a bed about 3' thick ; a reddish-gray, impure limestone. It

crops out also on the road from Todd P. O. through Tat-

man's gap. This bed may be the representative of the

limestone bed of Fayette county and W. Virginia, which

there is only 50' to 75' above, the mountain limestone at the

top of X ; whereas here it is about 500' above it, the inter-

vening lower red shales of XI thickening that much coming

east.

The Trough Creek limestone group separates this forma-
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tion XI from the underlying Pocono sandstone formation X.

It is shown on the south bank of the creek, three fourths

of a mile below Todd (Brick) mills, on Mr. Taylor's land,

thus

:

Red limy shale, 10
'

Sed limestone, 4
'

Red limy shale 16

Oray limestone, 2^'

Red slate, 3 '

, Gray-green limestone, 4
'

311'

41'

PocQuo sandstone beds immediately underlie bed a, which

has been considerably quarried in Trough Creek valley for

the farmers' use, greatly increasing the fertility of the red-

shale soil.

Another section just below Trough Creek church, on the

south bank of the creek, reads as follows

:

Red limy shale, 25'

c. Reddish-gray limestone, 1'

Red limy shale, 5'

6. Gray limestone, 3'

Red limy shale, 4'
|

a. Greenish sandy limestone, 3' J

Sandstone.

There are many other exposures of these beds along the

creek, between the mouth of Little Trough creek and the

gap through Terrace mountain. The principal quarries on

Little Trough creek are on Mrs. Swope'sland near its head,

and on the Borings' lands further down. The quarry bed

at both places is a greenish-gray bench, 3' or 4' thick, over

sandstone beds. Mrs. Garret has a large quarry nearly op-

posite the mouth of Little Trough creek. The Sideling hill

outcrop of these beds is not used because too siliceous.

The whole thickness of this Trough Creek limestone group

may be stated as SO feet.

The sections given above may be considered typical

;

but there are not wanting evidences that the group changes

its character in various localities. For example the follow-

ing section appears 200 yards above Trough Creek bridge

at Paradise furnace, on the Patterson lands : the upper or

red limestone (c) making a cliff along the creek above the

furnace

:
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Red shale.

c. Bed variegated massive limestone, 25'
"I

Bed shaly limestone, * iW
6. Oray limestone, ' 3'

i

Red limy shale,. T )

a. (Wanting.)

Sandstone

Other sections will be found in the description of Todd
township.

An analysis of tlie red limestone (c) showed it to be only

52 per cent carbonate of lime and 43 per cent, siliceous

matter ; whereas the gray limestone was 91 per cent car-

bonate of lime and only 6 per cent siliceous matter. The
physical aspect of the gray and greenish gray siliceous

limestone beds is exactly like that of the ''Siliceous lime-

stone" which appears at the bottom of No. XI, in the gaps

of Chestnut Ridge and Laurel Hill in Westmoreland and

Fayette counties. (See Reports, K\ K".)

Fossils are seldom seen, except apparently ground up
fragments of shells. But at Gr. W. Baker's quarry, a mile

north of Todd P 0., a species of StraparoUus was seen,

in a red brecciated limestone, 30' above the base of the

gronp.

Manganiferous iron ore deposits, derived apparently

from the dissolution of the Trough Creek limestone group,

occur at several places in the valley ; one on the Patterson

estate at the foot of Terrace mountain, just south of Trough
creek, where nodules and nuggets of various sizes are scat-

tered through a considerable mass of clay and debris. But
the limestone beds are not seen at any place where the ore-

clay is seen. It was once quite extensively mined for Par-

adise furnace, and stoves and other castings of good quality

were made for fai-mhouse use. Mr. McCreath's analysis of

a sample of 110 small pieces collected by John A. Patter-

son showed a percentage of 23.650 metallic iron, and 19.676

metallic manganese, in the ore; with 0.458 phosphorus.

In all cases the ore deposit lies directly on the sandstones

at the foot of the mountain.

[Mr. Ashburner's section of No. XI, in Report P, page

195, divides itself into three parts : 910' of yellow, red and
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gray sliales, and red and gray soft sandstones ;
49' of lime-

stone and limy shale beds, and 141' of underlying red and
greenish gray sandstones and sandy shales, which Prof.
White prefers to consider the upper beds of the Pocono
formation No. X.

His Trough Creek limestone is divided into ten smaller
groups, thus :

Sed shaly limestone, 311 -

Bed clay shale, lO^j-

Bed clay shale, very soft, 5'

Med siliceous limestone, massive, easily weathered, and
containing Terebraiula rcemingeri, Grammysia,
Strophodonta, Rhynckonella, .. . . . .

2'-'

Bed shale, very soft, . .
.

g'

Bed and gray mottled limy shale, (concretionary), con-
taining Centronella, . 3'

Red limy shale and limestone, 9'

Sed and gray massive limestone, 1'

Oray massive limestone, 3'

Bed shale, . 6'

Greenish gray clay-limestone, 4'

This section, hov^ever, is composed from tw^o localities,

Todd P. O. and New Grenada, nine miles apart, and de-

pends for its correctness upon the identilication of the

variegated limestone quarried at the two places, which is

the only valuable part of the group.]

> 49

Pocono SandstonefoTTnation, JVo. X.

This formation makes Terrace mountain west of Broad
Top, and Sideling hill east of it.

It is composed of coarse, sometimes pebbly, greenish-

gray, characteristically false bedded, more or less massive

sand rocks, interstratified with thinner gray shales, like

those of the Productive coal measures, but without workable

coal beds.

Thin seams or streaks of coal, however, exist in the form-

ation, two or three of which, varying from one to six inches

in thickness, may be seen at the Copperas Bocks in Trough

creek gap through Terrace mountain, half a mile below Par-

adise furnace, and about 200' beneath the top of the forma-

tion.
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Pocono Sundstone, No.X.
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The following sections were measured in the gap which
Shoup's run makes through Terrace mountain at Saxton,

and in the gap which the Juniata makes through the same

mountain at Riddlesburg. In both sections tlie topmost bed

immediately underlies the lowest red sliale of XI

:

Shoup's run gap section {Wo. X.)

Gray sandstone, massive, coarse, somewhat pebbly •

(underlying red shale XJ,) . . . . 210'

Gray sandstone, dark, with tliin dark shales, .... 100'

Gray sandstone, massive, pebbly beds in a partly con-

cealed interval of

.

.
250'

Gray sandstone flags and shales, 100'

Red shale, .
15'

Greenish gray sandstone, 55'

Blue-black shale, with a few thin flags

;

1

(At the top, impressions of Lepidodendron gas- I

planum

;

I

In the bottom 25' an abundance of fossil shells.) )

Gray sandstone, massive, . .
20'

Sandy shales, 10'

Yellowish gray sandstone massive, 25'

(Interval concealed,) 145'

GkAY SA.NDSTONK, MASSIVE 100'

1130'

Green sandstone and red shale in a partly concealed

Interval of . .
125'

Greenish gray sandstone, massive, 25'

Bed shales visible in an interval of , . . . . 7i5

Greenish gray sandstone (making cliffs),.. . . 25'

250'

Bed shale of IX in great force..

Total thickness of rocks in the section 1380'

Riddlesburg Gap Section. {No. X:)

Gray sandstone, massive, {under XI )
75'

Shale and sandstone, . .... 13'

Shale, dark, . . ... 3'

Sandstone 10'

Shale, dark, with broken plants, 3'

Gray sandstone, 25'

(Interval concealed,) 50'

Gray sandstone, massive, 50'

Black coal shale, s'

Sandy shales, 2^'

ebbly sandstone, massive, 40'

Shales and shaly sandstone, 8'

Sandstone, massive, (lower half ^eftfi/y), . . . 65
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Gray sandstone, with shale partings, 50'

Calcareous breccia, . , .
11,'

Sandstones and shales interstratifled, . . • . . . . 30'

Med shale, showing at the bottom of a concealed inter-

val of 40'

Shales, \
yellowish, sandy, 15*

gg,
t olive and yellow, 15' >

Sandstone, massive, . 50'

Shales, olive-yellow, . . 15'

Sandstone, gray, 5'

Shales, yellowish, sandy, 40'

Sandstone, gray, 2^'

Shales, dark, very fossiliferous ; (in the bottom 10'

Spirifer, Shinchonella, &a.), 50'

Sandstone, massive, 10'

Shales, \
^"'ly- !«'

I
45'

( red, yellow, <fec, 35' J

Sandstone, very massive, 30'

Red shale, abundant in a partly-ooncealed interval of 95'

Shal es and flags, . . . . . . . 50'

Jied and yellowish shales, 25'

Sandstone, gray, 8'

Bed shale, 20'

Sandstone, gray, 5'

Red shale, 10'

Red sandy beds, 5'

Gray sandstone, massive ; including one calea^

xeous breccia (3' to 4') 40' above the bottom; and
several other smaller ones, 140'

Red shale, . . . 100'

Sandstone, greenish gray, 25'

Red shale, . . 20'

Sandstones, green, with red shale partings, 65'

Red shale, 125'

Red sandstone, 5'

340'

Red shale of No. IX in great force.

Total length of section, . 1442'

The above sections are subdivided into groups, the upper-

most of which consists of Pocono rocks with little or no

red shale ; the middle one of Poeono rocks, with interstrat-

ifled red shales, endino- below in a massive gray sandstone

of great thickness ; and the lowest one of CatsMll rocks.

Shoup's run. Riddlesburg.

Upper group, X, 730' Kjg^, 744' )^^^^,
Middle group, X 400' < 358' <

Lower group, IX, 250' 340'

Length of section, .... 1380' 1442'

6T^

358'
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The 100' massive gray sandstone of the Shoup's run gap
section is tindoubtedly the 140' massive gray sandstone
(with calcareous breccia layers) of the Riddlesburg gap
section

; lying in both cases about 1000' beneath the base
of XI ; and being in both cases the lowest well defined

massive gray Pocono sandstone in Terrace mountain.*
Prof. Stevenson's measurement of No. X in the Rid-

dlesburg gap of Terrace mountain agrees closely with mine,

being 1365'.+

Messrs. Ashburner and Billin (in 1877) measured these

rocks in Sideling hill, on the eastern side of the Broad Top
synclinal, with the following result

:

Upper X. d. Sandstones massive and flaggy, . . 610'

j

1 c. Ccal-bearlng series, . ... 313' > 1303'
Middle X I ^ Conglomerates, sandstones, &o., . 380' ^

Lower X. a. Sandstones and shales, 830'

Total length of section in Sideling hill, 2133'

Although the instrumental survey carried on by Messrs.

Ashburner and Billin for mapping that part of Huntingdon

county gave special accuracy to their measurements, yet

the exposures in the gaps of Terrace mountain are so good

that, by carefully pacing the horizontal distances, the cal-

culation by dip cannot be in error more than 50' or 100' in

the total length of either section.

A comparison of the measurments in Sideling hill (Re-

port F) with my measurements in Terrace mountain, shows

that when both formations (X and IX) are taken together,

they have the same total thickness, thus :

—

X. Pocono, . In Terrace Mt. 1132' In Sideling hill 2133'

IX. Oatskill, " " 3600' " "...

4732' 4813'

* In my reports G^, Gs and G' on the counties of north-eastern Pennsyl-

vania I have made this rock the basal member of a Pocono-CatsMH group,

or passage beds from X to IX, containing both gray sandstones (X) and red

shales(IX) ; taut as Report P makes no such distinction it seems needless to

insist upon it in this report. (See G', page 50.)

t See Report T^, p. 234.
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The greater abundance of red shale intervals in the western
(Terrace monntain) sections, and of gray shales in the eastern

(Sideling hill) section, suffices to explain the different waj^

in which this mass of nearly 5000' has been classified ; and
it must be kept in mind that the deposits of red shale are

not a perfectly reliable guide, because they have the habit

of passing into a peculiar type of greenish gray fine grained

sandstone, in a distance of a few miles.

[If the Trough creek limestone group be assumed as the

bottom of No. XI, there remains to be accounted for in

the Terrace mountain sections 141' of rocks placed by the

Sideling hill survey at the bottom of No. XI, beneath the

limestone. These beds (see Report F, p. 195) are not well

exposed in Sideling hill, but consist of alternations of thick

stands tones and shales with gray flagstones, containing red

and variegated shales, and were placed in No. XI on that

account.]

Pocono rocks in Sideling Jdll.

[The Pocono formation No. X in Sideling hill was made to

commence (at top) with the great mass of sandstone beds,

coarse-grained, massive, graj^ and brownish gray, alterna-

ting with thinner flaggy layers and partings of shale, a few

of which near the top (both sands and shales) are red, form-

ing the western slope of the mountain ; the whole being .
580'

Under this mass (at the western mouth of the railroad

tunnel through the mountain) is a massive gray sand rock

coated with iron rust, 8'

Under this (in the tunnel) lie gray and greenish-gray sand-

stone beds, containing a foot of black slate 22'

Under this lie the shales and flags which hold nineteen

small seams of coal,* (see the figure on Plate — , already re-

ferred to,) 313'

* Sometimes the partings of coal are between the sandstone beds, but some-

times they lie along the cross-bedding planes, showing that the coal did not

grow on the spot, but was drifted in from a distance.

These coal seams vary from one inch to ten or twelve inches, and sometimes

they are parted themselves by layers of sandstone, which enter them and

leave them again on a Isnife edge. Fire-clay (underclay) is almost unknown
to these coal seams, which goes further to prove their drifted character.
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Under this lies a thick bed of sofb black shale containing

plates of coal and impressions of minute plants, alternating

with thin layers of a fine-grained micaceous conglomerate,

the shales much iron-stained, and the whole mass, . .
25'

Then, yellowish shale with plates of coal, and slickeii-

sided surfaces (showing this to be one of the planes of the

shearing movement when the anticlinal and synclinal waves
were produced,) 26'

Then the uppermost of the great sand rocks, 9' thick, on

an exceedingly thin (2") seam of black coal slate, under
which come the massive congloTneratic sand rocks, extraor-

dinarily current-bedded (the middle layers (51') making
t\ie CQTitr?i\vih &r\A. crest of the momitain;) 122'

Next below this, on the east slope of the mountain crops

out a mass of shale (with a few sandstone layers) . . .83'

Then massive sandstone beds, 35'
; fine-grained conglom-

erate, with thin beds of black micaceous sandstone, 13'

;

shale and sandstone, 26' ; massive, false-bedded sandstone,

17' ; shale and sandstone, 6'
; sandstone, 7' ; shale, 5' ; sand-

stone and shale, 15' ; in all, . . . .
85'

Under these crop out further down the slope many al-

ternate beds of more clayey and less massive sandstone,

(coarse-grained and much stained with iron, and often

specked with red and yellow,) and beds of both sandy and
clayey shales, which are more numerous in proportion than

those higher up ; the prevailing colors of both sands and
shales being gray, yellow, olive, and green, and nodules of

carbonate of iron being frequent ; in all, 830'

This 830' of beds Mr. Ash burner grouped together under
the name "Lower {green sandstone) group of No. X. If

added to the Upper {gray sandstone) group of No. X, 610',

and tlie Middle {coal hearing and conglomerate, double)

group of No. X, 693', then the whole of formation No. X in

Sideling hill becomes . . 2133'

If however the Lower {green, sandstone) group of Xhe
considered as the upper part of the Catskill formation No.
IX, then No. X remains only 1303' thick, agreeing very

well with the thickness assigned to it by Prof. White in

Terrace mountain.
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This Lower group (still in the tunnel) begins witli

:

Slaty sandstone, dark blue, with fine white shale, 22'

Shales, gray, green and yellow, 25'

Oypricardina and Orthis green shale bed, 5'

East mouth op Sidjslino Hill tunnel.
Softer shales (outside the tunnel,) 2.5'

J
Sandstones, coarse, hard, reddish gray, >

< Shales alternating with the sandstones, i

< Sandstone, coarse, yellow, iron stained, ) ^„,

I Sandstone, grayish brown, (alternations,) >

Shaly sandstones, yellow, gray and green, 44'

Soft shales, gray flags and brown micaceous sands 50'

Olive flags and green-gray sands with iron balls, 42'

r Soft sandstones, green and olive, . \

< Soft sandstones, yellow, flaggy, > alternations, . 440'

' Hard sandstones, massive, iron-specked, >

The little coal beds between the sandstones of tlie upper
half of the middle part of the formation are thus arranged .

Top sandstone mass, 29' 5'

Coal seam, 2^ inches thick.

Second sandstone mass, 76' 3"

2 coal beds, in 12 inches.

Third sandstone mass, 41' 4"

2 coal beds, in 3' 3" of rocks.

Fourth sandstone mas.s, 47' 1"

6 coal beds, in 19' 10' of rocks.

Fifth sandstone mass, . . . . 36' 8"

4 coal beds, in 6' 10'' of rocks.

Sixth sandstone mass, 17' 0"

1 coal bed, 2 inches thick.

Seventh sandstone mass, 28' 0'

2 coal beds, in 5' 2" of rocks.

Total, 37'+276'=313'

The sandstone masses and shale masses of the lower half

of the same middle division of the formation are arranged

thus :

Top shale, 51'

First sandstone mass, 122

Shale, 83'

Second sandstone mass, 38'

Shale, 26'

Third sandstone mass ~ . .
40'

Shale, . . .... 5'

Fourth sandstone mass 15'

Total, 165' f-215=380'

Coal-plant fragments collected from the debris at the west
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end of Sideling liill tunnel were determined by Mr. Lesqne-

renx to be mostly pieces of SphenopterisJlaccida and Sti.g-

maria minuta ; with a Ulodendron {wiajus ?) ; a Knorria
avicularis ; a branch of Stigmatocanna

( Yolkmanniana f);

a Lepidodendron ; and many fragments of SpJi,enopteris

{Hynienophyllltes)furcata. (See Report F, p. 212.)]

Considering the extreme thinness of these coal beds in

Sideling hill (none of them being more than 3 inches thick,

and only two of them having a iire-clay lioor) it is not sur-

prising that they do not appear in the natural rock ex-
posures in the gaps through Terrace mountain.

There does appear however in the Trough creek gaj),

in the Shroup's run gap, and in the gap at Riddlesburg,

the outcrop of a notably thick group of dark, nearly hlacJc,

sandy fossiliferous sJiales, which may represent on the

west side of the trough the coal-bed series of the eastern

side.

In a cutting made by the Huntingdon & Broad Top rail-

road, just south of the county line, appear the black shales,

100' thick, mentioned in the Shoup's run section, 730' be-

neath the bottom of the No. XI red shale, holding im-

pressions of Lepidodendron trunks in the upper layers, and
shells in the lower layers.

In the Riddlesburg gap section, 609' beneath the top of

the section (bottom of XI), are seen 50' of very fossilifer-

ous dark shales with Sptrifers, Rhynchonellas, and other

shells in the lower layers. In some of the layers the shells

are abundant enough to turn the shale into a kind of poor
limestone bed.

The CatsJcill formation, No. IX.

This makes the foot slope of Terrace mountain and the

valley of the Raystown branch of the Juniata river ; and
the foot slope of Sideling hill and Smith's valley.

At some of its great bends the river cuts into the under-
lying Chemung rocks of VIII, and then crosses the east-

dipping Catskill rocks nearly to the top layers at the foot
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of the monntain, giving fine exposures of the whole for-

mation.

Red sliale predominates in the upper two thirds of No.

IX ; but in some of the sections green sandstone beds are

extensively interstratified with the red shale, greatly re-

ducing its amount ; notwithstanding which the whole belt

of outcrop is a beautiful farming country, the sandstones

weathering readily, and making with the red shalea mixed
soil, exceedingly fertile, especially when jjroperly limed.

This interstratification is well shown in the great bend op-

posite the mouth of Coflfee run, the top of the section being

on the foot slope of the mountain. See Fig. 3, sheet No. 2;

and page Plate XVI.

Coffee run section^ No. IX.
POCONO SANDSTONB.

Interval concealed, ....
Red shales predominating in

Sandstone, greenish gray, massive,

Interval,

Sandstone, reddish, massive,

Red shale with some thin green sands,

Sandstone, greenish gray, massive,

Sandstone, shaly, . .

Sandstone, greenish gray, massive,

Red shale and thin red sandstone beds,

Sandstone, grayish green

Red Shale,

Sandstone, reddish gray and red shale,

Interval,

Sandstone, reddish gray, massive,

Sandstone red and red shale,

Fossiliferous olive sandy shales and sandstones, containing

Crinoidal fragments, Spinfers (of the S. disjuncta type),

and other forms too much broken up for even generic deter-

mination, ...
Spirifer disjuncta bed, .... ...
Shales, olive and greenish, (with red shales at the bottom) in

a partially concealed interval of

Sandstones and shales, greenish, in a partially concealed inter-

val of . • •

Sandstones (green), shales (olive), and red beds, 525'
,

Upper Chemung CoNaiiOMKRATB of Stevenson (in Bedford )

county) very hard, dark gray, filled with flat quartz pebbles

{Lackaioaxen Conglomerate of N. E. Pennsylvania,)

Sand.stone, greenish grny. rather massive,

Red shales, in an interval of .

700'

1270'

10'

15'

10'

115'

25'

20'

10'

17'

20'

15'

20'

10'

20'

40'

115'

1'

300'

220'

525'

10

15'

85'

3478'

110'
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This section was constructed by pacing the liorizontal

distances, and calculating the geological thicknesses, the

dips increasing from 15° at the top to 35° at the bottom of

the section (which is assumed as the bottom of the Catskill

formation No. XI.)

—

Total calcvlated thickness, . .3588'

Another section made along Trough creek and James

creek (see the description of Todd townshij)) but largeh'

measured by reference to points on the township- map,

foots up 3942'

A third set of measurements, made a mile further east

(see the description of Penn township) foots up . . 3650'

A fourth section, made along the south bank of the Ju-

niata river in Juniata township, gave a total of . . . 3420'

A fifth, on the north bank (see the description of Hender-

son township) gave 3620'

An average of all five sections of No. IX, from say 1100'

beneath the bottom red beds of IX, down to the bottom of

the lowest red shales (say 100' beneath the Upper Chemung
CONGLOMKUATE of Prof. Stevensou.) would be . . 3625'

This conglomerate seems to be veiy certainlj" identifiable

with the great fish conglomerate of Montour and Columbia
counties (see Report G') and the Lackawaxen conglomerate

of Pike county (see Report G°) where it lies more than 1000'

above the base of the Catskill formation No. IX as there

limited ; for the bones, teeth and scales of HoloptycJiius

found in it, and in beds at least 100' beneath it, are consid-

ered characteristic of the Catskill formation.

Chemung shells, however, occur in Huntingdon counly
1000' above it ; and in Montour and Columbia counties 700'

above it ; but in Monroe and Pike counties not a shell of

any description was found in any of tlie rocks above it, nor

any of the rocks for 2000' beneath it.*

* The absence of the molluscan fossils together with the presence of red

beds and the characteristic, greenish-gray sandstones would in Pilse county

and in the Gatskiil mountain region be concJusive evidence of Catskill age,

hence when a particular stratum, like the Lackawaxen conglomerate, has

been traced continuously from the region where its Catskill age vrould be un-

questioned, and Chemung fossils are found coming up not only to it, but

passing even a thousand feet above the same I cannot see that the latter fact

can have any weight in determinmg the question as to whether or not it shall

be placed in the Catskill; for, where stratigraphy can be employed its author-
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Wo. IX in Huntingdon county maj' then be subdivided
into—(1.) 2500' of red shales, with gray sandstones;— (2.)

1000' of greenish gray sandy shales and flags, with a lew
thin red beds, holding from toy to bottom fossil shells of

Chemung type ;— (3.) 20' of flat quartz pebble conglomerate

ity is absolute, however the fossils may arrange themselves ; honoe when I

have shown conclusively, as I am able to do, that the Lackdwaxen conglom-
erate of Pike county, which has no fossil mollusca above it, and none under
it for an interval of 2000', is identical with the upper conglomerate of Hunt-
ingdon, Bedford and Fulton counties above which fossil mollusca extend for

1000', then it must still be called Catskill in the latter localities, or else be
thr ,wn out of the Catskill beds at the east and relegated to the Chemung, along
with about 2000' of beds which were certainly intended to be included in the

Catskill group by the author of the term.

It is possible that the name Chemung, in the New York system, has really

been made to include rocks in southern central New York, which at the east,

overlooking the Hudson, have been placed in the Catskill, and if so it would
furnish a simple explanation of the fact that Chemung fossils are found in

Pennsylvania passing high up into beds that are certainly of the same age as

those which make up the lower half of the Catskill mountains.

It is true that in the central Pennsylvania series, red beds occur down as far

as 700' -800' under the Lackawaxen conglomerate even in Huntingdon county;

ll6o' in Montour, and 1300' in Pike, while no red beds have e%'er been re-

ported from the CA- n.ung of southern New York. Still the absence of red

bedi there js readily explained from the fact that the whole Catskill series

thins away very rapidly riorthward, and as I have shown in G^ and G^, this

thinning is largely due to the northward disappearance of th^ red beds from

IX. Hence it may well be that this fossiliferous Catskill series of greenish-

gray sandstones and red shales in central Pennsylvania, when followed north

into New Yorli may have lost every trace of the red beds, and be represented

by the greenish-gray sandy rocks above, just as every trace of the red shale

in the 3000' of Mauch Chunk red shale beds on the Lehigh river disappear

completely when we follow it northward to the northern end of the Lack-

awanna coal basin; but this would not change the age of the greenish-gray

rocks which, deprived of the interbearing red beds, still represent the Mauch
. Chunk on the Lackawanna river.

Hence if it should prove true that the Chemung beds of southern central

New York have the relation to the rocks of the Catskill mountain region sug-

gested above,there would be no reason (except possibly priority of name) wliy

the beds in qufstion should be included in the Chemung, seeing that they

have been included in the Catskill at the east ; so that until this question is

decided by stratigraphy (for the molluscan remains can be no better guide

in New York than in Pennsylvania) viz : whether or not the Chemung of

southern central New York includes rocks which in eastern New York have

been referred to the Catskill, and vice versa ; until VaU has been done, it seems

preferable to the writer to retain these beds in the Catskill to which group as

at presint understood in the region where it was named, the stratigraphy

shows they unquestionably belong. The general argument of this will be

given in connection with the Chemung beds.
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(some of the pebbles being apparently of red jasper) with

occasional fragments ot fish, and hvoken wg sJiells ;—(4.)

100' of olive, green, red and variegated shales and red sand-

stone beds, holding Chemung fossil shells.

The base of No. IX, however, is here assumed merely to

harmonize the Huntingdon county section with that of the

northeastern counties (described in Reports Gr°, G',) in which

Holoptychius (fish) remains were found 100' beneath the

Lackawaxen Conglomerate (3); for there is really nothing in

group (4) to distinguish it sharply from the 400' or /^OO' of

beds underlying it which are assigned to the Chemung for-

mation ; as will be made apparent further on in this report.

Prof. Stevenson, in Report T' on Bedford and Fulton coun-

ties prefers to include this Upper Conglomerate in the Che-

mung formation.

(1.) These 2500' of beds are very barren of fossil remains
;

although a few undeterminable macerated fragments may
be seen in them ; and occasional rare specimens of fish

scales and broken bones. Calcareous breccia (cornstone)

beds are sometimes seen, seldom more than one or two feet

thick. Ripple-marked surfaces are very abundant, espec-

ially in the red shale layers.

A very remarkable layer of pure specular iron ore, one

or two inches thick, (therefore worthless) is found on Messrs.

Shonefelt's land, near Haun's bridge, about 1400' above the

Lackawaxen Conglomerate. The pieces first found were

supposed to be meteoric ; but the regular bed was after-

wards discovered. Prof. Claypole reports a similar occur-

rence, at about the same horizon in the series, in Perry
county.

(2.) The Haun's Bridge group has been so named from
the superb exposure of the 1000' of fossiliferous beds over-

lying the Lackawaxen Conglomerate, at that locality in

Juniata township. Here some of the common Upper Che-
mung types of brachiopod and lamelUbranch shells are

very abundant ; large collections may be made along the

north bank of the river, Just below the bridge. The group
is here between 1000' and 1100' thick.
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(3.) The Upper (or Lackawaxen) Conglomerate con-

tains fragments of lish, and also shells, so completely

gronnd up that not even the genns to which they belong

can be determined ; although one single specimen of a

Rliynchonella was recognized with tolerable certainty. Its

red jasper (?) pebbles would recall to a geologist of the Oil

Regions the red pebbles which are peculiar to the Venango
Oil-Sands. Other considerations pointing to this rock

as the 1st Venango Oil-Sand, will be discussed when we
come to describe the Lower {Chemttng) Conglomerate.

(See also Report G'.) Its pebbles are generally .;?ai5, and
some of them are 3" long, 2" wide, and 1' thick. One of

its best exposures is where the Cove Station road southeast

to Puttstown crosses the river. Here the outcrop of the

conglomerate makes a fall of more than one foot in the

river bed, diagonally across it. A few hundred yards down
stream the river bends and is again- crossed by the rock

(20' thick), which then ascends the bank (at 38°) in a cliff.

(4.) The underlying beds are also here exposed ; thus :

Shales, olive, sandy, with Spirifer disjuncta ? . . . .
8'

Sandstone, reddish, T
Shales, olive and greenish 35'

Sed shales and red sandstones 6'

Bed and olive shales 20'

Shales, olive, sandy, 10'

Hed shale, . .
6'

Sed and olive shales, 8'

GatsMll rocks in Sideling hill.

{The GatsMllformation No. IX outcropping along the

eastern foot of Sideling hill in Smith's valley was carefully

measured by Messrs. Ashburner & Billin in 1874-5, and is

thus described in Report F, p. 216.

The top of the section, however, commences at the base

of the 440' of olive shales and sandstones (777' geologically

beneath the Cypricardia Orthis shale hed at the east mouth

of the railway tunnel, mentioned on page 87 above. Pro-

ceedin"- down the slope and across Smith's valley, we find

:

!• 100'
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175'

100'

125'

270'

140'

290'

60

2680'

Sideling Mil section of IX.
S Red shales and red sandstones, with )

\ Gray and white sa^dstorle^s; not well seen, )

I Greenish gray slaty sandstones, with >

t Bed shales, soft and bright, alternations, )

I Reddish gray, coarse, massive sandstones, with )

< Red shales and red sandstone altei nations, S

Bed of iron ore, very siliceous brown hematite,
i Red flags and red shales, alternating with ) .gon/
' Shaly sandstones, masaiye, yellow, gray, white, )

5 Red shales, both sandy and clayey, i

( Lower part, ripple marked, with fucoids, \

S Red sandstone, mas>ive and red shale, )

? Brown sandstones, towards the base, S

( Red shale, alternating witn gray shale and
< Sandstones, gray, massive ; containing
' Oual seams, very small,

( Shales, light sandy, yellow, alternating with i

I
Hhales red, friable

; pitch stained ; I

i
Sandstones, brownish-gray, mica specks at

[

I bottom, ]

A. fQ-w fisJi-boiie and scalefragments were found in the

lowest (6()'_) beds ; and thej' may suffice to explain the slight

bituminous coating whicih some of the surfaces exhibit.

The impure brown hematite iron-ore outcrop, which runs
along the west side of Smith's valley, is evidently of no
practical value ; but it may have some connection with the

pure red hematite ore-bed in the Haun's bridge section in

Juniata township (mentioned on page 92 above) ; and in

that case it could be used as a base of measurement, in the

comparison of sections on the two sides of the great Broad
Top synclinal.

The crest of Clear ridge in Smith's valley is made by the

Lacl^awaxen conglomerate; and where the railroads cut

through the end of Clear ridge at the foot of the mountain
the dip is exceedingly steep, 78° < N. 73° W.

The transition beds of IX- VIII.

In northeastern Pennsylvania there lie beneath the lowest

exposures offossilfishfragments, a considerable thickness

of alternate red shales which should be assigned to the

overlying Catskill formation No. IX, and olive shales and

greenish-gray sandstones which resemble the underlying
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CcLtshtU-Chemung trarwiZiori beds IX-V//I.

Jiecid-Uh aandslone containing pehVLes iX" fish hones.
Green sunihitotte.

';^^^^i^6:
^m

SSa^i-^^ag

S'Mgagg;.)i

'/i'^^'

^^^ai^

3^^ '<?

113:

Olive green, sandy shales',

I.ACHA WAXEN concLOMEfiATs (Vppe] of StevensoTv),

Spirifer disjunctcc ded, '
.

' ' '

Jzedxlish fscxruistone,

OUve and, greenish scundy shales,

Med shale aizd red sandstone ,:

.

Med and vccriegated shcdes,

Olire sandy sh
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Chemung strata No. VIII, and which contain characteristic

Chemung shells. (See Report G'.)

Along the North Branch Susquehanna in Montour county,

the lowest fish bed lies 100' beneath the Uppek (Lacka-
WAXEisr) CONGLOMERATE. Then 1000' of transition measures

reach down to within 100' of the top of the Lower (Alle-

GRIPPUS) CONGLOMERATE. The two Conglomerates are there-

fore 1200' apart.

In Huntingdon county one set of measurements put the

two conglomerates about 1000' apart ; the lowest fish bed
100' beneath the Upper; the lowest red shale bed 150' above

the Lower; consequently, the transition group 750' thick.

Cove and Puttstown road section.

LaOKAWAXEN OONaiiOMERATE, .

Lowest Oatskill beds, as given on page 93 100'

Concealed interval, 15'

Sandstone, massive, greenish-gray, 20'

Concealed interval, .
50'

Sandstone, massive, greenish, 20'

Bed shale, 20'

Bed sandstone, 10'

Bed shale, 15'

Shales, green,' sandy 5'

Bed shale, 5'

Sandstone, reddish and green, 7'

Shales, olive and red, .
15'

Shales, olive, 10'

Sandstone, greenish, 3'

Shales, olive, . . . .
15'

Sandstone, hard greenish-gray, 5'

Purple shales, . .
8'

Shales olive, and sandy bed, 65'

Sandstone, massive, greenish-gray, 10' 298'

Uncertain measurement of concealed interval,* 450'

Ohemung olive shales and thin sands, 150'

AliLEGBIPPUS CONGILOMEBATE,

Other sections give the following measurements :

Along the Pennsylvania railroad, '?00'

Along the south bank of the Juniata, 675'

At Hann's bridge in Juniata township, 730'

Along James creek in Penn township, 655'

Along CoflFee run in Lincoln township, 725'

*Thi8 mostly concealed interval (450',) estimated by calculating between

points on the township map and allowing for dip, may be exaggerated, the

total thus obtained being 748'.

w ma
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Along Shy Beaver creek in Hopewell township, 662'

Along the Cove- Buttstown road (as above,) 748'

These measurements in all cases exclude the 100' of red

rocks beneath the upper conglomerate, and the 150' of olive

shales and sands above the lower conglomerate. They rep-

resent the group of alternations between the lowest fish bed

horizon and the lowest red bed anywhere seen.

The upper portion of this group is often fossiliferous. At
Haun's bridge the upper 300' contain great numbers of

shells which have been identified by Prof. Claypole :

Amboccella umbonata, found at 175' and at 200' beneath

the Lackawaxen conglomerate.

Atrypa reticularis, at 175' ditto.

Spirifera mesocostalis, at 175', 200', 350', and 375'.

Orlhis i'mpressa, at 200'.

Atrypa aspera, at 200'.

Froductella hirsutaf, at 200', 350'.

Spirifera dlsjuncta, at 350', 375' to 400'.

Prof. J. J. Stevenson in his report T", on Bedford and

Fulton counties, pages 75-103, includes this transition

group in the Chemung formation, the upper limit of which

(in Fulton county) he prefers to place 800' above the Clear
RIDGE (Lackawaxen) conglomerate, which is there 10'

thick ; the distance between the two conglomerates he

finds to be in Fulton county 950' ; the Allegrippus cow-

glomerate 10' thick ; and the rest of the Chemung shales,

underneath it 450', down to top of the Portage flags. And
Prof. James Hall would make the same arrangement of the

series in the eastern counties. But as the 1800' of strata

charged with Chemung shells in Huntingdon county are

the same as those on the Delaware river in Pike and

Wayne counties, where they are totally destitute of Che-

mung (and all other) shells, and where they are evidently

part of the Catskill formation in New York State, it is not

necessary to change their name in Huntingdon county from

Catskill to Chemung, but merely to recognize the fact that

the animal life characteristic of the Chemung age became
extinct at the beginning of the Catskill age in the north-

east, but continued to exist in that age in the southwest;
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and longer and longer the further southwest ; so that in
Fayette and Westmoreland counties Prof. Stevenson re-
ports Chemung shells abundant at the very top of the Cats-
kill (IX), or base of the Pocono (X) ; and in the State of
Ohio even the Pocono formation itself exhibits forms so
closely related to Chemung forms that Prof. Hall has pro-
posed to call the Waverly (Pocono) sandstone Chemung.*

The Chemung formation {VIIIf.)
The Portage formation {VIII e.)

The whole thickness of 2650' may be roughly divided
into an upper more massive gray sandstone, {Chemimg)
division 1500' to 1600' thick ; and a lower, yellowish, sandy
shale, and shaly sandstone {Portage) division 1000' to 1100'

thick ; the former making the high* ridges, and the latter

making wide and nearly level slopes of farm land (where
the dip is gentle) with a yellowish poor soil. The lowest
Portage rocks however being rather harder than the rest,

the surface falls off suddenly into a valley of softer under-
lying (Genessee and Hamilton) strata.

This is finely shown along the north bank of the Juniata
below Huntingdon ; the town being built on a Hamilton
plain, vertical bluffs of lower Portage sandstone rising

along the edge of Standing Stone and Muddy creeks, and
higher ridges of Chemung overlooking all. The river

makes a gap through the line of Portage bluffs, those run-

ning on south being called Piney ridge: those running on
north (along Stone creek) Stone ridge. The higher Che-

mung outcrops south of the river ra^\.Q Allegrippus ridge ;

and the crest of this ridge is made by the outcrop of the

lower conglomerate, lying 1000' beneath the upper conglom-

erate, and 150' beneath the lowest red bed seen.

The Allegrippus conglomerate is largely composed of

white quartz pebbles in a matrix of grayish white sand ; is

* It is possible, also, that the eastern red beds of the Catskill thin away

west, leaving the gray beds to make the upper part of what is called Che-

mung in Western New York.
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rarely more than fivefeet thlcli ; and yet makes a bolder

mark than the Lackawaxen conglomerate (twice, thrice

or fonr times as thick) does, at least along the much-eroded
belt of the Raystown river bends. The Allegrippns con-

glomerate outcrop is noticeable on every road crossing the

ridge, if not as a solid rock, at least by surprising quanti-

ties of fragments, w^hich have been piled along the line by
the slow erosion of the shales above and below it.

Not a single red bed was detected in the whole 2500' of

Chemung and Portage series under this conglomerate ; and
Prof. Stevenson could find none in Bedford and Fulton

counties, through which this conglomerate is everywhere

traceable.* In fact the deposit of genuine red mud and red

sand in this region of the old Apjjalachian sea seems to

have virtually ceased at the close of the Saliiia {Onondaga)

age (V,) and not to have commenced again until the begin-

ning of the CatsMll age (IX.) In other words red rocks are

unknown for 150' above and 5350' beneath the Allegrippus
CONGLOMERATE, throughout the Chemung, Portage, Gen-

essee, Hamilton, Marcellus, Oriskany and Lower Helder-

berg formations.

The thickness of Chemung and Portage rocks (as limited)

was measured (in various ways, some more and others less

accurate) on eight different section lines, as follows:

Along ths river in Henderson township, 2516

Along the river in Juniata township, 2850'

At Hann's bridge in Juniata township, 2730

Across the northern part of Penn township, 2580'

Along James creek in Penn township, 2850'

Along Coffee run in Lioooln township, 2860'

At Rough and Ready in Hopewell township 2689'

South from Cove in Hopewell township 2588'

the average of all being 2700', and those considered most

reliable falling below 2650', which is therefore assumed as

nearly correct. Prof. Stevenson's estimate of 3620' in Ful-

ton county (Report T^ page 75) includes 1870' of rocks

higher than mj^ upper limit, leaving 1750' to be compared

with the measures given above, showing a decided thinning

of the measures south-westward. Mr. Ashburner's estimate

*In two or three places I thought I saw red beds 200' or 300' below it, but

on being broken they proved to be only reddened on their exposed surfaces.
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of 3400' in the Aughwick creek valley also includes higher

rocks, which must be deducted in the comparison. The
total thickness of all the strata from the base of XI down to

the top of the Genessee west of Terrace mountain, and east

of Sideling hill, seems to suflEer but little change, however

much the sub-divisions may vary, and whatever may be the

limits independently assigned to them by the two surveys,

thus

:

White. Ashburner.

( 1150' 5 Pooono, X, 2133
j

4775 ) ( Pocono-Catskin, X-IX, MSIS'
( 3625' Catskill, IX, 2680' 5

( 700 Catskill-Chemung, IX-VIII, ... . 90'
j

3350' J 1550' Chemung (VIII f,) I860' [3400'

CllOO' Portage (VIII e,) 1450' )

8025' 8213'

TJie CatskiU-C7i,eriiung series (and even the lower meas-

ures of the Catskill proper) are more fossiliferous than any
part of the Chemung series, although the fossils are poorly

preserved and in a very broken-up condition. The upper-

most 400' or 500' of Chemung rocks contain numerous quite

fossiliferous beds, but the rest of the series is scantily pro-

vided. The Portage rocks are practically non-fossiliferous
;

except that they show seaweed markings (resembling Fu-
coides graphica), and occasionally completely ground-up
shells ; also, a few exposures were seen holding Cardiola

speciosa.

[On the eastern side of the great trough when the same
rocks come up in Smith's valley and in Clear ridge, Mr.

Ashburner describes them (in Report F, p. 221) thus

:

Transition ieds, IX- VIII.
Shale, with lepidodendra and calamites, 8'

Red sandstone and shale (some green), ripple marked, ... 18'

Sandstone and shale, olive green and green, ... .10'

Sandstone and shale, greenish gray ; upper ten feet with
quartz crystals ; lower part fossiliferous .15'

Sed sandstone and shale, alternating 25'

Shale, green, fissile, .
1'

Iron ore bed, with Spiri/era disjuncta and Hhynchonella,
from 4 inches to . . 1'

Shale, green, fissile, with two-inch layers of sandstone r the

upper sides of which are rippled; the under sides marked
with fucoids 3'
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Sandstone, brownish gray, with Spirifera disjuncta, 1'

Shale, whitish, with plant impressions, i'

Sandstone, yellowish red, 5'

iJerf shale, &o., 3'

Cltemung beds, Yitlf.
Sandstone and shale, olive and brown (with some red shale),

weathering to clay and concealing part of this interval of . . 245'

Sandstone, massivk, dark gray iron-speoked ; alternating

with flags, reddish gray, . 15'

Note.—This is 3050'-3065' above tlie top of the Genessee
;

while Prof. White's Lackawaxen" conglomerate is 3450'

;

and his Allegrippus conglomerate is 2500'.

Sandstone, greenish gray, (upper beds,). • • • \ ino'
Shales, sandy soft, alternately red and light green.. .J
Sandstone, massive, brown iron stained, surfaces coated with

minute quartz crystals ; parting beds of lignt red shale

with fucoids, . . . ... ... 70'

Sandstone, red, brown, gray ; lower beds principally sandy
shale, red and olive, with mica specks ; olive shale sur-

faces iron stained, , . . . . . 140'

Sandstone, hard, massive, gray and brown, mica specked,

with shale alternations, make up most of this interval of . 500'

Note.—This lies from 2240' to 2740' above the Genessee,

and contains the Allegrippus conglomerate (2500',

White). It constitutes the backbone of the Clear ridge, the

crest of which is made by Prof. Stevenson's Lower Con-

glomerate.

Sandstone, massive, gray and brown, specked with yellow

and red spots ; alternating with softer beds of sandstone

and shale, so thick as to make sharp narrow ravines de-

scending with the strike, ... 490'

Sandstone, massive, brown, green and gray ; and flags

;

much iron stained,.... . . .
80'

Red and olive shales, and sandstones (more shales than

sandstones), . . •
^^"0'

Sandstone, reddish-brown, massive, micaceous, . . .
.10'

Sandstone, reddish-brown, massive beds alternating with

shale, and brown sandstones holding fragments of crinoid

stems, 11"

Total, — i?52'

Portage beds, ( VIII e.)

Sandstone, hard, massive, brown and gray, with olive and

gray shale alternations 10' to 30 thick, weathering into small

ravines along the strike, . . •

^^'

Sandstone, massive, brown, iron specked, with shale part-

ings iO'
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Shale, clayey, fawn-colored (with greenish-yellow flags,)

surface studded with minute crystals, . . . . 70'

Shale, yellow, green, olive (with beds of brown and gray

sandstone) mostly occupy this interval of . 140'

Shale, clayey, fawn, yellow, green (with soft olive, brown
and green flags, specked yellow and red and iron stained,) 100'

Shale, light olive, stained red and yellow, (lower beds very

fissUe,) 80'

Shale, yellow, (with a few flags,) 80

Shale, clayey, dark olive and yellow, 120'

Shale, light olive (with alternations of one and two inch

laminated sandstones,) . 100

Shales, light olive, (with a predominance of the same kind
of sandstones,) 60'

Shales, dark olive (with beds of shaly sandstone, iron stained

a bright red,

)

.... . . .... 50'

Shales, olive, red and yellow, 10'

Sandstone, gray (with a few olive shales,) 35'

Sandstone, fine grained, greenish-gray. In beds 4'' to 6" al-

ternating with fine grained olive fissile shales, 65'

Total, ^ 1450'

Grand total, 3310-

Note.—The 100' of sandstones thus underlying 810' of

almost continuous shales represent the harder lower Port-

age beds in the escarpment which Prof. White describes

above (page 99) as facing the valley through which the

Huntingdon and Broad Top railroad runs. But under-

neath them lie another 100' of sandstone beds of so similar

a character that they might be included in the Portage, in-

stead of making them the top of the Genessee, as Mr.

Ashburner has done. In that case his Portage will be in-

creased to 1550' ; and his Genessee diminished (from 325')

to 225', which is about the thickness ascribed to the Genes-

see by Prof. White, as will appear in the following pages.]

The Hamilton series, {VIII d, c, h.)

The valley west of AUegrippus ridge, along which runs

the Huntingdon and Broad Top railroad, from Rough and

Ready, past Marklesburgh and McConnellstown to Hun-
tingdon, and so on northward up Standing Stone creek to

its fork in Barree township, and then returns as the valley

of Mill creek, to Mill Creek station on the river, and runs
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on southward as Hare' s valley to Clay township—is exca-

vated along the oil tcrops of the soft Genessee, Hamilton and
Marcellus rocks, making up together the Hamilton forma-
tion, about 1500' thick.

Fine exposures of the harder beds are made by the small

streams which cross from Warrior ridge to the Raystown
branch, and also by the cuts of the railroad.

A section near Cove station will. suiRce to describe the

series—descending from the base of the Portage beds :

—

Gbnessbe slates, dark, 200'

Hamilton upper shales in an interval of 250'

'

'

upper sandstone, ... . ... 30'

'

'

middle shales, soft, gray, (lowest beds fossiliferous, ) . 225'

'

'

lower sandstone, hard, 50'

'

'

lower shales and shaly sandstones, ... 75'

MakcbIjLITS gray shales (with hard sandstone layers 8 to 12 inches

thick at intervals of 10' to 15 throughout, ) .
325'

" black slates, . . .
'

. 300'

'

'

limestone, gray, shaly, (with partings of dark shales,)

holding Phacopsrana and other (undetermined)

fossils, ... 25'

" limy shales, dark, with a few thin greenish-gray

limestones lying on top of Okiskany Sandstone
of Warrior's ridge 55'

Total interval between Portage and Oriskany, 1535'

A third Hamilton sandstone sometimes occurs in the

Hamilton upper shale, but is too uncertain to affect the

classification given above.

A limestone is sometimes seen at the bottom of the Gen-

essee slate, representing the New York Tally limestone.

Numerous sections given in the body of this report ex-

hibit a striking uniformity of thickness ; eight of them

were made on the gently east dipping outcrop on the west

side of the great trough ; the ninth on the steeply west

dipping outcrop at Mai^leton, at the entrance to Jack's

Narrows, on the east side of the trough.

1. At Mapleton, in Union township.

2. At Huntingdon, in Oneida township.

3. At McConnellstown, in Walker township.

4. Through the Patterson estate, Penn township.

5. Along James creek, in Penn township.

6. Along Coffee run, in Lincoln township.
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7. One mile east of Cove, in Hopewell township.
8. At Rough and Ready, in Hopewell township.
9. At Cove, in Hopewell township.

Genessee. Tally. Hamilton. Marcellus. Total.
1 • • 145' 5 600' 700' 1450'

2 .

3 .

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8.

9.

200' — 600' 700' 1500'
250' 5' 550' 650' 1455'
250' 5' 585' 725' 1565
200' - 613' 700' 1513'

200' - 643^ 625' 1468'

200' — 605' 675' 1480'

200' — 665' 600' 1465'

200' - 630' 705' 1535'

A section made in Bradley township gave only 1260'

;

but there was a large concealed interval with an unknown
dip.

The Genessee slate (VIII d.)

The debris which falls from the Portage sandstones out-

cropping in the steep blnff side of the valley commonly
hides the Genessee beds, and often also the underlvins
Hamilton upper shales. But there is a good exposure of

them on the south side of the river at the railroad bridge a
mile above Mapleton, where we have, from the exposed base

of the Portage sandstones, descending

:

Genessee shales, bluish black, withthin sandy limestones,

holding large numbers of OoniatiLes and the other fossii

shells, 45'

Shales, black, fissile, . . 100'

TuLLY ? LIMESTONE, impure, gray, holding Ambocoelia um-
bonata and other (unrecognizable) fossil shells,. .

5'

Hamilton Upper shales, sandy, holding Homalonotus
dekayi, Heliophyllum halli, Spiri/era, and Stictopora,. . 70'

Flags, sandy, with crinoidal remains, 25'

Shales, sandy, gray, . . .... 25'

Coral bed a mass of Heliophyllum and Cystophyllum, from

4 inches to 6 inches thick,'

Shales, dark brown and blackish, quite fossiliferous near the

bottom, 85'

Shales, dark gray, sparingly fossiliferous, . . . . . 50'

Hamilton uppeb sandstone, flaggy at top and rather mas-

sive below, • • 45'

Here the striking contrast between the Portage sand-

stones above and the Hamilton sandstones below cause the
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intervening Genessee black and the Hamilton gray shales

to appear in bold relief in the river bluff.

Lunullcardium fragile, Garcliola dorls, Goniatites

petersoni, and Orthoceras aciculum have been identified

by Prof. Claypole from beds only from 10' to 30' beneath

the base of the Portage sandstone, at this locality ; and
Lunulicardtum fragile, Cardiola dor is, Cardiola speci-

osa, Goniatites complanatus, Orthoceras suhulatum and
Styliola fissurella which I obtained from the same horizon

( near the top of the Genessee) on the road from McCon-
nellstown, which ascends Piney ridge.

Wherever I have seen the top of the Genessee I have

found this group of fossil forms : Litmdioardium, Cardiola

and Goniatites are always present.

Cardiola speciosa has also been seen in the Portage beds

one or two hundred feet above the top of the Genessee.

The Genessee slates are not generally black from top to

bottom, as they are in the Mapleton section, some of the

beds being a dark gray ; but in every section some of the

beds will be black, if only 20 or 30 feet in all.

[Mr. Ashburner's section of the Genessee in Clay town-

ship has concealed intervals which may contain black beds
;

but the upper 100' seems more properly to belong to the

overlying Portage sandstone series :

Sandstone, olive, slaty and shaly, alternating with flags,

brownish gray, and a few beds of olive shale; (concealed,) 100'

Shale and slate, clayey, light olive and greenish-gray, . . . 75'

Probably the same (partly concealed), .... . 100'

Slate, dark olive, fissile, with oecHsional brown sandstone

layers only from 2 to 4 inches thick, 50'

The shale and slate are slightly bituminous, and iron

stained.]

TJie Tully limestone.

The limy beds of Montour and Columbia counties, 50'

thick (see Report G'), are exposed in Huntingdon county only
5' thick, under the southern end of the Mapleton railroad

bridge (see section on page 107,) holding triturated fossil

shells, only one of which can be recognized, Ambocoelia

wnboncita ; and this is the most abundant species in Mon-

tour and Columbia counties also.
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The Hamilton upper shales.

These yellow, greenish and gray beds, 200' to 250' thick,

everywhere rest on a sandstone which makes a continuous
ridge ; but the upper part of the group next the Genessee
slate is almost always concealed by the fallen fragments of

Portage sandstone, so that the division plane between Gen-
essee and Hamilton is seldom got, from which to measure
the two groups.

These upper shales are "the specially fossiliferous sub-

division of the Hamilton formation.

Under the Mapleton railway bridge the uppermost 50' are

so crowded with fossil shells that Prof. Clayjjole and myself

collected in one hour specimens of Dalmanites colUteles,

Loxonema delphicola, Loxonema terebra. Modiomorpha
concentrica, Lunulicardium fragile, Eodon belUstriatus,

Palceoneilo constricta, Actinoptera decussata, Tropidolep-

tus carlnatus, AtJiyrls spiriferoides, Spirifera mucro-
nata, AmbocoeUa uvibonata and Strophodonta perplana.

From the upper half of these shales at Huntingdon (near

where the road leads into the cemetery) the following forms

were obtained and identified by Prof. Claypole : Dalma-
nites colliteles, Palceoneilo constricta, Tropidoleptus car-

inatns, Athyris spiriferoides, and Spirifera mucronata
(five of the species found at Mapleton) ; also Orthonata

undulata, Leiopteris Mgsbyi, Leiopteris raitnesqui, Nu-
culites elongatus, Naculites triquetra, Cardiomorpha hel-

latula, Cardiomorpha zonata, Cardiomorpha concentrica,

Cardiomorpha cordata, Spirifera fimbrlata, Chonetes seti-

gerus. Pleurotomaria capillaria, Nautilus buccinum, Bel-

lerophon leda, Homalonoius dekayi, Vhacops rana, and

Beyrichia punctulifera.

At about 50' beneath the top of these shales, again, near

Grafton, Penn township, I obtained the following, species,

identified by Prof. Claypole : Dalmanites colUteles, Spiri-

fera mucronata (both found at the other two localities
;)

Chonetes setigerus, Nuculites triquetra, Homalonotus de-

Tcayi (all three found also at the Huntingdon locality ;)

Modiomorpha complanata, and Tentaculites attenuates.
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The sandy flags (25') in the Mapleton section are some-

times sufficiently hard to make a low ridge on the surface.

The coral bed (4" to 6" thick) in the middle of this shale

series suggests a comparison with the great coral reef near

the top of the Hamilton proper described in Report G° on

Pike and Monroe counties.

The Hamilton upper sandstone.

These sandy beds (30' to 40' thick) make a low ridge in

the valley ; are of bluish gray or drab, occasionally buff or

dark yellowish-gray ; sometimes contain 10 or 15 per cent

of lime ; and are always crowded with impressions of the

long corrugated fronds of a cock-tail seaweed, Taonurus
{Spirophyton) closely allied to if not identical with that

which gives name to the cauda-galli grit (many hundred
feet further down in the series,) or intermediate between it

and Taonurus crassus. The plant is sparingly exhibited

in the higher and lower portions of the Hamilton formation,

but covers almost all the surfaces of the layers oE this upper

sandstone.

Spirifera ziczac and crinoidal fragments are also abund-

ant in them everywhere ; and Homalonotus deJiayi, PJia-

cops rana, and Orthonota undulaia have also been found
in them.

These sandstone beds are visible on all the roads which

run east from the Huntingdon and Broad Top railroad

;

and are conspicuous at Rough and Ready station, where
they make a ridge along the middle of the valley 50' to 75'

high. They make also the island-like bluff of rock where
the county road passes underneath the railroad opposite

Huntingdon ; and where they have been extensively quar-

ried for rip-rap and road-fills ; although some of them are

cut away by Muddy creek.

[Mr. Ashburner's section in the Aughwick valley around
the end of Jack's mountain (Report F, p. 223) gives :

Gray sandstone, flags and shales, with fossils less abund-
ant, in a partly concealed interval of 250'.

Sandstone group ;—upper part hard massive greenish-

gray and flaggy-olive layers ;—lower part light olive slaty
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layers ;—surfaces much iron-stained ; Spirophyton cauda-

galll abundant ; also Anlculopecten prviiceps, Ghonetes mtt-

cronatus, Ghonetes coronatus, Splrifer granulifera, Spir-

ifer miocronatus, Grammysia, and Tentaculites, 85'

Sandstone, massive gray and tlaggy layers alternating

with thinly laminated fissile shale, fosslliferoUs, 250'.

Calcareous thin gray flags and greenisli-gray fragile sand-

stones, alternating with gray and dark olive shales, resting

on the Marcellus formation, 100'.

Ripple marks are finely exhibited on the lower strata

along Aughwick creek near Potts' gap.

J

T?ie Hamilton middle shales.

These soft beds usually make a deep little vale between

the upper and lower sandstones. They are 200' to 225'

thick ; dull gray ; decomposing into small chips, called

"slate-gravel," the best material for roads in the State.

The first H. & B. T. E. R. cut, half a mile south of the

Huntingdon bridge, has furnished a mass of the slates for

the "long fill" across the river valley.

Unioalve shells are characteristic of these Hamilton Mid-

dle shales, from which most of the Hamilton species have

come ; thej^are sparingly scattered through the whole mass

of shales, but become numerous near the bottom layers
;

through which the railroad is cut for a long distance be-

tween Rough and Ready and Cove stations, approaching

the Bedford county line. Here I obtained many fossils,

weathered out of the shale, from 1 to 10 feet above the

underlying sandstone ; which were identified by Prof.

Clayjwle as

—

Spiriferagranulifera, Spirifera medialis, Spirifera mu-

cronata, Rhynchonella prolifica. Lingula tigea? Ghonetes

logani, var. aurora, Tropidoleptus carinatus, Pleuroto-

maria sulcomarglnata, Pleurotomaria capillaria, Loxo-

nema terebra, Loxonema delphlcola, Gyclonema liamilto-

nicB, Bellerophon ' leda, Palceoneilo emarginata, Paldo-

neilo perplana, Nucula corhuliformis, Gardiomorpha

Goncentrica, Gardiomorpha bellatula ? Pterinea flabellum,

Leiopteris raflnesqid, and. Actinodesma subrectum; which
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last occurs only at the very base of the shale, almost in

contact with the sandstone.

TTie Hamilton lower sandstone.

The ridge which these hard beds (50' thick) make along

the valley can be particularly well studied between Cove

station and Coffee run, as the railroad in following it runs

sometimes on one side and sometimes on the other side of

it ; but from McConnellstown station to Huntingdon the

ridge is left to the west. North of the river the ridge re-

appears and separates the Genessee subvalley of Stone

creek from the Marcellus subvalley of Muddy ran. The
hill behind Huntingdon is largely made of the lower sand-

stone ; but the part covered by most of the Cemetery
grounds of the upper sandstone ; the two here make dif-

ferent portions of one ridge.

The layers (6 inches to 2' thick) of dark-gray or yellowish-

brown stone seldom aggregate less than 50' ; the upper

ones being often quite fossiliferous in streaks ; Rliynclio-

nella and S^i/'Z/'era specially abnndant; as at Cove station.

This group may represent the Selinsgrove upper sand-

stone (200' thick) making ridges 500' to 700' high in North-

umberland county ; and the loioer sandstones of the 800'

group Avhich makes the rocky ranges of Perry county.

(See Reports G' and F^)

The Hamilton loioer shales.

These more or less sandy beds (75' to 100' thick) are well

exposed at Huntingdon on the graded road which turns up
Muddy run ; again at Coffee Run station, where it has been

quarried for the '

' long fill
'

' across Coffee Run valley ; and
again almost completely exposed from Cove station along

the road to Powell's iron and limestone mines.

They are everywhere sparingly fossiliferous, and the spe-

cies badly preserved. At Coffee run were collected Ambo-
coelia umbonata, Rhynchonella horsfordi, Pteronites Icevis,

Leiorhynchus Umitare, Ooniatltes sp.'i Orthis vanuxevii,

Orthoceras subulatum. A small bryozoon in delicate

rounded patches occurs frequently.
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Limy layers in the group are well exhibited on the road
from McConnellstown to the station.

Two or three calcario siliceous layers, 6 inches to 1' thick
each, separated by from 2' to 5' of shales, may be followed
for several miles from the river at Huntingdon, northward
and southward. They show just below the 203d railroad

mile post west of the town. And, only five or ten feet be-

neath them, appear shales with Marcellus fossils. Were
it not for these fossils one might place the base of the Ham-
ilton two or three hundred feet still lower ; and this may
have been done in other districts of tlie State.

The Marcellus formation. {Villi.)

Its three subdivisions of Gray shale, Black slate, and
Limestone, outcrop along a continuous subvalley, at the

foot of Warrior's ridge, from Cove station near the Bed-
ford line, north\^ard, past Marklesburg and McConnells-
town, down Crooked creek to Huntingdon, and so on up
Standing Stone creek (above the bend) to the forks and so

south again down Mill creek. The brick clay worked back
of Huntingdon, and along Broad Top railroad, comes from
the decomposition of these outcrops.

The Marcellus gray shales measure about 300' along the

H. and B. railroad. They are seen at some exposures to

contain, at every 15', 20' or 25', layers of hard sandstone a

foot fhick, more or less. The shales themselves weather to

an ashen-gray or dirty white color. At the top (as has been

already remarked) near the 203d railroad mile post near

Huntingdon, they contain the following fossil shells (named
by Prof. Claypole :)

Leiorhynchus limitare, Ambocoelia umhonata., Ptero-

nites lams, Goniatites discoidens and Clmnetes setigerus.

The first three species occur, in vast numbers and in the

same relative position, on the road between McConnellstown

and its station.

The Marcellus black slates also measure about 300'.

Some of the beds contain so much carbon as to present the

aspect of anthracite coal; as, notably, at the " Slate-gravel

quarry" in West Huntingdon, where about 18 inches of

8T'.
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black slate has been mistaken for a coal bed ; and where

moreover that peculiar wrinkled, gneiss-like structure of

these slates can be seen, which Prof. Stevenson describes as

characteristic of them in Bedford and Fulton counties. The

whole formation can nowliere be seen at any one place, be-

cause more or less of its outcrop is covered by stuff from the

Oriskany sandstone outcrops of Warrior's ridge, the steep

slope of which runs close along beside it on the west ; but

considerable sections are seen on the cross-roads, and es-

pecially in the railroad cuts between McConnellstown and

Rough and Ready.

Styliola fissurella, and a TentacuUte are the only fossil

forms seen, but these occur in countless numbers in a cut

through the top beds of this black slate group a short dis-

tance south of Grafton.

The Marcellus limestone and lower shales make a low

but distinct terrace all along the bottom slope of Warrior's

ridge. Thin beds of greenish-gray or bluish-green lime-

stone, with but few fossil shells as a rule, are enclosed in

beds of black slate and dark shale, without any of those

chert nodules which occur at this horizon in New York
State and along the Delaware river in Monroe and Pike

counties.

Moreover, what fossils there are belong to Hamilton rather

than to Corniferous types. It is better, therefore, to regard

these beds as the lowest group of the Marcellus sub-division

of the Hamilton formation, resting immediately upon the

Oriskany.

They are well exposed on the gentle slope of Warrior's

ridge just north of the Car Works -in West Huntingdon,

and fairly well in the bluff opposite Huntingdon (just south

of the middle Penitentiary building) along the public road,

thus

:

Bottom beds of Marcellus black slate,

Bluish-gray impure limestones and limy shales, 12'

Black slates, . . . . 40'

Bluish-gray and greenish-gray limestones 10'

Dark shales (and concealed beds,) 20'

Oriskany sandstone,
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The interval is here 82'. but may be said to average 75',

and the limestone layers at otlier exposures occur at various
places in the interval.*

Back of the Car Works the following fossils were col-

lected :*

Ambocoelia umbonaia, Lingula spatulata? Discina
media, LelorJiynchus Umitare, Chonetes seUgerus, Lunu-
Ucarditom fragile, Beyrichia punctulifera, OrtJioceras

subulatum, and Spirifera raricosta, the only one of tliem

ever found in rocks of Corniferous age.

At Cove station, on the Bedford line, I obtained Ambo-
coelia umbonata, Discina minuta, and Phacops raria.f

In the blue and bluish-gray shales, back of the Car
Works, occur thin layers of a lean carbonate of iron.:}:

At the northern end of the new building they have
weathered down into a thick bed of bluish-white clay

Marcellus formation in AugliwicTc valley.

[On the eastern side of the great trough, around the

south end of Jack's mountain, the Marcellus beds (as

measured by Messrs. Ashburner and Billin (Report F, p.

223,) are divisible into three:

—

Upper 591'; middle 284';

loioer 60' ; total 935'.

Shale, gray and brown, with slightly calcareous flags, (partly

concealed,) . . 200'

Shale, gray, olive, brown, much iron stained and black with

carbon, . . .... ... .... 200'

Shale, black, brown and gray, with occasional sandstone beds,

(partly concealed,) ... . 171'

Limestone beds, gray, sbaly, clayey, alternating with limy
shales, greenish-gray, ' 20'

Black fissile slate and shale, much iron stained, and coated

with bitumen, ... . .
100'

Black slate and shale, iron stained, bituminous, very clayey

bottom layers, . . 180'

* I recognize In the above section the Selinsgrove lower limestone, and un-

derl3ring Selinsgrove shales 75' to 100' thick in Northumberland county (see

Report G'.)

tldentifi^ed by Prof. Claypole.

JThe Marcellus ore of the Anghwick valley townships seems wanting west

of the great trough In Huntingdon county, but appears in Bedford county.
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Iron ore bed of varying thickness, say 4'

Limestone, dark blue, seams of oalolte, 4'

Lime shale, clayey, dark brownish-gray, 2'

Ziimestone dark blue, clayey, 2'

Lime shale, dark bluish-gray, and olive 7'

Lime shale, dark greenish-gray, 1'

Concealed, 7'

Lime shale, dark olive, easily weathering, 22'

Limestone, massive, gray clayey. 5'

Limestone, fragile, dark and yellow, 10'

Clay and shale top of the OniSKiNy sandstone.

In Report F, the lowest 60' of the section is set apart as

the representative of the Corniferous formation. The argu-

ments against this classification have been already stated.

The Scoharie grit and caibda-gaUi grit seemed also to be

absent. All three are also wanting in Perry county ; where

the whole Marcellus formation is only 200' thick. (See

Report F'.)

The 20' limestone group in the section given above may
not be its exact place in the series, because it could be

studied only at Orbisonia, where the dips are uncertain

and distant from the main line of section ; the beds are

moreover merely shales surcharged with lime.—The 4'

iron ore (280' lower down) is a shale surcharged with car-

bonate of iron, which at its outcrop is weathered into

brown hematite iron ore and mined a little at McCarthy's

ore bank on Mountain Branch creek ; whence its crop can

be traced continuously through Hare's valley northward

towards Mapleton ; and southward and eastward in a great

curve round the end of Jack's mountain, by R. Hudson's

lime kiln, Black & Co.'s lime kilns, W. Jones' house, to the

Hudson's extensive ore banks on the flank of Cave hill;

thence northeast to Three Springs (where in the railroad

cut it is an iron qonglomerate) ; and so on to R. L. Greene's

house, where a fault throws it 1400' square to the east.

Beyond this it was once mined on the Fleck farm and is

reported to be there 12' thick. Thence it runs on through

Hill valley to Mt. Union. Other parallel outcrops run in

front of Black Log mountain and are mined at several

places (See Report F).]
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The Oriskan^formation, JVo. VII.

Warrior' s ridge varies in lieight from 100' to 400' above

the Marcellus black slate valley at its eastern, and the

Onondaga and Clinton red shale valley at its western foot,

being highest vrhere the eastern dip is low and the eastern

slope long, as is the case for five miles south and seven or

eight miles north of the Juniata river, which cuts through

it where it is four miles wide, making a wide gorge between

vertical bluffs of limestone (No. VI) along the top of which

runs a cornice of sandstone (No. VII,) worn by the weather

into lines and groups of " Pulpit rocks," the tallest of which

project their tops above the woods which cover the ridge.

The sandstone is everywhere easily broken down into sand,

and swept down the slopes far out over the Marcellus out-

cro]3s in the valley.

It is usually a rather coarse sand varying in color from

gray-white to brown : is more or less pebbly, and has limy

streaks in it owing to the great number of fossil shells.

It is never less than 50', and is sometimes more than 100'

thick.

Its steep (west 65° to 75° dipping) eastern outcrop at the

Juniata river near Mapleton has been extensively quarried,

the rock being crushed and washed for the Pittsburgh glass

works. This outcrop, disengaged from the foot of Stone

mountain, runs on northward as Sand Ridge, furnishing

good glass sand. But the Warrior' s ridge outcrop (dipping

from 10° to 40° eastward) does not seem to be suitable for

the purpose. This may be explained by the leaching out

of the lime from the steep .Sand Ridge rocks ; and also of

the iron, which is a large ingredient in the Warrior' s ridge

rock. This is in a measure caused on Warrior' s ridge by

the drainage finding an easier passage along the vertical

cleavage planes than through the rock itself along its

planes of stratification.

The leaching process in Sand Ridge is illustrated by the

honeycombed condition of the sandstone beds, from which

innumerable shells have been dissolved, leaving only their

hollow casts, such as (at Mapleton :)
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RensselcBrla ovoides, Spiri/era arrecta, Eatonia pecu-
Uaris? Platyceras tortuosuvi, Platyceras oonicum, var.

inornatum and var. inflectum, Platyceras platystoma,
Platystoma ventricosum*

Spiri/era arenosa, and a species of Grammysia, were
seen by me at other localities ; the first abundant in the
top layers. The Mapleton species were all collected from
below the middle of the formation.

[Rensselceria ovoides, Bens selceria ovalis, Rensselmria
onarylandica, Spiri/era arenosa, Spiri/era arrecta, Eato-
nia peculiaris, Orthis Jiipparionya, Pterinea textilis,

Megambonia lamellosa, Platyceras 'oentricosum, Gyrto-

ceras expansus, and Balmania micrurus, were collected

in the East Broad Top railway cutting at Three Springs
;

and at the end of Royer's ridge and Sandy ridge near Or-
bisonia, by Mr. Ashburner, (see Report F, p. 239.)

,

The Oriskany is at Three Springs only 58' thick ; at 6r-

bisonia 150' thick
; and this is a specimen of. the great ir-

regularity of this formation throughout Pennsylvania. 'So

average thickness can be assigned to it ; and the whole is

sometimes wanting
; as for example along the Blue mount-

ain for some miles in Perry and Dauphin counties ; and in

Lycoming and Centre counties for miles along the foot of

Bald Eagle mountain.

At Three Springs, at the south end of Jack's mountain,
it appears thus :

—

Ocherous clay, overlying coarse-grained, limy and irony

sandstone, 12'

Friable sandstone, containing pebbles the size of a pea, 15'

Coarse sandstone, very fragile, breaking irregularly
;

iron-stained throughout, and the surfaces coated with red

hematite iron-ore; in some places the amount of ore is

sufficient to work. (For account of mines see F.) List of

fossils in this lower part, given above, 31'

The outcrop runs from Three Springs, up Hare's vallej^,

as a low, well-defined ridge, between Jack's mountain and
Sideling hill. Cave hill, southwest of Three Springs, is

*Identified by B. W. Claypole, who proposes the varieties of P. conicum.
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made by it. Another outcrop runs along the eastern foot

of Jack's mountain. Royer ridge and Sandy ridge are its

outcrops in front of Black Log mountain and Blue ridge. J

The Stormville {Oriskany) shales.

Dark-gray and black limy shales, more than 200' thick (at

one place measuring 250',) underlie the Oriskany sandstone

and form the steep west slope of Warrior's ridge. They
have been named Oriskany shales ; but the few fossil

shells which have been found in them would rather make
them the top division beds of the Lower Heidelberg form-
ation, No. VI. (See descrijjtions of them in Report G° on
Pike and Monroe counties, and Report Gr' on Columbia,

Montour and Northumberland counties.) They were
named in G° from a good exposure at Stormville, 6 miles

west of the Delaware Water Gap. But they are so inti-

mately connected with the lower divisions of the Oriskany,

that they may be called a transition series. (See this sub-

ject discussed on pages 130, 131, G°.)

They become in some places sandy ; but in most places

what sand is in them is exceedingly line ; so that they in-

variably moulder down along the outcrop into clay left by
the waters which have removed the lime and iron. Very
large clay deposits occur along Warrior's ridge, one of

which is mined for iron furnaces, by Hatfield & Phillips,

on the road from Huntingdon to Alexandria; and here at

the bottom of the pit the stratified shales can be seen pass-

ing gradually into clay.

Where protected from this leaching process, they are

black or blackish throughout ; so that in the Gage tunnel

below Grafton they were supposed to be the Marcellus

black slate ; and at Cove station some iron ore at the bot-

tom of the group was supposed to be the Marcellus ore bed.

Brown, hematite iron ore is nearly everywhere along the

outcrop to be seen in scattered pieces on the ground ; and

in Porter township (see the detailed description of its ge-

ology) the accumulation of ore at the base of the group is

considerable ; but it has all been leached out of the shales

and overlying sandstone.
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TTie Lewistown limestone ieds, JVo. VI.

At Powell's quarries, near Cove station, at the Bedford
county line, the succession of these strata can be easily-

studied.

Upper division, 133'

Limestone, impure, gray, 151

iSiromatopora bSd, 31

Limy shale and shaly limestone, 5'

Limestone, shaly, gray,
. 10'

Limestone, bluish-gray, rather massive, filled with fossil

corals: Stromatopora ; Zaphrentis ; Favosites; Atrypa
reticularis, an Orthis, and many other shells, 25'

Limestone, shaly, with flint stones, 10'

Limestone, massive, blue, (fossils) 15'

Limestone, with many specimens of Atrypa reticularis,and
flint nodules, .... .20'

Limestone, impure, shaly, filled with Crinoidal fragments,
Atrypa reticularlis, and Chcetetes, 25'

Limestone, shaly, 5',

Middle division 90'

( /) Limestone, very pure, light-gray, massive, coarsely crys-

talline, containing many Crinoidal fragments. (Quar-
ried,) . 10'

(e) Limestone, dark-blue, rather pure. (Quarried,) ... 25'

(d) Limestone, dark-blue, not so pure, . . . . . 15'

(c) Shales interbedded thinly with bluish-gray limestone

layers, .... 15'

(6) Limestone, blue, massive 5'

(a) Limestone, blue, thin layers. (Once quarried,) ... 20'

Lower division, 170'

Shaly, impure, gray limestones 20'

The same seen in the remaining distance down to the as-

sumed top of the Salina (Onondago) formation, 150'

Total at Powell's quarries, 393'

Total as measured along Coffee run, 378'

Total of one section in Penn township, 340'

Total of another section in Penn township, 350'

Total as measured near MoConnellstown, 351'

The Stromatopora ted., first studied in Pike and Monroe
counties, and then in Columbia, Montour and Northum-
berland, appears in nearly all the exposures in Huntingdon
county and in precisely the same geological position.

The limitation of good limestone beds to the Middle di-

tision is of great importance to those who design to open
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quarries. Where Warrior's ridge is unbroken tliese beds

can only be reached by tunneling through the poor beds of

the Lower division. The considerable excavations of the

Everett Iron Company, in Bedford county, which have not

yet resulted in uncovering good limestone beds, should be

regarded as a warning. The dip is about 45° (into the ridge)

and a tunnel must be 300' or 400' long to strike the bottom

layer of the good limestone series. But in the gaps through

the ridge these good beds can always be easily opened.

Seldom more than 30' or 40' feet of good limestone exists,

all told, and in many places not so much.

The principal quarries are at Grafton and at McConnells-

town ; and on the {d), (e) and {f) beds of the Cove section.

The Grafton (Powell Iron Company's) quarry-series is

subdivided into

—

(1) Top layers of gray crystalline 10'

(2) Blue 10'

(3) Cherty, (nigger-head limestone, ) 2'

(4) Ironstone, 4'

(5) Gray, 5'

(6) Blackish, 7'

Specimens of which were analyzed by the chemist of the

Survey, at Harrisburg, Mr. Andrew S. McCreath.

Upper Lower Prom From From
part of il) part of il) U) C) («)

Carb. lime, . . . 95.536 98.035 94.642 95.446 93.035

Carb. magnesia, 1.589 .90^ 2.80O 1.135 1.816

Ox. iron and alum., .490 .410 .370 .520 .730

Phosphorus, . . . .011 .011 .006 .006 .006

Siliceous mat., . . 1.851 .420 1.730 2.350 3.480

Totals, . . . .99.476 99.779 99.548 99.457 99.067

Layer (1) is a coarse, grayish crystalline rock, almost en-

tirely made up of the broken stems of stone-lilies {Grin-

oids), like bed (/) of the Cove quarries ; in fact, the top

bed of the quarry-series is always of this character, and is

preferred to all others by furnace men. Layer (2) however

makes the whitest lime. They are all largely quarried for

ballast by the Pennsylvania railroad, near where the Oneida

and West township line comes to the river above Hunting-
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don. Their belt of outcrop is the richest farming land, and.

the rock when burnt is a mine of wealth to the farmer.

The upper half of this formation is quite rich in fossils,

but no systematic collection of them was made.

No. VI in AugJiwicJc valley.

[In the Aughwick valley, Mr. Ashburner's section in

Report F, p. 241, of rocks beneath the Oriskany, shows

the following descending sequence, to the bottom of the

Bloomsburg red sTiale, amounting in all to 1302'

Lewistown limestone 162'

Limestone, j
shaly beds > 3^,

( crystaUine beds, >

Limestone, massive, dark blue, crystalline, 42'

Limestone, bluish-gray, partly conotioidal, 20'

Limestone, blue, and brownish-gray crystalline alternating

with gray shaly limestone, 20'

Limestone, gray crystalline, and dark-blue clayey, with oc-

casional layers of light-gray sbaly, and lime shales, contain-

ing Aeervularia, Alveolites minima, Astylospongia inor-

nata, Merista arcuata, Merista levis, Orthis oblata, Pen-

tamerus galeatus, Rhynchonella formosa, Atrypa reticu-

laris, Aulopora, Vonophyllum , Stromatopora, Tremato-
spira/ormosa, Zaphrentis 50'

Water-limb cement beds, 580'

Limestones, liiinly laminated, blue and gray (partly con-

cealed),. ... . 150'

L. thinly laminated, more massive, bluish-gray, clayey,

(conchoidal fracture,) . . 110'

L. massive, dark-gray and bluish-gray ; surfaces carbonized,

slickensided ; cleavage marked ; calcite ; fucoids ;
Ibivalves, 30'

L. ditto, with lime shales, 90'

L. massive, blue-gray, alternating with > cq,

L. slaty, clayey, and green and yellow lime shales, J • • • •

Lime shales, clayey, yellow, gray (partly concealed),. ... 60'

L. slaty, clayey, gray and blue-gray ; and shale 20'

L. thinly laminated, clayey, blue and yellow, ) 20'

Lime ^ales, gray, alternations, )

L. slaty, brownish-gray ; seams of calcite, 30'

L. slaty, bluish ; and lime shales,. 20'

Total 742'

The uppermost (30'+42'+20'=92') of these belong with

Prof. White' s SiormviUe shales ; the next 20' corresponds

to the first 14' of his Lewistown limestone series ; the next
50' full of Stromatopora and other fossils, to his Stromato-
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pora bed 3', and the 5', 10' and 25' (= 43') beneatli it.—His

Tniddle {quarry) division begins 115' beneath his titromat-

opora bed; consequently in the middle of Mr. Ashbarner's

top 150' of Water-lime series.—His lower {poor limestone)

division begins 205' and ends 375' benea th his Stromatopora

bed; consequenth' corresponds to Mr. Ashburner's 110'

(say 75'+110'+30'+90'+50'=say 355').—All below this in Mr.

Ashburner's section above, viz: 60'+20'+20'+30'+20'(=150')

of shales and lime shales are transferred by Prof. White to

his Onondaga (Sal-ina) formation.*—Continuing the Augh-
wick valley section (in F, pp. 241, 242 and 248) before taking

up the Onondaga {Salina) series along Warrior's ridge we
have

:

Lime shales, olayey, yellow, brown, gray, green, 20'

Lime shales, olive and gray (partly concealed), SO'

Limestone, shaly, gray, with olive lime shales 100'

Lime shales, yellow, green gray and olive ; alternating with

red shales, 270'

Bloomsburg red, sJiale group.

Med shale, sandy, containing irregular layers of green shale j

the red shale more sandy and massive towards the top,

with rhomb fracture, . . ... 120'

Bed shale, clayey; also green and gray lime shales (partly

concealed), ... .... . . ... 100'

Med shaly sandstone, becoming clayey downwards ; seams

of calcite, 50'

These 440' of lime shales and 270' of red shales with the

150' of the higher shales before-mentioned (in all 860') in

the Anghwick valley, must be taken as representing the

Onondaga (Salina) formation, 1180' thick, along Warrior's

ridge, as formulated by Prof. White, who removes the

Bloomsburg red shale group from the Clinton formation

( Ya), where it is placed in most of the Reports, to the base

of the Onondaga {Salina) formation ( Vb), where it prop-

erly belongs.]

*The sections at Mt. Union, McVeytown, and Lewistowu show such varia-

tions of thickness and character of beds that a discussion of the olassitication

becomes diflacult and must be reserved.
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.The Onondaga {Salina) formation. No. Vb.

C Upper; buff-colored, magnesian limestone, .... 375' to 450'

} Middle; green shale and shaly limestone. 400' to 500'

' Lower ; ( Bloomaburg) red shales, 200'

These 1050' to 1150' of beds like the 330'+410'+440'=1180'

of similar beds in Columbia county, represent the three

divisions of the formation in middle New York State, but

without gypsum and salt ; as shown in Report G\ The

belt in tlie valley between Warrior's ridge and Tussey

mountain is poorly exposed ; but sufficiently seen to show
that the upper beds are sharply distinguished from the

overlying lower division of the Lewistoion limestone series,

by th^ir huff color, and by their -magnesian character

;

as they are from the underlying green shales ; they make
the foot slope of Warrior's ridge and part of the vallej^.

The MIDDLE (green) beds iiave hard layers which make
a low ridge, fading out northward, but continuously con-

spicuous southward, through Bedford county into Mary-

land, as Mulberry ridge. The lower (red) shales have also

massive hard layers which at length form the Redstone ridge

of Bedford county. These two ridges are sometimes mere

swells in the flow of the valley, 50' high ; in other places a

continuous hill 200' high ; the effect being produced by an

increase of the hard limy sandstone beds inters tratified

with the magnesian green shales ; but the course of the

Mulberry ridge along Woodcock and Hartslog valleys is

variable in such a way as to show that it is not always

made by the sandstone beds, but sometimes by the lime-

stone beds of the middle group. The middle and upper

groujjs make the best farming soil of Woodcock valley

(except of course the still better soil along the narrow out-

crop of the overlying Lewistown limestone beds) and Harts-

log valley ; its continuation from the Juniata river north-

ward is exceedingly fertile, because occupied by the broadly

outspread gently-dipping upper and middle Onondaga
{Salina) shales. Some of their limestone layers would
make good lime ; but most oC them are too impure ; and
lime-burning has been done at only one or two places.
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A bed of hlack shale was noticed lying about 700' down
in the series.

The hard red beds (IJ' to 2' thick) in the middle of the

red shale division, which make Redstone ridge, and are

almost sandy enough to be called sandstones, measure
about 25', sometimes in two groups separated by 5' or 6' of

green calcareous shale. Irregularly segregated seams of

quartz traverse the sandstone beds.

Red shales, interstratitled with green lime shales, overlie

the sandstone group for 75' or 100' ; but at one or two places

a red shale bed was noticed as much as 250' or 300' above it.

DarTc red sliales underlie the sandstone group for 75' or

100' down to the top layers of olive shales of the Clinton

formation.

Slaty cleavage is often well developed in both the upper
red shales and the sandstone group.

Red.stone ridge for several miles south of McConnells-

burg is kept a mile away from Tussey mountain by the

gentle east dip, and several rolls. These give place to one

steep dip from opposite Brumbaugh's crossing southward,

drawing the ridge to the foot of the mountain and making
it actually a part of the mountain slope, from Marklesburg

into Bedford county. But just north of Marklesburg a set

of short sharp wrinkles repeat the outcrops ; so that on Mr.

Franks' lands, for example, there are seven or eight R^d
Stone ridges.—North of the Juniata, along the valley of

Shaver's creek, the red stone group is thinner, and there-

fore makes only a low, bat still perceptible ridge.

Fossils are very rare ; no recognizable species was seen ;

but shells, too much broken to be named, occur in the purer

limestones of the upper and middle divisions.

Lead ore {galena) in small pieces is often found near the

contact of the Lewistown limestone with the underhdng

Onondaga {Salina) shales. A mile north-east of McCon-

nellstown, shafts were sunk and tunnels driven into the

lowest hard limestones in Warrior's ridge. Lumps otgalena

were found enclosed in the veins of calcite which ramify

through the lime rock ; but not a ton of lead ore was got

from all the diggings. It is quite safe to say that neither

9 T^
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lead ore nor zinc ore will ever be profitably mined from the

Lewistown limestone formation of this county. The same

experience has been got in Lhe counties east of the Susque-

hanna river (see Report G'), and in other parts of the State.

Brown heTnatite iron ore deposits are made along the

outcrop of the middle division of the Onondaga {Salina)

formation by the decomposition of such of its limestone

beds as contain more iron than the rest ; and a very large

deposit of this kind at Everett in Bedford county is de-

scribed in Report T. Lumps of ore from the size of one's

fist to that of a barrel lie scattered along the outcrop in

Woodcock valley, and also in Shavers' creek valley.

A large number of such cover Mr. Franks' fields a mile

from Marklesburg. Specimens taken from two of them
were analj^zed by Mr. McCreath in the laboratory of the

Survey at Harrisburg. One sample (of 4 pieces) showed
44.550 per cent, of iron; 18.780 of siliceous matter; and
0.065 of phosphorus. Another sample (of 2 pieces) showed
58.175 iron; 7.910 silica, &c.; 0.216 phosphorus.

Several tons have been dug from B. Groove's field, just

east of the Bedford and Huntington turnpike, and there

may be a considerable deposit beneath the surface. The
ore is good, one piece analyzed by Mr. Patterson yielding

69 per cent, of iron.

These two points at Pranks' and Grooves' are the only

ones along the outcrop where the surface-show seemed to

indicate paying deposits underground. And it must be

remembered that a comparatively small quantity of such
insoluble ore, if scattered through shales which are con-

tinually being carried away by the rainfall, will in the

course of ages accumulate on the constantly lowering sur-

face of the ground; and therefore they do not necessarily

indicate a mass of ore underground.'ft^

Bloomshurg red shale at Saltillo.

[Mr. Ashburner's Report F includes the Bloomsburg red
shale in the Clinton formation (as has been already said on
page 127 above) ; and, in the absenc^e of fossils (as remarked
by Prof. White, page 129 above) the presence of a fossil
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ore bed in it at Saltillo in Clay township miglit possibly

justify such a classification, but it is safe to i')redict that

no classification of our formations in detail will ever be

made in a perfectly satisfactory manner.

The red shale group is here 270' thick, (atOrbisonia233',)

sub-divided into : an upper set of red shales and sandstone
;

a middle set of occasional red shale beds in a preponderance

of gray, green and yellow shales ; and a fower set of red

shales and sandstones (50' thick,) immediately on top of

which lies a fossil ore, thus :

( Soft fossil ore, 0' 8"
j

Saltnio, . . ) Yellow lime shale 1' 0" V2' 4"

V Harder fossil ore, 0' 8" J

and this fossil ore bed lies about 210' above the fossil ore

beds mined at Orbisonia. It is opened at a height of a

hundred feet above the railroad station, and also along the

railroad on the south bank of the creek 600' further north

and 80' lower, where the upper ore bench is merely a fer-

ruginous limestone 2' thick (in layers of 1" to 3"), the inter-

mediate shale is 1' 3", and the lower ore bench also is merely

a ferruginous limestone, 10" thick. This illustrates the na-

ture of these fossil ore beds very plainly.]

The Clintonformation, No. Y a.

A generalized section of these strata along the slope of

Tussey mountain may be stated thus :

Shales, bluish-gray and olive

;

.

containing sometimes a thin fossil ore bed.
J

iShales, red, 50'

Shales, olive, 60'

Shales, and limy beds (which in places amount to 125' or even

150' of well marked Babree limestone beds,) 175'

Barree shales, bluish, greenish, olive, 60'

Ore sandstone, 10'

Fossil ore, 1' to 2'

Slates olive, reddish shales, and hard sandy beds 600'

Iron sandstone, (including its i

Block ore, '' Levant ore,") \

SJandy beds, olive and reddish, . • 400'
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RestLine.

Clinton upper shales, .... 420'

Ore sandstone and fossil ore, 12'

Clinton middle shales, 600' ^ 1457'

Iron sandstone and bi,ock ore 25'

Clinton lower shales, 400'
,

the total thus given approaching rather the least than the

Pfreatest thickness of the formation, although larger than

the total given for this formation in other reports.

The Clinton upper shales.

These olive shales, 75' to 100' thick, contain a bed of fos-

sil ore in the middle, which has been mistaken for the reg-

ular bed much below it. In Mr. Robb's tunnel, on Given

run, it was 10" to V thick, oolitic and fossiliferous, but

rather lean. On Mr. Griven's land several tons of it were

dug and sold. Its outcrop is confined to a few farms, and
when followed into the hill alwaj-s turned to hard rock. It

is evidently, like the Saltillo ore mentioned on page 130

above, one of the limestones highly charged with iron at

this or that locality. An impure limestone bed, 25' or 30'

under the ore, is seen on Given' s run, on the road between

Robb's and Given' s.

The 50' red shale is persistent through this part of the

county, and may represent the 50' red shale of Mr. Ash-

burner's Saltillo-Orbisonia section (see page 127 above.) If

this lower red shale (sometimes 75') were transferred (with

the overlying 75' to 100' olive shales) to the Bloomsiurg red

shale group, then the thickness of the Clinton formation

would not be 1427', but about 1250' thick.

The Barree limestones {Niagara f)

There are some pure limestone layers in the 175' of shales

of the section, especially near the bottom, everywhere in the

county ; but in some localities they thicken up greatly.

Where the outcrop belt crosses the Little Juniata at Barree

forge the limestone group is 160' thick.

It consists of thin beds of light gray, bluish-gray lime-

stone, streaked with calcite, slightly fossiliferous, (with

some greenish-gray shale partings,) quarried for fiux for
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Barree furnace, although not of the best quality, as shown
by three analyses : A, specimen from the upper part of the
10' quarry bed ; B, from the lower part ; C, average spec-

imen.
--/.* B.* Gt

Carbonate of lime, 96.000 91.000 89.911

Carbonate of magnesia, 2. 028

Oxide of iron and alumina, .
-^— 1.790

Siliceous matter, 5. 660

Phosphorus, a strong trace, a trace. 0. 014

Sulphur, 0.750 0.190

If the Niagara limestone have any representative in this

part of Pennsylvania, this may be it, for, 2ifavosites occurs

in it, much resembling Favosites niagarensis, in the cut

below Barree station.

The Barree shales.

In the green shales (60' to 75' thick) under the limestone

group, occur thin, limy, fossiliferous layers, beautifully

exposed in the railroad cut, and along the river below the

furnace. The shales sometimes weather olive-green.

The Barree limestone beds, cut by the tunnels driven into

the foot of Tussey mountain to reach the underlying fossil

ore, are nearly always decomposed into a mushy clay, some

of it nearly black, which invades the tunnel from all sides,

like a quick sand, and can only be kept out by "four-

poling" the tunnel.

TJte ore sandstone.

This somewhat ferruginous lime-sand rock weathers at

its outcrop (by the loss of its lime) into a coarse, porous,

dark gray, excessively hard and sandy stone, often

streaked with thin quartz veins. It seldom makes a rocky

outcrop, but covers the surface with blocks of various sizes

(up to 4 feet) as a distinct ridge, which is repeated as often

as the little anticlinals repeat the outcrop. Its last outcrop

on 'the mountain slope makes a distinct terrace.

The fossil iron ore ted.'

Under the sandstone this bed of ore sometimes exists,

and sometimes is wanting ; varying greatly in thickness

* By D. J. Morley, communicated by Mr. Mumper.
| By A. S. McCreath, laboratory at Harrisburg.
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from nothing up to 3 feet ; but averaging over any consid-

erable area 1' to 1^'.

Underground, deep enough, to be beyond the reach of the

drainage waters, the bed is a hard, somewhat siliceous lime-

stone, holding 20 or 30 per cent of iron ; 40 to 60 per cent

of it being carbonate of lime ; enough to flux itself in the

furnace : called Jiard block ore.

From the surface down as* far as the drainage waters can

act upon the bed before issuing at the lowest springs in the

neighborhood, the lime is leached out of the bed, leaving

it a cellular or very porous siliceous stratum, called soft

block ore. '

Where the bed contains more alumina and less silica and
its dissolution has proceeded to the uttermost, there re-

mains a bed of softfossil, or keel ore.

In many jjlaces there are two layers of ore, separated by
a slate parting of variable thickness (up to 5') the upper

layer being called "the big bed" and the lower one " the

little bed ; " the latter being nearly always " keel ore."

The following analyses were made by Mr. McCreath in

the laboratory of the Survey at Harrisburg

:

From the Patterson estate in Penn township : A, one

piece ; B, 12 pieces
; C, 8 pieces.

From Isaac Kurtz's mines in Walker township: D, E,

F, G.

From B. Groves' estate, Penn township : H, three pieces.

From Mr. Franks' land near Marklesburg : I, two pieces.

From Powell & Cos.' Stolertown mine in Bedford county :

J, three pieces.

A. B. C.

Iron, 54.950 52.400 53.900

Sulphur, 012 .009 .011

Phosphorus, 469 .129 .188

Lime, 1.130 .070 .070

Silica, Ac, 9.690 14.860 12.510

D. E. E. G.

Iron, 52.100 54.975 49.775 53.275

Manganese 173 .223 .360 .129

Sulphur, 002 .008 .005 .009

Phosphorus 142 .581 .207 .585

Lime, 300 1.960 .380 1.660

Silica, &c 14.040 8.400 14.710 10.840
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H. I. J.

Iron 50 925 55.550 51.750

Sulphur 016

Phosphorus, 515 .586 .801 .

Lime, 1.430

Silica, &c., 13.690 7.910 3.860

These analyses represent the ore when dried in the lab-

oratory. As sent to the furnace _the best ore yields only

about 40, most of it not much aboye 35 per cent of iron.

The slope and foot of Tiissey mountain have -been exten-

sively explored and mined between the Little Juniata river

and the Bedford county line, say '25 miles by the outcrop

line, and the practical result is that thefossil ore bed is not

a coniitiuous deposit, as once imagined, but that it only

offers valuable mining ground in three or four localities

(others of more limited extent may be hereafter found) viz :

One north of tlie river in West township, the Barree forge

district ; none in Porter ; one in Walker, the Kuntz-Grubb
district about a mile long ; one in Penn, the Patterson -Gfrove

district, not more than 2^ miles long ; one in Lincoln, the

Kittie Houp district, not more than half a mile long, and
none in Hopewedl.

The large number of abandoned tunnels driven at great

cost into the mountain between the Juniata river and the

Maryland line prove how little the practical miners who
located them could tell the character of the ore underground

from the " laj'' of the land," as they call it, on the surface.

The "lay of the land," that is the shape of the ground,

nijdoubtedly guides to the place of the bed (for the over-

lying sandstone must make some sort of a ridge or terrace)

but gives no clue to its character and condition.

The iron has evidently been filtered into the bed, as the

lime has been filtered out of the bed,, otherwise the per-

centage of iron in the bed would not diminish below drainage

level. *

Wherever the ore is valuable the enclosing rocks are very

much weathered ; the lime rocks are changed into clay, and

* We do not know, but it is probable, that the bed at great deptlis contains

merely the small percentage of iron common to all fossiliferous limestone

strata.
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the shales overlying and underlying the ore are bleached

almost white ; their iron having been presumably trans-

ferred to the ore bed. And this is a reasonable way of ex-

plaining the fact that the ore bed does not always keep the

same place in the series, for any bed can become an ore bed,

provided it is so situated as to be a water-bearer and recip-

ient of the iron-leachings.

In the stretch of fossil ore along Tussey mountain in

Huntingdon county, it looks as if some of the iron, at least,

has been leached into the bed from the overlying sand rock,

under which lie shales which do not allow the waters "to

pass through them, consequently the ore bed represents the

water-bearer. But then, along the same range in Bedford
county the principal ore bed is not ^inderneath the sand
rock, but on top of it ; and the same is true along the Black
Log mountain range of fossil ore, in Huntingdon county, at

Orbisonia, &c., (see the section from Report F on page 160

above) and there is no ore bed underneath the sand rock.

The Saltillo ore bed shows that any limestone stratum in

ferruginous shales may become an ore bed, locally, under

favorable drainage conditions.

But from a careful study of the localities where the ore

has been found good enough to mine, and localities where

mining has been begnn and abandoned, 1 conclude that

something can be learned from the lay of the land. Where
the rainfall descends the slope unobstructed to the outcrop

of the ore bed, where the porous and limy rocks permit it

to sink into the earth, the ore will probably be good. But
where the rainfall cannot so descend the slope, but is turned

oil sideways, before it reaches the ore bed, the ore bed is

either absent or lean and limy. Such is the case where

the Clinton middle shales (under the ore bed) have been

eroded into a vale much below the outcrop of the ore sand-

stone, which then forms a ridge. I have nowhere seen a

good ore bed under such conditions ; the bed has been

always merely a ferruginous limestone.

Descriptions of the bed at the various mines will be found

under the head of each township in which they are.
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[The zigzags of the ore outcrop across Barree and Jack-
son townships are sliown upon Mr. Billen's map, and de-

scribed, with the mines of Greenwood furnace, in a separ-

ate report by him in this volume.

[The variations in the fossil ore bed over tlie sand rock as

mined at Rockhill gap (Orbisonia) in Cromwell township,

is well shown in the mines driven north and south from the

gap. There are three levels ; the adit at water level, a

middle gang-way and a higher gang-way. South of the

gap the bed is thickest in the adit level and thins upward
;

north of the gap the bed is thinnest in the adit level and
thickens upward.

Two small fossil ore beds underlie the sand rock ; the

first one just under it (50' beneath the bed that is mined
over the sand rock), 4" to 6" thick ; a second 4' lower is 10"

thick. They have not been worked, but have been found

by the cross-cut tunnels driven around the downthrow
faults, which shiver the mountain.

The ore sandstone is very siliceous at Rockhill gap ; and

quite calcareous at Saltillo. The ore bed on top of it has

been traced along the west side of Jack's mountain to

Mapleton ; and along the east side of Jack's mountain to

Mt. Union. It undoubtedly continues from Mapleton along

the west side of Stone mountain to Greenwood furnace, at

$he north end of the county.]

TTie Clinton middle shales.

Below the ore bed we find everywhere a series of fine-

grained yellowish or bluish "bottom slates," (tbe outcrop

belt of which is marked by poor soil, and a different vege-

tation), passing down into reddish shales and gray sandy

beds, becoming quite sandy at the bottom. The series is

so covered by the slide from the mountain that it is only

known as cut in three or four tunnels ; and it seems to be

about 600' thick, or perhaps more ; see the township de-

scriptions.
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The iron sandsto)te and ore.

Blocks of this rock lie along the surface slope of the

mountain, from one third to one half way up to the sum-

mit, at the ''Second bench" or terrace. The "keel,"

"block, " "red," or "Levant" ore was once extensively

mined near Marklesburg by the Cambria Iron company, but

it was found to hold too much silicon and phophorus ; as

shown by the following analysis : A, from the Cambria

Company's mine ; B, from Short mountain south of Barree

forge ; and C, from Hatfield & Phillips' tunnel in the Loop,

back of Alexandria

:

A.* B.* c.\

Iron, 44.25 41.10 33.475

Manganese, 0.147

Silica 27.91 25.95 36.200

Alumina, 2.66 3.93

Lime, 0.52 0.29 1.880

Magnesia, 0.26 0.23

Phosphorus 0.68 0.50 0.609

Sulphur 0.025

the ore being an oolitic hematite, mining in thin slab-like

blocks. The bed is often very thick ; and the quantity of

ore, such as it is, very great along the mountain ; but it

presents no natural exposure, and nothing is known of the

bed except where it has been cut. (See descriptions of

townships.)

Clinton lower slates.

These olive, gray and reddish sandy layers are every-

where so effectually concealed that the Iron sandstone ore

has been supposed to lie directly on the Medina sandstones.

But in a wide railway cutting above Barree, 400' of these

slates are exposed to view ; and their outcrop must make
the middle third of the mountain slope.

*Analyzed by T. T. Morrell, and communicated by Mr. Mumper.

fCollec-ed on the dump; analyzed by Mr. McCreath at Harrisburg.
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Fossil ore at Orbisonia.

[At Orbisonia Mr. Ashburners section is as follows :

Clinton upper olive shale (at Orbisonia,) 163'

Lime shales, gray, olive, yellow, with i

Limestone, layers, blue, fossiliferous,
\

Shales, olive and brownish, clayey and limy, with i
^

Limestone layers, blue fossiliferous, \

Shales, olive and brownish, clayey and limy, with i
^

Limestone layers more numerous, )
' '

Shales, dark olive, alternating with
j

Limestones, clayey, blue and gray, > 12'

Fossils numerous ; see note.*
*

Clinton fossil ore group (at Orbisonia), 53

c upper bench, 10"
-^

Fossil ore,\ \ red sandstone and white shale, 1' > 3'

' lower bench, 1' 2" )

Obe sandstone .
.50'

Upper part, massive, yellow sandstone at O-bisonia

very limy at Saltillo.

Middle part, yellow and green sandstone (with orinoi-

dal stems) alternating with shale.

Lower part, more massive.

/ upper bench, 0' 6''
j

Fossil ore, < parting, >

' hard bencli, 0' 10"
*

Clinton lower olive shales (at Orbisonia), 660'

Shales, yellow, gray, weathering olive and claret-col-

ored ; surfaces near the bottom stained with iron and
bitumen, . ... 600'

Shales, as above, with soft olive shales (showing crinoi-

dal impressions) in the lower part at Three Springs,

and red shales at Orbisonia, 60'

Total of Clinton tbrmation at Orbisonia, 875'

The Clinton formation was carefully measured at Orbi-

sonia, Mt. Union, McVeytown and Lewistown in 1874 :

*The lower part of this 12' light yellow clayey lime shales making the roof

of the fossil ore bed. The fossils of the whole 133' (more plentiful in the

lower part) are Atrypa reticularis, Beyrichia lata, Buthotrephis gracilis,

Dalmania limulurus, Homalonotus delphinocephalus, Orthis elegantula,

Platystoma niagarense, Plerinea emacerata, Shynchonella neglecta, Stro-

phomena rhomboidalis.

fSaid to be safe average of thickness, by Mr. Tarr, Superintendent of Rook
Hill I. & 0. Co. For full descriptions of the mines see Report P.
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delta deposits, issuing either from the month of one great

river, or from the mouths of several rivers, and adjusted

more or less by tidal currents. The ripple marks and trit-

urated shells so frequently described iuthe preceding pages

point to the same conclusion. The thinness of these 'for-

mations in Virginia suggests a northeastern or eastern main-

land from which the deposits came ; and the total absence

of some of them in Perry county (see Report P") is an ar-

gument for local irregularities in the coast line of the main
land, or in the bed of the sea in front of it. ]

Medina and Oneidaformation {No. I V.

)

The following section, along tlie Pennsylvania railroad,

begins half a mile above Barree and extends to Spruce

Creek tunnel

:

Medina upper {white) sandstone, with a few pebbles, and
many impressions of Arthrophycus harlani.

S. E.,)

Medina middle (red) sandstones and shales,

Interval in the tunnel, concealed, ...
Oneida conglomerate, coarse, pebbly, massive,

(dip 20O

1000'

700'

200'

100'

Total of Medina and Oneida visible, 2000'

The blocks of the white Medina cover the eastern slope

of Tussey mountain, the upper third of which is the belt of

outcrop. They make also the great stone slides in Jack's

Narrows below Mapleton. As railroad ballast material they

have no superior. In the Waterstreet gap the beds (from

1' to 8' thick) are well exposed, their surfaces quite covered

with the large branching forms of the Arthrophycus har-

lani, the only fossil seen in No. IV.

[The steep upper western slope and its ravines mark the

outcrop of the red Medina thin red sandstones alternating

with red shales from which the eastern end of Spruce Creek

tunnel issues, and the curious gorge north of the tunnel is

excavated in these rocks.

The hog-back through which the tunnel is driven is made
by the massive, greenish-gray layers of the Oneida conglom-

erate, the outcrop of which turns the river north from the

west mouth of the tunnel, the bend measuring two miles,

whereas the tunnel is only 1250 feet long. This hog-back
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rises south of the tunnel to become a bold terrace on the

west slope of Short mountain, as that part of Tussey mount-

ain is called between the two gaps. North of the Little Ju-

niata the terrace is the prominent feature of the mountain

all the way into Centre county. South of the AVaterstreet

gap the Oneida is cut off from the mountain by the Juniata,

and runs along the west bank as a long high hogback. ; but

further south in Blair county the terrace is resumed.

Spruce Creek gap is not a good place to measure the

lower strata of No. IV, on account of a fault of considerable

magnitude which brings the Hudson river slates and (further

north) the great limestones up against the Medina. In the

Tyrone gap through Bald Eagle mountain, also, measure-

ments are rendered uncertain by a crush fault.

Mr. Sanders' section, made upon the basis of the instru-

mental survey of Blair county, and published in Report
T, page 17, is as follows :

Sandstone, white, (more or less,) 100' -,

Sandstone, red, 255' I

(Concealed interval,) 640' I

Sandstone, red, massive, 84'
j

Sandstone, green, slaty, 2'
|

Sandstone, red, with a few red shales 87 J

Sandstone red 10'; shale red 5', green 5'; sandstone")

red 5', gray 20' ; slate red 1'
; sandstone gray 10'

shale red 6 " ; sandstone red 10', gras'ish red 15'; slate

red 1'
; green 1^' ; sandstone gray 15'

; slate gray 1'

sandstone brown 20' ; slate gray 1'
; sandstone brown

8 ; slate red G" ; sandstone reddish-brown 75' ; slate

red 1 ; sandstone red and gray 200', red 9' ; shale

red 4' ; sandstone red 2' ; slate red 3', green 1', red
4 ;

green 2' ; sandstone red 6', and some gray 15', red
10'

; slate gray 2'
; sandstone red 18' ; slate gray 6"

sandstone grayish-brown 12' ; shale red 3" ; sandstone
brown 20' ; shale green 2"

; sandstone brown 4' ; shale

red 1' ; sandstone brown and gray and concealed
spaces 150 ;—in all 634' of sandstone, red and brown
chiefly, and only 34' of shale, red, green, (fee,

Sandstone gray and concealed, 400'

Sandstone, gray . 320'

Sandstone, gray and slaty sandstone, 440' J

Total of Medina and Oneida 2896'

1088'

668'

1160'

At Rockhill gap, of Black Log mountain, Mr. Ashburn-
er's section, (given in Report F, p. 256,) reads as follows :
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Sandstone hard, massive, white, liglit-gray, fine-grained,

(with alternations of red and green shale near the top

;

and impressions of ^rtAropAi/CMS,) . ... 400'

Sandstone, soft, clayey, brown and red and red shale ; the

middle sandstone beds softer and iron-specked, .
930'

Conglomerate beds, red and reddish gray siliceous, 158'
j

Sandstone, hard, massive, greenish ; and oonglom- > . . 568'

erate beds graiy, . . 410' '

Total of Medina and Oneida, 1898'

At Logan gap, near Lewistown, in Mifflin connty, careful

measurements (given in Report F, page 47,) read as fol-

lows :

Sandstone, light gray, rather fine, very hard and massive;

surfaces of lower strata iron-specked, ... . . 820'

Sandstone, red, fragile, clayey, marly, thinly laminated, 1280'

Sandstone, red, massive ; large pebbles, 309'

Sandstone, greenish gray, very hard, tine grained, parts fer-

ruginous, 313'

Total of Medina and Oneida, 2722'

In the Seven mountains of Centre county Mr. Billin's

topographical survey resulted in an estimated thickness of

the Medina and Oneida of 2440'

At Lock Haven, Dr. Chance's section (published in Re-

port Gr', page 125,) reads as follovs^s :

Sandstone, hard, massive, white, gray, and red, not

well exposed (east crest), . .... 695'

Sandstone, softer, and shale 705'
")

Sandstone, hard, massive, with a few gray iron- I

specked beds, . . ... 188'
j

Concealed (? soft sandstones, with some red bands), 118'

j

Sandstone, hard, massive, dark gray, greenish gray,
j

iron-specked (west crest), . 155'^ 595'

Sandstone, hard, massive, not well seen, 440' '

Total of Medina and Oneida, 2301'

In Bellefonte gap, Prof. Rogers gives the thickness (I

Geol. Pa., p. 129,) poorly exposed:

White Medina, 500'
^

Red Medina, 500' { 1550'

Gray Oneida, . . 650'
*

In Lycoming county, Mr. Piatt estimates (in Report Gr",

p. 29,) from the imperfect exposures that the upper of IV
is only 100', the middle 1200', and the lov?er only 75' ; total

of Medina and Oneida only 1375'
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To the north, east, and south-east of this no opportunity-

is afforded for measuring No. IV, except along the Blue
mountain at the gaps of the Susquehanna, Swatara,

Schuylkill, Lehigh, and Delaware rivers ; and instrumental

measurements have been made only at the last three, (see

Reports D° and G°,) as follows :

On the ... . Schuylkill Lehigh Delaware.
No.TV 1400' 11^5' 1565'

In a southward direction, towards Virginia, the decrease

in thickness (from 2722' at Lewistown to 1898' at Orbi-

sonia) continues, (according to Prof. Stevenson's report,

T, page 91,) being, in the Cove mountain of Pulton
county, 1600'

Along Tussey mountain the same southward decrease in

thickness is manifested.

In the Williamsburg and Waterstreet gaps of the Ju-

niata river in Blair county. Prof. Rogers (Geol. Pa. I, p.

127) gives the following measurements, the first being of

good exposures

:

Oove mountain. Tussey mountain.
Upper of IV (white Medina, ) 560' 500'

Middleof IV (red Medina,) 1050' 700'

Lower of IV (gray Oneida,) 500' 450'

2100 ' 1650 '

In the Yellow creek gap through Tussey mountain in

Bedford county, Prof. Stevenson (Report T",) makes

—

The white Medina, 800' ^

The red Medina, 1200' i 2035'

The gray Oneida (sandstone,) 35' J

the white Medina diminishing to 300' at Bedford and 200'

in Evitt's mountain gap ; the red Medina also diminishing

but not easily measurable, and no Oneida to be found south

of Raver's gap in Tussey mountain.

In Virginia the formation gets very thin. J

Tlie Loraine and Utica shales, JVo. III.

This "Hudson River" formation, as it is also called,

forming the border of Canoe, Sinking Creek, Spruce Creek

and Nittany valleys and Black Log valley, a series of dark
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gray, often blackish or even black shales, seems to be only

300' thick in the Spruce Creek tunnel, and in the Water-
street gap, where a clean exposure from the Oneida sand-

stones down to the Trenton limestones permits a fair mea-

surement.

The measurements made of the unsatisfactory exposures

of No, III in the various gaps of Tussey, Canoe, Bald

Eagle and Dunning' s mountain in the course of the topo-

praphical survey of Morrison's cove, Canoe valley and

Sinking creek valley made by Mr. Sanders, led Mr. Piatt

(in Report T, p. 18) to assign to No. Ill a possible thick-

ness of 900.'

Prof. Rogers (Geol. Pa., Vol. 1, x>- 124) estimates- in

Nittany valley, Loraine 700' ; Vtica 300'
; = .... 1000'.

In Kishicoquillis valley, Loraine 1200'; Utica 400 ;
1600''

But a carefully measured section in Logan's gap (into

Kishicoquillis valley near Lewistown in Mifflin county) re-

ported in F, page 65, and shown in the long section at page

47),*—and another instrumental section in Rockhill gap at

Orbisonia in Huntingdon county, reported in F, p. 257, give

much greater thicknesses, thus :*

Orbisonia. Lewistown.

Loraine 800 . 937 -,

fgray,
^

I 1870'
^10'

1 2304-

Dtioa, } black,
^

1070'
j

302' T

C gray,
*

' 855' -*

On the Lehigh and Delaware rivers No. Ill is shown by
Report D' to be considerably more than 5000'

The decrease in the formation is therefore :

From the Lehigh water gap to Logan's gap (west) 100

miles, at the rate of at least 30' per mile.

From Logan's gap to Rockhill gap in (south south-west)

33 miles, at the rate of about 15' per mile.

From Rockhill gap to the Tussey mountain gap near

Bedford, where Prof. Stevenson (Report T", page 93) esti-

mated the thickness of No. Ill at 700', (south-west by west,)

45 miles, at the rate of about 26' per mile.

*A curious mistake has been made on page 50, F, and repeated on page 49,

T, where the TJtica in Logan's gap is given as 695' instead of 1367'.
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From Rockhill gap to McConnellsburg in Fulton county

[where No. Ill, although not measured is "certainly

thicker" than about Bedford) nearly south 22 miles, the

rate may perhaps be the same.

In view of the above facts it is improbable that 300' rep-

resents the whole thickness of No. Ill in the Spruce creek

and Waterstreet gaps through Tussey mountain, but must
be accounted for by faults which have swallowed' a part of

the formation.

A fault, in fact, was discovered by Dr. R. M. S. Jackson,

assistant on the First Geological Survey, which is thus de-

scribed in the Geology of Pennsylvania, Vol. I, page 502

:

"At the gap of the Little Juniata . . on one side of a

longitudinal ravine, the . . limestone dips 50°, N. 35° W.

;

and on the other side, only perhaps 150 feet distant, the

lowermost beds of the [Oneida] gray sandstone dip almost

90°, S. 50° E. ; all the [No. Ill] slates and shales disappear-

ing in the dislocation." (See Fig. 1, in Plate XXIX.)
This fault is evidently the result of a sharp anticlinal

roll, coming from the south-west and dying down rapidly

north-eastward, and broken along its crest. As the fault

rises and the jaws of the anticlinal widen south-westward,

more and more of the slates of No. Ill come to the surface.

At the tunnel only 300' of the formation is thus released.

(See Fig. 2, Plate XXIX.)
Other such faults occur in the State ; notably the one at

Port Clinton, on the Schuylkill river, where the Medina
and Oneida rise vertically, and the slates of III lean their

edges against the bottom surface of the Oneida. (See Fig.

3, Plate XXIX.)
In fact, there is a natural tendency to such faults where*

ever the formations are much folded ; because when the

rigid sandstone mass of No. IV is forced to move over the

rigid limestone mass of No. II, whatever crushing and
breaking and sliding is thus occasioned will be likely, of

course, to take place in the intermediate soft clay slate mass
of No. III.

The diagonal attitude of the Short mountain between the

two Juniata gaps shows how a piece of the earth-crust has
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been here skewed round ; and this could not occur without
faults.

It is certainly remarkable that the same thickness of

300' appears also in the Waterstreet gap. But the true

lines of faulting have not yet been accurately obtained.

It has been asserted that the Palaeozoic deposits were
everywhere interrupted at the close of the Loraine (Hudson
river) age, and that dryland was formed, eroded, and resub-

merged ; and that then a coarse and more or less irregular

mass of sand and gravel (Medina and Oneida) were swept
into the sea to lie irregularly in one place on a great thick-

ness of slates, and in another place on merely what was
left of the slate formation. Nothing favoring this view ap
pears at any of the places in Pennsylvania where the con-

tact of IV on III can be observed. And the gradual thin-

ning of No. Ill westward is also opposed to that view.

A similar fault occurs in Leathercracker cove in Blair

county, at the Henrietta mines, where the whole of No. Ill

is swallowed up, and the limestones abut against the Oneida
sandstone at the foot of Tussey mountain. (See Report T,

page 196, and map of Morrison' s Cove in atlas to Report T.)

It has also been asserted that a great change took place

when all the limestones of No. II had been deposited and
the slates of No. Ill came to be laid down over them. But
in the Cumberland Valley many hundred feet of transition

layers are exposed in the bends of the Connedogwinet creek,

and 30' of such beds of passage from limestone into slate

deposits—thin blackish limestone layers, breaking into

small pieces and weathering a deep brown—may be seen at

Pattonville in Morrison's cove, and near Martinsburg ; and
in McKee's gap in Dunning mountain ; and near Franklin

forge on the Juniata, and north of Yellow Springs in Canoe

valley, (T, p. 50.)

There is no brown hematite deposit at the bottom of the

slates of No. Ill, or at the top of the limestones of II, in

Huntingdon county, such as the great Henrietta mine de-

posits in Blair county, the great deposits in Path Valley,

Cumberland county, the Moselem mine in Berks county,

and the Balliot mine at Ironton, in Lehigh county.]
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The Trenton and Calciferous, No. II.

Morris township occupies the north end of Canoe valley
;

and here, between Tussey and Canoe mountains a great an-

ticlinal brings up an immense thickness of the Lower Silu-

rian limestones No. II, as described in Report T, on Blair

county, and shown in the great topographical map accom-

panying that report. The rocks of the valley are exposed

along the Little Juniata river, first, as they rise from Spruce

Creek tunnel to Wallace's old mill, and then sink again to

the Union furnace at the end of Canoe mountain ; and

then, as they rise a second time to Birmingham, and then

sink a second time, vertically beneath the Bald Eagle

mountain.

The section obtainable along the river here is remarkable

as the only one in Pennsylvania where regular and persist-

ent dips (four times repeated) permit a measurement of the

whole formation.*

The lowest beds appear on the great Nittany anticlinal

at Birmingham, where Mr. C. E. Hall obtained Potsdam
fossils in 1877.

Mr. Sanders' measurements divide the whole formation

thus :

—

Ijimestone, dark blue, blue and gray ; the "j

lower half magnesian, 5400' i

Sandstone, white, iron-stained, 40'± ^ 6600'

Limestone magnesian (slates and sandstones i

towards the bottom, ) 1160' i

Good pure limestone can be obtained at only a few places,

one of which occurs near the bottom of the series, near

Birmingham, where large quarries are worked for fiux

stone for iron and glass furnaces.

[The curious caves and trenches through which Sinking

creek flows, alternately appearing and disappearing in its

course, are excavated in a set of massive pure blue lime-

stone beds which lie about one third way down in the se

ries. The magnesian lower strata seem to have suffered

less solution and erosion. (See wood cut from Mr. Leh-

*The details will be given under the head of Franklin township, and War-
rior's Mark township.
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mann's sketch in 1839, reduced from G-eol. Penn., 1858, I,

p. 503.)

Great deposits of brown hematite ore are mined in cav-

ities filled with clay holding the ore in every variety of form,

and concentrated at the bottom of "some of them in the form

of pipe ore, as described in Report T' on Centre county.

The great mines at Springfield, in Canoe valley, are de-

scribed in Report T on Blair county. The Dorsey and Sho-

enberger ore deposits on the north line of Huntingdon
county will be described at the end of this volume.

The zinc and lead veins of Sinking valley are described

in Report T on Blair county. No such veins are known in

Huntingdon county ; but threads and nuggets and isolated

crystals of galena may be expected to occur at any point

in Nittany and Spruce Creek valleys where the limestones

are well exposed ; but they will not lead in any case to

profitable mining operations.

For an account of the strata exposed along the Little

Juniata see subsequent descriptions of Franklin and War-
rior's Mark township.]
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Chapteb IV.

TOWNSHIP GEOLOGY.

1. Hopewell.

This township occupies the south-western corner of

Huntingdon, along the Bedford county line, between Tus-

sey mountain on tlie west, and Terrace mountain on the

east.

TTie QatsMll rocks No. IX crop out along the Raystown
branch, which cuts sometimes into the base of the Catskill

beds, and sometimes crosses the whole series nearly to its

top at the foot of Terrace mountain.

At one of these great curves, on the road leading from

Cove Station to Puttstown, (the most northern point of the

curve being at the mouth of Weaver's run, where the road

from Cove first strikes the Raystown valley,) the following

section was constructed (see Sheet No. 2, Fig. 1)

:

'Weaver' s Run Section of IX.

1. Beddish sandstone, containing pebbles at base and fish

hones, 4'

2. Grreen sandstone, 1'

3. Olive green, sandy shales 25'

4. liAOKAWAXEN CoNOLOMERATE, ( Upper Cliemung ofSte-

venson,) a massive, greenish gray rock, very pebbly

in streaks, quartz pebbles mostly flat, from the size of

a pea up to a goose egg, some of the pebbles being

dark and others red (jasper) ; also contains fish bones

and pebbles of slate, 20'

5. Olive shales, sandy, containing Spirifera disjuncta, ... 8'

6. Reddish sandstone, .

7'

7. Olive and greenish sandy shales, 35'

8. Red shale and red sandstone, 6'

9. Red and variegated shales 20'

10. Olive sandy shales, 10'

11. Sed shale, 5'

12. Variegated shale, (olive and red,) 8'

13. Concealed, .
15'

14. Sandstone, massive, greenish gray 20'

15. Concealed 50'

(155 T3.)
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16. Sandstone, massive, green, dip, S. 55°, E.<^380, 20'

17. Ited shales 20'

18. Sed sandstone, 10'

19 Sed shales, 15'

20. Green, sandy shales, 5'

21. Bed shale, 5'

22. Reddisli and green sandstone, 7'

23. Olive and red shale, 15'

24. Olive shales, 10'

25. Sandstone, greenish, 3'

26. Olive shales, 15'

27. Greenish gray, hard sandstone, . .
5'

28. Seddish or purple shales, 8'

29. Olive shales and sandy beds 65'

30. Sandstone, massive, greenish gray, makes clitf, .... 10'

31. Mostly concealed, but showing some olive shales and
green sandstone, dip, 380, . . .... . 600*

32. Alleqrippis CoNaLOMBRATE, (Lowcr Of Stevenson,) a

very hard, dark gray stratum, filled with flat, white

quartz pebbles, .... 5'

33. Sandy and shaly beds, consisting of olive shales inter-

stratified with hard, thin sandstones, the Portage rocks

below mostly yellowish, sandy shales and thin gray
sandstones, horizontal distance 250 rods, dip 38°, . . . 2433'

34. Genessee beds and Hamilton upper shales, 450'

35. Hamilton Upper Sandstone, makes low ridge, . . . . 30'

36. Hamilton Middle soft shale, makes narrow valley to

Cove station, the basal portion being quite fossiliferous, 225'

37. Hamilton Lower Sandstone, rather massive, makes sharp
ridge along R. R. in vicinity of Cove station, fossilif-

erous, containing iSpiri/era granulifera, S. medialis

and Rhynchonella sp 50'

38. Hamilton Lower Sandy shales and shaly sandstone,

rather soft, dark olive, fossiliferous to base of Ham-
ilton proper, . .75'

39. Marcellus gray shales, light gray, interstratifled with
hard, sandy beds 6 "-12" thick 325'

40. Marcellus black slates, . 300'

41. Limestone, gray, shaly, interstratifled with dark shales

;

fossiliferous, containing Phacops rana and other Ham-
ilton formB, , . . . 25'

42. Dark, limy shales with a few, thin layers of greenish-

gray, impure limestone at top, 55'

43. Oriskany sandstone, . 65'

44. Stormville shales mostly concealed, 225'

45. Limestone, gray, impure, 15'

46. Stromatopora bed, 31

47. Shales and shaly limestone, 5'

48. Ijimestone, gray, shaly, 10'

49. Limestone, rather massive, filled with fossils, Stromato-
pora, Zaphrentis, Favosites, Atrypa reticularis, and
Orthis oblala being most numerous, 25'
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50. Shaly limestone, ooxitamlagflint nodules, 10'

51. Iiimestone, massive, blue, fossillferous, ,
15'

52. Limestone, containing nodules of chert, Atrypa reticu-

laris, 20'

53. Impure, shaly limestones, filled with Crinoidal frag-

ments, Ghaetetes, and Atrypa reticularis, 25'

54. Shaly limestone, 5'

f5. Limestone, massive, light gray, coarsely crystalline, quite

pure, quarried, . 10'

56. Limestone, dark blue, pure, also quarried, 25'

67. Blue limestone, not so pure, 15'

58. Shaly, thin-bedded limestones, blue, 15'

59. Massive, blue limestone, . 5

60. Blue, thinly-bedded limestones, rather pure, once quar-

ried, .... ... .
20'

61. Gray, shaly, impure limestones to base of exposures, . . 20'

62. Concealed and impure shaly limestones to base of Lower
Helderberg, 150'

63. Salina beds, consisting of impure, huffish and pale green,

magnesian limestones which make " Mulberry " ridge

;

below come green, limy shales, and variegated beds

;

these are succeeded by the red beds at base, the sandy
portion of which makes "Redstone" ridge, through
which the long tunnel of R. H. Powell & Co. has been

driven to reach the CTmto»i/o««iJ ore 1050'

64. Clinton upper shales in tunnel about 350'

65. Fossil ore from 6 inches to, 2'

66. Clinton middle shales, including Iron sandstone and
"block ore " at base, about 600'

67. Clinton Lower shales and slates, 400'

68. Medina white sandstone.

Sum,mary of the section.

Catskill (1^,) Nos. 1-12 inclusive, 150'

Chemung and Portage, including 150' of No. 31, extending to

base of No. 33, 2588'

c Genessee 200'
j

Hamilton, } Hamilton, 630' > 1535'

' Marcellus, 705' J

Criskany sandstone, (VII,) 65'

Stormville shale (VII-VI,) 225'

Lower Helderberg limestone, (VI,) ,^ 393'

Salina beds, (V, 6,) 1050'

Clinton, (V, a,) 1454'

Total, 8205 '

T7ie LacTcawaxen conglomerate at the top of this section

rises from the bed of the Juniata at an angle of 38° to 40°,

and makes a great cliff bordering the river hill for several

hundred feet. The sharp curve in the river at the mouth of
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Weaver's run, causes its outcrop to recross the river 350

yards above where it first emerges from it, and the massive

character of the rock produces a fall in the river nearly one

foot high. Tlie quartz pebbles in this stratum are very

numerous and some of them quite large, all being rounded

and mostly flattish. The Jasper pebbles at this locality are

all flat, and some of them an inch in diameter. TTie fisJi

bones seen in this conglomerate here are mere fragments

broken up by waves on a shore.

I have put the base of the CatsJcill beds No. IX at 100'

below this conglomerate, where the red beds end with No.

12 ; but the dividing line might have been lowered to No.

28, the lowest horizon at which any red beds were observed

;

thus adding 223' to the total thickness of IX, and taking

that much from the Transition beds, (IX-VIII,) leaving

the latter only 575' thick.

This Lackawaxen conglomerate (No. 4) is the same as the

Upper Chemung conglomerate of Prof. Stevenson in Bed-

ford and Fulton counties ; and although it is so much
thicker than the Lower conglomerate, (No. 32,) the latter

makes the higher ridge.

The Allegrippus Lower conglomerate is finely exposed

along the road leading to Cove Station, and large blocks

from its pebbly bed cover the slope of the ridge facing the

Juniata. Although only 4'-5' thick, it makes a very prom-
inent mark in the topography of the high Allegrippus ridge.

Its pebbles are somewhat fiattish, composed of snow-white

quartz, and cemented into a matrix of very compact, fine

sand. The summit of the ridge is covered with small, peb-

bly bowlders from it, and at many localities the whole bed
Juts out of the ground as a low wall, sloping 38° to 40°.

The thickness of the Ohemung and Portage beds of this

section was obtained by taking the breadth of outcrops

from the county map.
The top of the Oenessee comes at the big bend in the road

near the township , line, 125 rods south from Cove station.

Here we see black slates filled with Avicula speciosa, and
Ooniatites complanatus.

The Hamilton Upper Sandstone (No. 25) makes a low
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lidge or hump along the lower portion of the slope which
bounds the western base of Piney Ridge.

Under this come soft shales (No. 26) which have weath-

ered away into a nai-row valley extending to Cove station.

The H. & B. T. R. R. runs for more than a mile between

Cove and Rough and Ready Stations on the bottom shales,

just on top of the Lower sandstone. In their lowermost
5' to 10' occur great numbers ol fossil shells among which
univalves predominate. (See the list already given on

page 111.)

The Hamilton lower sandstone (No. 27) rises at Cove

station, on a dip of 40° to 45°, into a sharp, narrow ridge

separating the Middle shale vale from the Marcellus valley

to the west. The sandstone is quite hard, and some of the

layers are 2' to 3' thick, and fossiliferous in thin streaks.

The transition beds to the Marcellus are mostly concealed

at the top of No. 29, but this dividing line has been as-

sumed because below this come the peculiar dirty gray,

or on weathered surfaces whitish shales at the top of the

Marcellus. With the blacJc slates under them, these make
a valley just west from the Hamilton sandstone ridge.

The limestones at tlie base of the black Marcellus are

mostly flaggy, greenish gray and impure, with fossils

named already on page 115.

The OrisTcany sandstone is decomposed to a considerable

extent on either side of the gap cut through Warrior ridge

at this point by the little stream. But at J to -I mile in

either direction it again becomes massive and carries War-
rior ridge up to a prominent height above the valleys.

The Lower Helderherg limestone was once quarried here

by the Kemble Coal and Iron Company, of Riddlesburg,

Bedford county, but the quarries are now operated by R.

H. Powell & Co. of Saxton. The strata numbered 45, 46

and 47, are the only portions quarried for flux, the other

beds being too impure. These 50' of rocks are quarried in

a long trench, all the beds dipping 40° to 45° to the S. E.

The Stromatopora bed (No. 36) is entirely composed of

large Stromatopora concentrica. (See page 123.)

All of the layers of limestone above No. 19 are rather
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impure, and none of them quarried, but all are crowded

with fossils which appear to cease with No. 45.

No. 43 represents the Bastard limestone of Columbia

and Montour counties, by the same assemblage of fossils

and the same peculiar buffish gray cast of color.

No. 45 is largely made of Grinoidalfragments, but it is

the purest rock in the entire series, being preferred for flux

by the furnacemen to any other.

Nos. 46 to 51 represent the Bossardville beds of Monroe

county, a series of very dark blue, thinly bedded, or flaggy

limestones, nonfossiliferous, and here 100' thick down to

the bottom of the exposures, and probably 150' further

down. (See Report G°.)

Fossil ore beds.

The Clinton formation, No. V, makes a narrow band of

outcrop along the base of Tussey mountain and has been

explored for iron ore at several localities in this township.

Just across the Bedford county line, near where the fore-

going section ends, the fossil ore has been extensively

mined by R. H. Powell & Co.

The ore is obtained through two tunnels, one 650' long,

the other 826'; the latter beginning in front of Redstone

ridge, and the former just on top of it. The main head-

ings have been driven north and south in these tunnels to

a distance of more than 1700 feet.

The ore was found of fair thickness when the mines were

first opened, but after the main gang-ways had advanced a

considerable distance the ore became thin and irregular,

and has so continued up to the present writing (December,

1883), though the headings are still being advanced in the

hope that the ore will again thicken to workable propor-

tions.

No section of the Cove tunnels could be obtained, since

much of the material passed through was decomposed and
had to be cribbed out of the tunnels so that no exposures

could be seen. But two miles south-west from Cove, R. H.

Powell & Co. have just completed what is known as " Stoler

tunnel No. 2," and a very accurate measurement of it was
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made ; the dip being 44° or 45°, and the thickness of strata

B being calculated from the horizontal distance A.

Stoler tunnel. No. £. (Plate XXVII, page 132.)

A. B.
1. Concealed through surface dSbris, 62' 43'

2. Red rock. . 35' 25'

8. Bluish gray shales, 110' 77'

4. Red shales, 100' 70'

5. Olive shales, 86' 60'

6. Blackish clay (originally limy beds), 68' 48'

7. Olive and yellowish shales, 69' 48'

8. Blackish clay (decomposed limy beds), .... 117' 82'

9. Shales, olive and bluish-gray, 90' 63'

10. Fossil ore,

Total thickness of all the strata, 516'

Distance from base of red bed (No. 2) to fossil ore, .... 448'

Distance from base of red shale (No. i) to fossil ore, . . . 301'

The dividing line between the Clinton and Salina beds is

assumed at about the middle of No. 3, making the thick-

ness of Clinton beds above the fossil ore at this locality",

say, 400'

Stoler tunnel. No. 3, is f mile north-east from No. 2, and
begins 20' back from the massive red bed which makes
Redstone ridge.

A Ir-ial shaft was once sunk just at the Bedford line near

Cove station, on Warrior's ridge by R. H. Powell & Co.

Some brown hematite ore was discovered imbedded in black-

ish shales, and the deposit was regarded by some as the

Marcellus ore, but the horizon is entirely below the Ori-

skany sandstone, and comes in the dusky beds which are

so often found iiear the base of the Stormville shales. The
ore is of rather fair quality, and if found in sufSoient quan-

tity would be a valuable deposit to work in connection with

thefossil ores of the Clinton just west from it.

The Clinton fossil ore has also been exploited to a con-

siderable extent by R. H. Powell & Co., on the land of J.

B. Weaver, one mile and a half north-east from Cove sta-

tion. The main tunnel begins in the Clinton upper shales

and passes through 50' or more of the Barree limestone beds

at the base of the upper shales. The section here is as fol-

11 T'.
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lows, beginning at the school-house on the Huntingdon and
Bedford pike, near Solomon Weaver's :

Weaver tunnel section. (Plate XXVII, page 132.)

300'

100''\

I]

100'

5'

3'

5'

10'

8'

5'

25'

460'

1. Buffish and pale green, impure, magnesian
limestones dipping S. 70° E. 40°, ....

2. Ited shale, . .

3. BuflBsh limestone, impure
4. Red shale,

\ Salina, {

6. Pale green, limy shale,

6. Bed shale,

7. Variegated shales (red and green, ) . . . .

8. Bed sandstone, massive, . . ....
9. Concealed to mouth of tunnel 450', dip 40°,

10. Concealed and blue limestone,

11. Shales, olive and gray, 50

12. Sandstone (ore SS.,) 10'

13. Fossil ore hard calcareous, 6"-10"

Total, 622

Distance from base of massive red sandstone (No. 8) to the

fossil ore, .... 460'

Distance at Stoler tunnel (as above), 448

All the beds, Nos. 1 to 8, and 50' to 75' of No. 9, belong

to the Salina (Onondaga) series ; and this exposure gives

a good illustration of the alternate red and pale green beds

always found near the base of the magnesian limestones.

Two other tunnels, each about 75' long, were driven into

the ore 200' west from the longer tunnel, but the ore was
thin and hard in both.

Two slopes were also sunk on the ore 150' distant from

the tunnels ; in one the ore was 14" thick and not calcare-

ous, but in the other it was thin and hard.

Some dark blue limestone was cut in the main tunnel be-

longing to the lower part of the Barree beds.

Shy Beaver creek drains the northern half of this town-

ship into the Raystown branch, and cuts almost squarely

across the rocks past Rough and Ready station. The fol-

lowing section was made by careful pacing

:

Shy Beaver section. Sheet No. Fig. 2.)

1. Concealed red shales and green sandstones, horizontal dis-

tance 420', dip 35°, 240'

2. Sandstone, very massive, greenish-gray, 10'

3. Bed shale, 6'
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4. Shales and sandstone, horizontal distance 180',dip 35°, . 105'

5. Bed shale, . ... 8'

6. Sandstone, shales and concealed, 50'

7. LACKA.WAXKN ooNGiiOMBRATB, a coarse greenish sand-

stone, containing great quantities of rounded, flat peb-

bles some of which are dark, and others red (jasper);

also fish bones, ... .10'
8. Sandy shales, mostly greenish, some reddish,

dip 37°, . 150

9. Sandstone massive, grayish white, ... .15'
10. Olive shales, greenish sandstones and concealed,

790', dip 37°, 475' ! 900'

11. Sandstone, massive, greenish 12' I

12. Shales, olive green, green sandstone and con-

cealed, 234', dip 37°, 140' |

18. Olive shales, 180', dip 37°, 108' )

14. Alleorippbs conglomerate, large flat pebbles, 0' 8"

15. Hard, sandy, fosailiferous beds containing many crinoi-

dal fragments in lowest 75' and also Productellas,

Spirifers, Pterineas, &c., 500', dip 37°, 300'

16. Concealed, 2600', dip 380-10°, .... 1660'

17. Flaggy sandstones, and yellowish olive shales all Portage

beds, but its base the lower limit of that series hori-

zontal interval, 1000', dip 39°, .
620'

18. Concealed, including the Genessee beds at top and the

Hamilton Upper shale below, 620 , dip 39°, . 385'

19. Concealed with some olive shales at top (Hamilton

upper), ...... 50'

20. Hard, sandy beds Hamilton upper sandstone, makes a

low ridge, .... 55'

21. Concealed, soft shales (^Hamilton middle), malce valley,

horizontal distance, 325, dip 39°, . .
200'

22. Hard sandstone, containing Spiri/era granulifera, Athy-

ris spiriferoides, Rhynchonella sp? Hamilton lower

sandstone, malies ridge at Rough and Ready station, . 75'

23. Concealed, Hamilton lower shale, to base of Hamilton
proper, dip 42°, . . 100'

24. Marcellus gray shales, with interstratifiert hard layers, 260'

25. Black slates, with limestones at base, dip 42°, 350'

26. Oriskany sandstone, ... 70'

27. Stormville shale (concealed), ... 200'

28. Impure limestone, a ledge at top containing chert and

stromatopora, . .
75'

29. Stromatopora bed, malses cliff', 8'

30. Gray limestone and concealed, 50'

31. Blue limestone, good, .

25'

32. Limestone, and concealed to base of Lower Helderberg

series proper, dip 40°, . . 250'

33. Pale bufflsh, magnesian beds, upper Salina,'dip 40°, . .
230'

34. Massive, bliffish limestone, impure, makes a low ridge, .
20'

35. Gray pale green and huffish tinted, magnesian limestones, 265'
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36. Butf, impure, sandy limestones and pale green shales ;

these beds make the summit of Mulberry ridge, ISC'

37. Concealed, pale green shales, impure limestones, and
Tariegated beds, . . . .... . ... 250'

38. Med sandstone, makes summit of Redstone ridge, ... 25

39. Concealed and olive shales, 150'

40. Red shales, . .
35'

41. Olive shales and concealed 225'

42. Ore sandstone, 10'

43. Fossil ore, 1'

44. Concealed and middle olive shales dipping 600-75°, visi-

ble for 300'

Sumtnary of tlie section.

(7a<5/n72 &eds (IX), Nos. 1-8 inclusive, 579'

CAemM«g'-ea<«A;iii (VIII-IX), Nos. 9-12 inclusive, 642'

Chemung and Portage, Nos. 13-16 inclusive, 2689'

Genessee, No. 17 in part, 200'

Hamilton, the rest of No. 17-22 inclusive, 665'

Marcellus, Nos. 23 24 inclusive, 600'

Oriskany sandstone (VII), No. 25, 70'

Stormville shales (VI-VII), No. 26 j- 200'

Lower Helderberg (VI), Nos. 27-31 inclusive, 408'

r Upper magnesian limestones, Nos. 32-35, . 695' \

Halina, 5 Middle shales, variegated beds, No. 36, 250' > 1070'

' Lower red beds, Nos. 37+100' of No. 38, . 125' J

f
Upper shales, 50' of No 38 and Nos. 39-40, 310' •>

Clinton, \
O™ sandstone, No. 41, ... 10-

[ ggp

I

Fossil ore. No. 42, . . 1'
j

* Middle shales and slates visible. No. 43, 300' '

Total rook thickness 7744'

The measureraents tlirough the Chemung and Portage

heds as well as the Gliemung-GatsTiill portion of this section

are not strictly accurate, since Shy Beaver creek cuts

obliquely across the strike of the measure, at angles vary-

ing from 10° to 15°, and in the reduction of tlie section to a

course at righc angles with the strike some errors would
necessarily be made, though tlie}'^ cannot be large. It is

possible that I have made a little too much allowance for

the oblique direction of Shy Beaver, and that the measure-

ment through thfe Portage^ Chemung and Chemimg-Cats-
Jcill, should be increased by 200 or 300 feet of rocks.

The conglomerate, No. 7, certainly represents the upper
conglomerate of Stevenson in Bedford and Fulton (T).

The Allegrippus conglomerate. No. 14 (lower of Steven-
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son), is only 8" thick where exposed along the Shy Beaver

road ; but its thickness is quite variable and it may be 4 or

5 feet thick at as many rods distant from the exposure. It

is a mere mass of white quartz pebbles cemented into a

matrix of grayish-brow'n sand. It lies 900' below the Lack-

awfixen conglomerate, and I regard it as identical with a

conglomerate in the eastern counties lying 50' to 100' below

the top of the Gliemung formation proper.

The Portage teds, No. 16, including 400' or 500' of the

concealed interval No. 15, are a series of yellowish, sandy

shales, interstratified with hard, grayish-brown, thin layers

of sandstone, in all not far from 1000' thick. Being much
harder than the Hamilton series beneath (west), the Por-

tage cliffs rise abruptly into a high ridge generally called

Piney ridge, which borders the eastern line of the Hamil-
ton (valley) outcrop all the way across this township, and
by which one can easily decide, even when the outcrops are

covered up, where the dividing line between the Portage

and Genessee should be placed.

TJie Genessee was not seen in this section, its rocks

being completely concealed, but in the general section I

have given it a thickness of 200'. This is possibly too large,

but if so, the extra thickness deducted would be added to

the Hamilton proper, immediately below, so that the entire

thickness of the Hamilton group would remain the same,

viz : 1465 feet.

The Hamilton upper and lower sandstones make ridges

on either side of Shy Beaver creek, the lower being the

more massive, and making the ridge at the high trestle just

south from Rough and Ready station.

In the Marcellus valley, except along the road cuttings,

the outcrops are entirely concealed by sandstone rubbish

which .has slid down over the Marcellus from the slope of

Warrior ridge.

The OrisJcany sandstone ( YII) could not be accurately

measured in the gap of Shy Beaver through Warrior ridge,

since the rock is very much decomposed at its crop, and its

contact with the underlying Stormville shales is indefinite,

though the thickness I have assigned (70') cannot be more
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than 20' in error. The ridge on each side of the Shy Beaver

gap has a height of 300' to 400' above the water.

T/ie Lower Helderherg limestone (No. F/), quite well

exposed in the gorge, was once extensively quarried as a

flux for Rough and Ready furnace, one mile east. The only

beds of the section pure enough to quarry were No. 30, and
the basal part of No. 29.

7V^e Salina (Onondaga), series {No. Vb) I make begin

with the pale green, and buffish nonfossiliferous, magne-

sian beds of No. 32. This gives to the formation its regular

upper magnesian limestone, middle variegated, and lower

red divisions, and the same thickness (1070') as (1175')

east of the Susquehanna. The bottom part of the upper-

most sub-division (No. 35) is sandy limestone. Some of

the beds are almost sandstones. These mf*ke the low irreg-

ular rolling Mulberry ridge which runs through the mid-

dle of the Onondaga valley ; while the sandy red beds near

the bottom of the formation make the sharp Redstone

ridge.

The " soft block''' fossil ore bed, V to If thick, and rich,

was once mined by stripping, or sinking short slopes along

the outcrop, on the land of Mr. Smith, 1000 feet west of

the turnpike, for Rough and Ready furnace.

About one mile north-east from Cove station, a branch of

the west fork of Shy Beaver creek cuts through the Ham,-

ilton lower sandstone ridge across the railroad, showing the

following section : (See Sheet 2, Fig. 4.)

West fork of Shy Beaver section.

1. Portage flags.

2. Genessee and Hamilton upper shales, 470

3. Sandstone, Hamilton upper, makes low ridge, dip 40°, . 35

4. Concealed, soft shales (Hamilton middle), 225'

5. Hamilton lower sandstone, .
50'

6. Sandy shales, and shaly sandstones, .25'
7. Grayish white shales interstratifiied with thin sandstones, 150'

8. Concealed 200'

9. Black slate, • 200'

10. Concealed, limestones and shales 125'

11. Oriskany sandstone.
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Summary of section.

Genessee, about .... 200' 1

Hamilton proper to base of No. 6, 605' \ 1480'

Geneesee, Nos. 7-11, 675' j •

This gives for the three sections of the whole Hamilton

group in Hopewell township a thickness of 1465', 1550'

and 1480', the average of which, 1500', cannot be far wrong.

2. Lincoln.

This township lies next north of Hopewell, between Tus-

sey and Terrace mountains. The Raystown branch flows

along its eastern side at the base of Terrace mountain, re-

ceiving the drainage of the township through Coffee run

and its branches. One of its curves, just below the mouth
of Coffee run, cutting into the base of Terrace mountain,

nearly to the top of the Catskillformation {No. IX), gives,

together with Coffee run, the following section : (See Sheet

No. 2, Figs. 3 and 6.)

Coffee run section.

1. Pocono sandstone No. X.
2. Concealed, (No. X, and top of No. IX,) 600'

3. Bed beds, mostly shales, some sandstone, dip 30°, . . . 1270'

4. Sandstone, massive, greenish-gray 10'

5. Concealed, . 15'

6. Sandstone, massive, reddish, 10'

7. Bed shale and sandstones, 115'

8. Sandstone, massive, greenish-gray, 25'

9. Shaly sandstone, . 20'

10. Sandstone, massive, greenish, 10'

11. Red shale and red, shaly sandstone, . . .^ 17'

12. Sandstone, massive, graj'ish-green, 20'

13. Red shale, . . 15'

14. Reddish-gray sandstone and red shales, 20'

15. Concealed, . . . 10'

16. Reddish-gray, massive sandstone, 20'

17. Red sandstone and shales, 40'

18. Olive, sandy shales, and sandstones/o««i7»/eroM«, contain-

ing crinoidalfragments, Spirifers of the disjuuQta type,

and other fragmentary forms, 115'

19. Spirifer bed (& disjuncta,) .
1'

20. Concealed, olive and greenish shales, v\rith red beds at

base, dip 35°, . 300'

21. Sandstones, greenish shales, and concealed 220'
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22. Green sandstones, olive shales and red beds, 525'

23. Conglomerate, Lackawaxen, {Upper,) a very hard, dark
gray rock, some portions of which are filled with flat

quartz pebbles, ... 10'

24. Sandstone, rather massive, not pebbly, I51

25. Concealed, and red shales to base of Oatskill, 85'

26. Olive beds, green sandstones, and red shales to lowest

red beds seen, . . 475'

27. Concealed, olive shale, and thin fossiliferous shales, con-

taining the Allegrippus {Lower) conglomerate at about
400' below the top, and extending for 3S30' with dip of
350 toforksof roadnear J. Cobitt's, 1900'

28. Olive and yellowish shales, and flaggy sandstones to base
ofPorta^iefteds, 2000', dip37°, 1200'

29. Concealed and black slates (Ge«e«ee,) 110'

30. Concealed and olive shales (ffamtiton itpper,) . 165'

31. Hard, sandy beds,/o«si?i/'eroMS, making low ridge,dip 390, 30'

32. Darkish, soft shales (HctwiiHoji wpper,) . . . 160'

33. Sandstone, Hamilton Upper, makes ridge, contains Spir-

ifera mueronata, S. granuHfera, and crinoidal frag-
ments, ... . .... 28'

34. Concealed in valley {Hamilton middle shales,) 200'

35. Sandstone, massive, Hamilton lower, . .
50'

36. Sandy shales, {Hamilton lower) to base of Ham,ilton at

Colfee run station, . 100'

37. Marcellus grayish and dirty white shales and concealed, 250'

38. Black slate, dip 40°, 300'

39. Impure limestone and limy shales, 35'

40. Concealed, 40'

41. Oriskany sandstone, 60'

42. Stormville shales, 200'

43. Lower Helderberg limestone,impuTe beds and oonoealed, 50'

44. BulHsh-gray, {Bastard L. S.) fossiliferous limestone, 20'

45. Gray, crystalline limestone, good, 8'

46. Blue limestone, pure, 20'

47. Bluish-gray, impure beds, 30'

48. Concealed to base of Ijower Helderberg beds about , 250'

49. Salina beds, bufflsh, impure, niagnesian limestones, palo

green shales with red beds at base, making Redstone

ridge, 1000' north-west from Huntingdon and Bedford

pike 1150'

50. Clinton upper shales, &o 350'

51. Fossil ore, 6"-IS", I5

52. Middle shales with Tron sandstone, and " Block " ore at

base, 600'

53. Clinton lower shales, \
400'

Summary of the section.

Catskill beds, (IX,) . .3488'

Chemung-Catskill VIII-IX, No. 26, and 250' of No. 27, . . . 725'

Chemung and Portage, (1650') of No. 27, and No. 28, . . . . 2850
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I Genesee, 200' >

Hamilton, S Hamilton, 643' i 1468'
Nos. 29-40.

\ Marcellus 625' ^

Oriakany {No. VII,) 60'

Stormville shales, 200'

Lower Helderberg limestone (No. VI,) {JsoB. i3-iS,) . . .
378'

Onondaga Salina (No. Vb,) (No. 49,) 1150'

f Upper shales, 350' "I

™. ' Fossil ore (6" to 1' 6"), . . 1' ,„„
Clinton (No. V a,) I ,..,,, , , . ,,„, , „„«nny t 1351'

^ "
1 Middle shales and "Block ore," 600'

j

I Lower shales and slate, .... 400'
J

Total thiclsness of the section, 11,670'

Some of the measurements AA'ere taken by scale from the

county map in places where the creek flows along the strike

or not at right angles to the same. The total horizontal

length of the section measured on the township map at right

angles to the strike is 18,500'. The dips are 40° through

the lower iialf, and only about 35° in the upper portion.

Assuming an average dip of 37° the thickness of the entire

series ought to be 11,100'.

No. 2 interval is simply an estimate from the outer mar-

gin of the great curve in the river below Coffee run bridge

up to where the Pocono conglomerate crops out in a cliff

from the mountain nearly vertically above the river.

This is the only locality within that jjortion of Hunting-

don count}- surveyed by me where the CatsMll {No. IX)
beds could nearly all be observed in detail, and hence more
than ordinary interest attaches to that part of the section.

The main mass of the red beds begins at No. 20, and some
geologists would doubtless place the base of the Catskill

heds there, cutting off 855' from the latter and leaving only

(338S'-855' ~) 2533' for the thickness of the Gatslcill beds,

thus increasing the CJiemung and Portage by 855'-|-725'

(VIII-IX), giving these rocks a thickness of (2850'+S55'+

725') 4430' ; results not far from those given by Rogers,

Stevenson, Ashburner, and all those who have previously

studied the rocks of this region. (See this discussed on

pages 90, 91, above.)

No. 23, the Laclcawaxeii conglomerate, makes a bold cliff

along Coffee run, rising in long ledges far up toward the

hill tops. It contains many flat quartz pebbles and an
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occasional red one (jasper), some fragments of shale, and
some pieces of JisJi bones.

No. 27, the Allegrippus conglomerate was not seen in

place, but many pieces of its very pebbly layers lie scat-

tered over the surface at about 400 feet below the top of

ISTo. 27. This ]outs it 1000' beneath the Lackawaxen con-

glomerate.

Tlie Chemung and Portage rocks are made nearly 200'

thicker here than in Hopewell township ; but it is possible

that they have been slightly overestimated.

The Hamilton group foots up 1468', which is very close

to the average thickness in Hopewell township.

Three Hamilton sandstones appear here on Coffee run
instead of the usual number, two ; and each' one makes a

sejjarate ridge along the strike (N. 25° E.). The lower sand-

stone being thicker and more massive than either of the

other two, makes much the highest ridge, running along

nearly parallel with the railroad and just east of it at Coffee

Run station.

TJte Hamilton lower sJiales, beneath this sandstone, have

been largely.quarried at Coffee Run station for the deep fill

across the valley of the stream. In these shales, just south

of the station, were seen ^pirifera granulifera, Tropi-

doleptus carinatus, Hhynchonella sappJio, Lingula densa,

and several other characteristic Hamilton forms.

The Marcellus shale begins near the railroad and makes
a valley across to the foot of Warrior ridge. It is seen

fairly well exposed along the lane which leads north-west-

ward fi'om the railroad to the pike, just west of Coffee Run
station, and liere the section was measured.

No. 39. This limestone makes a low elevation in ground
just before we reach Warrior ridge. It is impure, of a

bluish-green color, and slightly fossiliferous, species of

Ambocoilia being most numerous.

TJie Oriskany sandstone is not exposed in cliffs on Coffee

run, but large blocks of it are scattered over the eastern

slope of Warrior ridge.

T7ie lower Helderierg limestone crops out on the western

slope of the ridge, and has been quarried and burned to a
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considerable extent north of Coffee run station by Mr. Jno.

Donaldson, principally for local supply on the surrounding

farms. Only 28' to 30' of the beds can be used in burning

(Nos. 45 and 46), the others being shaly and magnesian.

No. 44. Tlie Bastard limestone of Columbia and Montour

counties seems to be represented hereby a buff colored rock,

containing Atrypa reticularis, Strophomena rJiomhoidalis,

Rhynclionella formosa and many small branching corals,

Ijrincipally Chaetetes, Cladopora and other forms.

The hard, impure limestones near the center of the Onon-

daga (Salina) formation (No. V b) make the well-defined

Mulberry ridge across this township. Its middle portion

runs near the pike north from Coffee Run station. The
hard, sandy, red beds near its base make the Redstone

ridge about 1000' north of the pike.

At a distance of 1575' from the pike runs another ridge,

apparently made by the Clinton ore sandstone, although

the ore itself has not been opened in this vicinity.

West from this ridge the surface rises gently, everywhere

so littered up with debris that no rocks are seen in place

until at 3500' from the Bedford pike (at 1375' A. T.), the top

beds of the white Medina {No. IV) appear, and a steep

rocky slope ascends to the summit of Tussey mountain.

The Pinclier (or Fouse) tunnel, near the northern line of

the township, was driven into the mountain after the block

ore. Mr. Edward McHugh, the superintendent, took notes

of the rocks cut in the tunnel and has kindly furnished me
with the following account of them : (See Plate XXVII,
p. 138.)

Pincher (Fouse) tunnel section.

1. Loose d^ftris, timbered, (180'; dip350), 103'

2. Yellow, blue, and greenish shales interstratitted with oc-

casional "spars" or hard sandy layers (525'), . . . 300'

3. Gray sandstone (7'), . ,
4'

4. "Bogus iron ore" {iron sandstone), 5'

5. Slate and "spars," and hard gray sandstone, . . 6'

6. Iron ore, very hard and lean, analyzing only 22 per cent

of metallic iron (9' 2"), .
5'

7. Slate and clay mixed with "spars," . . . ... 7'

8. Gray sandstone with seams of slate (14' ; dip 3oO), . . 8'
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9. Hard lead-colored slate (16i'), 9'

10. Clay and slate (1'),
'.

i'

11. Gray, hard sandstone (40' 6"), 23'

Total cross thickness of the beds out 470'

The Lincolnfossil ore bed crops out about 400' feet below
(east from) the entrance to the tunnel, and was once mined
there in two or three drifts, though the ore was only 10" to

12" thick.

The block ore bed in the tunnel is nothing but very ferru-

ginous sandstone. This is the onlj^ place which I have seen

where the Clinton middle shales could be rather accurately

measured, and the result (600') maybe accepted with much
confidence ; since the fossil ore crops out directly east of

the tunnel, and the interval was carefully paced. Accord-

ing to Mr. McHugh, the block ore crops out 1200' up the

mountain side from the mouth of the tunnel, 384' vertically

above it.

Thefossil ore has been exploited at several localities in

this township.

At Mr. Keith's opening, near the Hopewell township

line, it was 8" to 10" thick.

On Mr. Anthony Shultz's land, where it was once mined
both by strixjping and by tunneling, and hauled to Paradise

furnace in Todd township, it is reported 10" to 12" thick,

occasionally thickening to 15". The fragments of ore seen

about the entrance to the old drift seem quite rich in iron.

The " Kittle Houp land" is the only promising ore tract

in this township. Like all the other ore tracts in the town-

ship it is owned by R. H. Povrell & Company. Some test

holes and drifts sunk on the Houp land show 12" to 14" of

excellent ore ; and as there is a lift of nearly 200', and a

rnn of ore 1200' to 1500' long, it may prove to be valuable

property, the only fear being that the ore will get Jiard or

limy when prospected further below the surface, which is

the tendency of all thefossil ore yet dug in this township.

The company have recently driven a trial tuniiel on the

land of Mr. Henry Shultz, one mile from the Penn township

line, 120' long to t\vefossil ore, and headings 200' north and
50' south ; but the bed proved thin, lean, and faulty.
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This tunnel was driven in ISO' beyond thefossil ore with

the mistaken expectation tliat the dip would change and
the ore come down to be cut a second time. The 180' was
driven through bottom shales, which only exhibited a slight

roll, not enough to bring the ore down to the level of the
tunnel.

The Marcellus beds are frequently seen in the cuts of the

railroad entirely across the township.

The Pocono rocks are finely exposed along the gap of

Totman's creek through Terrace mountain, consisting prin-

cipally of massive gray sandstones and conglomerates.

3. Perm.

This township is a large area lying next north from Lin-

coln, extending from the summit of Tussey mountain to

that of Terrace mountain here (owing to the dip) getting

farther and farther apart, viz : 1400 rods at the Lincoln

line, and 2400 at the Walker-Juniata line.

The Raystown branch still kefeps its course north-east-

ward along the base of Terrace mountain, through this

township, confining its extraordinary bends to the CatsMll

belt. James creek cuts across the formations near the

southern line and Trough creek completes the section by a

deep gap through Terrace mountain. (Sheet No. 2, Fig. 7.)

Trough creek and James creek section.

\. Massive sandstones and conglomerates holding some thin

streaks of coal near the top, in Terrace mountain, 600'

2. iS/ioup's run shales; dark ; very fossiliferous in lov^est

25', iSpiri/era, Jthynchonella, and JProductus forms be-

ing very numerous, ... . 100'

3. Massive sandstones and transition beds down to top of

No. IX, 600'

4. CatsMll rocks, mostly red beds, maljea gentle topography

and are therefore largely made up of shales, except in

upper portion where some sandstones are found, . . .
2000'

6. Concealed to north end of Trexler's bridge, 1200'

6. Green sandstones, red, and olive shales (dip 30° to 35°), 627'

7. Conglomerate, Lackawaxen (upper), coarse, and very

pebbly in upper half, more flaggy sandstone below

(dip 35"),
15'
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8. Concealed to base of Catskill, ... 100'

9. Olive shales, and red 6edj alternating (VIII-IX), . . . . 655'

10. Concealed (C/iemwni^ and Postage rocks), 5000' (dip 85°), 2850'

11. Dark, slaty beds (Genessee) and concealed tlamilton

upper shales), . 350'

12. Sandy, aud limy, hard beds (Hamilton upper sandstone),

fossUiferous, containing Atpiri/'era ziczac, Atrypa ret-

icularis, Facoids, and many eriuoidal fragments, . . 38'

13. Soft, dark olive shales (Hamilton middle) , . . . 275'

14. Hamilton lower sandstone, quite massive, makes steep

ridge, . . . . 75'

15. Concealed (^Hamilton lower shales), 75'

16. Marcellus beds to H. & B. T. R. R. at Marklesburg station, 450'

17. Marcellus slates, limestones near base, 250'

18. Oriskanj/ sandstone, 50'

19. Stormville shales, 225'

20. Lower Helderberg limestone, 350'

21. Salina beds, 1050'

22. Clinton upper shale 350-

23. Fossil ore, 1' to 2'

24. Middle slates, with iron sandstone, and block ore at base, 600"

25. Lower slates, . 40*

26. Medina sandstone in Tussey mountain.

Summary

.

X. Pocono and transition beds (Nos. 1 to 3), 1300'

IX. Catskill beds (Nos. 4 to 8), 3942'

' Chemung-Catskill beds (No. 9) ^ . . . . 655'

and Portage (No. 10), 2850'

, <.».. J
VII. Oritkany sandstone, 50'

Stormville shales, 225'

VI. Lower Helderberg limestone, 350'

( Onondaga (Salina) beds, 1050'

I

f
Upper shales, 850' n

^M /-»• / 1 Fossil ore, l'-2' I ,„-„,
(.linton,

1 Middle shales and "Block "ore, . 600'
j

' Lower shales 400' '

Total of strata X to V, 13,267'

1. The uppermost beds of the Pocono in this section were

obtained just across the line, in Todd township, in immense

cliffs along the gorge of Trough creek.

2. These shales are finely exposed along a cutting in the'

road which descends Trough creek, a few rods south from

the Penn-Todd line.; usually dark gray; at times nearly

black; the bottom part so filled with the remains of

12 T.

VIII.
^

r Genessee, 200'

Hamilton, \ Hamilton, 613' 5- 1513'
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BracMopods and other marine organisms that some layers

become impure limestones.

3. The basal portion of the Pocono beds In this section

could not be clearly separated from the CatsMll beds under

them, on account of dibris from the cliffs. Perhaps 100'

or 200' should be taken from the CatsMll (IX) and included

in the transition beds (X-IX) above it.

4. This wide soft red shale belt along the Raystown
branch is conspicuous in all the ploughed fields along the

river.

7. The Lackawaxen conglomerate rises from the bed of

James creek about 300' above its mouth, and getting up the

steep hill-side at an angle of 35° makes a high ridge over-

looking the river. The rock has the follovping structure

from top downward : massive conglomerate and fish bone

rock 3'
; shaly sandstone 6'

; massive sandstone 7' ; total

15'. The uppermost portion is a perfect mass of quartz,

pebbles, pieces of slate, and some fish bones. No jasper

pebbles were observed here.

The Allegrippus conglomerate (which I put 100' to 200'

beneath the top of the Chemung) should come in the con-

cealed interval from No. 9, down for several hundred feet.

The Marcellus rocTcs make a valley at Marklesburg, which

the railroad follows across the township.

The OrisTiany sandstone ridge (Warrior's ridge) is gapped
by James creek above Marklesburg station and slowly re-

covers its height north and south from the creek.

The Lower Helderberg limestone is seen cropping out all

along up James creek to where the road crosses that stream,

at the southern line of Marklesburg borough. Here the

Salina beds begin and extend west for 250 rods. This un-

usual breadth of outcrop belt is due to the fact that three

or four low anticlinal axes make these rocks roll at the foot

of Tussey mountain.

The Clinton ore, hoVa.fossil and block, were once mined

quite extensively in the vicinity of Marklesburg. The

Cambria Iron Co., of Johnstown, formerly got ore here.

Mr. Gundry (the mine-boss for the Cambria Co. while they

were engaged in shipping iron ore from Marklesburg,) in-
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formed me that one of the tunnels (the one below the

Williamsburg pike) is 673' long ; that the dip is 45° to 50°;

that the ilocTc ore bed at the end of the tunnel was 3' to 4'

thick, and that it yielded to an analysis by T. T. Morell

:

Iron, 44.25; Silica, 27.91; Alumina, 2.66; Lime, 0.22;

Magnesia, 0.26 ; Phosphorus, 0.68.*

The upper tunnel above the road, on the Moc^ ore, at

Marklesburg, passed in through the measures for 139', and
found the ore very much the same as in the lower tunnel.

The fossil ore bed has been extensively mined in the vi-

cinity of Marklesburg, on the lands of Messrs. Hetric,

Garner, Bowers, and others. On the Isaac Bowers land,

one mile and a half east from Marklesburg, many thousand

tons of ore have been mined by Grove Bros., of Danville,

Pa., and shipped to their furnaces there. The bed rises

and falls in four low waves, emerging at last to the surface

far up on the mountain, and these rolls add much to the

extent of the mining area, making it 250' to 300' wide on
the Bowers tract, reckoning from the outcrop to the great-

est practicable depth below the surface. The ore on this

tract varies from 1' to 2' in thickness, and is a quite rich

soft block, comparatively free from lime. A considerable

quantity of ore still remains on the Bowers tract, owned by
Grove Bros.

Just south from the Bowers tract and adjoining it, Mr.

Andrew B. Franks owns the fossil ore for 156 rods. A
trial tunnel 55 yards long found the bed 10" to 13" inches

thick, overlaid by 9' of hard ore sandstone ; but with a

dip of 60°, so that there is only a breast of 30' to the sur-

face ; and the bed does not come down again, as it does in

the rolls on the Bowers tract. Elevation of tunnel mouth
1175' A. T. Mr. M'cCreath's analysis of two pieces showed

iron, 55.550
;
phosphorus, 0.580 ; siliceous matter, 7.910.

By beginning a tunnel in front of "Redstone ridge"

[*Twenty years ago I examined an open cut on this ore when first opened,

and iiieasured it across. As I recollect It, the whole bed was thirty-four feet

thick (34',) the upper and lower parts being a deep red, highly ferriferous

sandstone, and in the middle was a stratum of solid ore between 5' and 6

thick. It was then known by the workings to the east of it that this was an

e:Lceptional thickness.—J. P. L.]
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near the soutliem end of the Franks property a very large

strip of the fossil ore wonld be accessible, 400' to SOO' wide

and 166 rods long ; but how much of it would prove valu-

able ore cannot be known. On the neighboring farms to

the south, where the bed has been struck in long tunnels

under deep cover, the bed is thin and the ore hard. A
tunnel here would be 300 yards long.

Fossil ore.—At 15 rods south from Mr. Franks' tunnel,

Grove Bros, attempted to drift into the mountain to the

fossil ore a few yards north from where its outcrop is seen

on the Franks tract, but the hump on the mountain which

was supposed to be the '^ore ridge'" proved to be only a

heap of Medina sandstone rubbish from the steep slope

above, and the drift was abandoned at 50 yards.

At 125 rods soxath-west from Mr. Franks' tunnel, and

250 feet north of Franks' line, Grove Bros, have taken a

considerable quantity of fossil ore from the Ocker tract,

reaching it by a tunnel 65 j-ards long at an elevation of

1275' A. T. The main ore_ bed was 15" to 20" thick ; back

of it laj soft fossil ore 6" to 8" thick ; both were taken

out together. Nothing has been done at these workings

for several months, but a considerable quantity of ore yet

remains to be mined on this tract.

Just south-east frpm Mr. Franks' ore tract runs Redstone

ridge, 825' from the outcrop of tlie fossil ore. As the dip

is 60° in his tunnel, the interval (825') would indicate the

existence of a small roll ; but if there be one, it is not large

enough to bring thefossil ore near enough to the surface to

work.

This was demonstrated by a tunnel on the Bowers tract,

which began 400 feet in front (south-east) of thefossil ore.

The operator expected to strike a roll and get the ore at 40

to 50 yards ; but the roll proved to be so gentle that the

ore lay 150' below its crest, and the tunnel was abandoned.

On the south-east side of the Redstone ridge (which runs
825' from thefossil ore outcrop) four small rolls repeat the

ridges seven times before we come to the last one, at the

turnpike near J. Mattern's. Thus, eight distinct Bedstone
ridges exist within a breadth of one half mile, represent-
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ing eight outcrops made by four anticlinals. But these

rolls flatten out very fast to the south, for just beyond Mr.

Mattern's the limy shales of the Middle Salina arch over

them, and make a broad, flat plain, extending back to the

foot of the mountain, where the only remaining Red ridge

outcrop runs ; and this state of things continues to the

southern township line.

The following section was measured along the road which

leads north-westward past Mr. Andrew Franks' , from the

railroad to the turnpike :

Section at Andrew Franks''

.

(1.) Marcellus beds, concealed, about 500'.

(2. ) Oriskany sandstone, 50'

(.3.) StormvUle shales and Lower Helderberg limestone, dip

28°, S. 60O E.; horizontal dist., 1,170', . 540

(4.) Upper Salina beds, buff, and pale greenish magnesian

limestones, dip 28° ; distance 1,220', . . 570'

(5.) Middle Salina shales to Bedford pike, hor. dist. 400';

dip 28°, 185'

The StormvUle shales make up about 200 feet of interval

No. 3, leaving say 340' for the thickness of the Lower
Helderberg limestone proper. Brown hematite iron ore

occurs scattered over the ground near the base «f No. 4, or

in the vicinitj'- of "Mulberry ridge," and it is possible that

a considerable body of it could be found, for nuggets of

100 pounds' weight lie on the surface. Mr. Pranks dug a

small hole, and found several pieces of ore, a sample of

which gave the following results on analysis by McCreath

;

Iron, 44.550; Phosphorus, 0.65; Siliceous matter, 18.780.

Another sample gave: iron, 58.175; phosphorus, 0.216
;

siliceous matter, 7.910.

This is the same ore that has been mined so long near

Everett in Bedford county on the H. & B. T. R. E.

Brumbaugh's crossing on the H. & B. T. R. B,. is one

mile and three quarters north-east from Marklesburg sta-

tion and in passing from this northward, the following sec-

tion was made

;
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Section at Brumbaugh'' s crossliKj.

(1.) Marcellus hlaek slate tiQva.'R. "S.., 75'

(2.) iiwieitowes and shales, dip 250-30°, .75'

(3.) Oriskany sandstone, 50'

(4.) Stormville shales, iW hoT. Aip mo, 200'

(5.) Lower Helderierg limestones, and Upper Salina beds,

1500' to the turnpike, dip 30°, 750'

The exposures at the base of the Lower Helderberff

limestones in this section are poor, so that the exact divid-

ing point between it and tlae Upper Salina magnesian
beds could not be made out, but the separating point should

be placed about 350' below the top of the limestone beds,

which cannot be more than 30'-40' in error.

The limestones at the base of the Marcellus here make
a low ridge along the foot of Warrior Ridge, so that their

outcrop may be easily followed. They have a dull greenish-

gray cast, and are quite impure.

A bed of black shales, 8' to 4' thick, is seen in the cuts

of the turnpike, going north from the forks of the road

at Isaac Bowers', where the preceding section terminates.

It belongs in the Middle Salina shales, and not far from

their top.

Brown hematite ore occurs about one half mile east

from the cross-roads at the Isaac Bowers house, and mid-

way in the 400' of 'magnesian limestones at the base of No.

5 of the section, on the land of Mr. Benj. Grove. The ore

has never been explored, but several tons of lump ore

have been gathered from the surface in a basin-like depres-

sion near the middle of a iield. There is doubtless a consid-

erable quantity of ore of a rather good quality, if one may
judge from the lumps on the surface. A specimen analyzed

by Mr. R. P. Patterson, chemist for the Alburtis Iron

Company, gave 69 per cent, of metallic iron, but this speci-

men may have been richer than the average.

The Benj. Grove tract extends back to the mountain,

along the base of which a large amount of fossil ore has

been mined by Grove Bros, of Danville, and a consider-

able quantity remains to be taken out. Mr. McCreath's

analysis showed : iron, .50.925; sulphur, 0.016
;
phosphorus,

0.515; lime, 1.430, and siliceous matter, 13.690.
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T7ie Ouisinger tract adjoins the Benj. Grove property

on the north and also contains some fossil ore, althougli a

considerable portion of the ore is too deeply buried by a

downward roll to be of workable value, even if accessible.

The basin is so deep that it has i^reserved the red beds

which here make a second Bed ridge nearly half a mile

north-west from the first, so that only the final dip of the

ore is accessible on the north-west from the basin where it

comes to day again.

One of the best ore properties along Tussey mountain in

Huntingdon county adjoines the Guisinger tract on the

east. It is generally known as the Trexler land, but is now
owned by the Patterson heirs. The east branch of James
creek heads in the mountain slope north of the Patterson

tract. Its three or four head-runs crossing the Patterson

property have worn away the soft rocks overlying tlie ore

sandstone, leaving it the surface rock over a large portion

of the land. The united stream trenches the property, ren-

dering access to the ore very easy. The creek then cuts

squarely across the measures eastward, gapping sixccessively

Redstone, Mulberry, and Warrior ridges to the railroad in

the Marcellus shale valley where it turns southward along

the strike. Connecting these exposures, with another sec-

tion that I measured along the road e^st from Gi'afton to

Terrace mountain, I got the following section across the

township: (See Sheet 2, Fig. 8.

)

The Patterson section.

1. Pocono and Pocono-Oalskill beds of Terrace mountain.

2. Oatskill beds, mostly red, .... .... 2500

3. Coarse conglomerate, containing fossil crinoids, iSpirv-

fers, and other fragmentary fossils, .
20'

4. Hed shales, green sandstones, and red beds at base,

dip 150-20°, .
500'

5. Bed sandstone at forks of road near Abram Grubb's

filled with Rhynehonellas and Spirifers, 10'

6. Sandstones, and shales, very little red, 500

7. Conglomerate Lackawaxen {upper), contains large

pebbles of quartz, Orthoceras sp. ? and a, form re-

sembling Spirifera disjuncta in large numbers, . . 20'

8. Concealed, sandstones (green) and red beds, 420'

9. Concealed, sandstone and shales, 275'

10. Med shale {lowest red bed), 15'
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11. Concealed, and olive or yellowish shales, 150'

12. Conglomerate, Allegrlppus {lower), makes Allegrippns
ridge tbrongh this township, . .

5'-7'

13. Olive and yellowish shales and concealed to fork of road

near D. Norris', 120'

14. Concealed, . . 400'

15. Sandy beds, weathering reddish gray in road, 5'

16. Chemung shales, and hard thin sandstones slightly fos-

sili/erous, 1100'

17. Portage yellowish shales, and grayish flags, dip 25O-30O, 800'

18. Genessee shale, a series of thin blackish, shaly beds,

containing large numbers of Avicula speciosa and
Goniatites complanatus at top, 120'

19. Yellow and olive shales, ... . . .... 75'

20. Olive fossiliferous beds, containing crinoids and other

fossils, . . ... .... 55'

21. Limestone, impure, (Tulip horizon of G^), contains

crinoids and Atrypa reticularis, ... ... 5'

22. Dark olive shales, slightly fossiliferous, Hamilton upper
shales . . . . 175'

23. Hard, sandy,and limy beds (Hamilton upper sandstone),
containing iSJ'iVi/'era ziczac, Pucoids, Atrypa reticu-

laris and many crinoidal fragments, 35'

24. Soft shales (Hamilton middle), . 225'

25. Hamilton lower sandstone, massive, makes ridge, . . 50'

26. Concealed to base of Hamilton beds 100'

27. Marcellus gray and blade slates, 650'

28. Limestone and shales, 75'

29. Oriskany sandstone (VII), 50'

30. Stormville shales (VII-VI), 225'

31. Lower Helderberg limestone, 375'

32. Greenish and buff, magnesian limestones, (Upper Sa-

lina), . . ... . . . . 375'

33. Greenish shales and hard, impure limestones, passing

into variegated shales below, 550'

34. Hard, red, sandy beds, (Redstone ridge,) , . .
25'

35. Sed shales and variegated beds to base of Lower Salina, 175'

36. Clinton Upper shales, including (Niagara?) limestones

(8' to 10' thick) 75' above thefossil ore, 340'

37. Ore Sandstone, 10'

38. Ifossil ore, l'-3'

39. Clinton Middle shales, including " block " ore at base, 600'

SuTTimary.

IX. Catskill beds, Nos. 2-7, and 100' of No. 8, 3650'

Catskill-Chemung, the rest of No. 8-10, 610'

Chemung proper, Nos. 11-16, .... 1780' )

Portage beds. No. 17, 800' S

Genesee, Nos. 18-20, 250'
1

2580

("Genesee, Nos. 18-20, 250
^^^^^'\

Hamilton. Tully limestone, 5

I ]
Hamilton, Nos. 21-26, . . • 585'

I. [ Marcellus, Nos. 27 and 28 725'

)
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VII. Oriskany sandstone, 60

Stormville shales, 225'

VI. Lower Helderberg Limestone, 875'

r Upper, 375' s

Salinaheds. 5 Middle - 550' V 1125'

(. Lower, 200' ;

f Upper shales, 340' 1

I
Clinton. \

Sandstone ores 10'
[ ggg'

I Fossil ore, 2

( I Middle shales 600' j

Total thickness of IX to V 11,107'

The length of this section from the base of Terrace

mountain to the Medina outcrop in Tussey is, by the map,

2,000 rods, or 6i miles, the dip being 1.^° to 20° in the

upper portion, increasing to 25° and 30° near the middle,

and dying away to 20° again . in the lower portion of the

Salina, which, together with the Clinton rocks, is pressed

into a series of low folds along the base of Tussey mount-

ain, spreading the fossil ore over a much wider area than

one continuous dip would give, and at the same time

rendering it available for mining, at a minimum cost for

tunneling, as compared with other localities along the base

of Tussey mountain in Huntingdon and Bedford counties.

2. The upper portion of the Gatsldll was not measured

in detail, but was calculated from the breadth of its out-

crop, (500 rods,) the prevalent dip being S. 55° E. 15° to

20°.

3. The occurrence of Crinoids and Spirifers in these beds

would be considered evidence of their Chemung age ; but

the occurrence of a considerable body of red beds at the

base of No. 4, and some thin ones even as far down as No.

10, (1700' below the point at which fossil Spirifers and

Crinoids were seen,) would place a portion at least of

these beds in the Catskill formation.

7. Tlie Lackawaxen conglomerate is a very massive rock,

and makes a great cliff along the hill. It is full of large

quartz pebbles, some of which are 2" to 3" long, and 1" or

more in width and thickness. No jasper pebbles were here

noticed ; but fossil SpArifers are numerous, and one speci-

men of a small Ortlioceras was seen.

The interval between the LacJcawaxen and Allegrippus

conglomerates is 860' feet in this section.
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The Allegrippus conglomerate fragments are very plenti-

ful along the crest of Allegrippus ridge, and in some places

so cover up the surface that one could readily believe the

stratum from which they come to have a thickness of 25'

to 30'; but it is seldom more than 5'. The fragments are

small (6" to 1' in diameter) and filled with mostly rounded,

snow-white pebbles, in a matrix of coarse gray sand.

15. These rocks make a reddish streak across the road

;

and at first glance it looked as if a red bed lower than No.

10 had here come into the series ; but on closer examina-

tion the red color was seen to be produced by the oxida-

tion of included iron ; freshh- fractured surfaces are not

red, but bluish gray. Therefore No. 10 remains the lowest

red bed in the series, 2580' above the top of the Genessee,

about the same distance as everywhere in Pike, Monroe,

Luzerne, Columbia, Montour, and Northumberland coun-

ties.

16, 17. The Portage shales and flags are separated from

the Chemung in this section merely by lithological charac-

ters ; where the hard sandstones of the Chemung proper

(No. 16) stop, and give place to underlying yellowish shales,

and olive-gray flags (No. 17) ; but there is no sharp line of

division between the two formations.

18. The Oenessee has been made to include in this section

the yellow and olive shales which underlie the black beds

and overlie the impure limestotie (No. 21); although they

look so much like Hamilton shales that nothing but the

intervention of the Tully limestone (No. 21) would suggest

their being included in the Genessee formation.

22. GramTnysia elliptica, well preserved, was found near

the middle of No. 22 ; also Spirifera medialis, Orthonota

Tnedulata, AmbocceUa umbonata, and many other forms.

23. These hard limy layers make a low ridge along the

north-west face of the hill slope which leads up to the

Portage outcrop in Piney ridge. A large Spirophyton is

especially numerous in these beds ; and great numbers of

Spirifera ziczac are also seen.

24. The Hamilton middle sJiales are thicker than usual

at this point, and they make a slight depression in the sur-
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face ; the Hamilton lower sandstone (No. 25) under them
outcrops as a bold ridge.

27. The Marcellus teds are largely concealed in the

valley which they make between the foot slope of the

Hamilton lower sandstone ridge and the south-eastern

base of Warrior ridge, save occasional outcrops of blacJc

slate along the road cuttings and the low terrace made by
the Selinsgrove lower limestone series, just at the base of

the Warrior ridge slope.

The rest of this section from the Oriskany sandstone

down to the Clintonfossil ore was measured along the east

branch of James creek which crosses the railroad near A.

S. Grove's, 1^ miles south of G-rafton.

31. The Lower Helderherg limestone occupies the western

slope of Warrior ridge and (when the Oriskany sandstone

is absent) it extends to the crest of the ridge, and in some
places over it on to its eastern slope. The limestone beds

have not been quarried along the east branch of James
creek ; but they crop out along its bluffs.

32. The bottom beds of the upper Salina m«,ke a low

cliff or steep bluff along the Salina valley so that the divi-

sion between them and the Tniddle Salina variegated shales

is well marked. The upper beds of the middle Salina con-

tains some sandy limestones which make Mulberry ridge ;

this begins to slope up just west of the turnpike and gets

to be 160 or 200 feet high above the general level of the

valley to the east of it.

34. The hard red beds of Redstone ridge are seen just

opposite the residence of Mr. J. Hood, and crop out just

above it ; while the softer underlying red shales (No. 35)

make the northern slope of the ridge and are in great meas-

ure concealed. If the Niagara formation extends into

Pennsylvania, it can only be represented by some bluish-

gray thin, flaggy limestone layers, which crop out further

up the stream, and overlie the fossil ore by 75' or 100'.

The limestone is not pure although it is said to slack fairly

well and to answer for agricultural purposes.

37. Tlie Clinton ore sandstone comes to the surface in a

low anticlinal at 25 rods west from where the James creek
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road crosses the Brack road, south of the Trexler (Patter-

son) farm house. A shaft was here sunk through the sec-

ond sandstone to the fossil ore by Mr. Patterson on the

crest of the anticlinal. TJie ore was found at a depth of

11 feet, but it was quite hard and limy. The dip westward

then carries the fossil ore so deep under ground that the

lower Salina red beds are preserved in the next basin, south

of James creek, just across the line from the Patterson prop-

erty. Then the rocks begin to rise toward the mountain

again, to the cirest of another anticlinal 150 rods from the

first one. This brings the fossil ore so close to the surface

that it was struck in a trial tunnel onlj^ 3 yards long driven

by Mr. Patterson. The ore bed, according to Mr. Patter-

son, is here 3 feet thick ; and 40 tons of ore were taken out

in driving on it only a short distance.

This second anticlinal roll rises north-eastward ; brings

the bottom slates to the surface ; and throws oii the ore

bed each way in two outcrops.

On the western outcrop the bed sinks for a short distance

and then begins to rise again. After reversing its dip about

three times, it turns up sharply towards the west and soon

crops out for the last time on the slope of the mountain.

The best developments of the fossil ore on the Patterson

tract are found along the northern (Hetric) branch of James
creek.

Here five openings have been made on the fossil ore bed

and it has been found in good workable thickness in all of

them, varying from 1' up to 2', and of excellent quality.

A considerable quantity of ore has been mined here and
shipped to Saxton, and other furnaces in Pennsylvania.

The little stream cuts squarely across all the folds, expos-

ing the ore in the hillsides for a distance of nearly 50 rods

in breadth ; while the run of the ore is over 1000 yards.

The first anticlinal roll crosses the stream at 600 feet

from the county road, which runs parallel with the turn-

pike and 200 rods west of it. This is the same roll on

which Mr. Patterson sunk the before-mentioned shaft,

further south, where it does not bring the ore to the sur-

face. But here the roll is slightly higher, and the ore is
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lifted to the surface. An old drift is seen on it here near

the crown of the roll, put in by Mr. Alonzo Trexler, the

former owner of the property. I learned from Mr. Patter-

son that the ore was 20" inches thick when first struck, but

thinned away to 10" when followed some distance into the

hill.

A second anticlinal roll runs parallel to and at the dis-

tance of 900 feet west of the first. This roll on the north

side of the stream brings the ore to the surface along two

outcrops between which runs a narrow strip of underlying

middle slates, entirely across the property, northward.

South of the stream the roll declines, lets the two ore out-

crops come together, and so the bed unbroken arches over

under a covering of the sandstone.

From a drift near the crown of this second roll Mr. Pat-

terson is getting Mock fossil ore, soft enough to mine
easily, but coming out in large rectangular blocks. The
bed has a thickness of 15" to 24" and has thus far yielded

approximately a ton of ore per square yard of surface

mined. Its composition is shown by the following analysis

made hj Mr. McCreath :

A. B. C.

Iron, 54.950 52.400 53.900

Sulphur 012 .009 .011

Phosphorus 469 .129 .138

Lime, 1.130 .070 .070

Siliceous matter, . . 9.690 14.860 12.510

A. One of the richest looking hand specimens that I

could find on a dump containing several tons.—B. A strip

of ore, entirely across the bed, consisting of 12 pieces.

—

C. A strip of ore nearly across the bed and consisting of 8

pieces. The specimens were dried before analyzing. As
the ore usually contains a considerable quantity of mois-

ture, owing to its porous character, a fair estimate would
give it an average of 50 per cent of iron throughout, or

about 2i tons of ore to a ton of iron.

Several small waves run west of the second roll.

The third roll then follows, running at a distance of

950' from the second roll ; and here Mr. Patterson has a

drift from which a considerable quantity of ore has been
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taken. The bed has about the same thickness and quality

as at the other drift. This third roll also brings up the

underlying middle slates and makes two ore outcrops.

The western outcrop sinks and the bed very soon basins

and then rises iinally to the surface on the slope of the

mountain.

On the opposite (south) side of the stream the same bed

was once extensively mined by the Grove Bros, of Dan-

ville, Pa., but their mines were idle when I visited the lo-

cality. The ore is said to have about the same thickness

as on the Patterson tract.

These rolls increase in height going north, lifting the

fossil ore into the air so that it has been all washed away,

leaving only the sliort and steep east dipping bed of the

first roll; but the ore here is so thin and lean that it may
be neglected in the broad statement that no fossil ore of

any considerable value exists in Penn township to the north

of the Patterson tract. Search has been made at many
places without success, although a thin bed has been found

occasionally on the east dip, like that of Mr. Jno. Hood's.

The ore sandstone makes a sharj^ narrow ridge near J.

Hood' s, at the northern line of the township on the arch of

the first roll. Here a tunnel was once driven through the

sandstone to t\\efossil ore which was found to be too lean

and thin to mine.

The Marcellus Mack slate is finely exposed in a deep

railroad cut, about one half mile northeast from Brum-
baugh's crossing, and vast numbers of Styliola fissurella

occur in it.

A branch of Crooked creek cuts through Warrior ridge,

half a mile Avest of Grafton, exposing the rocks. Here I

obtained the following section : (See Plate XXIII, Pig. 3.)

Trexlef s limestone quarry section.

(1.) Coarse, gray, crystalline limestone 10'

(2. ) Blue shaly limestone, 5'

(3.) Bluish-gray, good limestone, 20'

These are only the beds of the quarry itself, but the strata

of No. VI are exposed here for a distance of 700' horizontal
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with a dip of 28°, S. 55 E., giving them a thicliness of, say

325'.

A little further up stream the underlying huffish magne-
sian beds of the upper Salina rise and occupy the ground
nearly to the turnpike ; and are then succeeded by the mid-

dle grits and shales of Mulberry ridge.

Over the No. Vllimestones are seen the Stormville shales ;

and over them the massive Oriskany sandstone {No. VII)
in isolated outcrop patches occupies the eastern slope of

Warrior ridge.

At Grafton station and westward the following section

was measured: (See Plate XXIII, Fig. 2.)

Grafton section.

1. Black Marcellus shales with limestones near base, dip

280-30°, S. 55° E ,
265'

2. Oriskany sandstone, 50'

3. Stormville shale, . . 226'

4. Shaly, Impure fossiliferous limestones, containing iStro-

matopora bed near center, 75'

6. Impure, light gray limestone (bastard), 20'

6. Gray, crystalline limestone, 10'

7. Blue limestone, 10'

8. "Nigger Head" (cherty limestone), 2'

9. "Ironstone" (hard limestone, ferruginous), 4'

10. Gray limestone, 5'

11. Black limestone, .
'. 7'

12. Dark blue, shelly, impure limestone, visible, 20'

Total thickness of strata, 693'

Nos. 1 to 6. These Lower Helderherg limestone 'beds are

extensively quarried just above Grafton by K. H. Powell &
Co. to flux Powelton furnace. None of the other beds in

the formation are pure enough. Bed No. 6 is preferred for

flux ; but bed No. 7 makes the whitest lime.

Analyses of specimens taken fnom the dilt'erent beds gave

Mr. McCreath the following results

:

A. B. C. D. E.

Carbonate of lime, .... 95.536 98.035 94.642 95.446 93.035

Carbonate of magnesia, . 1.589 0.908 2.800 1.135 1.816

Oxide iron and alumina, . 0.490 0.410 0.370 0,520 0.730

Phosphorus, O.OU 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.006

Siliceous matter 1.850 0.420 1.730 2.350 8.480

A, upper half of bed No. 6 of the section ; B, lower half; O, bed No. 7 ; Z),

bed No. 9; E, bed No. 11.
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Jj.. Juniata.

This township lies between Penn township and the

Juniata river, and between Terrace mountain and Piney

ridge, and its series of rocks extends from the Pocono

sandstone {No. X) in Terrace mountain to the Portage beds

in Piney ridge.

The Raystown branch is so serpentine that it takes a

course of more than 12 miles to make the 5^ mile transit of

the township.

The rocks are fairly well exposed along the Juniata river

road opposite Huntingdon, south-eastward. Here the fol-

lowing section was constructed: (See Sheet 2, Pig. 9.)

Juniata river {south hanH) section.

(1.) Catskill beds from end of Terrace mountain to junction

of Raystown branch with main Juniata river; hori-

zontal distance 450 rods; dip 23°-240, . . 3000'

(2.) Red, massive sandstone, containiog^sA scales {Holop-

tychius) and bones, . .
20'

(3.) Concealed, . . .. . 350'

(4.) Fragments of Lackawaxen conglomerate, with fish

bones, seen on the surface here.

(5.) Concealed, .

50'

(6.) Fragments seen here, containing Spirifera, Clido-

phorus, Chonetes, and other fossil forms.

(7.) Concealed; dip 20° to 25°, . 1075'

(8.) Very fossiliferous beds, cmntainiag Ambocoelia gre-

garia, Productella hirsuta ; Spirifera mesocostalis,

S. disjuncta, Stictopora, Fenestella, and large num-
bers of Crinoidal fragments.

(9.) Concealed, and sandy beds to forlis of road at crossing

of Marks' run ; dip 23°, 1160'

(10.) Sandstones and flaggy beds making cliffs to forks of

road at McMurtrie's S. House ; dip 18° to 22°, , . 800'

(11.) Portage, flaggy sandstones, making cliffs; dip 15° or

160, ... 500'

(12.) Oenesee formation in Walker township.

Summary.

IX. Catskill beds CSos. 1 to 5) 3420'

>

Catskill-Chemung {part of No. 7,) 675' i 6945'

VJII. Ghemung and Portage (part of No. 7 to 11), 2850' )

1. The upper portion of the Catskill interval was calcu-

lated from the map. But the whole 3420' agrees well with

the measurements in Lincoln (3600') and Hopewell (3900')

13 T'.
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townships. The thickness assigned to the transition ieds

was that obtained elsewhere.

8. The Stony Brook fossiliferous beds of Columbia,

Montour, and Northumberland may be represented by beds

here seen only in fragments on the surface, which are a per-

fect mass of fossils, Amioccelia gregaria being especially

numerous, while Spirifera, Productella, and stictopora are

very abundant, although the assemjjlage of fossils is not

the same. The small pieces of conglomerate scattered over

the ground at 250' to 300' above No. 8 indicate the outcrop

of the Allegrippus conglomerate.

The Portage rocks near the base of the section rise in

the river cliffs to the crest of Piney ridge. The Juniata

river is here a comparatively narrow gorge.

Another section across the township was made along the

road which leads south-east from McConnellstown to Haun's
Bridge and over the summit of Terrace mountain, as fol-

lows : (See Sheet 2, Fig. 11.)

Haun^ s Bridge section.

1. Pocono and transition beds (mostly red sliale.)

2. Catskill red beds, 350 rods, dip 22Jo having a thin bed of

specular iron ore at 1600' below top, . ... 2200

3. Green, and reddish brown sandstones, containing many
fossils up to the highest beds also alternating beds of red

shale ; horizontal extent 200 rods, dip 24° S. 40°, E., 1325

4. Lackawaxeii conglomerate, a massive greenish gray
sandstone, with thin pebbly streaks filled with white and
red (jasper) pebbies, fish teeth, and comminuted shells, 15'

5. Concealed to base of Catskill series, . . . . 100'

6. Greenish gray sandstones and shales having Ambocoelia
gregaria, JProductella Sp.,? and a form resembling At-

rypa aspera, . .... 100'

7. Sandstone and shales, greenish, with many fossils near
base, including Productella, Spiri/era disjuncta, iS.

mesocostalis, Crinoidal fragments, and many other

fossils, ISO'

8. Concealed, 630'

9. Allegrippus Conglomerate, 5'

10. Chemung beds and Portage flags, distance 9500', average
dip 160, '. 2565'

11. (Jenessee slate in edge of Walker township.

8umm ary.

IX. Catskill beds, {'Sos.Wjo 5,) . 3640'

OaiiWJi-CAeTnMwgr, (Nos. 6, 7, and part of 8,) . . . 750' ^ 7090'

VIII. Chemung and Portage beds, {revaainAeT,) 2700'
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Since this total is only 145' greater tlian tliat obtained

along the Juniata river (6945') neither can be very far from
the truth.

No. 1 is practically all red shale.

The occurrence of a thin streak of specular iron ore., 1"

to 2" thick, 1600' below the top of these red shales, is re-

markable. An attempt to mine it was once made on the

land of A. B. Shonefeldt. Pieces picked up in the fields

were at first regarded as meteoric iron. The ore could not

yield more than 70 per cent of metallic iron.

No. 3. Some beds near the top of No. 3, along the Rays-

town branch, are crowded with fossils which have a de-

cided Qhemung face; but the beds are undoubtedly Cats-

kill, unless we found the classification entirely on fossils.

In that case the limit of the Chemung formation would be

carried up to the top of No. 3, and then Chemung and
Portage together would be 4890' thick ; nearly double their

reputed thickness in New York.

No. 9. The Allegrippus conglomerate makes a high

ridge ; and its pebbly blocks are scattered over the ground,

some of which hold fossil shells in a fragmentary condi-

tion.

No. 10. The Chemung and Portage rocks having here a

dip of only 16° (S. 40 E.) spread out over a belt nearly two

miles broad. The lowest Portage beds crop out a short dis-

tance beyond the line, in Walker township, along the steep

face of Piney ridge overlooking the valley of Hamilton

rocks. On the top of Piney ridge these rocks spread as a

wide belt of yellowish sandy shale and flags, making poor

farm land, but susceptible of improvement by the use of

fertilizers.

The Allegrippus conglomerate makes an outcrop near

Mrs. Dean's, just north of the cross-roads, near the Penn
township line ; but is here much less pebbly than usual

;

and the dip of the Chemung and Portage rocks has here

increased to 20°.

The Lackawaxen conglomerate marks its outcrop south-

east from Mrs. Dean's by pebbly blocks scattered over the

surface near Mr. Oswalt's. Several red beds occur here
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between the two conglomerates ; the lowest red bed being

at least 500' beneath the Lackawaxen conglomerate.

5. Walker.

This township stretches from Tussey mountain east to

the borough of Huntingdon and is drained entirelj^ by
Crooked creek which flows into the Juniata river just

below Huntingdon.

Its formations underlie those of Juniata township, be-

ginning at the top with the Portage beds in Piney ridge

and ending downwards with the Medina sandstone beds of

Tnssey mountain. Its south-eastern line runs along the top

of Piney ridge, a rocky outcrop of the hard Portage flag-

stone strata. The slope below the cliffs contains the Gen-

essee slate and Hamilton upper shale, which occupy about

two thirds of the height of the ridge.

The south-east dip at the Penn township line is 25° to

30°, but grows flatter north-eastward until at the river it is

only 5° or even less.

The rolls which were observed in the Clinton and Salina

areas to the south-west in Penn township extend through

Walker along the base of Tussey mountain ; the first one

running at a distance of one and a half miles from the

crest of the mountain.

These rolls, three of which are pretty well defined, have

their maximum development near the Penn township line

where they bring the fossil ore repeatedly to the surface
;

which they do not do further on towards the river ; so that

the ore gets covered deeper and deeper by the overlying

shales. Only one outcrop of the ore bed then remains on

tlie flank of the mountain, and that is thin, lean, and hard
;

so that a large portion of the Clinton delt in this township

is destitute of fossil ore.

At the point however where these dying anticlinals have

so far subsided as to spread out the ore bed over a consid-

erable area with only a slight covering above, we find it in

fine condition ; namely, from about half a mile from the
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Penn line for nearly a mile north-eastward ; the best de-

velopment of the ore being just west of the branch of

Crooked creek which flows past Mr. A. Grubb's house.

The following section was made across the township

through McConnellstown : (See Sheet 2, fig. 11.)

McConnellstown section.

1. Portage flags in Piney ridge.

2. Genessee black and olive slates, 250'

3. Limestone ( Tully) 2' visible, . . 5'

4. Hamilton beds including: the Upper Sandstone, near its

center, . . . . 400'

5. Hamilton Lower Sandstone, 50'

6. Sandy shales and flaggy sandstones, 50'

7. Bluish gray, limy beds, having at base three hard, limy
and siliceous iron-bearing layers 6''-10" thiclt, separated

from each other by 3'-4' of shales, ... 50'

8. Mareellus shales, darlt gray and bluish, filled with fossils,

Leiorhynchws limitare, Ooniatites marcellensis, Ambo-
ccelia umbonata, and many other forms, especially nu-

merous at 8' to 10' below the top, visible 100'

9. Concealed across valley. Dip 15° (S. 45° E.), including

black slates, and limestones at base 550'

10. Oriskany Sandstone {No. VII), , . 60'

11. Slormville shales, 200'

12. Concealed, containing impure limestones and Stromato-

pora bed near center, 100'

13. Bluish gray, limy shales, 3'

14. Gray limestone 10'

15. Blue, sandy limestone, 4'

16. Gray limestone, 4'

17. Blue limestone including nodules of chert, 5'

18. Bluish gtay limestone, dark blue or blackish in lower por-

tion, .
40'

19. Bluish gray, shaly and flaggy limestones, visible 35'

20. Concealed to base of Lower Helderberg limestone No.

VL Dip20O (S. 450E.), 150'

21. Salina beds. Dip 15° to 20° 1100'

22. Clinton Upper shales, 350'

23. Ore sandstone, 10'

24. Possil ore, l'-2'

25. Clinton middle shales a,nA block iron ore 600'

26. Clinton lower shales, 400'

This section is a direct continuation of the last one across

Juniata township, and summarizing the two, we get the

following

:
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Summary.
IX. Catskill, 3640'

Catskill-Chemung, 750'

C
Chemung and Portage, 2700'

I ( Genesee 250"|

VIII. I
J
Tully limestone, 5'

'l

Hamilton. Hamilton, 550' \
"^5'

(.Marcellus 660'

j

VII. Oriskany sandstone, 50'

Stormville shales, 200'

VI. Lower Helderberg limestone (Nos. 12-20) 351'

'Salina (^Onondaga) beds, 1100'

f Upper shales, 350"

I

OreSS., .
10'

Clinton. { Fossil ore, l'to2' ^ 1361'

I Middle shales, ' 600'

[ Lower shales, 400'

,

Total thickness of IX-V, 11,607'

TJie Genesee beds are seen cropping out along the road

which ascends Piney ridge south-east from McConnells-

town, the highest of the layers passing under at the sharp

turn in the road 1000' from the cross-roads at W. H.

Woods' on the Walker-Juniata line.

The contact of the Genesee with the Portage can here he

finely seen, the dark gray and blackish slates of the Genesee

giving place to the hard, gray, flaggy sandstones of the

Portage.

Near the top of the Genesee, we find large numbers of

Cardiola, Speciosa, and Goniatites complanatus

.

The Tully limestone seems to be represented in the sec-

tion by a hard, bluish gray, impure bed, 250' below the top

of the Genesee, though only 2' of it is visible.

2^he Hamilton upper sandstone makes a low hump in

the ground along the foot slope of Piney ridge. Where
the road crosses it, many fossils are seen in it, among which

are Spirifera ziczac, S. mucronata, Stictopora {8p ?,)

Spirophyton, Crinoidalfragments, and many other forms

too badly broken for identification.

The soft shales between the two sandstones crop out just

south-east of the railroad, at the McConnellstown station,

and make a narrow valley, in which flows Crooked creek.

The Hamilton Lower sandstone comes up on the road

leading from the station to the village of McConnellstown
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only a few yards ' from the station, and is there finely ex-

posed in a cutting. It is quite hard, and makes a sharp

ridge, which extends from this point to the Juniata river

at Huntingdon.

The limy beds (No. 7 of the section) at the base of the

Haufiilton proper should be the Selinsgrove upper limer

stone of Northumberlond county.

Iron ore. The Hamilton proper is terminated below in

this section by three very hard siliceous layers of carbon-

ate of iron and lime, 5", 8", and 3" thick, respectively,

separated by 'i\' and \\' of shales (proceeding from above

downwards.) At 8' to 10' below the lowest of these layers,

fossils of the Marcellus formation come in.

The junction of the Ham,ilton and Marcellus is finely ex-

posed in the cuttings along the road from the station to

McConnellstown. .

These light bluish-gray upper Marcellus shales weather-

ing whitish are exposed along the road to near Heflner's

grist mill.

The Marcellus hlacTc slates are well concealed in this

section except a few feet near the base of the group, seen

along the road leading into McConnellstown.

The outcrop of the OrisTcany sandstone, No. VII, is not

seen in its passage through the village, but it crops out on

the turnpike.

The Stormville shales occupy the summit and occasion-

ally a portion of the southern slope of Warrior ridge,

where they have frequently been deprived of their lime

and bleached to a grayish-white slate or clay. •

Tlie lower Helderberg limestone. No. VI, beds crop out

on each side of Crooked creek, just back of McConnells-

town, in a series of bold cliffs. On the east bank of the

creek they have long been quarried on the land of Mr.

Washington Long.' Here KTos. 12 to 20 of the section were

observed. Bed No. 8 is the one principally quarried ; it

burns into a beautiful white lime which is sold to the plas-

terers at 10 cents per bushel at the kiln, or 14 to 15 cents

delivered in Huntingdon.

Fossils, mostly fragmentary, are plentiful in all the beds
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above bed No. 17, Crinoidal fragments and corals {Za-

phrentis, Gladopora, Chaetetes and other forms) being

especially numerous. In the concealed interval No. 12,

lying on the ground were seen several blocks of limestone

containing Stromatopora concentrica ; and a large piece of

Favosites helderbergics was piclied up which had weath-

ered out from its matrix somewhere in this same interval,

•No. 12.

The Salina beds are seen cropping out along the road

which leads north-west from Peightel's school house ; 200

rods from which the Salina lower or red beds come up and
make Redstone ridge.

The rocks continuing to rise to the north-west, the Clin-

ton upper shales appear ; and then, at Mr. Andrew Grubb's

the fossil ore, on the back of the first roll. Here it has

long been mined to a considerable extent by Grove Bros, of

Danville, and lately by Mr. Isaac Kurtz by lease from

Grubb. East from the stream the roll barely raises the

fossil ore bed above water level ; and a drift on it here,

finding nothing but a thin seam of limestone ore, was
soon abandoned. -Over it lay 50' to 60' of limy shales ; and
more and more of this covering going north-east ; there-

fore there can be but a slight chance for soft ore east

from Kurtz's on the first axis, north-east of Kurtz's run

;

but south-west of it the roll rising quite rapidly elevates a

large body of the ore to within a few feet of the surface in

what is known as Grubb'' s hill.

Mr. Isaac Kurtz has four ore drifts on the Grubb land,

from two of which he is now mining ore. The uppermost

drift begins near the run and extends into the hill in two

gangways about 100 yards, from which side-slopes have

been driven in the ore, the thickness of which varies from
6" to 15". A parting of slate (" jack " ) often runs through

the upper part of the bed ; the upper bench is called the

''Hop block.'" The roof is a very hard, calcareous sand-

stone 9' or 10' thick.

From this opening 500 to 600 tons of ore have been mined,

and an average sample from the dump analyzed by Mr.
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McCreath, and thoroughly dried before analysis, gave the

following result

:

Iron, 49.775

Manganese, 360

Sulphur, 005

Phosphorus, 207

Lime, 380

Siliceous matter, 14. 710

Four or live feet underneath the main bed of fossil ore*

there is usually present on the Grubb land a three or four

inch layer of soft ore, called the "paint vein;" but it is

seldom mined on account of its small size and distance

from the main bed.

The Rock Hill (Orbisonia) fossil, ore, overlying the ore

sandstone, is here represented by a thin layer of "bastard

ore," as Mr. Kurtz calls it. About 200 yards south-v^est

from this drift, another old one is seen which was also put

in by Mr. Kurtz, and a large quantity of ore was taken

from it. In one part of the working a "limestone swag"
came in and cut out the ore on the south-east dip. The in-

terpretation of this mysterious language is simply this:

That the fossil ore bed lying at a considerable dei)th below

the surface has been protected from the action of water

and remained in its original condition of an iron-hearing

limestone. The ore in tliis drift is 10" to 15" thick, with
5" to 6" of " top block ;" and 5' below it, 3" or 4" of soft ore.

Further up the hill and near the crest of this jirst roll,

another drift has recently been jiut into the ore by Mr.

Kurtz. The gangway was 75 yards in when I visited the

property, and sampled a pile of very fine looking ore on

the dump for analysis by Mr. McCreath. It was found,

after thorough drying, to yield :

Iron 53.275

Manganese, 129

Sulphur, 009

Phosphorus, 585

Lime 1.660

Siliceous matter, 10. 840

The high per cent of phospTiorus in this sample, when
compared with that last given, is explained by Mr. Mc-

Creath. This sample contained several pTiospJiatic pebhles.
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Mr. Kurtz a longtime ago drove a tunnel to the fossil

ore from the south-east slope of Grubb's bill, passing

through the whole of the ore sandstone, and some of the

overljdng shales. He reports the sandstone as being ex-

cessively hard (somewhat calcareous), and the underlying

ore so hard and lean that after mining a little the tunnel

was abandoned.

Recently, another tunnel has been di'iven to the fossil

ore on the (rrubb land by Mr. Whitehead, of Huntingdon.
This begins nearlj- on the crest of the Jirst roll, just at the

point of the hill above Mr. Grubb's house. The low dip

made a long tunnel through the overlying sandstone, be-

fore reaching the fossil ore bed, which was found to be 10"

to 12" thick, and about the same quality as at the Kurtz

drifts.

GruW s Mil is made by the first roll, which carries the

ore into the air over on its crest south-west of Grubb's run
;

but a shallow basin, the axis of which runs about 25 rods

distant from that of the first roll, has preserved some
patches of the ore on the summit of the hill.

Beyond this the 2nd roll carries the ore again into the

air ; but it soon descends in a long slope on the north-west-

ern face of Kurtz' s hill, from which a large body of rich ore

has been mined by Mr. Kurtz and others. A dried speci-

men of this ore was analyzed by Mr. McCreath as follows :

Iron 54.975

Manganese, 223

Sulphur, 008

Phosphorus, 581

lilme, 1.960

Siliceous matter, 8.400

The mines on this north-west slope have not been oper-

ated for three years, but Mr. Kurtz assures me that the ore

was fully as rich as the specimen analyzed. Phosphatic

pebbles were doubtless present in the specimen analyzed,

wliich would account for its high percentage of phosphorus.

The basin beyond the second roll is so deep, that the red

rocks at the base of the Salina are preserved in it. Its

center line is not far from Mr. Isaac Kurtz's residence.

The fossil ore bed buried so deeply in this fold must be
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hard and worthless ; but on its north-west rise on the flank

of the uionntain it exhibits some very valuable ore deposits.

Along this its last outcrop Mr. Isaac Kurtz has mined
it extensively on his own land, where it is a soft spongy
Mock ore; much less specular than usual ; and of a brown-

ish-yellow color. A specimen dried and analyzed by Mr.

McCreath gave the following

:

Iron, 52.100

Manganese, 173

Sulphur, 002

Phosphorus, 142

Lime, 300

Siliceous matter, 14.040

Jnst east from Kurtz's land Mr. S. T. Brown of Hunting-

don has a small tract, which ought to be valuable, if any

judgment based on the slope of the surface is to be relied on.

On north-east from Kurtz's drifts the/bss«7 ore has been

mined a little by Peightel, Leiniger, and Lloyd.

South-west from I. Kurtz's the ore on the land of J.

Fenstermaker, in a short trial drift, when first struck was
only 3" thick, but in 3 yards thickened to 10", where the

drift stopped.

South-west from Fenstermaker' s, Messrs. Wm. Harris,

J. and A. Wood and Jacob Pouse own farms on the ore

range, on all of which some good ore could doubtless be

obtained ; especially in the basin next the mountain, which

shallows up southward so that the ore bed is only 25' to 30'

under cover in the deepest part of the basin.

T!\iQfossil ore was once searched for along the road which
crosses the ore sandstone ridge from J. Fenstermaker' s to

J. M. Lloyd's, but without success. Two or three tunnels

were driven through the ore sandstone, half-way down the

south-east slope of the ridge on the land of James Lloyd
;

and one near the crest of the ridge on land of Solomon
Kurtz ; but no ore was found in any of them.

North-east from Grubb's run the first roll rapidly de-

clines, so that on Robb's run, two thirds of a mile from

Kurtz's run, it fails to bring the ore to water level. But
on the next, or Lincoln's run, the ore rides over this first

roll about 10 feet above the stream, and here it has been
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opened by the Grove Bros, on the very crow^n of the arch,

at a point 200 yds. east of Mr. W. S. Lincoln's house. The
ore was very hard and limy, and only a few tons were
mined.

North-westward from Lincoln's the ore dips under so

deep that the Redstone ridge rock is preserved in the basin,

beyond which the ore rises again at 2500' west from the

Grove Bros.' drift.

Here it was once opened and mined a little by Mr. Lin-

coln, but is quite thin and hard.

In the basin between the two mines the hard red beds at

the base of the Salina make two ridges, one where they go

down to the north-west, and another where they come up
again.

The first roll, or "Grubb'shill axis," declines still fur-

ther as we follow it north-eastward from W. S. Lincoln's,

so that half way between Lincoln's run and the next

(Lloyd' s) run, the shales and limy beds above the ore sand-

stone arch over the crown of the axis, burying the fossil

ore, which must at that depth be valueless.

Just here, where the regularfossil ore bed of the OruhVs
Mil axis disappears underground, another bed offossil ore,

nearly 300' above it, takes its place at the surface.

This upper fossil ore bed was once opened on the land of

Mr. Livingstone Robb, and was supposed to be the regular

fossil ore bed, although, curiously enough, it had no ore

sandstone over it. The two beds were, however, exactly of

the same character. This upper one was 10" to 12" thick,

and lilled with minute fossils, just like the bed which

underlies the ore sandstone^- and there was so little differ-

ence in the appearance of the two ores that Mr. R. W.
Given disposed of several tons of the upper ore without

question.

The stratigraphical position of this bed is in the interval

between the Saline {lower) red beds and the Clinton red

beds, and about 100 feet below the base of the hard, sandy

layers which make Redstone ridge. A thin bed of fossil-

iferous limestone occurs at about 20' under the ore, and the
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ore deposit may properly be said to mark the uppermost
limit of the Clinton rocks.

The First roll., or GrubUs Tiill axis, crosses Given' s rnn
1400' west from the forks of the road, near L. Robb's,

where it barely brings to the surface above water level the

lowest Clinton red beds.

The Second roll runs f mile further west. Its crest or

axis pa;sses near R. W. Given' s, where the following sec-

tion was observed in a cutting along a by-road : (See

Plate XXXVI, fig. 1.)

M. W. Given' s Section.

1. Limestones, blue and shelly, magnesian, 20' ")

2. Red shales, .
30'

3. Sandstone, hard, red, (makes Redstone ridge), . , 7' ^
162'

4. Med shale, . . 5

5. Limy shales and concealed, 100' J

6. Upper fossil ore, 8" to 10".

As will be seen from the above section, the upper fossil

ore comes at about 100' below the base of the hard red beds

which are found in the bottom portion of the Salina.

The Second roll here barely lifts the ore above water

level. It immediately descends again westward, but in a

short distance the rocks are seen rising again in that direc-

tion, and the upper ore Jiorizon emerges, followed by the

Clinton red beds, and then 150' to 200' of limestones and
limy shales. Finally, at half a mile west of Mr. Given' s,

the ore sandstone emerges and makes its characteristic

ridge or terrace along the foot of the maintain.

The (lower)^05527 ore was once exploited here on its last

outcrop in land of Mr. R. Brenneman by Mr. Miller, who
tunneled for it 50' through the ore sandstone, but found it

hard and limy.

The north-eastern half of this township seems, therefore,

to be destitute of any valuable /'os527 ore for the upper bed

is local and generally hard, even where it is best developed.

It was once opened at the southern end of Mr. Given'

s

land, about one half mile from his residence, and it was

there 8" or 10" thick, but somewhat sandy. Mr. L. Robb
informs me that it can be traced from the arch of the
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GrubV sMll axis at the opening on bis land south westward
for nearly a mile, he having frequently plowed up pieces of

it in the fields.

T7ie Redstone ridge hard sandy beds come up on

Given' s run at 600' north-west from the forks of the road at

L. Robb's, and make a double ridge on the crown of the

Grubb's hill arch : one where the beds come up, and another

where they descend again 200 yards to the north-west.

In passing still further south-east, in the vicinity of Mr.

Robb's, the limy beds and shales of the Salina middle, and
the magnesian limestones of the Salina upper measures,

come in, and make the well-known Mulberry ridge, through

which the Crooked creek cuts a gap further south.

A remarkable layer in the Middle Salina shales, a very

liard siliceous rock, only 8" or 10" thick, is exposed at the

road-side, half a mile below Mr. L. Robb's, and although

it contains a small quantity of lime, it is frequently more
like a quartzite than anything else. Its great hardness

has no doubt helped to make Mulberry ridge, although it

is so thin a layer that its outcrop is concealed by debris.

Mr. L. Robb, who has studied the geology of his vicinity

quite thoroughly, states that he has observed this bed at

only one or two other localities in the county.

Rounded bowlders of iron sandstone, and other rocks

which seem to have come from Tussey mountain, lie at an

elevation of 900' A. T. on the land of J. M. Lloyd, half a

mile south-east from Mr. Robb's. Associated with them
are flint and common white quartz, much of which appears

to be rounded.

Half a mile further east of this is a knob of Lower Held-

erberg limestone rising to 1240' A. T. on the land of James
Black.

Lead ore {galena) in small masses has been found at

many localities in this township, along the north-west base

of Warrior ridge, at the horizon where the Salina upper
beds join on to the Lower Helderberg limestone proper ; in

fact so plentiful are these crystals of lead ore that some
may be picked up on most every farm which borders the

north-western slope of Warrior ridge. These scattered
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nuggets are especially numerous on the land of Mr. Martin,

one mile north from McConnellstown, which has led to

the expenditure of a large amount of money in search of a
regular vein or paying deposit of lead.

Several shafts have been sunk through the magnesian
limestones of the Upper Salina to depths of from 20' to 60'.

and a tnnnel vs^as driven in to a considerable distance ; but

all to no purpose, as the ore could not be found in paying
quantities, althongh a sum variously estimated at from

$8,000 to $10,000 has been expended in exploitation. The ore

occurs in thin seams of calcite which have accumulated

along the joints, and vary in breadth from an inch up to

one foot, or even more. Of coarse these seams are not

likely to grow larger, but on the contrary will generally

grow smaller, the further they are followed in from the

surface, since they have evidently been formed by the per-

colating waters following along the joints, and widening

them, but afterwards refilling the same and depositing the

lead from solution. The ore occurs at the same geological

horizon as the lead and zinc ores of Northumberland and

Columbia counties, (see Q\) viz: at the very base of the

Lower Helderherg limestone, which thus seems to be a very

generally distributed galena-tearing horizon; but in this

township, or county for that matter, there is not the slight-

est hope of ever finding any valuable deposits of lead.

The Oriskany sandstone is a prominent feature in the

topography of this township, rising as it does from a low

valley of Marcellus slate into the conspicuous elevation

known as Warrior ridge. This sandstone rises from the

bed of the Juniata river at the eastern line of the town-

ship, nearly opposite the mouth of Bryan's run, and from

that point slopes up gently to the summit of Warrior ridge,

the south-east dip being seldom more tlian 10° and often

less ; in fact there seems to be some slight rolls passing

through the Oriskany area.

Wolf rocks is a locality on Warrior ridge near Mr. A.

P. Wilson's, where large blocks of Oriskany sandstone

constitute a rock city. These masses worn and standing

apart are 50' or 60' high.

14 T'.
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Tlie Stormville shales have been finely exposed on tlie

Penn township line in a tunnel driven into the base of

Warrior ridge on the land of Mr. Eisenberg. The tunnel

was begun on the south-eastern face of the ridge with the

expectation of reaching, or rather testing, the Marcellus

iron ore ; but since the tunnel starts in where a gully has

been worn out of the ridge by a small stream, it failed not

only to strike the Marcellus beds, but even missed the

OrisJcany sandstone, the latter having been disintegrated

and almost completely removed from the south-eastern

slope of the ridge, so that the tunnel began just beneath

its horizon. Of course some black beds were found in the

tunnel, and these were naturally enough regarded as Mar-
cellus rocks ; but they were only the black limy beds which

are always found in the Stormville shale series, where

unaffected by moisture. When I visited the locality the

tunnel had penetrated the ridge about 100 yards, and had
not yet passed through the black beds (which were not

struck until the tunnel had been driven more than half its

length) ; so, at the end of the tunnel Mr. Gage had a hole

drilled down to a depth of 10', and he reports that the rock,

after passing through two or three feet of black material,

became a gray limy shale.

Mr. Gage had some of the black rock analyzed, and the

portion he sent for analysis was found to contain about 85

per cent carbonate of lime. Some badly preserved fossil

sliells were noticed in the black material on the dump,
though they were too fragmentary for identification.

The Oriskany sandstone outcrop from McConnellstown
north-eastward follows closely the turnpike until that turns

south, at B. Collin's, near the Juniata river.

The soft shales between the Hamilton upper and lower

sandstones are finely exposed in a deep cut of the railroad

a quarter of a mile west of the Juniata river bridge, as

dark or ashen-gray layers which gradually weather and
crumble down into loose pieces from a fourth to a half

inch in diameter. This "slate gravel" is shovelled like

sand, and makes an excellent road metal.

About 50 rods south from the railroad cut, and just north
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from where the country road crosses Crooked creek, a bank
of Hamilton beds are seen which cannot be far from the

horizon of the Hamilton, upper sandstone. These beds

form a cliff about 30' high where they have been quarried

away for ballast, and road fillings, and in some of them
were seen Phacops rana, Ortlionota undulata, Spirifera

mucronata, Stictopora spJ and Crinoidalfragments. The
rocks dip only 6° to 8° at this locality.

The following section is exposed along the turnpike jiist

above the Middle Penitentiary : (Plate XXXVI, fig. 2.)

1. Mareellus dark shales, 25'

2. Greenish-gray, impure iimestones and limy shales, 12'

3. Black slates, and concealed, seen along road for

600 feet, . .
40'

4. Bluish-gray limestone, and limy shales, 10'

5. Darli: shales and concealed, .
20'

6. Oriskany sandstone, top only visible.

The section given above represents the linaestone heds at

the base of the Mareellus.

The iipper bed, No. 2, seems to correspond to the one

with which the Mareellus iron ore is associated in southern

Huntingdon, but no sign of ore is to be seen at this locality.

It is possible that No. 3 is a few feet too thick since the dip

ipay be less in the concealed portions than I found it in the

exposed slates.

The lower bed of limestone, No. 4, is more compact than

the upper, and some portions of it are pure enough to burn

into lime.

A terrace is seen bordering the Juniata river, just back

from the Middle Penitentiary buildings, rising with a bluff-

like scarp to 40' above the flood plain of the river, or 65'

above the present bed of the river, and 670' A. T. On this

terrace are found many bowlders of transported rock, some

angular ones of Medina sandstone (3' to 4' in diameter),

and a vast number of small rounded polished stones.

6. Porter.

This large triangular township lies north of Walker

township, along Tussey mountain. Through it flow the
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Frankstown branch and Little Juniata rivers, which uniting

at the gorge of Warrior ridge mal^e the Juniata river,

vphicli then borders the townsliip to its south-east corner.

A synclinal loop in Tussey mountain occurs at the south-

western corner, and in front of it, a projecting anticlinal

knob, which incloses a similar loop in Blair county, as

shown in the Atlas sheets of the Morrison cove map,
published- with Report T. The basin of the loop rises rap-

idly south-westward ; is filled with Clinton shales, and
drained by Robinson's run into the Juniata at the Juniata

Iron Works, 1^ miles below Alexandria. Tlie anticlinal

axis which malves the cove in Blair county runs through

the knob north-eastward to Alexandria.

From the head of the Loop Tussey mountain runs N.
10° E. 3i miles ; then N. 30° E. 2 miles to the Water Street

gap ; then JST. 23° E. 2 miles to Spruce creek gap ; and then

N. 52° E. to the northern corner of the township. Tus-

sey receives the local name of Short mountain between the

two gaps, which, cut through the mountain to its base, add

greatly to the picturesque scenery of this part of Hunting-

don county, and furnish line opportunities for the study of

the Clinton, Medina, and Oneida formations.

The course of the Frankstown branch after issuing from

its (Water Street) gap is remarkable. It flows E. S. E. If

miles past Alexandria ; then S. S. E. If miles to the foot of

Warrior's ridge on a straight course to Huntingdon. But

here {i mile below the iron-works) it turns and flows N. E.

and N. 2 miles along the foot of the ridge, to meet the

Little Juniata. The combined Juniata then flows S. E. i
mile ; then JST. E. f miles under the limestone cliffs ; then

turns at aright angle ; enters the gorge (of limestone capped

with sandstone) ; flows through it S. E. 2 miles, and then

due south 3 miles to the township corner at Huntingdon.

Warrior ridge is at its greatest height in this township,

in some places rising to an elevation of 1250' A. T. (the Penn-

sylvania railroad station level at Huntingdon being 622' A. T.

;

at Petersburg 678'; and at Barree 724' A. T.) This is owing

to the low and frequently reversed dips which cause the

massive OrisTcany sandstone to rise so slowly westward
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that its outcrop extends much farther west than in Walker
township. In many places on the crest of Warrior ridge

the sandstone may be seen forming rock cities^ isolated

piles of rock 50' high, with passage-ways from one to ten

feet wide between them. One of these localities near the

road to Alexandria is especially named the " Pulpit rocks."

At some points along this road, across Warrior ridge, the

Orlskany has been wholly removed, leaving the top of the

ridge composed of Stormville shales, which, at several

localities, have been quarried for road fillings. They have
a huffish gray color when their lime has been leached out,

and they are sparingly fossiliferous.

A short distance west from the cross-roads at Jones'

school-house, a large bowl-shaped depression is seen in

Warrior ridge, covering more than one acre of ground. It

has, of course, been formed by the solution of the under-

•lying Lower Held,erberg Iwiestones, thus allowing the over-

lying Stormmlle shales to fall into the cavern. Large caves

may exist in this region, since the depression spokeu of

drains many acres, and the water must have an outlet some-

where along the Juniata river ; and this indicates that the

Limestone No. VI is the main water-bearing formation from
which the people of the Huntingdon trough can get a

plentiful supply of water by boring artesian wells to it.

The top limestones come to the surface half a mile west

from Jones' school-house on the Alexandria road. Here
is Hatfield and Phillips^ clay bed.—Just before the lime-

stone comes up, the overlying Stormmlle shales have been

extensively decomposed along the western slope of the

ridge, making a large bed of clay, which has been mined
and shipped to iron furnaces along the line of the Pa.

R. R. at Johnstown, Pittsburgh, and other points by
Messrs. Hatfield and Phillips. Thq large surface exca-

vations have been deepened to more than 50 feet. The

clay is now taken out through a tunnel, far enough down
the hill to drain the excavation, and passing through clay

the entire distance. The tunnel goes under the present

road, and from its mouth a tramway leads around the hill

to the drying apparatus, whence, after being thoroughly
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dried, the raw clay is hauled to a mill on the Frankstown
branch and passed through crushers and sifters for ship-

ment. That the clay has resulted from the decomposition

of the Stormville shales, the lime and other soluble matter

having been dissolved and removed, leaving only the

siliceous and aluminous materials as clay, is certain, be-

cause the excavation shows the decomposed and structure-

less clay passing gradually into the stratified shales a_t the

bottom of the excavation on the inner side next to the hill

;

and similar clay deposits are found at many points along

Warrior ridge wherever the surface configuration has

favored the decomposition of the Stormmlle shales.

Brown hematite iron ore is found along the base of the

clay beds just at the contact of the Storm-ollle shales with

the underlying lower Helderherg limestone. The occur-

rence of the ore in this situation is evidence that it orig-

inated from the Stormmlle shales, the iron having been

leached out of them and deposited in the limestone layers

underneath.

A short tunnel was driven on the outcrop of the ore, and
several tons of nuggets taken out. A line of iro7i nodules

crop out all around the base of the clay, and have been dug
into at several places, showing a large quantity of ore. An
analysis of the ore (3 pieces, analyzed dry) by Mr. Mc-

Creath showed

:

Iron 43.075

Manganese .072

Sulphur, 008

Phosphorus, 1.382

Lime, 090

Siliceous matter, 19.640

The phosphortis seems excessive and all tlie ore may not

hold as much. A considerable quantity of iron ore could

be obtained by washing at this locality if water could be

procured for that purpose.

Brown hem,atite iron ore was once mined to a considerable

extent on the land of Mr. Isaac Martin, 1\ miles north of

Hatfield and Phillips' clay bank. The ore was shipped on

the canal to Mt. Union furnace ; but since the abandonment

of the canal from Petersburg to Hollidaysburg no ore has
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been mined. It is in the main was7i ore ; and the insuffi-

cient supply of water makes mining oi^eration more diffi-

cult and expensive than it would otherwise be. The ore

lies near the top of the limestone, about the same horizon

as the Hatfield and Phillips' ore. Martin's ore was mined
by a shaft, as well as by stripping. Considerable lump ore

was taken from the drifts and shafts which did not need

washing. Four pieces of wasJi ore picked up at the old

workings were dried and analyzed by Mr. McCreath with

the following result

:

Iron, ' 34.050

Manganese, 360

Sulphur 012

Phosphorus, 799

Linie, 120

Siliceous matter, 31.070

Rocli View is a great cliff of lower Helderherg limestone.

No. VI, I of a mile south-west from Mr. Martin's, rising

almost perpendicular from the river to a height of nearly

400', and commanding an enchanting view of nearly all of

Hartslog valley, walled in by Tussey mountain with its

two gaps through which the blue outline of the Allegheny

mountain appears in the distance. The locality is on the

land of Mr. H. G. Neff. From the valley below the Rock-

View limestone cliffs resemble a bluff of OrisTcany sand-

stone, No. VII, but it is composed of the more massive

layers of IVo. VI, nearly a mile west of any outcrop of the

Oriskany. The lower part of the steep consists of Salina

{Onondaga) upper limestone beds. These magnesian beds

are pretty well exposed along the road at the foot of the

hill.

Blue spring, a large fountain of water which rises near

Mr. H. G. Neff's house, is simply the drainage of the region

to the south, which, sinking through the limestone passages,

collects underground and finds an exit from the magnesian

limestone instead of making a surface stream. Caverns

of course exist beneath the hill. The water is very clear

and cold and would make an excellent trout pool. "

The beautiful vallej^ (Hartslog) enclosed by the Franks-

town and Little Juniata rivers back from their junction
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has been worn out of the Salina limestones and shales. Its

surface is in many places covered with a thick deposit of

local drift stuff from the outcrops of the mountain, heaps

of bowlders, such as are seen along the road from Alexan-

dria to Petersburg, and in height reaching to the summit
of the divide between the two rivers, 100' above the river

beds, and 750' A. T. Many of the bowlders are rounded
;

but most of them are angular, and some of these are 2 or 3

feet in diameter.

The Clinton beds curving round the high knob of Tussey

mountain fill the Loop to more than half-way up the moun-
tain slopes. From the Loop northward the Clinton belt

widens to 1^ miles at the Juniata, and 2i miles at the

Little Juniata. This broadening is caused by several rolls

which come from West township.

The fossil ore of the Loop has been considerably ex-

ploited by Mr. Samuel Hatfield, who gave me the following

account of his operations.

In a shaft 85' deep near the foot of the mountain the

fossil ore was found 2^ feet thick and immediately back of

it a bed of hematite, 3' thick. The late John Morley,

chemist for the Cambria Iron Company, examined these

beds in siiu, and gave Mr. Hatfield a very favorable

opinion of their value. An attempt was made to reach

these ores by a tunnel, but the material and trash through

which it penetrated proved so loose and mud-like that the

tunnel caved in, and the Pennsylvania canal (on which the

ore would have been transported) having been abandoned

about this time, the effort to mine the ores was not prose-

cuted further.

Several other drifts and trial shafts also found thefossil

and hematite ores of good thickness.

Mr. Hatfield made an attempt to develop the '•'•'block ore''"'

at the base of the Clinton middle shales, and with Ihis view

began a tunnel nearly half-way up the mountain side, and

drove it 140 yards, passing entirely through the "block

ore'" and stopping in the Clinton lower shales. The

"block ore" proving very sandy at this point, it was

not considered the true ''block;" so the tunnel was ex-
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tended in hope of discovering some better bed beneath it.

I collected three samples from the dump which were ana-

lyzed by Mr. McCreath and yielded :

Iron, 33.475

Manganese 147

Sulphur 025

Phosphorus, 609

Lime, 1.880

Silica 36.200

North of the Loop no fossil ore of any importance has

been found along the base of the mountain as far as the

Little Juniata river ; for the anticlinal lolls are too gentle

to bring the fossil ore horizon up to the surface ; and the

onlj' outcroj) of it runs at some distance up the foot slope

of the mountain, which is not of a shape favorable to the

formation of good ore. The bed was once exploited on the

lands of J. Allen and A. Lefford, along the base of Tussey

mountain, but it was too thin and hard to warrant mining.

The '^block ore''^ makes its appearance half way up the

Tussey slope, but as usual it is too siliceous to be of value.

There are several rolls found in the rocks of this town-

ship in passing from its eastern border westward to Tussey

mountain. Several such rolls are in the Warrior ridge

region, but they merely flatten the general east dip, and

seldom reverse it to the west.

The Loop or Alexandria anticlinal may be seen on Eis-

enberg's run at the road-crossing, 100 rods N. '\V. of Mrs.

E. Eisenberg's house, and a little over a mile from the

county line on the crest of the mountain.

Here the red ridge of the Salina lower beds is thrown

up ; and on the crest of the arch Barre limestones come to

the surface for a short distance ; but the dip being sharply

reversed westward they go under again ; and the Salina

lower and '^middle rocJcs descend (westward) in a broad

belt, and then rise again. About 125 rods from the county

line the Clinton vpper shales, the Barre limestones, and

the ore sandstone crops out again and finally. The oat-

crop of the fossil ore is here thin.

On the east dip of the Alexandria axis, near its crest on

Eisenberg's run, there are exposed at the road-side

:
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Elsenberg run section.

1. Soft red shale, visible 10'

2. Gray and yellowish shale, 1'

3. Hard red sandy beds, 10'

The last stratum, No. 3, is the rock which makes Red-
stone ridge in the Township to the south. Here it has de-

creased in thickness to sncli an extent that although it still

makes a ridge, it is not high enough to be very noticeable.

This low ridge however may be observed running on par-

allel to and 200 or. 250 yai'ds north of the road from Mrs.

Eisenberg's house to Alexandria.

The axis of the anticlinal runs through the middle of

the borough of Alexandria and crosses the Pennsylvania

railroad 350 rods east of Barre station, or half a mile south-

east of the west township line. The arch rises so rajjidly

northward that the arch of the fossil ore horizon, which

on Eisenberg's run is 150' to 200' underground, is at the

Little Juniata 200' to 250' in the air.

In a cut on the Pennsylvania R. R., 100 rods east of Barre

station, the following section was made : (See Plate XXXVI,
Fig. 3.)

Barre station section. ">

1. Barre limestone, a series of thin-bedded blue and bluish nJ*Tk
gray limestones Intei stratified with gray shales slightly

fossiliferous, . . ... . 150'

2. niuish gray shales interstratified with occasional bands of

limestone, fossiliferous, . . . . .... 75'

3. Very hard calcareo-silioeous rock (Ore aamdatome), ... 25'

4. Place of the fossil ore (not seen).

This section is very interesting from the fact that it shows

a notable development of the limestone beds over the fossil

ore horizon. The S. E. dip is here for the most part 45°,

but varies from 30° to 70°
; tlie beds cleanlj^ exposed in the

wide cut of the railroad ; and the ore sandstone at the base

of the section making a low ridge across the line.

A species of Favosites was seen near the top of the

limestones, about the size of one's fist, and weathered out

from the surrounding matrix. The limestones contain

shells in a fragmentary condition.

The limestone layers in the 75' of shales are almost
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entirely confined to the upper half, and a small brachiopod

is very nuijierous in the limestones and shales near the top

of the 75', while near the bottom are seen many Hhynco-
nellas, Amculas, and other fossil shells, but in a very frag-

mentary condition.

The Ore sandstone is so limy at this locality that one

would at first glance call it a genuine limestone ; but on

closer inspection, it is seen to contain a large amount of

siliceous material, possibly 60 or 65 per cent, and it is here

more than double its usual thickness, and a very massive

rock. Exposed in the cut to atmospheric action, the lime

has been partially leached from its outer coat, which has

acquired a dark brownish color.

The fossil ore should be found near the base of No. 3.

Its place was covered up when I visited the locality, but

Mr. Mumper says that he has seen it here in as a thin calca-

reous layer.

West of this cut everything is concealed (along the rail-

road line) to and for 300 yards beyond Barre station, where

a series of exposures begin and continue, with scarcely any
interruption, for several miles, in the railvs?ay cuts, permit-

ting me to make the following section between Barre and

the west end of Spruce creek tunnel : (See Plate XXVIII.)

Spruce creeTc gap section.

1. Clinton middle shales exposed for 1400' ; dip 20°

S. E., . . . . 480'

2. Concealed pieces of block ore seen on the surface, 100' I 985'

3. Olive and reddisb sandy beds to 2880' from top of

No. 1 ; dip 20", . . ... 405'
,

4. Medina, gray and white sandstones, 2920' ; dip 20°, . 1000'

5. Bed shales and sandstones, seen along railroad for 2400'

to east end of Spruce creek tunnel, the railroad however
not running squarely across the dip (which is still 20°)

about, 700'

6. Concealed in the tunnel, 2Q0' i

7. Oneida conglomerate 100' \

^^'

8. Hudson river shales, No. Ill, 300'

9. Limestones of No. II.

The thickness of the Clinton measures in the above sec-

tion may seem excessive, but yet the construction will not

make them any less. There cannot be an interval of more
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than 50' from the top of the section to the horizon of the
fossil ore.

Afault near the watch-house crosses the railroad at the
base of No. 3 of the section. The massive white sandstones
of the Medina have been broken and pushed out over the
Clinton loioer shales. The character of the fault is well

exhibited in the railway cutting, but its extent could only
be estimated, at not less than 200', nor more than 500'.

The block ore in Short mountain is too siliceous for use.

Specimens were collected, and analyzed by T. T. Morell

:

Iron, 41.100

Phosphorus 0.500

Lime, 0.290

Magnesia, 0. 230

Alumina, 3.930

Silica 26.950

The Oneida conglomerate of this section should include

the 200' of concealed rocks, which help to make the high
hogback, around the north end of which the Little Juniata
winds, and through which the Spruce creek tunnel is

driven. The 100' of Oneida conglomerate^ in the section,

make a line of great cliffs along the west slope of the hog-

back.

The Hudson river {Loraine) slates, No. Ill, are seen

cropping out at the western end of the Spruce creeJc tunnel

;

and it is very remarkable that here only 300' of these beds

intervene between the base of the Oneida conglomerate and
the top of the No. II limestones ; whereas, where measured
in Blair county by Mr. Sanders, No. Ill has a thickness of

1100 feet. But a fault here runs along west of the hog-

back, and has swallowed up a large part of the formation.

(See page 144 above.)

Barrefurnace and forge, on the north bank of the Lit-

tle Juniata, were built to work t\iefossil ore which is found

north of the river. At j)resent the furnace runs principally

on brown hematite ore from Franklin township.

The fossil ore was once mined to a considerable extent

on its final outcrop just north from Mrs. Mumper's resi-

dence, where it is seen dipping southward at the rate of 15°

or 20°. The ore is there 2' to 2^' thick, hard, and limy and
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would not average more than 30 per cent of metallic iron.

The rocks continue dipping south until the bottom of the

syncline is reached near the residence of Mrs. Mumper, and

then the dip being reversed the rocks rise rapidly bringing

up the Barre limestone in the field just above the furnace

where it has long been quarried for flux. Only 6' or 8' (the

upper half) of the limestone layers are used. It is a bluish-

gray rock somewhat crystalline, and much streaked with

calcite. Its composition as shown by Mr. McCreath's an-

alysis being

:

Carbonate of lime, 89.911

Carbonate of magnesia, 2.028

Oxide of iiiiie and alumina, 1.790

Phosphorus, 014

Siliceous matter, 5.660

As analyzed by the late D. J. Morley, chemist for the

Cambria Iron Company, the upper portion of the bed was
shown to contain: Carbonate of lime, 96.000; a strong

trace of phosphorus ; sulphur, 0.750 ; and the lower por-

tion : Carbonate of lime, 91.000; phosphorus, a trace ; and.

sulphur, 0.190.

A short distance south-east from where the Barre lime-

stone is quarried near the furnace, we come to the crest of

the Barre anticlinal which lifts the Clintonfossil ore and

its overlying ore sandstone into a high sharp ridge, which

gets higher and higher as we follow it northward until the

Medina sandstone is brought up, and the roll enters the

flank of Tussey mountain.

TTiefossil ore has been exploited and mined to a consid-

erable extent along both sides of the Barre axis, both by

drifting and stripping. One of these localities is one mile

and a half north-east from the furnace, where the ore lies

near the surface on the crest and sides of a considerable

hill. The ore was soft here and quite rich, its only cover-

ing being the ore sandstone.

Where the Barre axis crosses the Little Juniata river a

few hundred yards below the furnace, the olive shales and

slates rise from beneath the fossil ore on a very steep dip,

and are carried up 150' to 200' above the water level. Then
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the dip is reversed and the rocks pitch south-east at an
angle of 60° to 80°, which soon puts the olive slates under
the river bed again, and brings down the fossil ore and
ore sandstone, and then the Barre shales and limestone.

These are finely exposed along the river road.

Here about 75' of the Barre limestone beds are exposed
at the roadside where it was once quarried for flux at the

furnace ; but the beds were here too impure, and the quarry-

has been abandoned.

The fossil ore has been exploited hj Mr. Mumper about

a mile from the river, just east of the road which goes north

from the river 200 rods below the furnace. The locality is

situated on the northwest slope of the Alexandria anticli-

nal ; the tunnel begins in the Barre limestone; the ore

was struck at 110 yards, where it is 15" thick but quite

hard and limy. The ore sandstone above it is very hard,

and much difficulty was experienced in driving the gang-

way through it. The dip is 30° to 35°, and the ore is thus

soon carried into the air, there being very little soft ore

even at the outcrop.

7. West and Logan.

West township, bordering the north bank of the Little

Juniata for nearly 7 miles from Tussey mountain toward

Huntingdon, has been divided and its eastern portion called

Logan toionship.

Shaver's creek flows through a broad valley gathering

the drainage from Tussey mountain on the north, and War-
rior ridge on the south.

The Alexander and Barre axes elevate the Medina
sandstone into high, sharp ridges upon the foot slope of

Tussej^ mountain, slightly diagonal to its crest. The gentle

rolls of Shaver's creek valley and Warrior's ridge passing

into Barre township also bring wrg the fossil ore. Those

of Warrior's ridge escape from its northern flank in a series

of offsets, which gradually reduce the ridge to its natural

width in Barre township. Cliffs of sandstone between 400'

15 r.
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and 500' high (above the level of the river) face the north-

western side of the ridge. In some places the surface is

strewn with its masses ; in others it has crumbled into loose

sand
; and in others the sand has been washed away, leaving

the Stormville shales or even the uppermost beds of the

Lower Helderherg limestone No. VI at the surface of the

ground.

No. VI is well exposed along the Juniata river in the

railway cuttings. The top layers rise from the river bed
not far from the township corner ; and in 150 rods get to

be 200' above the stream. Here the pure limestone layers

have for a long time been quarried for ballast by Mr. Frank
Heffright. (See Plate XXXVI, Fig. 4.)

HeffrigM s Quarry section.

1. Gray and bullish limestones, impure 45'

2. Limestone, gfay, crystalline, at top, becoming dark blue
below,and passing into thin, flaggy impure beds at base, 50'

3. Dark blue, flaggy limestone, 10'

4. Light gray, thin-bedded limestones, visible 25'

The dark gray, coarsely crystalline layers at the top of

No. 2 represent the gray limestone bands which are so

highly valued for flux at the Powellton and other furnaces.

This stratum is here about 6 feet thick, and, coming at the

very top of the quarry, under a great mass of the tough
impure limestones in No. 1,* has been quarried to only a

small extent. It; is full of fossil remains, principally cri-

noidal fragments, and has a fetid odor when broken.

The main mass of the quarry rock, No. 2, extends along

the railroad in a bluff which has been quarried back for

two or three rods from the very edge of the railroad, the

road-bed of which was cut out of the limestone at this

point. The rock breaks into clean, angular blocks, which
are durable, and prized for ballasting the track, hundreds

of car-loads being annually used on the road.

Potter'' s clay.—One half mile north-west from Heffright's

quarry a large deposit of bluish white clay lies beside the

* Bastard limestone of the Columbia and Montour county auarry sections.

See Report G'.
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railway track, on the land of Mr. Kennedy Myton ; and
the clay is burned into excellent pottery. The deposit is

exposed in a bank 10' high at the level of the R. R., 30'

above the river. A bed of rounded bowlder-trash covers

the clay. The clay may be a result of the decay of the

impure limestone layers at the bottom of No. VI.

From the Potterj^ towards Petersburg appear thin bedded,

shaly gray, and bluish, impure limestones ; and then just

below Petersburg station the overlying yellowish, limy

shales, and huffish, magnesian limestones at the top of the

Salina series.

Clay bed on Warrior ridge.—On the north-west slope of

Warrior ridge, on the land of Mr. Creswell, a bed of very

good clay has been mined for a long time and hauled to the

railroad at Petersburg. As the bank had not been operated

for two j'ears none of the exposures were fresh ; but it was

plain that the clay occurring near the top of No. VI has

resulted from the decay of these impure limestones and of

the Stormville shales above them.

Thefirst anticlinal roll on the Barre township line north

of Warrior ridge, crosses Gregory's run half-way between R.

Johnson' s and S. Gregory' s, bringing up the bottom beds of

the Salina. The hard red sandy layers make a low ridge

as usual, dipping 25° (S. 40° E.), close to the axis of the roll.

Nearly opposite S. Gregory's, the Salina red beds dip

north-west, from 75° to vertical and even overturned.

On this north-west dip the following section is exposed

along the road opposite S. Gregory's : (Plate XXVIII.)

Gregory'' s run section.

1. Limy shales and gritty, beds, making a ridge,

2. Blackish shale, . .
2'

3. Impure, greenisli limestones, magnesian, 250'

4. Greenish, limy shales, 10'

5. Red shale, 50' -,

6. Hard red sandy beds, 5'

7. Bed shale 5'

8. Marly, yellowish gray shales, 10

9. Red sandy beds, quite hard, make Redstone ridge, 15'

10. Marly shales, 5'

11. Red shales, 10' -*

I 100'
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No. 2 is a thill dark shale very much resembling one
seen in tlie Sallna beds of Penn township.

Nos. 5 to li are rocks that are found along Redstone
ridge ; but the ridge is made by Nos. 6 and 9 alone, all

the other beds being soft. We have here 100 feet of red
rocks exposed, and probably 50' more below the base of

No. 11 that are concealed ; this makes the entire red group
of the Salina 150 feet tliick, or not quite half of its thick-

ness 100 miles to the north-east.

Where the road crosses Gregory's run, \ mile further

down the stream, the Salina shales are seen dipping 20°,

S. 40° E. ; a basin, therefore, intervenes between this point

and S. Gregory's.

At the Shaver's creek crossing, near M. Myton's, (400

yds. further west along the road,) the Salina red beds dip

15°, S. E., and under them appear the limy yellow and olive

beds of the Clinton upper shales. From here, the Salina

red sandy beds keep on W. S. W. as a low ridge, passing

just back of T. Love's house, and just south of R. Cun-

ningham's andG. W. Wilson's ; from My ton's west to Wil-
son's being 2^ miles.

A second anticlinal roll runs near the Baptist church,

just below Pail-field, and crosses Shaver's creek repeatedly.

The Salina red beds, dipijing N. W., make a bluff along

the Petersburg road just below Fairfield, and their outcrop

continues along the same until we come to near the forks

of the road at R. B. Myton's, where the greenish, limy

shales above the red beds appear. These greenish shales

and limestones of the Salina middle grotip crop out along

Myton's run, in passing north-west up the same from R. B.

Myton's, until we come to J. C. Wilson's, where the red

Salina again comes up, the axis of the basin being about

half way between the two points.

On above Mr. Wilson's other red beds come up to the

north-west ; and at the crossing of the little run, 75 rods

north from Mr. B. Nale's, the top red bed of the Clinton

upper shales makes its appearance. Fifty rods further,

near J. W. Brooks', the Ore sandstone comes up and forms
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a ridge, which extends (east) to N. Montgomery's, on Globe

run, near the cross-roads.

A ridge of red, Salina runs nearly parallel to the Ore

sandstone ridge, and 50 to 70 rods south of it.

The sandstone (15' thick) just above Mr. Montgomery's

makes a cliff along Globe run, with dip S. 45°. E., 20° to

25°. Under it, 30 feet of olive slates are exposed. No
trace of the fossil ore appears here, where it would cer-

tainly give evidence of its existence if present, and nofos-
sil ore bed has been seen under the sandstone anywhere in

this district.

Along the road up Globe run nearly everything is con-

cealed beneath a thick sheet of debris, so that the structure

cannot well be made out. It is possible that another an-

ticlinal roll runs north of Montgomery's cross-roads.

The Alexandria anticlinal crosses Globe run at G.

Stull's saw-mill, a mile above Montgomery's cross-roads.

Here the Medina white sandstone makes an arch in a high

ridge, which issues diagonally from the mountain.

From S. Borst's on Globe run, 500 yards below Mont-

gomery's cross-roads, a low ridge of Salina red beds runs

east, south of and parallel to the road to Lightner's grist-

mill on the next run.

Just west of J. Oakes' this ridge crosses the road, and
keeps on at the distance of about 100 yards north of the road

to Garner's run.

South of this red ridge, near Mr. Oakes', another red

rocli, 10' to 15' thick, makes a red streak through the

plowed fields. It must lie about 300' above the Redstone
ridge bed.

At 75 rods east from J. Oakes' is a cross-roads, and 1400

feet north of this cross-roads the Ore sandstone makes' a

well-marked ridge, but no fossil ore has been reported

under it.

Garner's run cuts through the red Salina beds just north

of Lightner's grist-mill, and the ridge which they make
runs on into Barre township. The ore sandstone ridge also

runs on, about 350 yards north of it.

The strata above the red beds at Lightner's mill dip 30°;
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and 350' above tlie red beds, a layer of red shale is seen 20'

thick, where tlie road crosses Grarner's run near Mrs. Jones'.

Above tliis highest red bed of the Salina formation lie im-
pure, buffish, and pale green limestones which make a ridge.

Below the red bed are limestones and limy shales of very

much the same aspect, though not so hard.

The Alexandria anticlinal crosses the Little Juniata

river near where the West-Porter township line starts.

Here, at a cut along the river road, the fossil ore and its

associated rocks are splendidly exposed. The ore comes

up on a north-west dip, and then making a sharp turn re-

verses to the south, but immediately doubles back and is

carried into the air on the crest of a ridge, 200' high, made
by the Ore sandstone ; which, fully exposed along the road,

consists of 20' massive calcareo-siliceous rock with a shale

parting near the center 2' to 3' thick. The fossil ore is

here one foot thick, and very hard and limy, although com-

pletely exposed to the elements. Above the Ore sandstone

lie 50' or 15' of bluish shales containing a few streaks of

limestone ; and over these lie the Barre limestone beds

also well exposed along the river road.

On the south side of the anticlinal the sandstone de-

scends at an angle of 25° to 30°, and disappears beneath the

bed of the river just north from where the road turns off

eastward at H. Metz's, 130 rods from the Porter township

line.

South of this the upper Clinton beds soon come down and

then the Salina beds occupy the river banks, with gentle

undulations all the way to Petersburg.

The Fossil ore was once exploited on Lick run, near the

northeastern corner of Porter township, 200 yards north of

t'he road crossing, by Wm. McClure. The bed dips 20° to

25°, S. 45° E. and is 10" or 12" thick and very limy ; while

the sandstone above is massive. The Salina red. ridge

runs here at 100 yards south from the road which passes

McClure' s.
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8. Barree.

[This township stretches jST. N. W.-S. S. E. between two
parallel lines 4 miles apart, and from Tussey mountain to
Stone mountain, 12 miles, includingWarrior's ridge. Stone
valley, Stone ridge, &c. St^-nding Stone creek makes its

great bend, and forks at the head of Huntingdon valley,

inside the semicircular outcrop of the Warrior's ridge.

But this semicircle is in fact (as shown on the map)
a set of zigzags, produced by as many rolls coming from
Jackson township, and corresponding to zigzags iu the
fossil ore outcrop laid down on Mr. Billin's special survey
map, prolongations of the anticlinals of the Seven Mountain
region on the Centre and MifHin county lines.*

Shaver's creek flows from Jackson township along the

foot of Tussey mountain, into Barree township at Monroe
furnace (Logan Iron and Steel Works). It keeps on across

the township (southwest) getting further away from the

mountain as it crosses diagonally five outcrops of the Clin-

ton fossil ore, brought up by three anticlinal rolls.

Roaring run from the mountain joins it a,t the Jackson
line; and Phranion) s run from the mountain at the west
line. Three small runs are intermediate

; but these three

descend only from the long terrace-like spur of the moun-
tain, which carries an anticlinal behind the last ore crop,

and is the cause of the distance of the ore outcrop here
from the crest of the mountain, namely If miles on Phran-
ton's run.

J.rTO072,(Z'srM7i flows west into Shaver's creek at P. Getty's,

following down a basin between two long outcrops of fossil

ore, and crossing one of them at J. W. Myton's within \
mile of the creek.

Henry'' s run from Warrior ridge flows north-west past

Manor Hill post-office into the creek,4 mile below P.Getty's,

just at an outcrop of the ore (dipping N.), having J mile
before reaching tlie creek crossed the counter outcrop (dip-

*This map was printed several years ago for Report S, and marked Plate

IX. It is now transferred to this Report, T^, to be published ; circumstances

having delayed the completion of Report 8.
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ping S.) The anticlinal, which casts oflf to the north and
the south these two outcrops, is very sharp and straight;

and keeps on (S. 50° W) into West township, being men-
tioned (page 228 above) as crossing Gregory's creek J mile

above L. My ton's, where the rocks dip 90° northward and
35° southward. It then runs "into Warrior ridge, making
an offset in its flank east of J. Cunningham's.

At Manor Hill P. 0., a broad flat anticlinal crosses the

township, one of its fossil ore outcrops running N. E., and
the other east, past Saulsburg P. O., the two connecting in a

semicircle } mile east of Manor Hall P. O. This anticlinal

enters Warrior's ridge at the head of Gregory's run, bat

merely makes a curve in its flank.

Warrior's ridge is again set back (southward) opposite

Wm. Stewart's and A. Cresswell's, and then runs on east

to the Saulsburg road, at the Stewart manors. South of

this, at C. Peichtal's, another anticlinal comes from Jack-

son township, and sets Warrior ridge back still further

(southward) to R. T. Green's, C. C. Ash's, whence it runs

on east to Standing Stone creek,at J.Huston's and A.and W.
Couch's. Here the creek flows through the ridge, and
comes out into the basin of overlying Marcellus rocks at

T. Jackson's school-house,, where the road crosses the

creek. Warrior's ridge keeps on east to the Jackson line,

and beyond it half a mile, where it comes to an end ; its

rocks {Orlskany sandstone and Lewistowii limestone)

basining up there and returning on a N.W. dipping out-

crop, very steep and very narrow, across the east branch

of Stone creek, and then south of it to the north side of

the head of Mill creek, at the foot of Stone mountain, in

the southern angle of the township. Its outcrop makes
Sand ridge, which crosses into Henderson township a mile

from the township corner (on the crest of Stone mountain)
near John Wolfkill's house. The Oriskany outcrop of

Sa7id ridge is cut by a run which enters Stone creek just

below its forks (P Wilson's saw-mill,) the outcrop being

visible \ mile below the Logan Iron and Steel Co.'s saw-

mill dam. The same outcrop is also cut by another run at

J. B. Henderson's, ^ mile east.
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The triangular space 3 miles long on a base of 3 miles
(along the Henderson-Oneida line) is a trough of overlying

Marcellus, Hamilton, Genessee, Portage and Chemung rocks,

deepening south-westward. The great bend of Stone creek

takes place as soon as it gets through Warrior's ridge into

the trough, its effort being to scoop its channel in the soft

Marcellus shales which till the head of the trough and
then belt off both ways west into Oneida township and
S. W. into Henderson township ; the northern belt hug-
ging the south foot of Warrior's ridge, and the southern

belt the north-west foot of Sand ridge. It looks upon the

map as if the two branches of Stone creek after Joining

meant to take the south-west belt for a channel to the Juni-

ata ; in that case Mill creek would have received them.

But after trying this route for a mile from the forks to

Millikin's, Stone creek turns back norih for a half a mile,

then •we.s^ a mile (to Conprobst's Mill P. O. and then fol-

lows the northern belt south-west through Oneida county

to within 3 miles of the river, where it cuts south-east

across the Hamilton rocks into the overlying soft Genessee

shales and then runs south-ioest along them under the Por-

tage sandstone bluffs to the river.

This curious devious course pursued by Standing Stone

creek is easily explained. The northern belt of Marcellus

shales is broadened by a gentle south dip from Warrior's

ridge; the southern belt of steep N. W. dips is very nar-

row and shut in between the Orisliany Sand ridge, and the

Hamilton sandstone ridge. Erosion would go on more

rapidly in the former than in the latter belt, and the present

creek merely represents the last stage of the process up to

the present time.

This example is full of instruction for those who wish to

understand the principles of topography
;
proving as it

does that the sculpturing of the surface of the Appala-

chian region was not a rapid, but very slow process ;
and

that it was effected on mechanical principles by no other

agency than the ordinary rainfall which drains off now,

just as it has been draining off in all ages since the coal

era, along the easiest channels which it could make for
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itself under the infinitely varied circumstances of stratifi-

cation and plication combined.

The backward semicircular course of Stone creek from
Milliken's round to Conprobst's Mill P. 0. is explained bj'^

the Portage sandstone outcrops of Stone ridge north of

Murray' s run and Kenyan's run curving round sonth and
south-west to return into Henderson and Brady townships

as Little ridge. The amount of Chemung rocks inside the

trough of Portage rocks is very small in this township.

The description of the fossil ore outcrops as determined

by Mr. Billin in his topographical survey of the Seven

mountains, and as exhibited on his map-sheet, published

with this report, will be found under the next head of Jack-

son township.]

9. Jackson.

[This township occupies the northeast end of the county,

where Tassey mountain along the north line and Stone

mountain along the east line lose themselves together in the

Seven Mountains of Clinton county.

Shaver's creek ridge, Greenlee mountain, BelV s ridge,

Getty's ridge, Long mountain, and Broad mountain, are

six intermediate anticlinal spurs which project westward

from Clinton county; Bell's and Getty's ridges making
up together the Bear Meadow mountain.

Shaver's creek heads in the narrow red shale valley

between Tussey mountain and Shaver's creek ridge, and
flows west into Barree township.

Muddy run and Laurel run head in a deep cove be-

tween Shaver's creek ridge and Bear Meadow mountain,

and flow south into Stone creek at McAlevy's Fort.

Little Laurel run cuts across the ends of the two spurs

of Bear Meadow mountain, and enters Stone creek H mile

above the Fort.

Stone creek heads on the Clinton county line and flows

west down the broad red shale valley between Bear Meadow
mountain and Broad mountain ; Long mountain being so

called because it is the shortest of them all, and splits in
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two the head of the valley on the county line ; Hoss run
and Beiweilef s run being two of its branches heading be-

tween Bear Meadow mountain and Long mountain ; the

main Stone creek heading between Long mountain and

Broad mountain.

The East branch of Stone creek heads in Mifflin county

and flows west along the rich fossil ore outcrops between

.Broad mountain and Stone mountain; receiving nothing

but spring-brooks until it enters Barree township and

unites with main Stone creek ; with one exception, viz :

Furnace run, which heads in the fault in Stone moun-

tain, and curves round the broken spur to Greenwood

furnace.

Ban's saw-mill run heads near the furnace and flows

west by north into the main Stone creek, a mile above

McAlevy's Fort.

Herod' s run flows south along the west township line

into Stone creek, nearly 2 miles below the Fort, or 1 mile

below Ennisville.

All the mountainous half of the township has, of course,

a strongly accidented surface of Medina sandstone No. IV,

covered with loose rocks and woods. The other half con-

sists of Clinton and Onondaga gray and red shales and

soft sandstones, with lime shales, &c. formation No. V.

Two loops of Lewistown limestone No. V/, and two high

hill spurs of Oriskany sandstone No. VII, one in each

loop, project eastward from the end of Warrior's ridge in

Barree township.

T\\Qfossil ore crop which runs in front of Stone mount-

ain to Greenwood furnace there doubles back and runs

westward along Brush ridge, back of the mines. It then

bends north around the base of Broad mountain, and runs

north-east to the county line. Returning thence, in a

series of long, close zigzags, it follows the south foot of

Getty' s ridge to Henninger' s cross-roads, on Little Laurel

run, Laurel run, a mile N. W. of McAlevy's Fort, and

Herod's run at Jackson's saw-mill. Two short loops of this

outcrop penetrate this township from Barree township at the

head of Herod's run; and two more loops, one short and
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one very long one, follow the head waters of Laurel and
Muddy runs between Greenlee. and Shaver's mountains.

The following report of the fossil ore outcrops, b}^ Mr.

C. E. Billin, relates to Barree as well as Jackson township,

and is illustrated by Sheet No. 3.

Ranges of fossil ore through Barree and Jackson town-

ships, by G. E. Billin.

The outcrop of the Clinton (No.V) fossil ore bed forms a

sinuous line, 60± miles in length, extending across the

head of Stone valley between the ends of the Seven Moun-
tains and Warrior ridge. All the openings, with the ex-

ception of those on Brush ridge, were made about the year

1850 and have long since been deserted. At present it is

impossible to get any very satisfactory measurements oil

the thickness of the ore beds in these old openings. Along
the streams and hillsides the exposures are so wretchedly

poor that not only the beds cannot be measured but it is

extremely difficult to follow their outcrop. In fact, it will

only be by very careful detailed work that the outcrop of

some of the smaller flexures can be absolutely located.

The only fossil ore beds which have been worked in Stone

vajley occur below the ore sandstone, corresponding to the

"Danville ore beds" of the Lewistown valley. (See Ke-

port F.)

The following section of the Lower Clinton in Brush

ridge shows the character of the associated rocks and the

position of the ore beds (See Plate 43, Pig. 1.)

Brush ridgefossil ore section.

Soil containing pieces of sandstone.

Orb Sandstone; bottom layers filled with vertical

seams; brown earthy material, frequently resembling

lean limonite (brown hematite iron ore) ; fossils, . say 20'

Dirt Vein, (8" to 12'^), say 10"

Top Slate; roof of gangways; gray or yellow slate;

compact, (7" to 10") 1 say 9"

Earth Vein; generally contains several per cent of

iron ; sometimes changes to a practical fossil iron ore,

(4" to 8"), say 6"
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Slate, yellow, compact, roof of slopes, (4" to 5"), . say 5"

Slaty fossil ore, (1" to 6"), say 4"

Slate, yellow, rotten, 3"

dossil ore bed, (18" to 20") say 1' 7"

Clay slate, (7" to 8"),| say 8"

Gray slate, (2' to 3') say 1' 6"

'So/'t/o3«iJ mined in gangway (1" to 6") say 4'

Shale, more massive, darl: gray, with occasional small
seams of hard fossiliferous sandstone, fossiliferous

limestone, or fossil ore, say 280'

Shale,'.yellowish, weathering dark-brown, say 160'

Shale, greenish, dark-gray, occasional layers of red or

olive, say 30'

Slate, yellowish, gray, sandy, weathering to a reddish

brown and breaking up into long fingers, .... say 100'

Slate, hard, dark-gray, with occasional sandy layers, (5'

to 10'), say 8'

Shale, light yellow, (10' to 25'), say 18'

Medina Sandstone, layersof dark and light greenish-

gray sandstone, very compact, and tilled with yellow
ferruginous specka

This lies beneath the fossil ore bed, say 600'

The bottom layers of the ore sandstone are very siliceous,

dark gray or yellowish in color, thinly bedded and brittle.

The upper 8 or 10 feet are quite massive, very fossiliferous

and of the common dirty yellow or grayish white color.

This rock is distinguished by its abundance of fossil encrlni.

Its thickness is not quite as great as in the Lewistown Val-

ley, but fragments of it are more scattered at the outcrop,

owing to its inferior hardness. The weathered pieces have

a rotten, worm-eaten appearance, and a dirty yellow color.

This rock always proves the best guide to the position of

the fossil ore.

For convenience of description the line of outcrops of the

ore beds has been divided into twenty-two (22) ranges.

Range No. 1. Along Stone mountain.

The absence of the usual ridge, formed by the Ore-sand-

stone, is due to the steep dip of the rocks which throws the,

outcrops of the ore beds and the accompanying sandstone

high up on the terrace of the mountain. Mining operations-

have never been prosecuted along this range of outcrop, for

there are few ravines which aflPord good opportunities, and

the ore beds where exposed, though containing soft ore, are

generall y thin.

16 T',
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During the fall of 1873, Mr. Wm. H. Womer, manager

of Greenwood furnace, sunk a shaft (No. 30, on map to

illustrate Stone Mountain fault) on the outcrop of an ore

bed. The ore and rocks exposed show evidence of a

"creep," being overturned at the outcrop, gradually com-

ing round to a steep N. E. dip. The ore occurs in three

layers, each about 4 inches thick, separated by layers of

yellow sandstone 3 inches thick. Its character was very

much like that of the "Dirt vein" (see section above)

vrhich underlies the ore sandstone in Brush Ridge.

In the synclinal valley which lies between Stone and

Broad moimtains, the ore bed, after ranging along the

foot of Stone mountain, crops out at the stream which

comes down from the mountain just S. E. of Greenwood
furnace. At this point the outcrop begins to sweep around

toward the west, passes a little back of the furnace stacks

and enters the S. E. point of Brush ridge.

Range No. 3. Along Brush ridge.

This ridge is formed by the Ore sandstone and Clinton

lower shales. Starting from a point about 300 yards west

of the Greenwood furnace, its course is about S. 70° W.,
nearly parallel with Stone mountain three miles ; then curv-

ing rapidly to the west it sweeps around the sinking Broad

mountain anticlinal and ends at a point about 3700 yards

west from the furnace.

The detailed topography of this ridge is shown by 20 feet

contours in the map to illustrate the Stone Mountain

fault (See Sheet 4).

The characteristic and very marked difference in the to-

pographical features of the two slopes of all monoclinal

ridges formed by the Ore sandstone and associated rocks

is very beautifully illustrated in Brush ridge. While the

southern slope, formed by the Ore sandstone, is remarkably

regular, the northern slope formed by the basset edges of

the Clinton lower shales is cut by a great number of forked

and irregular ravines.

The fossil ore beds, passing west from Greenwood furnace,

enter the south-east point of Brush ridge just at the breast

of the mill-dam. Owing to the flat dip the outcrop rises
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abruptly along the slope of the ridge to within a short dis-

tance of the crest ; then turning it follows along the ridge,

a few hundred feet south of the crest, to the hrst ravine

which breaks the regularity of the southern slope. The
dip of the rocks in this distance is 10° to 15° south.

The line of outcrop at the ravine is suddenly bent down,
and, owing to a change in the slope of the ridge and a

slight steepening of the dip of the measures, does not rise

to the crest again until after passing the next ravine.

West of this the outcrop continues high up on the ridge,

soon bending around to the north, when the ore beds begin

to fold over the crest of the "Broad Mountain anticlinal."

Messrs. Hall and Rawle, who were proprietors of the

Greenwood furnace, seem to tiave suspected as early as

1835* that there were deposits of iron ore in Stone valley.

In August they sunk a shaft for ore, but as far as can be

learned without success. Some time in 1889 an outcrop of

iron ore was discovered in a coal road on Brush ridge.

Mining was commenced by stripping from the top of the

ore near the outcrop the covering layers of decomposed
earth and slate. The ore was then easily dug with a pick

and shovel. This outcrop ore was of a good quality and
as rich in iron as the brown hematite which they had been

using. Between the years 1839 and 1850 all the ore mined
was taken out of open cuts by stripping, the operation be-

ing confined to the crest of Brush ridge. About ^ fossil

ore was used in making up the furnace burden.

It is estimated that about 90,000 tons of fossil ore have

been extracted from Brush ridge since operations were first

commenced in 1839. This has all been used in the manu-
facture of charcoal iron.

The principal mining operations have been confined to a

comparatively small area in the south-west end of the ridge.

All the mines, shafts, slopes, &o., are shown on Sheet 3.

There is no reason why the ore beds cannot be opened nearer

the furnace, for they remain of nearly the same size through-

out the ridge, and will in many places be found to contain

*See E. Nichol's Mas. Report to Logan I. <fe S. Co.
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soft ore. But future developments should be made with

care and judgment.

The general dip of the rocks along the southern slope of

the ridge is from 10° to 15° south, which makes the opera-

tion of mining more expensive, but the ore is soft and rich.

The ore sandstone is a yellowish, coarse-grained rock,

filled with vertical seams, which form channels through

which the surface water percolates down to the ore beds.

In some small areas on the ridge the character of the sand-

stone is more compact when the ore below becomes "hard
fossil." In Drift No. 31, a very hard quartz rock of a

bluish gray color, but showing lines of stratification paral-

lel to the general dip, was encountered. This is a highly

modified form of the ore sandstone, and' the ore under it

will prove hard and calcareous. In a few places the ore

beds become "faulty" and change in character. In Drift

Ko. 18, a roll was encountered, which carried them down
vertically for 22 feet, when they again assumed a nearly

horizontal position. Faults or jumps of from 6 inches to

4 feet have frequently been met with in mining, and in

many of the drifts the rocks are very much folded and

rolled.
'

Fig. 3 on Plate 43 shows the position of the ore beds in

the gangways and the method of working slopes on the

main vein. The smaller veins above and below the main

seam are only taken out in the gangway.

The following analyses of Brush ridge ore were made by
Prof. O. D. Allen for the Logan Iron and Steel Company,
and kindly furnished for the use of the Survej' by Mr. R.

H. Lee, sujjerintendent

:

Analysis of fossil ore, {average sample.)

Sesquioxide of iron, 70.09

Sesquioxide of manganese, .51

Silica, 12.60

Phosphoric acid, 43

Water, 4.43

Metallic iron, 49. 06

Manganese, 36

Phosphorus, 189
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Analysis of hard and soft fossil ore from same drift in Brush ridge.

Hard ore. Soft ore.

Metallic Iron, 30.60 60.48

Insoluble residue, 6.25 21.33

Phosphorus 527 .177

The hard ore contained much carbonate of lime.

Mange No. 3. AlongBroad mountain.

The Broad mountain anticlinal flexure, the axis of which
passes through the south-west end of Brush ridge, is over-

turned, and consequently the rocks of the north-west por-

tion of the ridge have a steep southerly dip. The ore out-

crop on this dip passes a little south of J. Hagen's and
Mrs. Cole's (see plate ) and crossing the ''Broad

mountain road" about 3700 yards west of Greenwood fur-

nace, ranges along the terrace of Broad mountain to within

a short distance of the Lewistown and Bellefonte turnpike.

Along the greater portion of this range the ore sandstone is

very hard and compact and the ore is probably worthless.

Range No. J^.. The broad and fiat anticlinal flexure of

Long mountain, in sinking rapidly toward the west resolves

itself into three subordinate waves. In the most southeast-

ern of these the ore is first seen in a rocky cliff near J.

Zook's sawmill. The dip is to the southeast and changes

suddenly from 30° to 85°. Two veins of hard fossil ore,

each 10 or 12 inches thick separated by 6 inches of soft

porous sandstone, are exposed. The ore sandstone is 30 to

35 feet thick. From this exposure the ore beds continue

regularly toward the south-west not however forminga very

distinct ridge, to a high and abrupt cliff which is a few rods

north of S. Powell's.

This cliff affords a beautiful exposure of an anticlinal

arch. The outcrop of the ore sandstone rises from the

level of the creek to the top of the cliff with a southerly dip

of 50°, then arching over gently it descends with a northerly

dip of 45°, sinking under the surface at a point about 1200

feet distant from where it first appears. In this exposure

there are two beds of ore lying under the Ore sandstone,

one 9 the other 4 inches thick, separated by 3 or 4 inches of

soft slaty sandstone.
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Range No. 5. The ore beds and accompanying sandstone,

on the N. W. dip of 45° crop out for 2f miles. Throughout

a portion of this distance they have been very much eroded

and do not afford good opportunities for mining.

Ranges Nos. 5, 7, 5, 9.—Between range No. 5 and the

Getty's ridge range No. 10 there are four short ranges

(Nos. 6, 7, 8, and 9). The south-eastern one (No. 6), with

a dip of 15° to 20° south, forms quite a distinct ridge. On
this range, about 1000 feet north-east from Hunter's saw-

mill, there ^re two seams of fossil ore exposed in the side

of the road. They occur under the Ore sandstone, and con-

tain both liard and soft ore. The upper bed is 9 inches

thick, separated from the lower bed, which is 15 inches

tliick, by one foot of soft fine-grained sandstone.

The two small anticlinals, situated just north of the saw-

mill, give very short ranges of outcrop and form low ridges.

Along the road, a short distance west from the saw-mill, the

dark blue layers of Barree limestone (above the Ore sand-

stone) have been quarried by Mr. John Barr. They yield,

upon burning, a dark, strong lime, which answers very well

for agricultural purposes.

The following analysis of specimens from Mr. Barr's

quarries was made in the laboratory of the Survey at Har-

risburg

:

Analysis of John Barr's limestone.

Carbonate of lime, 88.687

Carbonate of magnesia, 1. 850

Oxide of iron and alumina, 1. 439

Sulphur, 164

Phosphorus, 004

Insoluble residue, 8-.230

Range No. 10. Past Sa'^tlsburg and Manor Hill.

The next range is the longest, and probably the most

important, in the valley. The Clinton lower shales and

Ofe sandstone, which dip S. off the Getty' s ridge anticlinal,

form a continuous chain of ridges, extending from a point

about one mile north-west of John Mash's, in Jackson

township, to within a quarter of a mile of Manor Hill, in

Barree township. The numerous gaps in the ridge, through
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which small streams from the mountains And their way out

into the valley, afford good opportunities for mining. The
general course of the ridge is S. 50° W.; its average eleva-

tion 200 feet above the stream level in the gaps. The dip of

the rocks changes gradually from 60° S. E. at Mash's to

10° S. E. at Saulsburg. South-west of the latter place, the

ore sandstone and accompanying ore beds begin to curve

around to the west, and soon fold over the anticlinal. The
last place where their outcrop is seen between Saulsburg

and Manor Hill is about 234 rods north-east of the latter

place.

In this range, whicli is between 9 and 10 miles long, the

ore has only been opened in two places. The position of

these old workings, which were open cuts at the outcrop of

the ore, is shown on the map (Sheet 3). Both were made
by the proprietors of the "Little furnace" who used the

ore and " liked it better than Brush ridge ore."

It was impossible to obtain fair average specimens of ore

for analysis from this range, as all the openings which have

been made are now either fallen in or covered up. A
surface sped/men was taken from the outcrop of the ore

beds, on the ridge north-west from John Bair's, and sent

to the laboratory of the Survey at Harrisburg, for analysis

by Mr. S. S. Hartranft, under the direction of Mr. A. S.

McCreath.

Bair' sfossil ore. {M.3f., 238.)

Sesquioxlde of iron, 71.500 = 50 050 p. c. iron.

Sesquioxide of manganese, 643 = .448 p. c. raang.

Alumina, 5.825

liime 1.715

Magnesia, 1.248

Sulphuric acid, 069^ .028 p. o. sulp.

Phosphoric aeid, 1.285 = .561 p. c. phos.

Water, 4.979

Insoluble residue, 12.385

99.649

Where Laurel Run has cut its way through the ridge,

the ore beds are well exposed. They occur under the Ore

sandstone, are two in number, each about one (1) foot thick,

and separated by 14 inches of slaty sandstone. The ore is
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hard at water level, but becomes soft higher up on the

ridge. The Ore sandstone is about 35 feet thick. In its

lower portion it is thinly bedded, dark gi'ay in color, very

siliceous, hard, and brittle. The upper 8 feet is massive,

very fossiliferous, and of the common yellow color.

On the crest of the ridge, between Little Laurel run and

Big Laurel run gaps, the ore was worked for Little Fur-

nace, by means of open cuts, many years ago. Specimens

were collected from the surface at these old workings, and

forwarded to the laboratory of the survey for analysis by
Mr. A. S. McCreath. (MM," p. 237).

Fossil ore 1 mile west of McAlevy' s Fort.

Iron, 46.500

Sulphur, 025

Phosphorus, 475

Carb. of lime, 17. 550

Carb. of magnesia, 1.551

Insoluble residue, 6.880

North-west from McAlevy's Fort the ore beds are ex-

posed, dipping 38° S. E., where Laurel run washes against

the base of the ridge. Above the Ore sandstone is a thinly

bedded calcareous shale, in terstratilled with layers of lime-

stone, which vary in thickness from 2 to 10 inches, the

heaviest layer occurring about 40 feet above the ore sand-

stone. These Barree limestone layers are dark or light

bluish gray in color, have a conchoidal fracture and "make
a strong but dark lime." A few of the layers are very fos-

siliferous, and contain yellow carbonate of iron, resembling

somewhat the hard fossil ore.

Range No. 11. The line of outcrop along the north-west

dip of the Getty's ridge anticlinal is easily traced by fol-

lowing the very regular ridge formed by the ore sandstone.

The line crosses the road leading to Monroe furnace, just

west of Stefify's hotel, and, soon after crossing Laurel run,

bends sharply around, in the rapidly rising synclinal be-

tween the ridges, to return to the south-west along the

south-east dip of Bell's ridge which constitutes

Range No. 12. Along this range the ore beds have been

opened in three places. On the crest of the ridge north-
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west of Steflfy's hotel a very small open cut has been made.
On both east and west sides of the ravines near N. Rudy's
the beds have been opened by short drifts.' South-west from
N. Rudy's, on the crest of the hill, many tons have been
mined by means of open cuts. Nowhere on this range
could the dip of the measures or the sizes of the ore beds

be positively ascertained, but it is probable that the ore

beds do not vary materially in thickness from those in the

Getty's ridge range. All of the old workings on this

range were made in the interest of Monroe furnace. They
are now entirely abandoned, and fallen shut.

A surface specimen from the old workings ^ mile south-

west from ]Sr. Rudy's and 3 miles west from McAlevy's Fort

was sent to the laboratory of the Survey for analysis by Mr.

A. S. McCreath.

Fossil ore 3 miles W. of McAlevy's Fori.

Iron, 34.800

Sulphur, 038

Phosphorus, 132

Carb., of lime, none
Carb., of magnesia, none
Insoluble residue, 40. 680

Bell' s ridge anticlinal in sinking rapidly toward the south-

west carries the ore beds under the surface, on the crest of

the anticlinal, about 1 mile southwest of N. Rudy's.

Range No. 13. The range of outcrop which dips north-

west from this anticlinal is not more than 1 mile long and
does not afford good opportunity for opening the ore beds.

Range No. H- is about 4^ miles long and throughout has

a gentle dip of from 25° to 18° southeast. The ore ridge

is high and regular and cut by three or four large gaps.

Range No. 15. The line of outcrop along this range

could not be followed continuously. Judging from the

topography, and one or two exposures, near W. H.

McGinnis', it seems most probable that the anticlinal flex-

ure of Greenlee mountain resolves itself into two flexures,

after entering the Clinton shales. One of these flexures,

which sinks rapidly near Mr. McGinnis', causes a sharp
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bend in the outcrop line. It was so poorly exposed and

the exact position of the outcrop so uncertain, that the

three dips have been included in this one range. At the

gap in the ridge, through which, the road passes, west from

Manor Hill the ore rocks dip 30° N. W. Throughout most

of the distance for a mile and a half north-east, from this

point the ridge has been so cut down by erosion as to leave

very little workable ore.

At the gap in the ridge, near Mr. "W. H. McGrinnis', the

Ore sandstone is exposed dipping 26°S. E.

The ore beds occur under the Ore sandstone, and at water

level. Are hard and calcareous. The following is an

analysis, by S. S. Hartranft, of a surface specimen of this

hard ore

:

Fossil ore 2 miles If. W. of Manor Hill.

Iron, 25.075

Sulphur, 012

Phosphorus, 223

Carbonate of lime 54.359

Carbonate of magnesia, 1. 112

Unsoluble residue, 5. 235

This Range No. 15 is well defined northeast from W.
H. McGrum' s by a prominent ridge, which is cut by deep

gaps at Shaver's creek and Laurel run. On both east and

west sides of the Laurel Run gap the ore beds have been

worked by means of drifts. Still further east, on the crest

of the ridge, are extensive open- cut workings. All these

openings were made to obtain ore for the Monroe furnace.

Judging from the size of the dumps at the drifts and the

depths of the open- cuts, I should say that many hundred
tons of ore must have been mined. '

' The ore was soft,

rich, brown in color, and yielded well in the furnace."

This range was followed out to its north-eastern end but

could not be definitely located. It extends about one mile

farther north-east than is shown on the map.
Ranges JVos. 16 and 17 form an anticlinal ridge, on

the crest of which some mining has been done by means of

open cuts. In the gap, through which passes the road

leading to Monroe furnace, the ore beds have been proven
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by means of short drifts on both the south-east and north-
west dips of this anticlinal.

Range No. 18. Where this range crosses the road lead-

ing to Monroe furnace the ore-beds dip 85' south-east.

This dip flattens slightly as we proceed south-west, becom-
ing 60° near A. Aak's. The steepness of the dip will prob-

ably produce soft ore on this range.

Range No. 19 has been worked near Amos Aak's, where
a drift was driven for about 100 feet to the north-east. At
Shavers' creek the ore-ridge has been very much cut down.

Ranges Nos. W, 21.—Tlie outcrop of these ranges could

not be followed with much certainty: The curve shown in

the line of the outcrop as given on the map, represents an
anticlinal just south-east of Monroe furnace. This is en-

tirely hypothetical, though the anticlinal flexure of Shavers'

creek ridge (see Section CD.,) makes this form for the out-

crop the most j^robable.

Range No. 22.—The north-eastern part of this range has

suffered very much from erosion. Along the foot of Tussey
mountain, south-west from Monroe furnace, the ore beds

dip from 30° to 35° south-east.

Back of R. J. Massey' s an ore bed, occurring 5' below the

Ore sandstone, has a thickness of 8 inches, and no other

seams could be found. The ore is hard at water level. S.

S. Hartranft's analysis of a specimen from this locality

yielded as follows :—

•

Fossil ore Ji, miles N. W: of Manor Hill.

Iron, 11.825

Sulphur, 019

Phosphorus, ^55

Carbonate of lime, 71.518

Carbonate of magnesia, 2.792

Insoluble residue, 5.800

Greenwood Furnace.—This is the only one of several

charcoal furnaces once at work in Stone valley which still

remains in blast. The facts, for the following description

of the early history of Greenwood furnace, were taken

from a MSS. report made by Mr. Edward Nichols to the

Logan Iron and Steel Company.
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When the furnace was started in 1834, the ores used

were exclusively brown hematites from the Kishicoquillas

valley.* This ore was of an excellent qnality, but owing to

the necessity of bringing it across Stone mountain in wagons,

its cost at the furnace was considerable.

The first proprietors of this furnace seem to have been

laboring under the same disadvantages as the proprietors

of the old Brookline furnace, which was located about half

a mile north from McVeytown, though the latter furnace

stood within a stone's throw of what is now the Ross ore

bank, which has yielded large quantities of very good ore.f

It was abandoned on account of the great expense incurred

by obtaining ores from the Kishicoquillas valley.

The following dimensions of the Greenwood furnace

stacks and notes in regard to working have been kindly

furnished by Mr. R. H. Lee, general superintendent of the

Logan Iron and Steel Co.

:

*The principal ore-bank in the Kishicoquillas valley is the old " Green-

wood Bank," situated about one mile southwest from Belleville. The ore

deposit occurs in fissures of the limestone (Calciferous ?) on the crest of an
anticlinal. The deposit has been worked entirely by open cuts, which have

been carried to a depth of over 80 feet in the principal workings. "The surface

workings produced hard, compact hematite. Pipe ore, of a distinct stalactitio

formation, was not met with until the workings had reached a depth of 50 feet.

At this depth, associated with the ore and bowlders, were irregular beds of

pure white sand from 18 inches to 3 feet thick. After removing this, yellow

limestone clay associated with ore was met with."

The following is an analysis of limonite from the "Greenwood ore-bank,"

made for the Logan Iron and Steel Company, by Prof. O. D. Allen ;

Analysis of Greenwood pipe-ore.

Sesquloxide of iron , . 67.63

Sesquioxide of manganese , .34

Cobalt Trace.

Silica 17.61

Phosphoric acid, 236

Water,. . . .' 9.64

95.456

Metallic iron, 47.34

Manganese, 23

Phosphorus, .
107

Phosphohis to iron as .226 to 100.

f
See Report F, p. 93.
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There are two stacks, each about 32 feet high and 8^ feet

diameter at bosh. One stack was put in blast in 1834 and
the other built in 1864.

The charge of ore varies from 550 to 600 pounds, accord-

ing to the kind of iron desired, being lighter for No. 1 than
for higher grades ; for forge iron, a mixture of ^ to i of

pipe ore and f to i of fossil ore is used ; for foundry iron,

the fossil ore is used exclusively. About 1^ tons of char-

coal and 2^ tons of fossil ore are used per ton of foundry
iron. The make of the furnaces is strictly cold blast at

present. The yield of the one stack which is in blast is

about 34 tons per week of No. 1 foundry iron.

The following analysis was made for the Logan Iron and
Steel Co. by Prof. O. D. Allen :

Analysis cold-blast charcoal pig-iron, made/rom Brush
Bidge fossil ore.

Graphitic carbon, i

Combined carbon, \

Silicon, 2.69

Sulphur, 0.09

Phosphorus, 0. 39

Manganese, 0.51

Cobalt Trace.

Copper, "

Little Furnace.—This furnace was situated on Stone

creek about three quarters of a mile above McAlvey's Fort.

It was built by Messrs. Mitchell Bros, in 1841, and was at

lirst known as Barree furnace.

Information for the following brief account was obtained

from Mr. Mitchell, one of the original proprietors. During
1842 the furnace was in blast for 9 months, and after that

ran irregularly until 1848. The stack was 33 feet high, but

too narrow at the bosh. On this account it consumed too

much charcoal per ton of iron to allow of its being worked
profitably. The yield of the furnace was from 2 to 4 tons

per day ; two casts being made in every 24 hours. Cold

blast was used entirely, power for forcing it being obtained

from Stone creek.

Fossil ore was used exclusively ; some being brought

from Brush ridge, others mined from the outcrop of Range
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No. 10, and a few tons taken from Range No. 12 N. W.
from Sheffy's Hotel. This latter is said to have been "dirty-

in the vein."

Rebecca Furnace.—A few miles south of the Little fur-

nace and about half a mile from Ennisville, there formerly

stood iron works known as the Rebecca furnace and forge.

Both were operated by water-power derived from Stone

creek.

Rebecca Forge was built in 1827. Bar iron was manu-
factured, to supply the local market, from Marion Furnace

pig-iron. The pig had to be transported in wagons, over

rough mountain roads, from Marion furnace^ which was

located near Milroy ; the distance being about 17 miles.

Rebecca Furnace was built in 1843 and made its last blow

in 1847. The stack was somewhat smaller than the Green-

wood furnace stack. Its yield was about 25 tons per week
of "charcoal, cold-blast iron." This furnace was built to

utilize a deposit of ore occurring in the Waterlime, at the

north-east base of Warrior's ridge, and locally known as

the Magill hematite. It was a brown slaty ore and proved

of very inferior quality.

Monroe Furnace.—This furnace was erected in 1846, by
Messrs. Birchfield and Irvin. The stack was built of stone,

35 feet square at the base, inside height 32 feet, and diame-

ter at bosh %\ feet. Water-power for the cbld-blast was
obtained from a small mountain stream.

The furnace was built to utilize the brown hematite ores

("pipe ore ") occurring in the limestones of II along the N.

W. base of Tussey mountain. At first these ores were

used exclusively, but, after running for 3 or 4 years, fossil

ore was introduced and used quite extensively. In connec-

tion with the fossil ore, 200 or 300 tons of the "Red rock"

from Robert Fleming's property was used.

In 1863, the Logan Iron and Steel Co. bought the pro-

perty, since which time it has been standing idle.
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{Note.—In the foregoing pages, from page 239, Mr. Billin

has described the zigzag course of the fossil ore outcrop

through Jackson and Barree townships, and indicated the

character and altitude of the bed at various places. Min-
uter variations of the outcrop from a straight line, pro-

duced by the irregular erosion of the overlying and under-

lying rocks, are exhibited on Plate LX, page 328.

This plate is made from a part of Mr. Billin' s enlarged

colored "Geological map to illustrate the Stone Mountain
Fault," on which the topography of the surface is expressed

in 20' contour curves, on a horizontal scale of 1600' :
1"

Stone creek at Greenwood furnace is 980' A. T. and de-

scends westward to 920' the first mile, and to 860' the sec-

ond mile. Eastward its bed rises rapidly to 1150' the first

mile, and 1400' the second mile. Here the basin of Medina
sandstone is only a mile wide from the crest of Stone moun-
tain (2020' A. T.) on the south-east, to the top of Broad
mountain on the north-west. A notch in Stone mountain,

a little less than two miles east of the Furnace, lowers its

crest 300 feet to 1735' A. T. and is a very interesting feature

because of its resemblance to the celebrated Wind Gap of

Eastern Pennsylvania on the Monroe-Northampton county

line. A road crosses Stone mountain here. A mile south-

west of the notch the crest again reaches 2020' A. T. and
then falls off gradually into the gap made by the fault.

A description of this typical example of a downthrow
fault will be found on .pages 329, &c., with the map and
four sections.—J. P. L.]
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10. 0)ieida.

This long, narrow township, bordering the Juniata river,

covers nine miles of the valley of Standing Stone creek,

and the south-east slope of Warrior's ridge. The valley is

excavated in the soft Hamilton rocks {Genessee, HamiUoii
and Marcellus), and is bordered on the east by Stone ridge,

an outcrop of the Portage formation. All the formations

dip south-eastward into the great basin, at gentle angles,

from 5° to 15" ; and they are well exposed along the river

at and below Huntingdon.

Huntingdon horougli section.

1. Portage flags.

2. Genessee largely concealed but probably 200'

3. Hamilton shales and sandstones underlying a large por-

tion of Huntingdon, and extending along the railroad

from the 202nd to the 203rd mile-post, which with a

varying dip of 50-10° would give a thickness of, say, . 600'

4. Marcellus shale, extending from the 203rd mile-post to

the upper end of the Car works, 34S0 feet, . say 700'

5. Oriskany sandstone, a massive, hard, white sandstone,

rising in cliffs along the railroad above the Hunting-
don car works, and forming the surface rock along

Warrior ridge at the northern line of this township, 75'

6. Stormville shales, exposed in a few localities along the

railroad north from the Huntingdon car works, . . . 225'

Total length of section, 1800'

The Portage beds begin at Stone creek and extend down
the river in Henderson township, making the high cliffs of

flaggy sandstone overhanging the railroad and canal just

below Huntingdon.

The Genesee beds are almost entirely concealed beneath

the valley of Stone creek, but the horizontal interval they

cover with the prevailing rate of dip, 10° to 15°, would give

them a thickness of about 200'.

The Hamilton rocks, proper, are finely exposed along the

road which passes through the back part of Huntingdon;

and some of the beds, especially in the ujjper portion, are

qnitefossiliferous; and from this locality were obtained a

large number of the fossils named on page 111 above.

The high hill just back of the town, on which the cemetery

17 r.
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is located, is composed of Hamilton beds, and many beau-

tiful fossils are frequently thrown out in excavating graves

and vaults. The bottom beds are exposed along the

road vphich leads past Mr. Goodman's, just back of town.

Here they pass down into the Marcellus, and hold many
specimens of a small disc-shaped Bryozoan, together with

Spirifera medialis, S. granulifera, Athyris spiriferoides,

Orthis tanuxemi, and several other forms.

The Marcellus beds, (No. 4 of the section.) make the

A'alley along Muddy run and underlie nearly all of West
Huntingdon. At top they consist of a series of gray or

pale ashen-colored shales, which in the uppermost portion

are crowded with fossils, among which Leiorhynclius

limitare is most abundant. The thickness of these ashen-

gray beds is not far from 250'. Under them lie the black

slates, which are exposed in excavations made in West
Huntingdon ; notably one east from the jVormal School, on

the outskirts of the town, where these beds have been quar-

ried for road material. As exposed here the slate is very

bituminous, some of it being so indurated and compacted

by pressure as to possess an appearance resembling impure

anthracite. The thickness of this portion of the Marcellus

is not far from 350 feet. Under this great mass of black

slate lie several layers of a greenish, hard, gray limestone,

breaking with dull angular fracture. Under these lie more
blaek slates, and then another limestone series very much
like the one above, but with partings of black slate ; the

whole being fossi.liferous. See page 113 above.

The Marcellus iron ore of the Aughwick creek country

which overlies this limestone series is not seen in this sec-

tion, and is apparently absent entirelJ^ But at the very

base of the Marcellus formation in the clayey shales which

there repose directly on the Oriskany sandstone, just back

of the Huntingdon car works, are a few thin layers of lean

carbonate ore.

Here the shales at the base of the Marcellus are disinte-

grated into clay, of which a large bed was found in excava-

ting for the foundation of the new building.

The Oriskany sandstone rises above the railroad just at
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the car works, about one mile above Huntingdon station,

and soon makes a great cliff with bold and fantastic ledges,

rising to the crown of Warrior ridge at an angle of 5° to
10°. The upper portion is yellowish white and contains
many casts of fossils

; Splrifera arenosa, S. cumherlandice,
Bensselaeria ovalis and Platyceras sp? being especially

numerous. The lower half is a white, fine-grained sand-

stone, rarely containing any fossils, and excessively hard.

It is quarried extensively for ballast a short distance above
the car worli:s.

As we pass up the Juniata river from the ballast quarry,

the rocks continue rising slowly until all of the StormvWe
shales have appeared above water-level, and the uppermost
beds of the Lower Helderherg limestone make their appear-
ance, and continue along the railroad ; sometimes dipping
in one direction, and again in the opposite ; keeping the

base of the Oriskany sandstone 300' or 400' above the river.

Finally, at the west township line, the purer layers of No.
VI begin to come up.

Near Huntingdon the Warrior ridge plateau, faced above
with Oriskany sandstone, is traversed by gentle rock waves
scarcely strong enough to reverse the dip, the only effect

being to broaden the ridge, and hold the underground
drainage ; but further east these waves become more de-

cided anticlinals, and one of them brings to the surface the'

Lower Helderberg (No. VI) limestones, along the north

county line. One outcrop of the sandstone crosses the

road from West Huntingdon to Warm Springs, about 100

rods north-east from the crossing of the Petersburg road
;

and from this point for nearly a mile and a half this out-

crop keeps along at the distance of 3 or 4 rods south of the

road. At K. A. Miller's it runs for a short distance north

of the road, and the Marcellus limestones coming into the

road ; 10' or 15' of greenish gray limestone being visible,-

overlying 10' of gray sfcales, which lie upon the sandstone,-

Near Huntingdon the Marcellus limestones are seen in the

road 5 rods east from where the old Petersburg road crosses

the Warm Springs road, and again where these beds recross

the Warm Springs road 100 rods east
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Warm Springs is four miles from Huntingdon up Stone

creek. Here a spring of water (not by any means warm)
issues from the OrisJcany sandstone. It is said to possess

medicinal qualities ; but I could discover nothing unusual

in its taste. A large hotel was once erected here, with

baths, &c. for entertaining summer visitors, but the prop-

erty has been unoccupied for several years and is falling

into decay.

Tlie Oriskany sandstone is exposed along the north

bank of Stone creek one half mile above the Warm Springs

property : here its top is tilled with casts of fossil shells.

It dips into the water 15° (S. 40° E.)

Where the road turns south-eastward near N. Gr. Mc-

Devitt's, the OrisJcany sandstone outcrop gets north of the

Stone creek road again, and keeps about 100 rods north of

it from here to the Porter township line.

The Hamilton lower sandstone crosses the road above

McDevitt's and makes a low ridge imtil we come to Dona-

tion P. 0. where the road crosses it to the north.

On the Donation road across Warrior's ridge the Mar-
celhis hlack slates are pretty well exposed north-west of

Donation. They begin about 10 rods from the forks of the

road. The OrisJcany sandstone comes up at the sharp turn

in the road near G. W. Kemberlin's. This makes the

hlacJc slates and thin bottom limestones together 385' thick,

calculated on a dip of 15° S. 45° E.

At the northern corner of the township a low anticlinal

enters it from Porter township, and the Lower Helderherg

lim,estone No. YZcroi^s out at the surface at several places

on the back of the roll.

It has been quarried and burned on the land of Mr. An-
drew Smith, and also on the land of AVm. Whitesel.

Large nuggets of brown hematite iron ore are found in

Mr. Whitesel' s fields, at the top of the limestone, where it

is under the Stormville shales. *

Stone ridge.— Tlie Portage beds make a high ridge,

with a precipitous north-west slope all along the eastern

line of the township, from the Juniata 4|- miles to the Bap-

tist church. From this onward for 3^ miles Murray' s run
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makes the township line, and the Stone ridge rnns between
it and Stone creek. At the churcli, Murray' s run cuts

through the bottom beds of the Portage formation, and
then, turning at a right angle, flows north across the out-

crops of the Genessee, Hamilton, and Marcellus beds to

join Stone creek at McDivitt's. These beds are well ex-

posed along the road which follows Miirrai/ s run across

the valley, a distance of 33.o rods ; which on a dip of 15"

would make about 1425' of measures—about the same as in

the townships south of the river.

The top of the Marcellus beds is well exposed where the

road crosses Murray's run, just west from A. P.White's.

Here are the same kind of layers of hard, sandy, calcareous

rock which occur at the top of the Marcellus along the

railroad in West Huntingdon ; and also further south in

Walker township. There are two of these beds on Murray's

run, each 6" to 10" thick, separated by 4' or 5' of shale.

The highly fossiliferous shale seen at Huntingdon,McCon-

nellstown, and elsewhere is seen also here, 6' or 8' under-

neath the lower of the two calcareous beds, containing vast

numbers of the same fossils : Leiorhynchus Umitare, Am-
boccelia umbonata, and other forms.

Near the middle of the Hamilton beds, on Murray's run,

are seen Tropldoleptus carinatus, Spirifera mueronata, 8.

granulifera, Alhyris spiriferoides and Orthis penelope.

The Genesee black beds are exposed for a short distance

along the road which passes up the south fork of Murray's

run past S. Gorsuch's saw-mill. The exposure is about

half-way between the saw-mill and the Huntingdon road

which passes down Stone creek.

Stone creek flows in the Genesee slate for the last three

miles of its course ; but it occasionally encroaches on the

Portage, or cuts into the edge of the Hamilton proper

.

11. Henderson

This township lies along the Juniata river for 4| miles,

Stone ridge is the west line for 4f miles, and Murray's run

for 3i miies further, to the Barree line. Its east line follows
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Little ridge from the river northward for 6 miles, and then

runs east 1|- miles across Mill creek to the foot of Stone

mountain, along which it continues 1\ miles to the Barree

corner.

The axis, or central line of the great basin, crosses the

Juniata river half-way betvreen the 198th railroad mile-post

and the mouth of Pike run, or about one mile and a quarter

below the mouth of the Raystown branch.

The following section of south-east dipping measures was
made from the railroad cuts and natural exposures along

the river : (See Sheet 2, Fig. 12.)

Pennsylvania railroad section.

1. Concealed from 1500' north-west of the 198th mile-post

to mouth of Pike run ; mostly red shale; dip 20<-' to

25°, distance 1500' about 575'

2. Red shale to 199th mile-post, dip 25°; distance 2280', . 960'

3. Concealed to opposite mouth of Raystown branch Juni-

ata river, dip 25" ; distance 570', 240'

4. Olive shales, 20'

5. Sandstone, greenish-gray, 5'

6. Red shales, 5'

7. Olive, and greenish shales ; with a streak offossili/erous

impure limestone (breccia) near center; shells too

badly preserved for identification, 40'

8. Sandstone,massive, greeais,h-gray,/ossili/erous, contain-

ing Spiri/ers and crinoidal fragments, 20'

9. Hard greenish sandy beds with two or three layers con-

taining crinoidal fragments, dip 25° ; distance 150', . 63

10. Concealed for 90', 38'

11. Olive, yellowish shale 7'

12. Hard, green sandstone, dip 25°, 20'

13. Red and gray shales, 5'

14. Red shale, 5'

15. Calcareous breccia, (oornstone), 2'

16. Sandy shales and greenish-gray sandstones, dip 25°; dis-

tance 280', ... .
118'

17. Red shale with some green near middle, 15'

18. Hard, greenish-gray sandstone, dip 25°; distance 150', 63'

19. Red shale, .
4'

20. Sandstone, greenish-gray, quite hard, passing down into

green shales below, spiri/ers sparingly seen at top, 60'

21. Mostly concealed, but showing some greenish-gray,

sandy beds to 200th mile-post, dip 25°; 570', . . .
240'

22. G-reenish-gray sandstone and concealed, dip 25°, .... 115'

23. Olive and yellowish, sandy shales, dip 25°, 10'

24. Concealed to Ardenheim Station, dip 25°; 420', ... .
175'
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25. Concealed to crossing of road below old Pottery, dip 25°;

1650' 695'

26. Mostly concealed, but containing surface blocks of dark,

reddish, and olive, sandy material, dip 25°; 450', 190

27. Sandy shales, containing fossil shells in fragmentary

conditon . . . . 50

28. Sandstone, gray, hard, and massive, dip 25°, 15'

29. Olive shales, 16'

30. Sandstone, massive, greenish gray, 4'

31. Shales, olive and green, 25'

32. Massive, greenish-gray sandstone, 15'

33. Olive, sandy shales, dip 25°, 25'

34. Sandstone, hard, thin layers, .... 15'

35. Olive, and yellowish sandy shales, dip 25° ; 300', . . 125'

36. Concealed to road-crossing near canal look, dip 25°; 180', 75'

37. Concealed to Snyder's run, dip 250 ; 450', 190'

38. Concealed 60', 25'

39. Olive shales, dip 25° ; 420', 175'

40. Yellowish olive shales, 30'

41. Olive shales containing fueoids, . .
15'

42. Hard, greenish-gray sandstone, containingmany Orinoid-

al columns and joints . .
10'

43. Olive sandstones and shales, . .
20'

44. Sandy shales, olive, fossiliferous, containing Pteronites

chemungensis, Chonetes setigerus, a large Spiri/er

and other forms, . ... 20'

45. Olive shales, fossiliferous containing Chonetes setigerus,

Spiri/era mesocostalis, Pteronites chemungensis,

Eodon bellistriata, Bellerophon sp? Nucula sp? and
many other forms, .

15'

46. Yellowish olive shales, . . ....... . . . 30'

47. Hard sandstone in thin layers, interstratifled with olive

shales, .
25'

48. Olive shales interstratifled with hard, thin, sandy layers, 45'

49. Hard sandstone layers with some greenish-gray shales, 10'

50. Soft, olive shales, with a few hard, sandy layers, . .
35'

51. Sandstone, flaggy, ... . . . .
5'

52. Olive shales to 201st mile-post ; dip here 20© to220, . . 15'

63. Shaly sandstone and shales, 105'

54. Hard sandstone, ia layers 2' to 3' thick, . . .37'
55. Shales, bluish-gray, containing « few thin sandstones,

same iron nodules and sparingly the remains of H^iri-

fera and Productella, . . 165'

66. Concealed, dip 20', .
135'

57. Sandy and flaggy, olive micaceour! beds, ... 95'

68. Sandy shales containing Fucoides graphica or a closely

allied form 90'

59. Concealed 40'

60. Sandy shales, 30'

61. Hard sandstone, interstratifled with shales 12'

62. Bluish-green, sandy shales with a few flaggy sandstones, 80'
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63. Very hard, bluish-gray, micaceous, sandy beds, once
quarried extensively for building a wall along canal

;

smdstoue layers 1' or IJ' thiols, separated by thin

shales, Fucoides graphiaa, and "oasts of flawing
mud " seen on some of the layers ; dip (S. 40" E. ) 16°, 75'

64. Hard flags and sandy shales, 33'

65. Bluish-gray, sandy shales, 9'

66. Very hard, Calcareo-silioeous rook, 3

67. Bluish fossil shales with some sandy beds 30'

68. Very hard, bluish-gray limy beds, 3'

69. Flaggy sandstone and sandy shales 13'

70. Bluish-gray, sandy shales, 7'

71. Hard, bluish, limy (slightly) bed, 4'

72. Gray, flaggy sandstone and shales ; dip 16°, 25'

73. Concealed to base of Portage flags or top of Genesee,
1200' below the 202d mile-post, and about 800' be-

low where the railroad crosses Stone oreelt 125'

Nummary.
IX. GatskiUbeds,{'Soa.X-iZ), 2620"|

Gatskill-Ohemung, (Nos. 24, 25, with 515' of No. 26) 700' i

VIII \
Chemung beds, ( 180' of 26 and No. 49,) 1335' . . . . i \

\ Portage, (Nos. 50-74,) 1181',
J

^^^'
I

This section begins Just opposite the synclinal end of

Terrace mountain ; and there are about 1000' more of Cais-

Tcill beds above the top of the section, up to tlie base of the

Pocono formation in Terrace mountain ; which increases

No. IX to 3620'. The Lackawaxen and AUegrippus con-

glomerates are not marked in the section, but their frag-

ments were seen on the surface. Hence the subdivisions

above given were made by allowing for the Chemung and
Portage rocks 2500', and for the transition (VIII-IX) series

700' ; and giving the remainder to the Catskill.

The distinction of Portage and Chemvng is mainly litho-

logical ; but account is taken of the absence of CJiemuvg

fossils in the lower division. These fossils make their ap-

pearance in considerable numbers a short distance above

the bottom beds of what I have called Chemung.
The AUegrippus {lower) conglomerate crosses the section

in the concealed interval just above the top of No. 27 ; in a

high ridge on both sides of the river. Its fragments, full

of white quartz pebbles, are scattered over the surface all

along the small run which comes into the river past the

Ardenheim school-house. Its place is thus fixed with a

possible error of 50' or 100'.
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Tlje rocks which I have placed in the Portage series are

quite sandy in tliis section, especially in the lower portion,

making high cliifs along the river, closing it in on both

sides so as to make "narrows," along which the passage-

waj'^ both for the canal and railroad had to be blasted out

of the solid rock.

Tlie Genesee beds make the valley of Stone creek, west of

the Portage bluffs, and there is only room for 200' of them
before we get down to the Hwrnilton upper shales.

The Catsliill red shales begin about 150' above the base

of No. 2. This 150' is olive shale, with a few thin red beds,

and greenish-gray sandstone.

The synclinal spoons up north-eastward. At the river

it holds 2500' of Catskill strata ; but it loses the last and
lowest ®f these beds only 5 or six miles north of the river,

east from the Lutheran church, on hills 400' higher than

the level of the river. The rate of rise along the axis of the

synclinal must therefore be about 600' per mile.

The sy)idinal axis crosses the road which runs east

from the Lutheran church at the sharp bend of the road at

Mr. D. Rowland's. It crosses the road which goes south-

east from the church, half way between the church and the

township line.

The Allegrippus conglomerate crops out in the road just

south of the church, near Wm. Davis'; dipping 25° to 3°

S. E. as a ridge covered with its conglomerate fragments.

The Lackawaxen conglomerate may perhaps be recog-

nized in a conglomerate which crosses the road near D.

Rupert's house, 1| miles from the river, or rather just

south-east of there. To the south-west this conglomerate

makes a ridge covered with conglomerate fragments.

12. Brady.

This township borders Henderson on the east, and ex-

tends from Jack's narrows northward 12 miles along Stone

mountain and 9^ miles along Jack's mountain. These are 4

miles apart along the Mifflin county line, crossing Kishico-
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quillis valley ; the south end of which lies in this township
;

drained by Saddler's run through Eagle mill (or Matteer's)

gap into Mill creek, which follows the west foot of Stone

mountain south to the river at Mill Creek P. O.

The geological structure in this township is exactly the

reverse of that found in Henderson. There, we have a syn-

clinal axis passing through the center of that township,

making it a great trough. Here, through the center of

Brady passes the anticlinal arch of Jack's mountain, bring-

ing up the limestones of No. II. The axis of this anticlinal

crosses the river at the aqueduct, where 200' to 250' of the

Hudson River shales appear beneath a beautiful unbroken

arch of Oneida conglomerate. The arch of overlying Me-
dina wliite sandstone is worn off at the top, with two out-

crops, making the crests of Jack's and Stone mountains,

which diverge northward (as the arch rises) and enclose

Kishicoquillis valley.

The west dip in Stone mountain is very steep, 50°, vary-

ing to nearly 90°, but growing less in the upper Chemung
beds on the west township line.

TJie OrlsTcany sandstone makes a great show at the bend

of the river and along the railroad north of the bridge,

dipping 65° to 70', in a solid wall, which runs along the

east side of Mill creek as a sharp ridge, from which glass

sand is quarried.

The Juniata 8and Company have a fine quarry in the

bottom beds of the Orlslcany, about | mile below Mill

Creek village. A steam crusher and washer prepares 35

tons of sand daily for sliipment to Pittsburgh, Wheeling,

Bellaire, &c. The sand produced is called '•'second class,''''

and is used for making bottles, fruit jars, and certain

grades of window glass. The sand rock is 125' thick and

makes a line of cliffs on each side of the little stream which

breaks through the ridge and supplies plenty of water for

washing and transporting the clean sand down the small

flume to the shipping point on the railroad. Only the low-

est 30' of the sandstone is now used, these being the purest

and softest beds of the series. The following section was

got in the ravine : (See Plate XXIV, Fig. 2.)
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Juniata Hand Cd s. Section.

1. Oriskany sandstone, very massive, lower portion alone
quarried, 125'

2. Swrmville shales, 125'

3. Limestone flaggy, 10'

4. fSlromatopora bed, massive, 8'

5. Impure, slaty limestone, visible, 25'

The dip is 60°, westward.

The Stormville shales are here decomposed at top into a
bluish-white clay

; and the bottom beds of the OrisTcany

have had their lime removed and the sand left in a condi-

tion to be easily crushed.

The limestone bed, No. 3, of the section, Avas once quar-
ried and burned by Mr. Irwin, on the land of Mr. Thomp-
son, as flux for the glass sand ; but it was too impure ; as

is the case with this part of No. VI everj^where.

The Stromatopora bed., No. 4, is quite well developed
here and makes a cliff of massive, impure limestone along
the hill, from which StromatoporcB in irregularly weathered
patches protrude in vast numbers, including some speci-

mens of Favosites helderbergice, Zaphrentis and other

coralline foi~ms.

The Stormville shales are 75' to 100' thinner here than
along the base of Tussey mountain ; but on the other hand
the OrisJcany sandstone is 75' thicker ; so that taking the

two together the total of 250' does not differ.

The Lower Helderberg, Salina and Clinton measures
crop out in succession between the Sand ridge and the

slope of Stone mountain along a belt only about 1200' wide
;

which at 60° would make them together only 1000' thick;

whereas each of them exceeds that thickness along Tussey
mountain.

A fault may run along at the foot of Stone mountain.

J. W. Mattern^ s glass sand works are about 150 rods

south of the Juniata Go's, works, where another little

stream breaks through the Sand, ridge, but without furnish-

ing enough water to wash the sand. Water is pumped
from the canal. The sand (of about the same quality as

that turned out by the Juniata Co.) is made fi'om the lower

beds of the Oriskany, because they are softer. These works
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liave a capacity of 30 to 35 tons d.ail3', and the sand is

shipped mostly to the Pittsburgh glass factories.

B. F. Faust & Son have the next sand works now in op-

eration, two thirds of a mile below Mr. Mattern's. Here

there is no break in the sand ridge, but a nearly vertical

wall 150 feet high, and the stone is quarried from the upper

face ; being first burned, and then crushed dry with a

stamp machine ; so that very little water is used, the only

portion of the sand washed being the refuse material.

Below this last and near the lock on the canal, a sand

quarry was once worked, but disused for several years, the

rock being rather hard.

Long curved shells {Platyceras) called " cows' horns

"

by the quarrymen are abundant at all of these quarries,

being especially numerous at Poust's where in some layers

the rock is honey-combed with their casts. None of the

original substance of the shell remains, the lime having all

been removed, leaving nothing but a cast of sand.

The Oriskany sandstone is exposed through this town-

ship for a distance of six miles, and there are doubtless

many other localities at which just as good sand could be

obtained as at those now in operation, since it is not neces-

sary as formerly supposed that a sand quarry should be

located wliere a stream breaks through the ridge in order

to find rock soft enough to crush ; because, after the top

coating is removed, soft sand may be found almost any-

where, though of course there are many localities where it

will be too hard, because the lime has not been removed.

Four miles north of Mill creek station, where Mill creek

turns abruptly south, the following section was made

:

(See Sheet 2, Fig. 14.)

Becker'' s saw-mill section.

1. Allegrippus conglomerate, quite pebbly and coarse;

makes ridge; thickness, 5' to 8 .

2. Chemung shales and sandstones ; dip 30° at top, ^

45° at base ; horizontal distance 2000 , 1200' i 2425'

3. Portage beds; dip 45°, distance 1750', . 1225'^

4. Oenessee, Hamilton and Marcellus; dip 60°-65<^ ; dis-

tance 1400 , 1260'

5. Oriskany sandstone.
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TTie Genesee, Hainilton, and Marcellus beds are not so

thick here by 200' as elsewhere in the county ; but there

naay be dips steeper than the 60° or 65°, which 1 observed.

As the Chemung beds get steeper from the to]p downward,
and the steepening is increased into the Genesee, the dips

in the Hamilton and Marcellus ought to be still steeper,

j)0ssibly vertical.

The Orisliany sandstone forms a high cliff just east from

Decker's saw-mill, and fragments of it are scattered over

the ground.

TJie Lackawaxen congloTnerate makes a ridge along the

west township line for some distance south of Mill creek.

13. Union.

This township covers Trough Creek valley, between Ter-

race mountain and Sideling hill; Smithes valley, between

Sidling hill and Clear ridge; and Harems valley between

Clear ridge and Jack's mountain. The east township line

runs 5 miles along the top of Jack's mountain to Singers'

s

Gap creek. The west township line runs 9 miles S. 50°

W. along the crest of Tussey mountain, and then another

mile S. 80° W. to the Cass township corner. From Tussey

crest to Sideling hill crest along the Cass township line.

Trough creek valley is five miles broad ; but of this only

two miles is occupied by the Manch Chunk red shale for-

mation No. XI ; and this width is maintained for Si miles

north to Colfax. 3 miles further the ai-ea of No. XI comes

to a point at the head of the valley behind the high knob
of Pocono sandstone No. X, which overlooks the river.

Smith's valley is Catskill No. IX, f mile wide,

Clear ridge is Chemung, Genesee, and Hamilton.

Hare's valley creek flows along the Marcellus outcrop.

East of it runs the Oriskany ridge with the Stormville

shales and the Lewistown (Lower Helderberg) limestones

of No. VI. The little valley of Lamb run at Mapleton is

excavated in Onondaga {Salina) and Clinton shales No. V,

which also occupy the flank of Jack's mountain ; its crest

being an arch of Medina sandstone No. IV.
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Where the railroad crosses the Juniata above Mapleton,
tlie Genesee shales and upper Hamilton are completely ex-

posed. The section has been already given on page 107.

(See Plate XXI.)

Mapleton section.

1. Portage flags,

2. BUush-blaok shales with thin, interstratified limestones
filled with Gonialiles, sp? Lingula, Avicula stad other
forms, . 45

3. Black Kssile slate, 100'

4. Tullyi limestone, impure fossiliferous, containing Am-
bocoeha umbonata, .

. 5

5. Sandy shales containing Homalonoiua, dekayi, Heli-
ophyllum halh, Spirifera and Stictopora, .... . 70'

6. Sandy flags containing crinoidal remains, 25'

7. Sandy shales, ... 25'

8. Coral bed, a mass of Heliophyllum, and Cystophyllum,
from 4 to 6 inches thick, very much like the coral bed at

the bottom of the Genessee in Pike and Monroe counties.

9. Shales, dark-brown, and blackish, quite fossiliferous

near base, . . 85'

10. Shales, sparingly/o««th/«»-OM«, ... 50

11. Hamilton upper sandstone, flaggy at top but massive
below; Spirophyton observed in the upper portion along
with Spirifers and crinoidal fragments ; Bottom part

very fosfsiliferons. (See list of species on page 110.) 45'

12. Shales; and concealed by the river channel ; distance

1175 ; dip 60° to 65° ; observed at both sides, . 1000'

13. Oriskany sandstone at Faust's quarry,

The measurements were made with great care, tally well

with those made in Hopewell, Lincoln, and Penn townships,

and therefore make it probable that the Hamilton on Mill

creek in Brady township is usually thicker than the section

at Decker's saw-mill, on page 270, makes it.

The limestone layers scattered through the Genessee come
in and go out again quite suddenly, and in some places

inclose many specimens of Gouiatites patersoni.

The Oriskany sandstone south from Mapleton makes
a high, steep ridge, from which good glass sand is exten-

sively quarried by the Mapleton Sand Companj^, of which
Messrs. Hatfield and Philips are the principal stockholders.

There are two quarries and washing works, each having a

capacity of forty tons a day. The first quarry is just west

of the village, about one fourth mile from the Mapleton

18 T.
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depot ; on the eastern face of Sand ridge ; consequently in

the lower beds.

In the middle beds of the OrlsJcany are here seen vast

numbers of Platyceras (several species,) Rensselceria

ovoides, Grammysia, spec. SpiHfera arrecta, and many-

other forms, projecting from the layers of sandstone in

countless numbers. A full list is given on page 119 above.

The other quarry is a furlong southwest of the first one

and has only recently been opened. The lower portion of

the OrisJcany is quarried here ; reached by a tunnel driven

through- the upper Stormville shales, showing finely the

plane of contact of the overlying OrisJcany and underlying

shales ; the change being immediate from fine, clayey

shales to coarse sand rock ; and the shales being partially

disintegrated into clay for several feet from the plane of

contact.

In the valley of Trough creek are some of the finest farms

in the country, of rolling, red shale land ; the rocks dip-

ping towards the creek 8° or 10° from the northwest, and
somewhat steeper from the east. The red shale points out

at the forks of the creek, one mile north of Mr. Brenne-

man's house.

The limestone, at the base of the red shale series, has

been described on pages If) to 77. It is of the greatest im-

portance to the agricultural interests of the valley ; for, by

a liberal use of it on the fields, they may easily be brought

into a high state of fertility ; whereas if no lime is ap-

plied the soil grows gradually poorer and poorer, until the

return is so small that farming is unprofitable. The lime-

stone beds could be opened upon at least 20 farms in this

township ; and yet there are at present only two farms on

which it is quarried. It can be easily found at the edge of

the red land on the slope of Terrace mountain, where the

gray rocks come up. At many points, however, the out-

crop is covered by clays, &c. which have been made by the

decomposition of the limestone ; but the unchanged lime-

stone beds will be found underneath. They were once

quarried by Mr. Brenneman half a mile or more north-east
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from his house, and 2,000 or 3,000 bushels of lime burned,
bat the quarry is not now used.

They are quarried now on the land of Mrs, M. Swope,
along the road which leads north over Terrace mountain to

Haun's bridge. Here 3^' of limestone rest directly on
sandstone. The lowermost layer of the limestone, being
quite sandy, is often rejected. The whole is, however,
somewhat siliceous, and has a bluish-gray or greenish cast,

non-fossil'iferous, leaving a blackish, unctuous clay on de-

composed surfaces. The stone is hauled from Mrs. Swope'

s

quarry to many farms in the township, the farmers prefer-

ing to burn it themselves on their own premises.

The only other quarry is on the land of Michael and
W. D. Boring. 2^ miles southwest from Mrs. Swope' s,

where the following beds may be seen :

Boring' s liTnestone quarry.

1. Soil and red shale, 5' 0"

2. Red, sandy, limy beds, 4' 0"

3. Oreemsh limestone, 3' to 3' 6"

4. Black olay, (decomposed limestone), 3"

5. Limestone, upper half good, lower half too sandy
for burning, 1' 6"

The limestone is quarried, after stripping off some over-

lying shales, along the slope of the hill for several hundred
feet. The amount of limestone available here before the

stripping becomes too heavy is not large ; but there are

several other jjlaces on the same property where it can be

easily worked ; one of them in the orchard just east from

Michael Boring's house ; where it crops out in the road for

several yards, and the siliceous portion is seen with its

blackened fragments along the ground for a much greater

distance. It could also be reached by removing some soil

and red sTiale just northeast from the present quarry.

Mr. McCreath's analysis shows that Boring's limestone

consists of 86.607 per cent of carbonate of lime ; 1.574, carbo-

nate magnesia; 1.520, oxide iron and alumina; 0.011

phosphorus ; a strong trace of manganese ; and 9.530 of

siliceous matter.

It was once opened and burned on the land of Henry
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Baumgardner, 1 mile south-west from Boring's quarry, but
nothing has been done tliere for many years.

On the east side of the valley, the outcrop of limestone
seems to be much more siliceous, and no one in this town-
ship has succeeded in burning it. Mr. Lewis Smith made
the attempt, but the rock was merely a limy sandstone and
choked up the kiln with slag.

Brown hematite iron ore-hearing clays have been depos-
ited at various places along the outcrops of the Trough
creeJc limestone beds, the result of their dissolution

; as on
the land of Mr. Levi Pheasant, whence about 100 tons were
wagoned to the Rock Hill furnace, at Orbisonia, and re-

port says successfully mixed with other ores. The long

and difficult transportation prevents any development of

these ores, and the old drifts are fallen shut, so that no ac-

curate information can be got from them. But I learned

from one who had seen the ore in place, that the deposit

occurs in irregular pots and nuggets along with a great

quantity of wash ore.

14. Cass.

This township, lying south of Union, also crosses Trough
creek valley from mountain to mountain (12 miles). Smith's

valley. Clear ridge, Hare's valley. Stone ridge, and the

west slope of Jack's mountain to its summit. The north

and south branches of Trough creek meet at the Cass town-

ship line, flow around through Todd township, and cut the

gap through Tussey mountain at the western township

corner.

The Trough creek basin, which is single in Union town-

ship, becomes double in Cass township, being subdivided

by an anticlinal roll running west of Cassville. The east-

ern sub-basin is deeper and more tightly compressed than

the western, and preserves the PottsviUe conglomerate No.

XII in Shirley's knob, and in Rocky ridge, the north end

of which comes to the south township line. A patch of

coal measure rocks remains on Shirley's knob. Rocky ridge
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belongs to Todd township. The breadth of red shale across

both sub-basins at Cassville is 2i miles. Its western edge

runs ^ mile west of the creek. From the west edge of the

red shale there is a long mountain slope of Pocono sand-

stone (produced the broad gentle northward rising Broad

Toj) City anticlinal) called the Barrens, for 3 miles up to

the crest of Terrace mountain.

The Trough creek red shale valley of Union township is

therefore the northward continuation of the East Broad

Top coal basin ; whereas the Shoup run coal basin points

toward the Cass township corner.

Shirley' s knob, on the summit, at 1900' A. T. (by baro-

meter) the Cook bed, as I understand it, was opened in

1881, (before which date the knob was sujiposed to be cap-

ped merely with conglomerate,) Mr. Sleeman sinking sev-

eral pits 5' to 25' deep and finding the coal in nearly all of

them, but broken into very small lumps, several hundred

bushels of which were sold. The bed is 5' or 6' thick, and

only 10' above No. XII. The abundance of fossil plants

in the roof shales indicates the Cook bed ; the following

species being recognized : Neuropteris Jiirsuta, JV. clarTc-

soni, N. Jlexuosa, Pecopteris nervosa, besides a Cardio-

carpon and a Cordaites.

The Conglomerate (XII) makes a cliff 30' high on the

south edge of the summit ; very hard, rather coarse, gray-

ish-white sandstone. The area underlaid by the coal (say

10 acres,) is on the slope west of the crest of the knob.

The west outcrop of No. XII is broken up into masses of

rock from one to five feet across, scattered over the entire

west slope of the knob.

TJie Trough creek limestone (at the bottom of XI) is ex-

tensively quarried on the land of Mrs. Ellen Garrett, 2J
miles N.N. W. of Cassville, where Shore's run descends

from the Barrens and enters the red shale. (See Plate XIII.)

Mrs. GarreP s quarry.
Med shale and green sandy beds 4'

Limestone, good, 2' 6"

Clay, 3"

Limestone, 1'

Pocono sandstone No. X, [Aahburner's lower XI.]
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The upper bench is quarried most ; is sometimes 3'

thick, and always exhibits ferruginous particles on its

weathered surface. The clay strealc between the two
benches is a decomposed parting of argillaceous limestone.

The lower bench is sometimes so sandy as to be rejected.

It weathers rapidly and leaves a dark, ferruginous sub-

stance on the subject which, when wet, is soft and unctu-

ous. The limestone is quarried by stripping, only from
2' to 4' ; and several acres of this limestone are still acces-

sible before the stripping gets to be expensive.

The Pocono sandstone No. X begins to rise from Shore'

s

run where the road at J. Stever's crosses it.

The iron ore seen at the roadside, just below Shore's

saw-mill, lying directly on top of the Pocono sandstone.

It was once mined by drift on the land of Clayton Green-

land, and 75 or 100 tons of it hauled to Orbisonia ; but it

is rather siliceous, and contains a considerable quantity of

manganese.

A bed of red limestone is sometimes seen in this town-

ship overlying by several feet the bluish-green limestones

which rest on the Pocono sandstone. One such was once

quarried near Mr. Stever's, on Shore's run^ and report says

made excellent farm lime.

15. Todd.

This township adjoins Cass on th3 south ; stretches across

from Terrace mountain to Sideling hill ; covers part of the

Barrens, the red shale valley of Newburg, and the northern

portion of the Broad Top mountain, together with Rocky
ridge, Chilcote's Knob, Round Knob, and the north end of

Wray's hill.

The course of Trough creek around the edge of the Bar-

rens—first from Todd P. O. south 1J miles to the Methodist

church ; then north-west 3 miles to the bend at Newburg
;

then north 2 miles to Trexler & Co.'s saw-mill and Para-

dise furnace— is very instructive, for it defines the shape

and character of the wide Broad Top City anticlinal, Avith
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its gently waving west, and steeper dipping east, sides. The
long slope of the Barrens, with this semicircular line of the
creek at its foot, shows how the great arch sinks south-
ward

;
how the erosion has gradually removed all the red

shale from the slope and left it in the valley ; and what an
important rtle the limestones at the base of the red shales
have played in the process ; for, the outcrop of the lime-
stones follows the line of the creek all round the foot-edge
of the Barrens; and in like manner the line of the south
branch of Tatman's run along the foot of Terrace mountain,
from the Carbon township line to Tatman's gap.
Much of the Barrens is primitive forest, and a large

amount of excellent pine timber is standing on it, still

sheltering deer, wild turkey, and other game.
The surface rocks are yellowish, sandy shales, and flaggy

sandstones, in parts well suited for farming, but with a soil

generally poor and thin.* The sandstones appear in the
creek at the Cass township line, the limesto7ie outcrop run-
ning a short distance east of the creek. A little further
south the limestone crosses to the west side of the creek

;

but at the Todd or brick mills, near Todd P. 0., it is quar-
ried in a cliff along the east bank of the creek, on Jackson
Miller's land, where the following beds show :

Jackson Miller' s quarry.

Red, limy beds, 10' -,

Limestone, greenish, impure i' I ^.,,

Limestone {quarried), greenish-gray, visible, 3' f
'

Limestone, reported (quarried at low water), 2'

'

A good deal of stone has been hauled from here by the

farmers. The quarry bed underlies the bed of the creek

above and below the quarry.

A bed of red limestone lying a few feet above the red

limy beds is not quarried here. The underlying sandstone
is seen coming out of the creek on the west bank.

Below Todd's mills nothing is seeu of the limestone until

[*These shales and sandstones have been included in the Mauch Chunk red

shale formation No. XI In the sections given in Report P on the Sideling hill

side of the Trough.]
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we come to Taylor's road crossing. Taylor" s is a mile below

the mill. Here on the east bank is a large limestone quarry

owned by F. M. Taylor, Jno. Whiting and Eli Keith, where

the following beds show : (See Plate XIII, Fig. 2.)

Taylor" s quarry.

1. Red shales.

2. Jfed limestone, i' 1

3. Bed shales, limy, 16 j

i. Gray limestone, 2 6 ^30'

5. Med slates, . . 3

6. Limestone, greenish-gray, 4 )

7. Pocono sandstone.

The red limestone (No. 2) is mined here and highly prized

by the farmers. Nos. 4 and 6 are both good limestone'and

are taken out entirely down to the sandstone which forms

a platform for it as smooth and level as a floor.

Half a mile further down the creek, just below the Meth-

odist church, we see the limestone with the accompanying

shales make a vertical cliff 30' to 40' high, just below the

mouth of a small stream which puts into the creek from

the south. Here the beds are : (See Plate XIII, Fig. 3.)

Heater" s quarry.

1. Red hmy shale, 20

2. Gray limestone , 1

3. Red limy shales, 5

4. Gray limestone, 3

5. Red limy shales, . .
.' 4

|

6. Sandy, greenisli-gray limestone, S )

7. Pocono sandstone, . visible, 5

A large amount of limestone has been quarried here for

farm use ; bed No. 3 being that on which the most quarry-

ing has been done, it having been mined back under the

overhanging cliffs. The red limestone of Taylor's section

probably overlies No. 1. Tlie sandstone (No. 7) just below

the quarry, makes a range of cliffs along the stream.

Trough creek turns at a right angle to the northwest just

above Heater's quarry, and keeps on past Paradise furnace

to the gap in Terrace mountain ; but in doing this it cuts

off a strip of the Barrens, leaving the upper Pocono beds

on the south side of the creek. This is shown by the fact

>36'
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that the limestone beds cross Sugar creek half a mile above
its mouth, at Grrifflth's saw-mill, where the road toNewburg
crosses. An abandoned quarry here shows: (See Plate

XIII.)

Old Sugar creek quarry.
1. Red limy shales, 10

2. Reddish-gray limestone, 2

3. lied limy, shaly beds 20

4. Gray limestone, {once quarried) , 1

5 Red beds, 5

6. Gray limestone, good, (once g«amed), . . ... 3

7. Concealed, 7

8. Pooono gray sandstone, massive.

For two miles towards T. Baker's road-forks sandstone

beds are seen cropping out along the road to Newburg.
At Baker's a low ridge of red sliale crosses the road and

runs northward for several hundred yards,

Tlie Trough creek limestone is quarried on the land of

Mr. G. W. Baker, at the mouth of Lick run, f mile east of

Newburg. (See Plate XIII, Fig. 5.)

Baker' s quarry.
1. Red shales,

2. Red brecciated limestone (/ossili/erous), 5 1

3. Red shales and limy beds, ,12
|

4. Limestone, gray, ^ }-i3

5. Red shales and limy beds, 10

6. Gray limestone, 2],

7. Fiocono sandstone, massive, gray, 20

Some fossil fragments were seen in the top limestone here

among which were specimens of a Straparollus.. This red-

disJi limestone is brecciated, and looks as though it had
been crushed to pieces and recemented. Beds Nos. 4 and 6

are alone quarried. They have a greenish gray color, and
break with sharp, angular fracture ; but are somewhat sili-

ceous, as these lower beds always are.

Two miles below the mouth of Lick run on Trough creek

we reach the Paradise furnace property, owned by the

Patterson estate. Here, a furnace was built in 1832, by

Messrs. Trexler and Lesher, to smelt the ores of the neigh-

borhood. It was operated to a small extent for several

years, the product being largely manufactured into stoves
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and other domestic ntensils directly fi'om the furnace. It

soon went out of blast and remained so until I860, when it

was repaired by the Trexler heirs and run for 3 years,

principally on fossil ore from Tussey mountain.

The old furnace ore bank is half a mile northwest of the

furnace, on the foot slope of Terrace mountain. The lime-

stones and limy shales at the bottom of XI have been dis-

solved into deposits of Tnanganiferous iron ore, in nodules

and balls measuring from an inch to a foot in diameter,

scattered through the soil and red debris, over a wide strip

of ground. The ore was mined by stripping, and a large

quantity of ore yet remains along the line of contact.

Some of the balls contain so much manganese that if a suffi-

cient quantity could be collected they would be valuable

for that alone.

Mr. John A. Patterson collected 110 small pieces of this

ruanganiferous iron ore, which when analyzed by Mr, Mc-
Creatli was found to contain ;

Metaiiic iron, 23.650

Metallic manganese, 19.676

Phosphorus, 458

Siliceous matter, 18. 640

Of course not all of the ore gave so high a percentage of

manganese, but it permeates the whole to a considerable

extent, and were it not for the high per cent of phosphorus
might be used in the manufacture of spiegeleisen ; and
some of the old metal made from this ore looks very much
like Spiegel.

Just above the bridge across Trough creek, near Paradise

furnace, the lower part of the limestone is well exposed
along the west bank of the creek, viz

:

Gray limestone, 3

Red limy and sandy beds 7

Pocono sandstone, massive.

all dipping gently east, and for 200 yards further (south)

up the stream, where the gray limestone goes underwater-
level. This is on the bottom line of the Coalmont trough;

for, going further up the stream, the gray limestone begins

to rise to the east and soon gets several feet above the creek.
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Round Top, an isolated mountain rising 950' above

Trough creek, about f mile south of the furnace, lies in the

axis of the trough. It is a m/)und of red shale No. XI,

capped with the bottom layers of the Oonglomerate No.

XII; about 10 acres ; with an edge of cliff all round. The
following section was made from the summit straight down
to Trough creek, i mile above the furnace : (See Plate XII,

Fig. 1.)

Paradise furnace Hound Top section.

1. Bottom rocks of No. XII, massive grayish white sandstone, 15

2. Concealed, .
10'

S. Iron ore of No. XI; pieces scattered ovfir the ground ;

trial holes along the outcrop, ?

4. Red shales and green sandstones, .
500'

5. Drecciated limestones, reddish, impure ; visible, . . 2

6. Red shales ; by barometer 450 thick ; add for south-west

dip say 50 ; making say . .... 500

7. Limestone, red and mottled, massive, impure, . . . 25 )

8. Limestone, red, shaly 4 I

0. Limestone gray, 3
j

10. Limy beds, red, ... 7
J

11. Sandstone at level of Trough creek (900 A. T.)

Total thickness of No. XI, 1051

No fossils were seen in limestone bed No. 5 ; but it may
be taken to represent the limestone series between the upper

and lower red shales in the gaps of Westmoreland and Fay-

ette counties and West Virginia, described in Reports K'

and K'.

The lower siliceous limestone at the bottom of No. XI
crops out in the cliffs which border the creek above the fur-

nace. The upper red beds (No. 7) are especially massive;

they have been quarried and burned by Mr. Patterson. An
analysis by Mr. McCreath shows :

Carbonate of lime, 51.785

Carbonate of magnesia, 1.188

Oxide of iron and alumina, 3.380

Manganese, strong trace.

Siliceous matter, 42.510

The gray limestone, No. 9, was used as a flux at the old

Paradise furnace. An analysis by Mr. McCreath showed :
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Carbonate of lime, 90.992
Carbonate of magnesia 1 059
Oxide of iron and alumina, 0.940

Phosphorus 0.013

Manganese, strong trace.

Siliceous matter, 6 094

Total, 99.094

Just below Paradise furnace Trough creek begins its

gorge -like passage through the Pocono sandstone beds of

Terrace mountain
; following the axis of the trough north-

Avard, and frequently descending in rapids. The gray sand-
stone cliffs between which it flows have in some places a
perpendicular height of two or three hundred feet.

TJie copperas rocks* are about a mile below Paradise fur-

nace. Here two thin seams of coal are visible in the sand-
stone beds ; and one occurs in the blue shale under a bed
of sandstone. They vary in thickness from two to six
inches

; and must lie about 200' beneath the red shale ; the
Pocono sandstone cliff rising that high above them.
A small bed of coal (8" to 10" thick) was found in exca-

vating for the foundation of the grist mill Just below Para-
dise furnace, near the top of the Pocono series.

For a description of the rock through the gap, see under
the head of Penn township, on page 175 above.

Tatman's creek cuts a separate gap through Terrace

mountain two miles south of Paradise furnace, exposing
the Pocono sandstone in a series of great cliffs.

The brecciated lim^estone, seen half way up the slope of

Round Top, here shows itself along the road which leads

from Newburg down Tatman's run. It is 2 or 3 feet thick,

and would burn into good lime for farm use.

In this narrow valley of red shale are indications of iron

ore at several points.

The conglomerate No. XII, which faces the high moun-
tain plateau, looking down westward into the little valley,

and northward and eastward into Trough ci-eek valley, has

only preserved in this township its lower massive beds. Its

*Exudations of copperax on the cliff's above the coal beds, and from the

shale in which they occur have given name to the locality,
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northern point represents the deep Coalmont basin -, its

spurs, overlooking Newburg and Eagle forge, represent the
rolls which carry the coal beds up and down on Shoup's
run. Rocky ridge, with its patches of coal measures, has
been preserved along the center line of the East Broad-top
basin.

Rocky ridge and Wray's hill.

[The description which follows will be understood by
reference to Plates L, LI, LII, reduced from Messrs. Ash-
burner and Billin's topographical map and sections, made
in the survey of 1875, and not before published.

Plate L shows the structure of Rocky ridge and its en-

closing valleys, by means of six cross sections ; No. 1

through the old Savage bank, at the north ; No. 2, through
the Taylor bank ; No. 3, through Dougherty's bank; No.
4, through Wray's hill tunnel ; No. 5, through the Sideling

hill tunnel ; and No. 6, across Wray's hill somewhat further

south.

Plate LI shows the topographical features of Rocky
ridge, Long's ridge, the long north prong of Wray's hill,

the curious spur at the tunnel and the beginning of the ex-

posure of Wray's hill southwards, as far as the tannery.

Plate LII shows Wray' s hill expanding into a high pla-

teau, holding the wide and shallow East Broad Top coal

basin, with the Robertsdale mines, and Broad Top City on

the west.]

The coal measures of Rocky ridge remain as three

patches, the largest of which is at its northern end. Here
coal had been mined for many years by short drifts, before

Mr. G. S. Sleeman, in 1882, undertook more serious mining

operations.

TJie coal measures here, lie in a fold on the east slope of

the ridge, so that mining operations on a small scale are

difficult,because the rapid dip into the ridge makes drainage

difficult, and to get much coal on the west side of the sharp

syncline requires a long tunnel. Mr. Sleeman first sunk a

slope on the bed, at an angle of 20°, to a depth of 100 feet

;

and then drove a gangway north for 400' or 500', removing

19 T=.
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the water from the mine with a siphon. Failing to get

across the basin in this direction, he tunneled from the

gangway directly across, 60 feet, to the coal on its west rise,

thus getting a large area of available coal.

Sleeman. s mine section. {Plate LIII^ Fig. 1.
)

Sandstones and shales.

f «oal, 11',

Coal, Barnet, } Rock, V \ 6J'
f Coal, 4' )

Sandstone, and shales,* , .
63'

, Coal 4' 5"
J

Coal, Ooofc, 5 Slate, 1' 0" S 7'

f Coal, 1' 6")
Shales (overlying Conglomerate No. XII), 15'

This would agree with the Barnett and Cook sections on
Shoup's run.

The Cook vein is the one mined by Mr. Sleeman. The
upper bench is never less than 4' thick, and more frequently

4^' to 5'. It is a lustrous, clean coal which comes out in

large blocks, and is very free from slate and other impuri-

ties, except occasional large '

' sulphur binders '

' which are

easily removed.

The lower bench has an average thickness of If and is

separated from the upper bench by a dark gray slate which

is seldom less than one foot thick, and sometimes 1^'. This

portion of the vein is not now mined ; for, although the

coal is good, the cost of taking up the hard slate above it is

so great that when a thickness of 4^' of coal can be ob-

tained from the upper bench alone, the extra expense

would be unwarranted. The coal from this opening is

hauled for a long distance into the surrounding country,

this being the nearest source of supply for a considerable

district east, north, and west.

The Barnet bed was once exploited by a tunnel near Mr.

Sleeman' s opening, and found as in the section above. The

opening had fallen in when I visited the locality and only

. the blossom could be seen. The parting rock between the

two benches of this coal is visible however cropping out on

*This interval of " 63 "I give on the authority of Mr Sleeman.
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the surface where it appears as a very siliceous rock, nearly

as hard as granite and one foot thick.

The length of this coal held is 1^^ miles, by 1000' in

breadth.

The Petriken (Taylor) coal mine is at its south end.

Stapleton' s road from Roberts' house on the creek to J.

Taylor's school-house crosses west over the ridge between
the northern and middle coal patch. The middle patch is

about half a mile long and subdivided into two little basins.

Its north end is a mile south of Petriken' s mine. The third

jjatch is only a third of a mile long and half a mile south

of the middle patch. The deep gorge of Trough creek

(south branch) here separates the south end of Rocky ridge

from the north end of Wray's hill on one side (east,) and
a notch separates Rocky ridge from Round knob on the

other side (west,) on the top of which remains a little con

glomerate. The road from Cook's tannery and grist mill

north to J. Taylor's school-house goes through this notch.

Petriken' s coal (A), Curfman's (Savage) coal (B)^ and
Dougherty's coal (C), were analyzed by Mr. McCreath and
showed the following constituents : (See F. p. 190.)

(A.) (B.) (C.)

Carbon fixed 75.421 74.623 67.154

Volatile matter, 18.165 17.840 17.540

Ash, 5.030 5.720 13.600

Sulphur 994 .797 1.496

Water, 390 1.020 .210

Long' s ridge is a narrow remnant of Conglomerate No.

XII between Rocky ridge and Sideling hill, east of Trough
creek, and exactly opposite the middle coal patch on Rocky
ridge. It is about f mile long along its rocky crest.

Long's coal ied (2' thick,) lies under 160' of conglomerate

rocks, and over 80' more of conglomerate rocks, these last

resting on the red shale of No. XI. It is opened at the

north end of the little ridge.

Wray's hill projects two miles into this township and is

capped by No. XII, with no coal except the Long coal bed

which lies in the conglomerate.

The Yellow branch of Trough creek flows east along and
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just inside the Carbon township line until within | mile of

its junction with Trough creek at the carding mill, and tan-

nery, and grist mill. Yellow branch cuts off a broad, high
knob from the Broad Top City part of the mountain, on
the south ; and a run on its west side cuts it off from the

main mountain on that side.

This Chilcoaf s Ttnob is a mile long east and west and f
mile wide north and south, covered with Conglomerate,

doubtless containing Long's coal bed, but none of the

Broad Top coals. The East Broad Top railroad makes its

way from Robertsdale down Trough creek ; crosses the

bend at the mouth of Yellow branch ; keeps down the

west side of the creek 1^- miles ; crosses to the east side in

the gorge between Rocky ridge and Wray' s hill ; tunnels

through the sharp ridge of red shale ; makes a bow and
then runs south along Sideling hill 2 miles to the west end
of the tunnel, which is within f mile of the Carbon county

corner. The structure of this south-east corner of the

county including Long' s ridge, Rocky ridge.

16. Carbon.

This township, lying between Todd township and Bed-

ford county, from Terrace mountain on the west to Sideling

hill on the east, holds the important coal fields of Shoup's

run and Robertsdale.

Its south line from one mountain to the other is 9i miles.

From the west edge of the conglomerate No. XII, at Coal-

mont, to the east edge in Wray's hill, is about 8 miles, but

the extreme width of the coal measure area is not much
over 6 miles.

Its western half is drained by Shoup's run westward from

Broad Top City (1983 A. T.) to Coalmont (1106 A. T.), and

through the gap in Terrace mountain leading out to the

Raystown branch at Saxton (859 A. T.)

Its eastern half is drained northward by Trough creek.,

from the Robertsdale mines on the west side of Wrays
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hill, and southward by Sideling nill creek at the east foot of

Wray's hill.

The Broad Top anticlinal^ which determines this double

drainage, is the same which elevates the Barrens in Todd
township. It passes north and south across the Broad Top
coal region, and comes out in a deej) notch afc its south side

in Bedford county, making there a long prong which re-

sembles Wray's hill and Rocky ridge.

The East Broad Top basin is flat and shallow. The
western slope of the anticlinal down Shoup's run is long

and wavy ; that is, it is crossed by smaller rolls parallel to

the great anticlinal, producing several basins each deeper

than the one east of it. Then all the rocks rise steeply

toward the west and bound the coal region on that side in

straight lines. Here the red shale No. XI comes up in a

prolongation of Tatman's run valley. Then No. X comes

up in Terrace mountain. Shoup's run gap through Terrace

mountain is at the south-west corner of the county. From
the gap northward to tJie Todd township line along the

mountain is only 3 miles.

The following section was made in the gap along Shoup's

run road. (See Plate XV, Fig. 2.)

Shoup' s run road section (A).

1. Fottiville conglomerate.

2. Mauch Chunk shales, No. XII, . . . about, 1050'

3. Gray sandstone, pebbly in streaks, top of Pocono X, 200'

4. Massive, pebbly sandstone, makes cliffs, grayish white, . 200

5. Concealed,... .... 300'

6. Dark fossiliferous shales, strike S. 35° W., . ... 100'

7. Concealed, dip 250-30°, . .
200'

8. Massive sandstone, gray,. ... 100'

9. Concealed, green sandstones and red shale, dip 25°,

.

125'

10. Sandstone, greenish gray, massive, . .
25'

11. Concealed, and red shale, 75'

12. Sandstone, greenish gray, massive, makes cliffs, . . . .
25'

13. Red shale, where road asoendshill to the east from Shoup's

run, visible, 20'

Total, 2320'

On the opposite side of Shoup's run the following suc-

cession was observed along the railroad : (See Plate XII.)
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Shoup's run railroad section {B.)

1. Mauch Chunk red shale.

2. Coarse, massive sandstone, gray, dip 25° to 30°, . . 210'

3. Sandstone, darli gray, with some tliin dark slates intor-

stratifled,
. . . XOC

4. Concealed horizontal interval, 335' dip at top 30°, at base
60O to 75°, about 250'

5. Gray, flaggy sandstone and shales, 100'

6. Hed shale, 15'

7. Grayish green sandstone, 55'

8. Bluish black shale, with a few thin sandstones interttrati-

fled, containing Lepidodendron OaSpianurn at top, and
Rhynehonella, Productus, ISpirifera Orthis, and other

forms very abundant throughout 20'-25' at base, . 100

9. Massive, gray sandstone, . 20'

10. Sandy shales, . 10'

11. Sandstone, yellowish gray massive, visible, 25'

Total, 885'

The fossiliferous darTc shale seen both on the road and
railroad is an important feature of the Pocono series, the

lower part of it containing so many sJiell remains as to

make some of the layers an impure limestone. A species

of Rhynchonella seems the most abundant, filling the shales

by the thousand, although other forms are quite numerous,

especially Productus and Orthis.

The Trough creek limestone of Todd township was seen

at the base of the Mauch Chunk red shale, just at the en-

trance to the gap ; the upper layers red, as usual ; with a

bed of greenish-gray siliceous limestone lying upon the

Pocono sandstone.

The manganiferous iron ore of Todd township is also

visible just south of the railroad, where it was once ex-

ploited by a short tunnel. The ore comes in nuggets which

seem quite plentiful but hardly in suflBcient quantity to

warrant mining.

The first Broad Top basin or synclinal axis crosses

Shoup's run near the saw-mill below Coalmont, but it is so

shallow that no coal beds remain on the Conglomerate

mountain here. In Bedford county however it deepens and

holds the Cook and Barnett coals, The Cook coal was once

opened in it on the west slope of the mountain in sight of

Saxton. Those who took no account of the flattening of
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the rocks on Shoup's run as the dying north end of a basin

deeper further south, thought that this was a coal bed be-

neath the true coal measures. When it reaches Six Mile

run this basin holds the Kelley coal of the Kemble Coal

Company.
The first anticlinal is mentioned by Prof. Stevenson in

T" as a slight wrinkle in the MaucTi Chunk red shale where
it crosses Six Mile run above Riddlesburg, about half-way

between that town and the Mt. Equity mine. On Shoup's

run it is scarcely appreciable, only slightly reversing the

dip of the Conglomerate, and giving a small area of the

Cook coal bed in the vicinity of Mr. Dougherty's, formerly

known as the Arnold. Haupt tract to the first basin. The
blossom of a coal is visible near the Haupt house, but it is

so near the surface and so thin that it gives no promise of

proving valuable.

The second {Coalmont) basin crosses Shoup's run near

Cnalmont. North of Shoup's run the coal measures have

been swept from this basin by Sugar Camp run, which cuts

through the conglomerate into the red shale. The little run
which comes from Bedford county to Coalmont flows in

this basin. On Six Mile run the basin may be represented

by that of Mt Equity mine, which holds all the coal

measures up to and including the Mahoning sandstone.

The New York Coal Company made an attempt several

years ago to open up this coal basin from the Shoup's run

side, just over the Bedford county line, by a switch from

the railroad above Coalmont, along a route very expensive

for grading on account of trestles and rock cuts. Thus the

town of Coalmont came into existence. But after the outlay

of a great deal of money, mining at the northern end of a

basin which deepened southward proved impracticable, and

the railroad was abandoned. At its terminus are aban-

doned mines in both the Cook and Barnett beds, which are

reported to have been, the upper (Barnett) 5' ; the lower

(Cook or Fulton) 8' thick (coal 3', slate 2', coal 3') ; separ-

ated by 50' of sandstone and shale ; and the lower coal lying

15' above No. XII. (See Plate LIII, Fig. 2.)

The Barnet coal was opened in the bluff directly over
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the Cook drift, so that I could measure the interval with

sufficient accuracy (by barometer), as the dip is gentle.

From all accounts that I could get concerning the coals

in this basin it would seem that they possess an unusual

thickness and purity, so that the failure of the New York
company was not due to lack of coal on the property con-

trolled, but to a mistake in mining methods, due to an im-

perfect comprehension of the geological structure of the

basin. This basin cannot be mined by a drift at water level

from Shoup's run, since it descends rapidly toward Six

Mile run ; but it could be mined by shafting.

Just above Coalmont is a steep bluflf on the north side of

Shoup' s run. Here I made the following section : (See

Plate XII, Fig. 2.)

Coalmont Section, A.

1. Concealed from top of knob, 50'

2. Very massive, pebbly, white conglomerate, (No. XII), . 15'

3. Concealed, 60'

4. Sandstone, basal member of Potlsville conglomerate, gray-

ish brown, contains large Sigillaria trunks, (No. XII), 15'

5. Concealed, and red shales, (No. XI), .
200'

6. Sandstone, massive, rather coarse, yellowisti, (No. XI), . 35'

7. Limestone, brecciated, (No. XI), . .
2'

8. Green, and red shales to railroad, (No. XI), 10'

The bottom mass of No. XII is probably 10' thicker than

seen, say 25' thick. The top of No. XII is in the concealed

interval No. 1 of this section. No. XII cannot be here

more than 175' thick.

No. 2 and No. 4 make bold cliflfs along the steep hill,

dipping rapidly east into the Third or Powelton basin

;

and their large angular blocks are strewn over the slopes.

No. 6 is a very massive sandstone and makes a line of

cliffs along the hill. It and the underlying limestone are

well exposed in the railway cuttings, a furlong above

Coalmont.

No. 7 brecciated limestoneis rather pure. It is higher in

the series of red shale than the bed seen on Round Top at

Paradise furnace.

The hog-back opposite Coalmont shows the following

rocks

:
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Goalmont section^ B.

1. Conglomerate, white at top, gray and yellowish below, 100'

2. Concealed and red shales, 150'

3. Sandstone, red shales, and concealed, (no limestone
visible), ... . . loo'

4. Red shales, alternating with thin, green, sandy beds to

railroad in cut just below Coalmont, .
60'

The Third or Powelton basin crosses Shoup's run one
mile above Coalmont, and deepens rapidly into Bedford
county ; so that on Six Mile run all the Lower coal meas-
ures are buried deeply. Within the last year (1883,)

Messrs. Brown and Sweet have tunneled westward to the

Kelly coal on the Second axis, and mined the bed north-

ward in the direction of the rising basin, the gangway
gradually curving east.

'

A branch of Six Mile run rises in this basin near the

county line and flows down its middle line to within a mile

of its mouth. Here turning east it cuts across the next
anticlinal to the east. For a long distance this stream

flows upon the Mahoning sandstone, the strata rising rap-

idly from the water course on each side, making the basin

easy to follow even by the shape of the ground, so that

there can be scarcely a doubt that the Powelton basin is

the Second basin of Stevenson's Bedford County report.

Most of the mining in the Powelton basin has been

done north of Shoup's run, on the lands of the late R. H.

Powell, and under the immediate supervision of Edward
McHugh, to whom I am gratefully indebted for many facts

with regard to the structure and other points in the geology

of the Powell property.

The main Powelton basin is just deep enough, where it

crosses Shoup' s run, to carry the Barnet coal nearly down
to water level, where the center line crosses the creek 100

yards above the upper end of the Powell coke ovens. From
this center line of the basin the Barnet coal rises both

ways (east and west) at an angle of 10° to 15° and soon gets

to be 200' above the creek.

The Barnet bed was formerly the only one mined on the

property, and it is mostly mined out from the northern end

of the basin. As the hill north of the creek rises 450' the
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prevailing belief was that beds of coal overlying the Bar-

net could be found in it, and a large amount of prospecting

was done, which resulted in making out the following gen-

eral section : (See Plate VII, Fig. 1.)

Powelton {Minersville) generaL section.

1. Mahoning sandstone, .
30'

2. Shales, sandstone and concealed, 100'

3. Coal, " Twin" seam, 2'

4. Shales and sandstones, , . . .
8' to 30'

5. Barnet coal bed, 3' to 5'

6. Shales and sandstones, 50'

7. Shales, dark, oontamiagfossil plants 5'

8. Cook {Fulton) coal, . . .... 5'

9. Shales and concealed, 15'

10. Sandstone, grayish-white, massive and pebbly
near base more flaggy above ;

(No. XII), .
40'

"

11. Concealed, . . . . 10

12. Coal impure, 1' 8"
. .... say 2'

13. Fire clay, and shales with a green sandstone near

center, 20'
I

14. Massive, grayish-white conglomerate, . visible, 50'
i

The so called '

' Pittsburgh vein, " is a bed of coal above the

Malwning sandstone once opened south of Shoup's run in

the Powelton syncline on the New York Coal Go's, land

;

and reported to be 4' to 6' thick. It was opened at several

points near the hill-tops along the county line, but seems
to have proven rather slaty and impure at all of them.

The name was no doubt given to it by mistake after Prof.

Lesley had identified the coal bed on the high knob south

of Six Mile run with the Pittsburgh coal bed.

I judge from the section that the Kelly ( Upper Freeport)

coal is either not present on the Powell property, or so

small as to have escaped notice, in spite of the vast amount
of exploration.

TJie Mahoning sandstone outcrops in several ledges on
this property, and is everywhere a coarse, massive, grayish-

white, usually conglomeratic stratum. It makes the high

hill on which Powell's dwelling house stands, half a mile

from the coke works. Its outcrop is almost always broken
up into huge blocks. Its finest exposure on the Powell

property is just west of the " Rye field." Here it makes a
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long line of cliffs consisting of immense fragments piled

upon each other.

The Barnet coal has been almost exhausted from this

property. It was mined from several openings : one, at

the foot of the hill, a short distance above the coke works
;

another, 200' higher up the hill, further east, at the inclined

plane ; a third, still further east, using the same plane.

But these mines have not been in operation for several

years, the GooTc vein being now mined ; but the Powell

Company is making arrangements to re-open the old mines

and take out the pillars.

In a new adit, a few hundred feet north from the Coke
ovens, the Barnet bed shows thus : (See plate LIII, Fig. 3.)

Section at Powelton coTce ovens.

1. Sandstone.

2. Slate 0' 15'

rsiatyooal, 6"1

3. Barnet coal 5'°f Z,\ V
I

Slate, 2 '

[coal 15"
J

4. Concealed, . .
50'

6. Cook (Fulton) coal, 5'

Both the Barnet and Coolc have recently been opened

here, on the west side of the basin, with the intention of

starting a new mine on both beds ; but the area of coal ac-

cessible from this side of the basin is so diminished that

the project may not be carried out.

Mr. Edward McHugh, while connected with R. H. Pow-

ell's coal raining operations here at Powelton, collected data

from actual survey for an underground contour-map of the

Barnet coal bed.

In doing this he found that the flexures of the rock,

however slight, are remarkably persistent, and are all

approximately parallel, having in this mine a direction of

N. 85° E. These were traced northward for more than a

mile in the Powell mine until the coal basin spoons up into

the air near the line of Miller's run, at the northern line

of the property.

It was found that the central portion rises to the north-

20 T.
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east along the line of strike at the rate of about 2i' in 100',

or more accurately, 178' in 4500' N. 35° E.

It was also found that in addition to several minor rolls,

two considerable anticlinals extend through the Powelton
property on tbe east rise of the basin. One, named on the

mine map the Powell anticlinal, is distant 1050' S. 55' E. from
the synclinal axis at the coke works ; and elevates the bed
to 225' above the bottom of the trough. The other, named
the Eastern anticlinal, is 1300' S. 55° E. from the synclinal

axis ; and lifts the coal to an elevation of 310' above the

bottom of the trough. Both cross the property as far as

mining operations have been carried and keep parallel to

each other. (See Plate LIV, Fig. 4.)

The west dip of the Eastern anticlinal is rapid, and
a ^' rock faulV runs along its crest for 1600'. This ^"-rocTc

faulV is a narrow area on the crest of the anticlinal

where the coal has been squeezed ofE from the crown of the

arch almost entirely, and piled up in the syncline west

from it, where Mr. McHugh reports that the coal was in

some places 20' to 30' thick.

At the end of 1600' in the mine however the bending of

the rocks at the crown of the anticlinal becomes greatly

lessened and then the coal passes over the axis with its

normal thickness only slightly reduced, so that the work-

kings east of the "Eastern anticlinal" have been con-

nected with those west from it at the end of the squeeze.

Fitie smaller rolls are shown on Mr. McHugh' s map
(some of which lift the coal 20' to 30', others only 5' to 10')

between the Powell anticlinal and the western edge of the

Powelton basin.

The Twin coal (No. 3 of the section.) is a clean dry coal,

containing no slate and coming out in large blocks. It is

better for general steam and fuel j^urposes than for coking,

is in fact rather too hard and dry for the latter purpose.

Its position above the Barnet bed varies (as stated in the

section,) between 8 and 30 feet. It was once opened and

several tons of coal taken out just east of the head of the

plane, where we see the following : (See Plate LV, Fig. 2.)
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Powelton plane section.

1. Shales, 10'

2. Twin coal, "good," 2' 6"

3. Sandy shale, 15'

4. Sandstone, rather massive, 15'

5. Barnet coal, (ooncealed),

The sandstone (No. 4) is here quite massive, and makes
a cliff along the coal road where the cutting for the grade

passes through it. Elsewhere the rock is a mere sandy-

shale or flaggy sandstone. At one place in the Barnet coal

it was only needful to cut through 8 feet of measures to

reach the Twin coal.

The Fulton ied (as the Coolc hed is called in the Powel-

ton basin) is now mined extensively by R. H. Powell's

Sons & Co., and coked in Belgian ovens opposite the mouth
of the mine. Under the guidance of Mr. John Palmer,

mine boss at the Powelton coal works, several sections of

the Fulton bed were taken in different parts of the mine as

follows :- (See Plate LIV.)

Fulton {Cook) ied, section (A.)

1. Slate full of/oMiZptaMM,
2. Coal, . 9"

3. " Bone " and coal mixed, 7''

4. Coal, 15"

5. Parting
j.

6' 3"
6. Coal, 16"

7. Sandrook, 12"

8. Coal, middle bench, 12"

9. Slate, 4"

10. Coal not measured,

Fulton {CooTc) hed, section (B.)

1. Slate

2. Coal 8'" '

3. Slate and "bone," 5 "

4. Coal, 231" ^ 4' 9"

5. Rock, 14 '

6. Coal, middle bench, 6 '

Only a few yards off the rock parting (No. 5) enlarges to

4 or 5 feet.

At the head of "No. 4 entry" on the western slope of

the basin, the following was got

:
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Fulton {CooJc) bed, section (C).
1. Slate

2. Coal, 7"

3. Bone 5"

4. Coal, 23"

6. Rock 16" \ T 2"

6. Coal, middle bench, 12"

7. Slate, 2"

8. Coal, lower bench, 21"

At another place in the same entry

:

Fulton (Cook) bed, section (D).
1. Slate.

2. Bony coal, 5^

3. Parting, „ i

4. Coal 19)

5. Eocli 3"-12

6. Coal, middle bench, '
1"- 6

7. Fire-clay, 10

8. Coal, lower bench, 14

Sections (A) and (B) do not expose the bottom of the

Cook bed ; but (C) and (D) show upper, middle, and lower

benches ; with two partings, the upper of which is often a

regular sandstone, and always as hard to blast as sand-

stone would be. The middle bench, called the ^^ Little

seam,^'' is clean, bright, black and usually free from im-

purities. The lower bench is not taken up when the lower

parting is thick.

The coal from each of the three benches was analyzed by
Mr. McCreath with the following results :

Top.

1. Fixed carbon, 72.893

2. Volatile matter 21.082

3. Ash, 4.145

4. Sulphur, 1.312

5. Water, 568

The samples from which the above analyses were made,

were selected with a view to representing as much of the

thickness of the several divisions as possible.

The Fulton {Cook) coal has not been mined so extensively

on the Powell property, as the Barnet bed, owing to the

fact that it is not so good a coal, and also because the hard

rock parting through the middle of the bed, renders the

mining both difficult and expensive.

Middle.
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At the little ravine 100 yards above the coke ovens, Mr.

Edward McHugh sunk a w^ell for vsrater, beginning about
20' under the Barnel coal bed. Connecting the record of

this well with the exposures at the surface, a section would

be: (See Plate LV, Fig. 1.)

McHugJi^ s well section.

1. Twin coal, 2'

2. Shales, . 15'

t^" 3. Buffish, siliceous limestone, 1'

4. Shales and sandstone 14'

5. Barnet coal, . . • • . . . . . 4'

6. Shales and sandstones . . 50'

r Coal, ... 3 s

7. Fulton (Cook) Coal, . ) Rock, ... 2' i. 6' 8"

C Coal, . . . 1' 8" ;

The Fulton coal bed roof shales are filled to the exclusion

of almost everything else at the Powell mines with an

Alethopteris very close to A. pennsylvanica. Some of

the forms, however, closely resemble A. serlii, and it is

possible that this species is present in addition to A. penn-

sylvanica.

Lepidodendron obovatum, and as^ieiAesotLepidostrobus

are about all the other plants observed in this shale.

The Barnet and Fulton coals were once mined quite

extensively on the south side of Shoup's run, just below

Powell's coke ovens, by the H. & B. T. E,. R. Co., but as

the coal basin settles rapidly southward, the mines could

not be well drained, and abandoned several years ago.

Conglomerate rocks come up in a great ledge, just below

where the H. & B. T. R. R. mines are situated. They are

grayish white, very massive, somewhat pebbly, and prob-

ably belong to the middle of the formation No. XII. The

section of No. XII as given in the Powelton section (on

page 304 above) was fairly well exposed along Miller's run.

Here the upper member (No. 10 of the section) 40' thick,

shows in its upper beds a disposition to split into slabs 3'

to 5' long and 6" to 8" thick, in natural exposures and

quarries. Its lower layers are rather massive, somewhat
pebbly, and often make a cliflE.
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The coal bed (No. 12 of the section) shows at two or

three places on Miller' s run. Mr. McHugh reports it as li'

to 2' of poor coal.

No. 14 of the Powelton section is the most massive por-

tion of the Pottsmlle Conglomerate ; a grayish white rock,

usually pebbly ; always making a cliff. This is the rock of

the high cliff just alluded to below the H. & B. T. R. E.

old mines, on the south side of Shoup's run. It is also

frequently seen jutting out in cliffs along Miller's run.

The Dudley coal basin.—A few hundred feet east of ^le

railway station at Powelton, the Conglomerate rises f^)m
water-level, rapidly, toward the east in a line of rugged

cliffs on each side of Shoup's run, until more than 100' of

No. XII is visible ; then the dip changes, and the Conglom-

erate sinks again up stream into the Dudley coal basin.

Its beds are shown in Plate VII, Fig. 5, as follows :

Section of Dudley basin measures.

1. Coal smut Fulton {Cook) bed.

2. Concealed, 10'

3. Sandstone massive, and flaggy (upper XII) . visible, 30'

4. Concealed, . . . . . .... 20'

6. Sandstone, massive grayisJi wtiite, slightly pebbly

(middle of XII,) ... 50

6. Fire clay and coaly streak, (Long's coal bed of Todd
township,) . .

2'

7. Sandstone, massive brownish gray (bottom of XII,) 25'

8. Shale, green, ... . .
2'

9. Sandstone, yellowish, visible to bed of Shoup's run, just

below where the Dudley road crosses it 2'

The top of No. XII where it rides over the arch is here

(by barometer) 1455' A. T. and the Barnet bed ought to be

at least 55' higher, i. e., 1510'. The Barnet bed at the bot-

tom of the Powelton basin is about 1225'; difference, 285'.

The rise in the mines bj"- Mr. McHugh' s transit levellings

Inside the Powell mines (several hundred feet north of

Shoup's run) is 310'.

The Reed mine.

The Barnet coal is now extensively mined by the Reed

Bros., nearly on the crest of the arc7i, half a mile north of

! 127'
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Sboiip's run. The platform at the head of the inclined

plane (1500' long) is 320' above the railroad ; and the mouth
of the drift is 60' higher than the head of the inclined plane,

L e. about 1700' A. T.

The mine was lirst opened by R. H. Powell. A squeeze

being encountered on the crest of the anticlinal the mine

was abandoned. The Messrs. Reed however drove through

the "roll" or rather east from it until the coal was en-

countered again, and have thus rendered accessible a large

body of good coal. The capacity of the mine is 100 tons

daily, and the entire output is used by R. H. Powell's

Sons & Co. for the Powelton furnace at Saxton.

About 500 yards from the mouth of the mine and near

the roll the bed showed : (See Plate LIV, Fig. 1.)

j- Coa?, bony at top, SO'"]

\ Gray slate, 10" j.
6' 9"

{Coal, 21"
J

This shows the coal thicker than normal, since it is just

southeast from the "roll" which squeezes the coal out

entirely.

Near the head of the main gangway in the center of the

basin the bed showed thus : (Fig. 2.)

CoaZ, bony at top, 31" 1

Slate, sandy, 9" ^ 4' 3"

Coal 11")

On the western side of the basin thus : (Fig. 3.)

Coal, (4" bony at top called "ripping," 37"")

Slate 6" > 4' 5"

Coal, 10")

The coal of the Barnet bed mined here is of a most ex-

cellent quality, being comparatively free from slate, sul-

phur, and other impurities, and possessing a lustrous black
appearance. It would make good coke, and preparations
are now being made to coke it in the Belgian ovens below
Powelton station.

The "ripping" or hone coal at the top of the upper
bench is difficult to wedge down from the roof to which it

adheres strongly.

The roof is a gray slate, or sandy shale in which were
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observed a few specimens of Lepidodendron, (closely akin

to L. ohovatum,) Sigillariapes-caprioU, Neuropteris Jlex-

uosa, and some fragments of an AletJiropteris akin to A.
pennsylvanica.

The Twin coal bed I did not see, but was informed that

it overlies the bed mined by 8' or 10 feet and is about 2'

thick.

The Barnet bed at the mouth of the Reed mine is 200'

higher than it is on the crest of the axis only one half

mile south-west. This shows the rapid rise (of both basins

and rolls) northward which carries the coal measures into

air about one mile north from Shoup's run.

The Reed mines extend back under the road which
passes north from the mine mouth between Powelton and
Broad Top City.

The Dudley basin passes directly through the town of

Dudley, its center line crossing the railroad about 100'

west of the depot, and also just west of the Catholic church,

on the hill south of the depot. It is deep enough to carry

the Barnet bed below the level of Shoup's run at Dudley,

and puts several hundred feet of overlying measures into

the hills south of the town. It seems to be the basin of

Fair Play on Six Mile run and of Round Knob. But
although this basin holds more coal measures its bottom

line is not as near sea level as that of the Powelton basin

by 175 feet, for in the Powelton basin the lowest place in

the Barnet coal on Shoup's run is 1225' A. T. ; in the Dud-
ley basin 1400' A. T.

Original Barnet mine.

The Barnet bed was mined just below Barnetstown on

the west side of Dudley basin by R. H. Powell on the land

of Mr. Philip Barnet ; and the Fulton {Cook) bed was also

mined by Mr. Powell immediately under it ; thus : (See

Plate LV, Fig. 3.)

1. Barnet coal, reported 5'

2. t!onoealed, 45'

3. Pulton (Cook) coal, reported 6'

4. Concealed 15'

5. Fottaville conglomerate, visible 20'
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Both gangways have been long abandoned
; but a miner

who had dug coal from them reported to me the tliicknesses
given above, including the parting rocks and shales.

In the Barnet roof shales I saw specimens of Lepldoden-
dron, Slgillaria, and Sligmaria.

In the Fulton roof shales I saw Neuropteris hirsuta, N.
flexuosa, Pseudopecopteris nervosa, and Sphenophyllum
scJilotheimii.

These two old openings are on the north side of Shoup's
run. On the south side are several old openings in both
beds between the crest of fha axis and Dudley; all now-
abandoned, except one owned by Sweet & Co., and this one
has been idle for some time.

Dorris & Co.'' s mine.

Just below Dudley Messrs. Dorris & Co. have been oper-
ating mines on both beds ; but the Fulton bed has been the
principal scene of operations, for the last 20 years.* Here
the section is : (See Plate LVI, Fig. 1.)

Twin coal, 1' to I^'

Shales and flags, 8'

r Coal, 2' 6"
)

Barnet coal ? Rock, 6" > 4' 2"

( Coal 1' 2" )

Shales, sandstone and shales 50'

Fulton {Cook) coal, 5'

T7ie Twin is visible in the cliff above the Barnet, varying
from 1' to \\'.

The structure of the Barnet ied in the Dorris mine, as

given above, I obtained from a reliable miner who had
worked there, but as the mines have been idle for several

months, I could not personally inspect them. The de-

tailed structure of the Cook {FuUojl) bed was not obtained

though I learned that it had a thickness of something like

6', including the partings of rock and slate.

f

* These mines have been in operation nearly all the time for 20 years, until

within the past year (1883), during which they have been idle.

[ 1 1 insert here Plate LVIII, from my own surveys on Broad Top, made some
years ago, in order to show the general lay of the workings in the Orbison <fc

Dorris mine at Barnetstown.—J. P. L.]
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David Blair mine.—The Barnet coal was once mined
extensively by a slope just below Dudley station ; mouth
of slope at nearly the same level (1425' A. T.); slope 90'

long at 30°
; bottom of slope about 1375', almost exactly in

the center of the Dudley basin ; showing that it sinlis

southward from Shoup's run, where the coal bed at the

bottom of the basin is about 15' under water or say 35' be-

low grade at Dudley station, i. e., 1390'. The coal was

mined east and south-east up the slope. Nothing has been

done here for several years and the works are fallen into

• decay.

Dudley section.

A high bluff of sandstone and sandy shale rises from the

bank of Shoup's run, just back of Dudley, showing the

following section : (See Plate LVI, Fig. 2.)

1. Sandstones, gray, shaly and flaggy, cliffs, 60'

2. Twin coal heA, I'tolJ'

3. Sandy shales and sandstone, 8'

4. Barnet coal bed

No. 1 is also seen on the south side of Shoup's run. iust

east of the crest of the axis where it makes a rather bold

cliff of grayish white, micaceous sandstone.

Ocean Tnine section.

The Oceancoal mine is situated about half a mile south-

east of Dudley, and is operated by Mr. Sweet. The Bar-

net hed is here reached by a "tunnel 700' long ; on account

of the gentle rises of the measures eastward ; the tunnel

extends beyond the Barnet bed 400' further to the Fulton
{Cook) hed. By connecting surface exposures with the tun-

nel measurements, the following section was obtained : (See

Plate VII, Fig. 2.)

1. Concealed and sandstone.

2. '^ Four foot vein," slaty, 4'

3. Concealed, and flaggy sandstone, 60'

4. TopBock, massive, pebbly, 40'

5. Shales, and thin sandstones, 30'

6. "Kelley coal," 1'

7. Shales, and hard sandstones, 100'

8. Twin coal, 2'

9. Shales, sandy, 4-
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r Coal, bony 6" >

1

10. Barnetcoal. \2°''^'^°°\--
• '

^' ^'
^ 14' 6"

I

Sandstone hard gray, 11' [

i Coal, 0' 6"
J

11. Gray shales and sandy beds ; the last 15'-20' tilled with
iron ore nodules, and fossil plants, 55

J
Goal, 12'

J

12. Fulton {Oook) coal. } Rock e" i 2 8"

i Coal, 14" 5

Total, ...;....' 313'

Above the If'our foot bed lie 75' to 100' of rocks in the

hill jast south-east of Dudley, and near the top is a rather

massive, and somewhat pebbly sandstone.

The '^Fourfoot coaV is the same as that opened on the

New York Coal Company's land in the Powelton basin

south of Shoup's run, near the county line, the so-called

" Pittsburgh coal " mentioned on page 304 above. An at-

tempt was once made by Mr. Watson to mine it just south

of Dudley, along the little stream which flows along the
" Y" of the railroad ; but it proved too slaty and impure,

although more than 4' thick. On the east side of this same
run several openings were made on it with the same result.

Mr. Sweet struck this bed in the upper part of Dudley,

south of Shoup's run, near the bottom of his well, at a

depth of 35', where it was 4' thick.

Below the Four foot bed lie 130' of rocks (Nos. 3, 4, 5 of

the section), of which the massive pebbly bed (No. 4) 40'

thick is the Top Rock of Broad Top City. The upper sand-

stones (No. 3) are yellowish gray to brown, and, lying in

layers 6" to 12" thick, interstratiiied with shales.

The Top Bock (No. 4,) makes a great cliff around the

hill above the Ocean mine ; circling round the run south of

Dudley as a cliff 50' high beneath the Catholic church.

Just above the Ocean mine it is a perfect mass of quartz

pebbles, varying in size from a pea to a walnut. Its frag-

ments strew a large surface underneath.

Just above the tipple of the Ocean mine an air shaft was

sunk to reach the Barnet workings, which had been carried

to this point from the Blair slope in Dudley. The shaft

mouth is 10' under the Top Rock. At 90' depth the shaft

was stopped and a bore hole drilled 30' deeper to the Bar-
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net bed. The work was superintended by Mr. Sweet, a

careful and accurate man, from whom I got the details.

This shaft and horing are of the greatest importance in

determining the interval {135') between the Top RocJc and
the Barnet coal.

The Kelly bed, as I consider it, was passed in the shaft

nt 20'
; therefore 30' beneath the Top ItocJc. It was ovAj

1' thick. Its blossom shows in a railroad cut just below the

tipple ; it was also cut in the tunnel. These are the only

places in Huntingdon county where 1 have recognized the

Kelly coal of Bedford county.

The Twin coal is here close enough to the Barnet to be

mined with it. When the parting increases to 3' or 4' it is

cut up through and the Twin coal mined separately.

The parting varies from 1 foot to 12 feet in the Ocean
mine and gets to be 30 feet thick in the Powelton coal

basin. The Twin coal here as in the Powelton basin is a

hard, dry coal without slate partings, clean coal from top

to bottom. Together with the Barnet coal it makes one of

the best steani coals in the Broad Top region, and is used

in preference on the Company's locomotives ; the entire

output of the Ocean mine (100 to 140 tons daily) is sold to

the R. R. Co. for its own consumption.

The Barnet coal is virtually a double bed in the Ocean
mine tunnel, consisting of two beds separated by eleven

feet of hard sandstone. That the lower bed 6 inches thick

is a split from the upper bed is evident from Mr. Sweet's

information. In many parts of the mine it is only six

inches or one foot beneath the upper coal and is mined

out with it ; but the intervening sand rock often rapidly

thickens and obliges the miners to leave the lower coal be-

neath the floor. Mr. Sweet has seen the bottom coal sink

from within 6 inches of the upper coal to a distance of 10

feet, and that so rapidly that it might easily get 30 feet be-

neath the main coal before returning to it.

The Fidton {Cook) bed was struck at 1160' from the

moutii of the tunnel ; too thin to warrant mining on this

property, and only about 500 tons of it were taken out.

Its roof shales in the tunnel are crowded with fossil plants
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among which are Alethopteris pennsyltianica, (or a form
intermediate between it and A. serlii), Neuropter is lilrsuta,

N. clarksoni, a beautiful fruiting Pecopteris^ Lepidodeii-

dron obovatma, and Stigmariaficoides. This latter is very

abundant in the partings of the Barnet bed also.

Many nodules of iron are inclosed in the shale.

The old Howe mine.

On the Barnet bed, 1000' north-east of the Ocean mine.

Tlie coal bed of the Howe mine, and the coal bed lying
45' or .'50' belo^ it, were always considered to be higher in

the series than the two beds mined at Dudley and Powel-

ton, although the two pair were so much alike, and the

associated rocks so much alike also. Believing that the two
Howe mine coal beds which had been identified all along

Shoup's run with the two Broad Top City beds, were also

identical with the two Dudley and Powelton beds, and
that, if he could connect his gangway with the headings on

the Barnet bed in the old Blair mine, he could drain the

Howe workings through the Blair mine to the creek at

Dudley, Mr. Sweet (then mine boss at the Howe mine)

drove toward the Blair mine and actually made the con-

nection ; settling the question whether there were four

workable beds on Shoup's run, or only two.

It seems then that the upper bed at Broad Top City is

the Barnet bed of Powelton and Dudley, and that the

CooJc bed of Broad Top City is the Fulton bed of Powelton

and Dudley.

Fulton {CooTc) bed at Sweet s trial hole.

The Fulton {Cook) coal was opened by Mr. Sweet at

about 300' further up the track of the H. & B. T. R. R.

from the Barnet opening at the Howe mines, but the coal

was scarcely 3' thick, with a parting of 6 inches, thus de-

scribed by Mr. Sweet. (See Plate LVII, Fig. 1.)

Coal, 12" 1

Shale 6" y 2' 10"

Coal, 16" j

For more than a mile above the Howe mine there are no
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mines in operation until we come to Moredale ; the meas-

ures rising gently eastward, carrying the Barnet bed into

the air over much of the area.

Moredale ; MeaJcirf s Goolc {Fulton) coal.

Near Moredale Reakirt & Bro. have extensive mines on

the Cook coal, (idle during the summer of 1883) with a capa-

city for shipping 90 or 100 tons dai]^^ The main gangway
is nearly a mile long. The coal bed at the far heading

shows the following section. (See Plate LVII, Fig. 4.)

1. Slate, dark, good roof.

2. Coal, good, 1' 6"

3. Bone and gray slate, 10" to 1' 0"

4. Coal 1' 6"

5. Black slate 4" to 10"

6. Coal, good, 6" to 8"

7. Slate, dark, 1' 0"

8. Coal, r 8"

9. Sandstone, &o.

The several partings given above exhibit great variations

in different parts of the mine.

No. 3 parting sometimes thins away almost entirely, and
coal seams Nos. 2 and 4 come together as the main upper

bench ; but this parting sometimes thickens up to 4 feet.

No. 5 parting is occasionally 14" thick.

No. 7 parting is sometimes 20" thick.

When all the partings begin to swell up together we
often see new ones making their appearance in thin streaks

within the body of Nos. 2 and 4.

No. 6 coal is called the '^foot coaV because the coal

next under it very frequently is too poor to mine ; contain-

ing according to Mr. Reakirt more sulphur than the other

layers.

The sudden and great variations in this coal bed are

splendidly exposed in this extensive mine.

The coal is mostly shipped to South Amboy and Green-

wich, N. J., for steam purposes.

Just above Reakirt' s present opening is another one on

the same Cook coal, abandoned.
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Fisher Ttiine.

The Fisher colliery on the Barnet bed, J mile above
Reakirt's, once extensively operated, is now idle. Here a

gentle basin crosses the creek, the Barnet bed remaining
near the surface.

The following section was constructed at this point from
my own observations combined with those of the mine boss,

Mr. Nathaniel Mosby : (See Plate LVI, Fig. 2.)

1. Surface, 10'

2. Shales and sandstones, 25'

3. Twin coal, 2' 1"]

Barnet coal, \
*^"®' *'

J 2' 6"
I

'
) coal, 26" S

j

4. Slate, sandy, ^' **"
I 6' 3"

C V\f\n £% A' i }

6. Concealed, shales, <S:c., SO'

7. Cook {Fulton) coal, 6'

The Ticin and Barnet are here in places mined together.

But as I passed through the mine iu company with the

former mine boss I could see the great variations in the in-

terval which separates them ; in some places not more than

a foot, in others 8 or 10 feet. At such places holes are cut up
through the rock and the Twin coal mined out separately

over considei-able areas, as far as it can conveniently be

brought to the holes ; and it is a dry, hard coal here as else-

where, entirely free from slate. That it is the 7\oin bed ad-

mits of no doubt, since the air shaft which passes through

40' of rocks above it found no other coal. In the Powel-

ton basin the Twin is sometimes 30' and sometimes only 8'

above the Barnet:

The Barnet coal extends from the Fisher colliery east-

ward to and beyond Broad Top City. About 100 tons of

coal were daily shipped from the mine when in operation.

The CooTc bed, on this property, having been mined out

from under the Barnet coal to a large extent, the Bar-

net works are drained through the old Cook workings un-

derneath them, the interval between the two beds at the

shaft being 45'.

Fisher s Barnet bed has an average thickness of 3'
; is

sometimes 3i', but where I measured it it was only 2^'.

21 T=.
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The top layer is always hony^ according to Mr. Mosby, who
has dng coal in every part of the mine.

On the north branch of Shoup's run the Barnet ted was
once mined to a considerable extent about half a mile above

Dudley, but the mine has long since been abandoned.

The Cooli bed on its east rise gets above water-level half

a mile above Dudley', and remains so all the way up to

Broad Top City on the north side of Shoup's run. Trial

holes and shafts along the outcrops of both beds abound

;

and the coal was always thin. Both the Barnet and the

Cook seem to tliin away and become less minable on the

north side of Shoup's run above Dudley, having been found

(both of tliem) thin and slatj^ in several trial pits.

The Top Hock descends into the crest of the hills, north

and south of Shoup's run, one mile above Dudley, with a

gentle eastward dip, affording a good opportunity for de-

termining its height above the two coal beds. A careful

barometric measurement gave, on the north side of the run,

125' ; from the base of the Top Hock down to the Barnet
gave me, on the north side of the run, 125' ; on the south

side, 110'. From the Top Rock down to the Cook, on the

south side of Shoup's run, was 170'.

The Cook coal on the north side of Shoup's run, just be-

low Moredale, was once mined to a considerable extent

;

but it has long been abandoned, and the mine is now fallen

in.

Moredale section.

A short distance above Moredale, a steep bluff makes the

north bank of Shoup's run, showing the following section,

(See Plate LYI, Fig. 3.)

1. Sandstone, 10'

2. Concealed, ,

5'

3. Coal, blossom, (Barnei,) —
4. Sandstone, shales, and concealed, 55'

5. Coal, blossom, (Cook,) —
6. Shales, dark, 25'

7. Sandstone 5'

8. Shales and sandy slates to water, 15'

Here both beds have been tried and found to be too thin

to mine; and the north side of Shoup's run from Dudley
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up to the forks of the stream above Moredale, seems to

be filled with ''
rolls'''' and irregularities which cut out both

the Barnet and CooJc coals, rendering this territory worth-

less for coal. Thinking that valuable coal beds under water

level might be found at Moredale a company was formed
and a shaft begun and abandoned. A borehole 40' deep
was then drilled and abandoned. This hole is said to have

passed an 18 inch coal bed, 20' down
;
perhaps the thin coal

seen in the Powellton section at 60' or 70' ander the Cook
;

or possibly a bed on top of No. XII ; for the interval be-

tween No. XII and the Cook coal thickens up considerably

east of the Dudley trough.

Meat s Bros, old mine ; CooTc bed.

The Coolc coal becomes again valuable east of Wilson''

s

run, about two miles above Dudley, on the north side of

Shoup's run, where it has long been mined at several adits

by the Mears Bros, of Broad Top City. At one of these

mines a short distance above Moredale, passing under the

railroad track on the Y, the bed has its usual structure, as

I was informed by Mr. Mears ; but only 250 j^ards distant

it is so split by three partings (5', 7', and 3' thick) as to cover

nearly 20' of section, thus: (See Plate LVII, Fig. 3.)

1. Shale, 1

2. Coal, 6''
I

3. Fireclay, 5' 0'
|

4. Coal, ^ 1'8'' I

6. Shales and sand rock, 7' 0"
[

6. Coal, 4"

7. Slate 3' 0"

8. Coal 1' 8'

The coal benches themselves are of the usual size, and

therefore the total thickness of coal is the same as usual. If

the two localities were not so close together that the ex-

posures permit one to trace the bed from one to the othei',

such a change would not be believed ; but the mine had to

be abandoned because the coal benches got so far apart.

A quarter of a mile higher up the stream Mears Bros,

have lately opened a new mine on the bed, in which at the

19'
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end of the main gangway it exhibits the following section :

(Plate LVII, Fig. 5.)

Mears Bros, lower mine ; Cook bed.

1. Goal, 10" ^

2. Bone, 4'- S3' 2''j

3. Coal 2' v)
I

4. Rock, 2' 0" I'S'O"

5. Coal, middle bench, 0' 10"
j

|

6. Slate, 1' 6" S3 10"'

7. Coal, lower bench, 1' 6" ^

The lower bench is not mined at this locality, since it is

not so good as the upper ones, containing more sulphnr,

slate, and other impurities.

The bony ply (No. 2) contains some gray coal, and occa-

sionallj' it has the appearance of cannel.

The middle bench (No. 5) is very pure and clean coal, in

fact the best part of the bed.

Carbon Colliery No. 1.—Half a mile above the new open-

ing, at the end of the railroad, Mears Bros, have had

another mine in operation for some years just west of

Broad Top City, the gangway extending under the town.

Here the bed shows thus : (See Plate LVII, Pig. 2.)

Carbon colliery No. 1 ; CooTc bed.

1. Fire clay,

2. Coal,

3. Slate,

4. Coal 4" >. 5'+
5. Slate a
6. Coal,

7. Coal reported,

The two Carbon Collieries of Mears Bros, have a capacity

of 175 or 200 tons daily and the output is shipped to Jersey

City, South Am boy, and other points in New Jersey for

steam and glass-making purposes.

A roll 200 yards wide runs nearly north and south across

the upper mine, and had to be cut through with the main
entry before the body of the coal could be reached beyond
it. Mr. Mears informs me that this roll consists in an
enormous thickening of the partings of the coal, accom-
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panied by a thinning of the main upper bench of coal to

only 18" or 20". The shale partings between the upper
and lower benches get to be 15 and 20 feet thick and even

more ; these partings changing into an impure tire clay.

But while all the other portions of the bed are affected by
the roll both in character and thickness, the lower bench

retains both its usual quality and thickness entirely across,

apparently quite undisturbed by it.

The roof at these collieries is often a sandy, worthless

fire clay of great thickness, as much as 26 feet of it having

been passed through in air shafts. But ordinarj^ roof

shales must replace the fire clay ; for I saw on the dump
many fragments otferriferous shale filled wifli the beauti-

ful Alethopteris, characteristic of the Cook coal at Powel-

ton, Dudley and other points along Shoup's run.

The Barnet coal crops out in the bluff almost vertically

above the Cook bed at Mears' upper mine, but too near the

surface to make much of a field, and the coal is only about
3' thick. The Twin bed (mined with it at the Fisher col-

liery) has apparently been thrown into the air by the

thickening up of the interval to 15' or 20' as at Powelton.

The Old Cook mine is just opposite the Mears' opening

and not more than 200 feet distant. Here 50 years ago the

bed was named from Jesse Cook, who supplied his neigh-

borhood with coal in a small way.

Specimens of the Cook coal were collected from the

Mears Bros, mines, representing the upper, middle, and

lower benches, of which analyses by Mr. McCreath gave the

following results

:

Top. Middle. Lower. Lower.

1. Fixed carbon, 72.498 75.817 72.589 73.891

2. Volatile matter, 17.918 17.050 18.499 17.072

3. Ash 8.420 5.325 7.420 7.715

4. Sulphur 642 1.298 .916 .774

5. Water, 522 .510 .576 .548

Totals 100. 100. 100. 100.

Coke per cent, 81.560 82.440 80.925 82.380

Color of ash Gray. Ked. gray. Cream. Cream.

The Cook coal has an elevation of 1875' A. T. at the old
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Jesse Cook opening, as determined by Mr. J. Murray
Africa from actual leveling, thus showing a rise of (1875'-

1325') about 550' from the center of the Dudley basin to

this point, the air line distance being not quite two miles.

This rise is not regular and gradual : the rocks rise qnite

rapidly for short distances, and then flatten or almost reverse

the dip. One of these rapid rises is seen a short distance

below Mears' upper opening, where the top of No. XII gets

15' or 20' above water-level, but immediately goes under

again by the flattening out of the dip.

Mr. Fisher has an opening in the Cook coal just below

Mears' upper mine, and on the south side of the run. A
considerable quantity of coal has been taken from this

mine ; but recently the same roll has been encountered

which crosses the Mears' workings, running nearly north

and south, with a width here of 600 feet, /. e., on the line

of the gangway which runs diagonally across it and has

not yet reached its other edge.

East from the last mentioned mine on the Cook coal, the

rocks continue rising toward the Broad Top anlicllnal, the

axis of which runs just east of Broad Top City, carrying

the Gook coal up to about 1950' A T. (75' higher than the

Jesse Cook bank) on the crest of the arch. Just north from

Broad Top City the coal crops out. To the south it seems

to ride over the anticlinal, and begin its gentle descent into

the East Broad Top hasin at the township line.

The East Broad Top basin contains at Robertsdale the

Twin, Barnet, and Cook coals.

The wild, rough, and unfrequented region north of

Shoup's run, edged with cliffs of Conglomerate overlook-

ing Trough creek valley, is practically destitute of coal,

except on high ground on the line of the Powelton basin

(which crosses Miller's run below Dougherty's saw-mill)

where a patch of the Cook bed probably remains, extend-

ing northward 3 miles from Shoup's run.

The Broad Top anticlinal enters this township from Bed-
ford county, just south from the North Point road, where
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it brings up the PottsvUle conglomerate, and scatters its

huge siindstone bowlders over the ground.

The North Point road forks at 130 rods north from tbe

Bedford line, and on the fork which leads east toward Big-

Trough creek, the Broad Top axis crosses at 50 rods from
the Broad Top City and North Point road. Here the blos-

som of the Cook coal is seen on both sides of the arch, but

the coal is quite thin, and apparently worthless, since the

Rock Hill Iron and Coal Company has sunk several trial

holes and found only 1' or 1^' of coal in any of them.

The dii) on either side of the Broad Top anticlinal, where

it enters the township from Bedford, is 10° to 15°.

The top of the Pottsnllle conglomerate is barely brought

above the surface on the east running road at the summit
of the ridge made by the arch ; and north from this point

toward Broad Top City the coal measures seem to arch

over and cover up No. XII entirely for two or more miles,

when the Conglomerate again puts out to the surface.
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CHAPTER V.

The Stone Mountain fault.

The beautiful topographical map of the range of the

Seven Mountains, executed hy Mr. C. E. Billin, in 1877,

exhibits a region 50 miles long, by 5 miles wide in the mid-
dle, and 10 miles wide at each end ; stretching from Hunt-
ingdon county east-nortli-eastward through Clinton into

Union county ; as a system of parallel interlocking low
mountain ridges of Medina and Oneida sandstone (No. IV),

between the great Kishicoquillis limestone valley on the

south, and the Penn's, Brush and Nittany limestone val-

leys on the north.

Thirteen cross sections, from two to four miles apart,

drawn by Mr. Billin, on two sheets, exhibit the structure

of the belt ; its apparent complexity ; its actual simplicity.

No verbal description can make it plainer ; its local details

will be described by Mr. Billin himself ; but its connection

with the region to the south-west of it, with Huntingdon
county described in this report, should be explained ; and
this can be done in a few words.

The gradual convergence of the two outside bounding
outcrops of No. IV, Tussey mountain and Stone mountain,

eastward, is shown on the map and by the sections. The
distance from crest to crest at the Juniata river is 15 miles

;

across Barree township, 10|- miles; across Jackson township

through Boalsburg and Greenwood furnace, 8| miles ; these

measurements being made from one outcrop of the Upper

Medina, or high crest, across the great basin, to the other.

About 2 miles east of Boalsburg one of the two Shaver's

creek basins heads up in a high knob of Upper Medina
(2300'+) ; tlie other also in a high knob 4 miles east of

Boalsbur*g(2220' A. T.)

From this latter knob across to a similar Upper Medina
(329 T3.)
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high knob (2200'+) at the east end of Ihe Greenwood I'ur-

nace basin (4| miles east of the furnace) is miles.

The Oneida terrace outcrop is broken at Boalsburg by
a deej) ravine ; and 4 miles east of Boalsburg it is broken

by another deep ravine. Between the two the terrace has a

height at one place of 2100'+ ; but this is exceptional ; for

on both sides of the Boalsburg ravine the terrace is only

1700' ; and east of the second ravine the terrace runs regu-

larly at 1800' for 1^^ miles ; and then rises into a synclinal

knob, six miles east of Boalsburg, 2000' high A. T. The
end of the synclinal spur looking towards Potter's Mills (4

miles distant) is 7 miles east of Boalsburg, and 1900' high

A. T. This is the extreme mountain end of the Southern

or main Shaver's creek basin.

In a similar manner, on the Kishicoquillis valley side of

the belt, the Oneida terrace, running along the south flank

of Stone mountain, and broken by six small ravines and
then a seventh deep one near Milroy, has a height between

the ravines varying between 1400' and 1500' A. T. From
the Greenwood furnace road to Milroy is 11 miles. From
the terrace knob where the road enters the gap to the

point of the spur overlooking Milroy, is a perfectly straight

line of 9| miles. The point of the Milroy spur is 1500'
;

Milroy in the valley being 746' A. T. railroad grade. This

spur is the Oneida outcrop end of the Greenwood furnace

basin. From this Milroy Oneida spur end across to the

Oneida spur end pointing towards Potter's Mills, is a dis-

tance of 6^ miles.

Beyond the Milroy spur (eastward) the mountain crest

and the terrace is set back a mile and a half to the north.

Beyond the other spur the terrace is set back a mile and a

quarter to the south ; and here is no Medina to make a

crest ; nothing but an Oneida terrace. The mountain belt

iS'thus reduced to a width of just 4 miles, measuring from

terrace to terrace ; and thus the belt runs on eastward for

six miles, vv^ith a constant width of 4 miles.

The northern terrace runs on quite straight nineteen miles

from Potter's Mills eastward, past the gorge of Penn's

creek, past AVoodward, to the deep ravine at the head of
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Laurel run on the Union county line. The Medina crest

first reappears two and a half miles before reaching Wood-
ward and has a maximum height of 2200', while the maxi-
mum height of the terrace opposite Woodward is only 1700'

A. T. Beyond Laurel run Dull mountain is 1900' high.

Here the mountain mass swells out and covers the country

northward all the way to the Susquehanna river at Williams-

port, six miles of its width being represented on the map
;

beyond which, nortliward, Mr. Billin's survey did not ex-

tend.

Returning to Milroy, a terrace spur projects into the head
of Kishicoquillis valley, witli a knob at the end of it,

miles east of Milroy, 1700' A. T. This is represented on

the map ; but not the still higher Medina mountain syn-

clinal crest which soon takes its projDer place upon the

broadening spur.

It is evident from the map and sections that the great

Huntingdon county synclinal trough lias grown steadily

shallower eastward from the Juniata river to Greenwood
furnace, by the sloping upward of its bottom lines, allowing

its side outcrops to converge, and bringing Tussey and Stone

mountains together.

If the basin were single, and its cross section a simple V,

the two mountain outcrops would meet like the straight

sides of an isosceles triangle. But the bottom of the great

trough is crumpled into several basins, and the sides ap-

proach each other in a a series of zigzags—spurs and loops

—

three on the Boalsburg or Potter's Mills side, and one on

the Greenwood or Milroy side. Tlie deepest part of the

whole trough is nearer the Milroy side ; consequently the

only Medina crests which remain to the mountain belt,

where it is so shallow as to be only four miles wide, are the

two, one mile apart, which run on eastward from the Mil-

roy-Potter's Mills road seven miles, enclosing a straight

and deep little valley, heading up at the next road. Hei'e

the two crests come together, at an elevation of 2013' A. T.

and there is a remarkable high synclinal divide from which

the rainwater descends westward between the crests, and

lea.stward aso between them when they part again.
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This point is one of the most remarkable in Pennsylvania

;

and shoTild rivet the attention of American geologists. Here
the central line or axis of the bottom of the great trough
which crosses the State, and is deep enough to preserve the

anthracite coal measures in Luzerne and Lackawanna
counties, and the Broad Top coal measures in Huntingdon,
Bedford and Fulton counties, is represented at the present

surface by one of the highest mountains in the State, a flat-

topped synclinal ridge only half a mile wide, with steep

slopes on both sides overlooking two extensive regions,

which formerly rose to an immense height into the air, but

are now worn down to within 600' or 800' of ocean level.

The most interesting feature of the mountain belt above

described, is its corrugation. The aspect of its map is that

of the grained surface of a planed piece of gnarled wood.

The arches and basins into which the rock formations have

been pressed, being approximately regular and symmetrical,

and gently tilted up towards the east as far as the remark-

able point mentioned in the last paragraph, and then gently

down in the same direction from that point onward, are of

different depths, as the cross sections show. Consequently,

in the general erosion of the whole country every formation

has been developed in zigzag outcrops, projecting one be-

yond the other three or four miles, showing the growing

depth of the trough towards its bottom line ; which how-

ever is not strictly a central line, but lies nearer the

southern side ; and that, because the two sides of the

trough taken as a whole slant inwards at different angles,

the northern side slanting gently and the southern side

steeply ; as if the thrust which produced the trough and its

wrinkles, had been made from the south, as it undoubtedly

was. .

In geological phraseology, the north dips are generally

stronger than the south dips. This is in fact a general law

throughout middle Pennsylvania, as Prof. H. D. Rogers

has shown in his geology of Pennsylvania, ISRS; a law

discovered by the geologists of the first survey before its

termination in 1841. We have seen, in preceding pages of

this report, how gentle the south dips of Tussey mountain,
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Warrior's ridge, Allegrippus ridge, and Terrace mountain

are compared with the north dips in Sideling ridge, Jacli's

mountain, Sand ridge, and Stone mountain. It is as if the

great Huntingdon synclinal had had its south side turned

up almost vertical.

A strain sufficient to produce such an effect on the trough

as a whole, would necessarily wrinkle the formations which

it contained, or which, in proper language, make it up.

And this wrinkling would naturally take place more at the

bottom of the trough than upon its sides, for the weight of

so many formations, piled upon each other to a total thick-

ness of 20,000 or 30,000 feet, would oblige most of the

commotion produced by the great side-thrust to take i)lace

along the middle of the trough, although the sides would
participate more or less. But while the side-thrust would
turn up the south side of all the formations to stee^) north

dips, it would not necessarily compel all the subordinate

wrinkles to assume that lop-sided form; in fact, we see

upon ]Mr. Billin's maps and in his sections, that the subor-

dinate basins have some of their steeper dips on the north

side, as, for example, the 60° and 85° south dips on Range
18 ;

40° and 60° south dips on Eange 10 ;
50° and 85° south

dips on Range 4. (See Plate XLII, page 236.)

On the other hand the north dips are generally steeper

than the south dips ; and in the case of Range 3, where the

fossil ore crosses a branch of Stone creek, 2^ miles W. N.

W. of Greenwood furnace, the nortli side of the great rock-

arch (Broad mountain anticlinal) is completely pressed over

bej'^ond the vertical so as fo dip underneath backward
south 40°.

It is jjlain that a thrust from the south, violent enough to

bend the vast mass of palaeozoic strata into a loop, so as to

make the lower formations overlie the upper ones, must
have produced many extraordinary effects. Such a loop

would under certain circumstances crack along its upper
line, and tlie southern side of the loop be driven up past

and over the northern side. This would be called an up-

throw fault. Many such have been discovered, and no
doubt many more exist which have not yet been noticed, or
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are merely suspected. Two very large ones have been care-

fully studied by Mr. Billin, and their locations fixed upon
liis maps. Their character is exhibited by his sections.

They can be understood also by the breaks in the color-belts

on his colored geological map of the mountain region. They
will both be descibed in his report ; but one of them requii-es

description here, because it belongs to Huntingdon county,

and because it will illustrate the nature of the faults of

Morris and Warrior Mark townships to be described in sub-

sequent pages of this report.

The Stone Mountain Fault passes diagonally through
the mountain near Greenwood furnace. The course of the

mountain is N. 46° E., that of the fault N. 33° E.

The mountain is broken like a splintered bone, when the

two ends of the fractured bone are drawn bacli by the

muscles so as to lap each other. The lap in this case

amounts to exactly one mile. The mountain from the west

ends in a point opposite the furnace. The mountain from
the east ends inanother point 2400 feet further south. The
crest of the northern mountain runs down from 2000' A. T. to

1800' at the point opposite the furnace ; that of the southern

mountain runs down from 2020' to 1780', opposite the other

point and continues to decline to 1600' where the road from
Belleville gets to its highest level and begins to descend the

ravine, eastward, following the line of the fault in the lap.

The terrace of the mountain from the west, at this high-

est place in the road (the southern entrance to the gap)

abuts against the end of the crest of the mountain from the

east. The terrace of the mountain from the east runs on
westward from the road just two miles, and there ends,

being sliced off by the fault. The Oneida rocks are here

brought to a point on the sloping side of the Kishicoquillis

valley, with the underlying slates closing in upon it in both

walls of the fault, at an elevation of only 1120' A. T.

The further progress of the fault westward in the slates

cannot be traced ; nor has its method of passing through

the slates into the body of the underlying Trenton lime-

stone been studied ; but it no doubt runs on further and pos-

sibly makes connection with the central anticlinal of the

22 T'.
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valley somewhere between Belleville and Harrolstown. A
survey of the edge of the limestone in this part of the

valley would decide the question.

The north-east end of the fault is lost in a confusion of Clin-

ton red shale strata (No. V) about a mile south of Greenwood
furnace. The Medina white sandstone of the mountain is

seen in the point of the mountain over the road ; but the

exposures in the road side as it rounds the point, are of red

shale crushed and crumpled into a thousand minute folds.

On the road from the furnace east to the next notch in

Stone mountain (If miles distant) regular 30° N". W. dips

show that the south side of the red shale cove is undis-

turbed ; and there is nothing on its north side to show that

the fault extends even to the middle line of the cove. The
south slope of Broad mountain is quite regular ; and we
must suppose that the fault is used up in the general crush

of red shale in the middle of the cove. This is a very

interesting fact ; and strongly contrasts with the sharp and
long side throw of the rocks in Kishicoquillis valley ; where

no doubt the movement was at its maximum.
Section 1, Plate LXI, page 330, crosses the cove about

4000' N. E. of where the Medina sandstone disappears in

the fault, near its N. E. end. This section shows a perfect

regularity of the basin. No doubt it ought to show also

a crumpled condition of the red shale along the center line

of the basin. It shows the fossil ore in Ranges 1 and 2.

Section 2, of the same plate, crosses the fault mid-way up
the ravine, just a mile south of the furnace. It shows the

duplication of the Medina white sandstone crest, and the

southern Oneida terrace ; but the northern terrace is swal-

lowed up in the fault.

Section 3, Plate LXII, page 332, crosses the fault at the

south-west end of the ravine, two miles south of the fur-

nace (by the road), where the point of Slate No. Ill inter-

poses between the Oneida terrace rock from the Avest and
the Medina crest rock from the east. Its show the outside

(southern) mountain reduced in height to the level of the

terrace, and the inside (northern) mountain at its maximum
height of 2060' A. T.
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Section 4, on the same plate, crosses the fault at the west
end of the southern terrace, 3 miles from the furnace, where
the Oneida sandstone is still of full width, but the Medina
red rocks have been swallowed up, and there are already
800' of slate (No. Ill) at the surface behind the southern
terrace.

A proper construction of section 4 determines the hade
or slant of the fault in sections 2 and 3 ; and it cannot be
considered certain that the true slant has been assigned to

it. The best construction has been adopted which the

scanty data exposed at the surface suggested. It is embar-
rassing to see a dip of 40° soidh in the Oneida rocks, close

to the fault on its south side ; and still more surprising to

see dips of 25° south and 30° south further away from the

fault (to the south) in the slates which underlie the Oneida.

These dips exhibit a comjjlete overthrow of the rocks for

3000 feet south of the fault ; the Oneida outcrop occupying
only 600 feet of this distance. In this case such an over-

throw cannot be of the nature of a "brush" due to fric-

tion ; first, because it is in the wrong direction, since, the

slide of the southern wall of the fault on its northern wall

has been downward and backward, not upward and for-

ward ; and secondly, because of the great thickness of

measures (at least 1500') which has been completely pressed

over and doubled under.

Perhaps the best explanation of the case would be got

by imagining the fold in the valley pressed over northward,

collapsed, snapped, and the southern mass shoved forward

over the northern upturned mass ; then, as a second stage

of the operation, a subsequent reverse movement, or slid-

ing back of the southern mass down the plane of the fault,

without losing its overturned curled shape.

It seems to me impossible to explain both conditions by
one and the same operation ; for, all our snapped anti-

clinals, so far as they have been studied, show the continu-

ance of the forward northward movement after the snap,

whether the snap has taken place at the crest or on the

steep side of the fold.

It is of the greatest importance to the proper comprehen-
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sion of Palseozoic geology to observe the complete absence

of indications of nonconformity of the Oneida Conglom-
erate formation No. lY a upon the Loraine {or Hudson
river) shale formation No. III.

Wliatever changes in the general topography of America,

or of the world, took place at the close of the Loraine age,

they were certainly not sufficient to carry the Loraine de-

posits out of water and subject them to surface erosion.

The upper surface of formation No. Ill must have been

smooth and unchanged when the coarse sand (with small

pebbles) of formation No. IVawere spread upon them. In

fact no abrupt change in the character of the strata is no-

ticeable in passing from the under to the upper formation
;

certainly no more change in passing from III up to IVa,

than there is in possing from Wh (soft red Medina shales

and sandstones) up to IVc (coarse and massive white Medina
sandstone.) The cause of this quadruple alternation must
have operated hundreds of miles away from Huntingdon
county. And what is true of this special neighborhood is

true of the whole area of Pennsylvania : no convincingly

satisfactory evidence has yet been obtained of the tempo-

rary emergence and erosion of the Lower Silurian (Siluro-

Cambrian) limestone and slate deposits, formations Nos. II

and III, and their subsequent submergence to receive non-

conformably the Upper Silurian formations Nos. IV, V,

and VI, in any part of the State. On the contrary, along

outcrop lines of contact of III and IV, measuring many
hundreds of miles, the uninterrupted continuance of de-

posits, coarse upon fine and fine upon coarse, is proven be-

yond doubt by the regular thickness of each deposit within

the limits of variation due to variable river flow and tidal

current action.

A few exceptional cases occur, some of which are ex-

plained by the neighborhood of faults ; the others must,

therefore, be accepted as faults, whether these have been

precisely located or not ; and cases will be discussed in de-

scribing Morris and Warrior's Mark townships.

I will go further ; and insist upon an argument which has
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never been advanced, or at least urged with proper deter-

mination.

Were there any general non-confortnability between III

and IV, the phenomenon of the Seven Mountain belt could
not have come into existence. It only needs to glance down
the group of six cross sections on Plate LXIII to be convinced
that no geological horizon between formation II and forma-
tion VI is a horizon of emergence and erosion. The waves
of these sections are all drawn on measurement in their ac-

tual shapes, and can be relied on as expressing the precise

character and amount of horizontal and vertical movement
Avhich has taken place, not at one spot, but along a belt of

country large enough to furnisli the amplest ground for a

safe generalization. The regiilarity of these waves, their

very shapes, indicate unbroken sequence in the strata be-

neath the surface ; and this logical inference is converted

into a simple observation of the fact wherever the waves

bring up to the present surface the several rock-horizons so

that the contacts can be examined and the formations meas-

ured.

It will be well to add another remark here. The divis-

ion of the Palgeozoic system into 13 formations by the

First Survey of the State has been a great convenience
;

but it has also been a great drawback to correct knowledge.

The more these formations are studied the plainer it ap-

pears that, except in the single case of the seventh forma-

tion (the OrisJcany) there are no sharp dividing lines, no

absolute limiting-planes or time-horizons between the form-

ations. They pass more or less insensibly into each other.

There are transition groups, or passage-beds, between them

all. None of the formations are homogeneous. Each one

is made up of heterogenous materials, alternations of the

most dissimilar strata soft mud-shales in the very middle

of massive sandstone formations, and isolated massive sand-

rock or even conglomerate strata in the middle of great

thicknesses of muddy shales. JSTo. IV (Medina and Oneida)

was originally subdivided into three : Upper, Middle and

Lower ; and this subdivision of it is still in convenient use

in the whole region west of the Susquehanna river in front
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of the Alleghany mountain, as far west as Bedford and as

far south as Juniata county ; but it is of no use along the

southern outcrops, where the formation consists of half a

dozen massive coarse sandrock and conglomerate strata sep-

arated by as many thick deposits of finer material. If the

sections of the Seven Mountains and of the Stone Mountain

fault, therefore, be drawn in lines representing the limits of

the formations, and No. IV (2fl00 thick) is seen expressed

by two intermediate lines, so as to subdivide it into TVa,

lYb and IV c, resting upon a thousand feet of Loraine

slate No. Ill, it must be understood that the subdivision is

more for convenience of description than in reality, and that

in the majority of cases if not in all the field geologist will

find it hard to discover on the ground the exact stratum to

be selected as at the extreme top or at the extreme bottom

of any single formation or sitbdivision of a formation. In

fact one of the rarest events is the happening on a locality

where tlie contact of No. IV and No. Ill is exposed,—or

one where any rocks can be seen which can be called with

certainty the top of No. IV alongside of others which can

be confidently described as the bottom of V. And this

touches the greatest of all the difficulties which a systematic

geologist may expect to encounter in studying in the field

any and all of the Paljeozoic formations of Pennsj'lvania.

The formations, their subdivisions, their individual groups

of beds, are discernible enough everywhere ; but their

exact limits, if indeed they have any, are everywhere ob-

scure ; and all recorded measurements in our reports of

progress must be handled with a certain reserve in view of

these facts.

Another important lesson is taught by the cross sections

of eastern Huntingdon and the Seven Mountain belt, when
taken in connection with the Broad Top cross sections of

Rocky Ridge and Wray's Hill in Plate L, page 286. The
waves exhibited by all these sections are similar in shape

;

but, on Broad Top the Carboniferous rocks at the top of the

series are plicated ; in the Seven Mountains, the Silurian

rocks towards the bottom of it. We are enabled to see the

waves in both cases because the erosion of the country has
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removed more or less of the series of strata, developed the

outcrops, and cut ravines through them. If the entire mass

of coal measures liad remained on Broad Top the strata

underneath would have lain in waves all the same, but the

waves could not have been seen, because buried deeply un-

der ground. The original upper surface of the coal meas-

ures however would have shown the waves.

In a manner we can restore the Devonian and Carbonifer-

ous formations which have been swept from off the present

Silurian surface in the Seven Mountains country ; but in

doing so (see section 8, on Plate LXIII) the waves of Silu-

rian formations III, IV, V, VI and VII must go up through

the overlying Devonian formations VIII, IX, and the still

higher Carboniferous formations X, XI, XII and XIII (the

coal measures) to the original surface of the Palaeozoic de-

posits. They are more evident at the present surface where

the edges of the great sandstone formations IV, X and

XII make mountains ; but they are just as plainly marked
by the little hills and ridges along the outcrops of the Ore

sandstone, the Oriskany sandstone, the Portage flags, the

AUegrippus and Lackawaxen. conglomerates, &c.

In fact these subordinate layers or groups of hard beds

testify to a more extensive but minute crumpling of the

softer formation, between the fewer and larger folds of the

great hard formations. The thrust of the whole country

north-westward rumpled the entire mass of 40,001) or 45,000

feet of Palaeozoic deposits ; throwing it into several grand

arches and troughs of the first order ; into a considerable

number of subordinate folds of the second order ; and into

a multitude of still smaller local irregularities, overturned

creases, bulgings, faults, most of which took place in the

slates of No. Ill, the red shales of V and XI, the black

slates of the Genesee and Marcellus, and the olive shales of

the Chemung, No. VIII.

In a word, while the massive sand strata simply bent or

broke, the massive intermediate mud sttata were mashed

and crumpled, were squeezed thick and thin, were bulged

into sharp pointed arches, and wrinkled in the bottom of

every basin. Of course the overlying hard formations had
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to conform more or less to the irregular shapes into wliich

their softer supporters were jammed. Consequently, all

the waved lines of a cross section differ appreciably from

each other, and there is a perceptible flattening out of the

waves in going from the bottom lines to the top lines of a

section.

This is undoubtedly a deception produced by the neces-

sity under which we lie to draw each formation the same
width throughout ; for it is only possible to draw the irregu-

larities whei'e they have been exposed by erosion, along ra-

vines and in cliffs for example, or where they have been

discovered by extensive mining operations, as on Shoup's

run in Broad Top, or at the anthracite collieries.

If the reader will refer to the Reports of Progress of the

Anthracite Survey, to the sheets of sections published in

its atlases, he will see that the Xlllth formation at the top

of the series was just as serious rumpled as the IV th for-

mation 20,000 feet underneath it. But where this IV th for-

mation forms the present surface, there is no possibility of

discovering the shape of the waves in the Xlllth which once

occupied the sky at the height of two or three miles. And
the same must be true of the waves of No. IV buried so

many thousand feet beneath the folded Conglomerate No.

XII of Broad Top.

The subject of the foregoing paragraphs has engaged my
attention for many years, and has recently come into gen-

eral discussion, but its inherent obscurity is so great, that

very little more is known about it now than was discovered

in the progress of the first geological survey of the State half

a century ago. The number and accuracy of our sections

have greatly increased and improved ; but we are not yet

able to construct a satisfactory vertical cross-section of any
one block of the plicated Palaeozoic System, chiefly because

most of the lateral movement has been taken up in two
ways : 1. by a completely universal sliding motion of one

stratum on another ; and 2. by a packing process, chiefly

under the crown of each arch, and at the bottom of each

trough ; but also at various places where obstructions accu-

mulated, or friction was in excess. A very small part of
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the whole movement was absorbed by faults. But a still

more obscure item of the process consisted in an absolutely

unknown, at least unnieasurable, stretching and thinning

of the yielding strata in some places, and a correlative full-

ing and thickening in other places, even along the unpli-

cated planes or sides of the waves. It is hard to see how
this part of the phenomenon can ever be succcessfully in-

vestigated. And yet, until it has been, we must hold at

rather a cheap price our scheme of columnar measurements,

and speculate with extreme caution about the oceanic de-

posits.
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Chapter VI.

17. Morris.

This township naturally belongs to Blair county ; for it

lies not only west of Tussey mountain and south of the

Little Juniata river, but has a long spur of Blair county
running up between Tussey mountain crest and the Juniata
river as far north as the Water Street gap. From Water
Street gap north to Spruce Creek gap the line between
Morris and Porter townships traverses the top of Short

mountain lengthwise, but its relation to the two little crests

of Short mountain is not known. The survey of the west

line of Potter is a puzzle to those who have only the county
and township maps to refer to. Our very careful topo-

graphical survey maps of Canoe valley shows the Tussey
mountain crest running straight along the county line for

several miles and then bending more south to the head of

the Loop, which does not agree at all with the county and
township published maps. (See Plate XXXVII, page 212.

)

Morris township extends south-west from the Little

Juniata to Fox run about 5^ miles, and from Tussey across

to Canoe mountain, say three miles. The terrace of Oneida
sandstone No. IVa supported by a slope of Loraine shale

JS'o. Ill projects so far out that the flattish limestone floor

of Canoe valley is only 2 miles wide. Its character may be

seen by consulting the atlas sheet of Report T, and is suffi-

ciently indicated on Plate XXXVII, page 212 ; on which

the crest and terrace of Canoe mountain appears 2200' and
1640' high A. T.; while the low round top of one of the

limestone swells is marked 1060', and the Juniata river bed

at the mouth, of Fox run is between 800' and 790' A. T.

(347 T3.)
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Tlie Canoe Valley anticlinal.

Canoe valley is traversed lengthwise by one of the great

anticlinal arches of the State ; limestone exposures along

the foot of Tussey showing eastward dips of 16°, 21°,

24°, 29°, 45° (between Spruce Creek gap and Water Street

gap); then (still going south up the Juniata river) 40°, 43°,

40°, 40°, 45°. 40°, 48°, 54° (at the south end of the Loop.)

On the western side the map shows but one dip, 32° west-

ward ; but further south there are others of the same kind
;

so that the anticlinal structure of the valley is not only evi-

dent from the mere fact of the limestones of No. II, coming

up in it, between opposite walls of No. Ill and IV, but the.

general shape of the arch is well revealed by a sufficient num-
ber of measurable rock exposures, chiefly along its eastward

slope, but also on the Canoe mountain side, and in the mid-

dle of the valley on tlie crown of the arch.

It appears however from all these exposures both in Hunt-

ingdon and Blair counties, that the arch is broken along its

axis. The eastward dips extend much further into the val-

ley than the westward dips. Measuring the limestones

which come to the surface by cross distance and dip, they

amount on Pox run say 4000 feet. The anticlinal axis crosses

Fox run somewhere near the road 7,000 feet from the slate

at the foot of Tussey, and 3,200 feet from the slate at the

foot of Canoe mountain.

Two dips toward Tussey at the mouth of the run are 45°,

one dip toward Canoe mountain between the forks of the

run is 57°. These insufficient data indicate a proportion

of 4900' on the east side of the arch to 2700' on the west

side. Allowing for any probable variations of dip there

will not be room enough on the west side of the axis for all

the limestone that comes up east of it to go down again un-

der the Canoe mountain slate. The arch is therefore broken

and slipped.

This is rendered more evident by what appears further up
the vallej' in Blair county. A mile and a half south of Fox
run on a line across the valley past ^tna furnace the place

of the axis is well defined between two dips 49° westward

and 34° eastAvard. It crosses the church and schoolhouse
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road and run 8500' from the Tussey mountain slate, and
only 4200' from the Canoe mountain slate. The weshoard
dips read 40°, 61°, and 49°

; the eastward dips 34°, 36°, 49°,

39°, 48°, 47°, 40° around the furnace ; which indicates a pro-
portionate thickness of strata 5400' on the east to 3100' on
the west.

But it does not follow that the arch is broken exactly on
or near the axis of the arch either here or at Fox run. In
fact there is good reason for placing the fault within say a
thousand feet of the slate, •/. e. 3000 feet from the crown of

the arch, as will be shown directly.

, At the lower end of the valley between Water Street and
Spruce creek, Plate XXXVII (page 212) shows, as has been
already said eos/f'wartZ dips of 18°, 21°,. 24°, 29°, 45°, 40°,

43°, 40° (increasinggoingsouth,) and only one Me^^Mjari^ dip
32°, opposite Water Street, but 900 feet from the Canoe Mtn.
slate, and certainly not very far from the axis, as will ap-

pear to any one who protracts the east dip strike lines south-

ward to a cross section line at Water street. When this is

done it will be seen that the location of the axis will fall

about 1000 feet from' the Canoe Mountain slate, and 6600

feet from the Tussey Mountain slate ; while the westward
dip is actually not so steep as the nearest eastward dips.

Supposing an equality of dip on the two sides of the arch,

only one fifth of the limestone mass which comes up from
under Tussey, goes down under Canoe ; the other four

fifths must of course be swallowed by a fault, and this fault

must run about the same distance from the slate here as at

Fox run and the Church run.

TJie Canoe Valleyfault.

Now when a ruler is laid so as to draw a straight line five

miles long through these three localities, it is seen to run,

parallel with Canoe Mountain, from Dr. Jackson's fault at

the Williamsburg gap to a fault which Mr. Sanders reports

to cross the Little Juniata river 1500' east of Spruce creek.

A great fracture therefore traverses Canoe valley on a line

K". 38° E. past Yellow Springs from river to river ; the east

dipping limestones being lifted and pushed over the west
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dipping limestones, leaving only the upper or Trenton sub-

division visible along the foot of Canoe Mountain terrace.

Canoe valley, measured across from one edge of the

limestone to the other, is 5700 feet wide at a mile and a

half south of Spruce Creek station ;
7000' at 21- miles (Water

Street); 8600' at 4 miles; 9500' at 5 miles; 12,000' at 6

miles (^tna furnace) ; 15, 000' at 7 miles (Clark's ore bank)

;

19,000' at 8 miles (north of Cove forge) ; and then contracts

suddenly to 14,000' (south of Cove forge.) These figures

can only be explained by a steady rise southward of the

crest of the anticlinal arch, spreading the two slate out-

crops at the edge of the limestone wider and wider apart,

and allowing the emergence of a constantly increasing

quantity of limestone at the surface.

In other words, lower and lower strata of No. II rise suc-

cessively to the surface along the line of the arch going

south, the north end of the valley being excavated in Tren-

ton limestone (the upper division of the whole formation),

while the underlying iron-bearing strata come to the sur-

face south of Fox run, in Blair county.

Bat the emergence of lower and lower limestone strata

takes place only on the east side of the fault. This is

shown on Plate LXIV page 346. In the neck of the val-

ley, in Morris township, between the end of Canoe moun-
tain and Short mountain (or half way between Spruce creek

and Water Street) where the Oneida outcrops are 10,000'

apart, and the two edges of the limestone belt are less than
6000' apart, the dips near the slate being 21° and 24° east-

ward and 25° westward, with an unknown amount of flat-

tening on the arch there may not be more than 1000' of the

uppermost ( TVeri^oTi) limestones above the present surface.*

At ^tna furnace, where the crown of the arch is 8500'

from the Tussey mountain edge of the limestone, with

east dips of 34° near the axis and 36° at the river, the total

thickness of limestone strata appearing at the surface must
be at least 4500', the ore bank east of the church and north

*In Report T*, Plate V, page 38, shows how far beneath the slates the ore

horizon of the Pennsylvania furnace banks in Centre county lies. It must
be far underground in this part of Morris township.
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of the school on the westward dip of 49° occupying a hori-

zon 4000' beneath the slate. The Clark ore bank (half a

mile south of ^tna furnace) is on a horizon 3200' beneath
the slate.

It is therefore not to be wondered at that no ore-banks

have ever been opened in Morris township. The principal

ore-bearing limestones lie buried two or three thousand
feet beneath the surface.

The crest of the anticlinal appears to be strongly marked
by two opposite dips of 80°± (N. 20° W.) and 60° (S. 30°

E.) at the so-called Bottomless Cave, at the side of the road

near P. Tippery's house, 6000' Avest of the river at Water
Street, or 3000' due west of Shaffersville. The course of

the axis here, if got from the two strike lines, would be N.
60° E. which is impossible ; but it illustrates the irregu-

larities of all the dips and strikes, produced by excessive

pressure. The axis of the anticlinal here runs undoubt-

edly along the road. The cave or sink hole is located on

some great fissure opened on the squeezed arch.

A small sink hole may be seen on the hill 1500' west of

the Cave.

A great sink Jiole, 2700' west of the Cave, and near the head

of the vale, is of great interest ; for here can be seen the con-

tact of the Trenton limestones with the overlying Mack Utica

slates, dipping 40° (N. 35° W.); and several hundred feet

further west the slates dip 60° (N. 40° W.) in under Canoe
mountain. But there is no show of a fault ; and the lime-

stones graduate upwards into the slates. The fault must
run between this contact line and the anticlinal at the Bot-

tomless cave. A large stream from the mountain plunges

into this sinkhole.

The excessive contortions of the mass of limestone are

illustrated by a remarkable dip on the road 3800' north of

the Cave and 1600' south of the Harnish house. It reads

35° (S. 50° W.) This would make the outcrop strike nearly

across the crest of the anticlinal, which must run almost

through this exposure.

Further on and Just north of the house the limestone

rocks dip either 20° (N. 15° W.) or 70° (S. 40° E), the rock
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being so cleft as to make either reading possible ; but both

are diagonal to the course of the anticlinal.

Further on, and at a point 6600' north of the Cave, the

edge of the Utica slate touches the road, but does not

seem to cross it to the east, but keeps along near it (on the

west) to the cross-roads at Moore's house. Just before

reaching the house (say .450') limestone dips JS". 70° W
against the slate. But it is not Trenton limestone. There-

fore the great fault may be safely located at this point.

But it cannot run in a straight line ; and it is probably

complicated with other minor faults.

Tvio large sinhholes lie west of the road from Moore's

cross-roads to the river at Spruce Creek
;
parallel with the

road ; and 400' west of it ; the first one 2600' and the other

3300' north of Moore's. What these sinks mean cannot be

told, but they must be on some line of fracture, because the

slate points towards them in a very remarkable manner.

The distance from Moore's to the brow of the terrace of

Canoe mountain is here 4500'; and the breadth of the whole

slate belt (No. Ill) 3800', which is twice or three times what

ic ought to be. The Morrison Cove map sheet No. 1 does

not properly represent the slate belt nere. The edge of the

slate runs along just west of the road past Moore's to a

point at least 1800' north of Moore's, and then returns to

cross the other road (from Moore's to Birmingham) 1600'

west of Moore's. Thence it keeps west of the road, be-

tween it and the foot of the mountain ; and the limestone

along that road 3000' from Moore's dips 25° (S. W.), and
4000' from Moore's 40° (S. 70° W.), under the slate belt

which follows the mountain.

All the dips along the Little Juniata river from the axis

at railroad bridge No. 3 below Union furnace, down to the

Spruce Creek tunnel, a distance of 8400 feet, are south-

south-east dips, with perfectly horizontal rocks on the crown
of the axis at the bridge. The actual distance at right

angles to the strike is 7800'; and successive exposures of 0°,

12°, 30°, 40°, 16° and 18°, descending the river, would give a

thickness of just 4000' of limestone exposed along the river

between bridge No. 3 and the slate at the west end of the
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Spruce Creek tunnel, if they lay in a conformable series of

beds upon each other. But this is not the case ; the series

is broken into two by a fault 1300' down the railroad from
Spruce Creek Station ; where the beds do not fit, and the

dip is suddenly flattened. Tliis is the place where the Great
Canoe Valley fault must reach and cross the Little Juniata
river.

Of the two series, the upper one runs east of the fault

along the Short mountain side of the valley, with a general

strike nearly north and south*; the lower series with a gen-

eral strike of S. 4o° W.f on the west side of the fault, bear

away directly towards the end of Canoe mountain, but
must gradually swing round between the river and the

mountain ; and the curve represents the dying end of the

great Brush Valley anticlinal coming from Centre county,

and crossing the Little Juniata at Bridge No. 3 ; the re-

markable feature of the structure being the sudden dying
down of this great rock wave against the upturned end of a

great rock trough
;
producing a strike of the rocks square

across both.

The impinging of the strike lines of the upper and lower

series of limestones on the two sides of the line of fault is

very striking. The angle they make with each other is

about 45°, and tha conclusion is inevitable that the great

Canoe Valleyfault, crossing the railroad 1300' below Spruce

Creek station, 2800" above the west end of the Tunnel,

must meet the Tunnel or Water Street fault somewhere in

the body of Tussey mountain, say a mile north of the gap.

The extraordinary throw of the mountain to the west,

north of the river, is to be accounted for by one or both of

these faults ; complicated perhaps by a cross fracture, of

which however we have as yet no evidence.

Canoe mountain ends in a rapid curve of its high crest

(2200' A. T.) around the north end of the Clinton red shale

*Mr. Sanders haa recently revised the observations, and reports dips of

160 (S. 80O E.;; 18° (S. 80° E); 12° (S. 90° E); 12° (S. 90° E.); 12° (S. 80°

E.) along 2000' of the road leading from the river up the run towards Water
Street, 2000' in front of the Tunnel.

tMr. Sanders roads 30° (S. 25° B.); 30° (S. 40° E.); 30° (S. 45° E.) for

600' along the road from Spruce ('reek station towards Water Street.

23 T.
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cove of Blair county ; its terrace also sweeps round, in a

wider curve, into Sinking Creek valley, its platform knobs,

(1640', 1680', 1520', 1620', &c., A. T.) being separated by the

usual ravines. Canoe valley here widens rapidly north-

wards into Spruce Creek valley, across which the Little

Juniata flows in a crooked trench between limestone hills

about 1000' A. T. the railroad level at Spruce Creek station

being 777' and the river bed about 750' A. T.

It is plain that we must give up altogether the old idea

that the Canoe Valley anticlinal crosses the Little Juniata

river and runs on through Franklin township on the west

side of Spruce creek.

The fact however is that the Canoe mountain is not en-

tirely squared off at its end by this opposition of the Brush
Valley arch. The map shows that while the crest of the

mountain describes a perfect semi-circle of 3200' radius,

the terrace projects at one place further than everywhere

else ; namely, the knob marked 1620' A. T. 4300' south-west

of Union Furnace station ; and it is through this projection

of the terrace that the synclinal axis passes to the west of

the Brush Valley anticlinal ; and, we see the synclinal pass-

ing the river just above Bridge No. 5, (say 2400' above U.

F. station) between two opposite dips, one 60°, S. 80° W.
and the next one higher up 30°, S. 40° E.

Thus far the discussion of this most remarkable piece of

structure has not been subject to insuperable difficulties.

The general aspect of the case is tolerably clear. Nor are ad-

ditional difficulties encountered in Franklin township ; for

Tussey mountain suddenly bends (or breaks) at Spruce

Creek gap and runs on straight for many miles in a course

between N. 58° and 60° E., consequently parallel to the

Brush Creek anticlinal ; the strike of the exposures along

the river above the tunnel, stated above at N. 65° E., repre-

senting the beginning of the curve around the end of the

dying anticlinal.

The Tunnel or Waterstreetfault.

AVe must now take into consideration a group of facts

along the foot of Short and Tussey mountains in Morris

township, which seriously complicate the structure.
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T7ie fault at the west end of Spruce Greek tunnel is indi-

cated by the thinness of the slate outcrop (No. Ill) between
the limestone (No. II) in the river bed and the Oneida sand-
stone (No. IV) cliffs of the hogback, 300' above them. No.
Ill is more than 900' thick in the Canoe terrace opposite

;

appears to be 700' thick on the west slope of Short mount-
ain half a mile south of the tunnel ; 600' at Water Street

;

400' a mile and a half further south. Either the formation

has been squeezed down to one third its size, or else the

limestone has been thrown up so as to conceal the lower
two thirds of it. The direction of the hogback is N. 17°

E. and this must be tlie direction of the line of fault ; and
such a line is exactly parallel to the crest of Short mount-
ain ; and when projected S. 17° W. to Water Street ex-

actly hits the point where the limestone abuts against the

overturned slates ; these here dipping 71° towards the lime-

stone and the limestone dipping 49° towards the slates

;

consequently against their under sides. In this case the

"brush" nature of the overturn in the slate is evident, and
shows that the mountain rocks on each side of the fault

have sunk, or the valley rocks on its west side have moved
upwards.

If the above S. 17° W. be changed at Water Street to S.

18° W. for a mile and then to S. 20° W. for another mile, it

will follow the contact of the slate and limestone to where
the river first breaks through the slate to flow along the

heart of the mountain. This conduct of the river was evi-

dently coinpulsory. From Williamsburg into Morris town-

ship the river could make its channel in the Trenton lime-

stone, cutting always down dip into the bottom slates.

But here, the slates being faulted down to the east, while

the limestones were faulted tip to the west, the river natui'-

ally took to the lower or eastern side of the fault, and could

not get back to the limestones on the higher western side

on account of the wall of the fault ; which, moreover, was
continually getting higher and higher going northward,

brushing up the slates, and then the sandstone ; so that in

another mile the river had to leave the upturned slates and

sandstone to the left and make its way along the (10° to
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20° dipping) softer middle rocks of the mountain, until it

reached the gap, where it had to abandon its northward

course entirely.

The Water Street Narrows are thus explained. The long

narrow hogback between Shaffersville and the river is the

outcrop ridge of the Oneida sandstone and underlying

slate strata, brushed up and turned over to a dip backward
of 70° to 74°. The hogback is cut off by the Shaffersville

run, which enters the bend of the river at Water Street.

On the north side of this run the Oneida sandstone runs

up the end of Short mountain to its top, where it makes a

short crest 1760' A. T. 1200' west of the real crest 1840' A.
T. made by the Medina sandstone. But here, where the

mountain is so high, the horizontal" distance from the indi-

cated IV-V contact line (top of Medina) on the east slope

to the indicated III-IV contact li#e {bottom of Oneida) is

3000', and Mr. Sanders' measurements throughout Blair

county make the total thickness of IV 2896' (see page 144.)

It looks as if the vertically upturned outcrop of IV was
complete. It remains unexplained, however, why the two

crests (or crest and terrace) are here only 1200' apart, when
they ought to be 2000', judging by the construction of the

Canoe mountain terrace and crest opposite.* Something
must be allowed for errors of topographical survey ; and
more for the uncertainty as to which of the massive sand-

rocks in IV make the two short crests, or peaks, of Shore

mountain ; but it seems hardly possible to avoid the con-

clusion that the previously described Spruce Creek fault

line N. 17° E. does not represent precisely the direction of

the fault in its passage along the west slope of Short mount-
ain from the tunnel to Water Street ; but that the fault

describes a curve conforming to the foot of the mountain,

and the edge of the limestone.

The Oneida sandstone outcrop, which makes the lower of

the two crests of Short Mountain, can be seen descending

* From brow of terrace to top of crest=3400'; rise from 1680' A. T. to 2200'

A. T.=520'; dip at base of mountain 32°, flattening to horizontal under center
line of red shale, 3500' west of crfst; calculated thickness from brow-rock
(^Oneida) to crest-rock (ilfec(ina)^2000'.
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the mountain to the hogback at the tunnel. In doing this

it strikes north and gradually curves to N. 17° E. This
shows the upturned brush. The strata stand vertical at
the top of the mountain and gradually fall over to the west
and grow less and less sreep as the outcrop is followed
down, until at the tunnel they liave got their normal dip of
20° S. 73° East. The fault merely cuts them off without
brushing them up.

Chapter VII.

The Little Juniata section.

The order of exposures from bridge No. 3 up to the
Tyrone gap, as given on a sheet of the Morrison Cove topo-

graphical survey map, is as follows :
—

*

At bridge JSTo. 3, dip horizontal {0') on the crown of the

Brush Valley anticlinal, as stated above.

1500' along the railroad west of No. 3, dip 10°, N. 65°

W. into the Canoe mountain synclinal.

River bend, 1500' further west, and just below bridge No.
4 (Mt. Union), dip 40° N. 70° W. still into the synclinal,

which is evidently not rising here rapidly.

Bridge No. 5, 1000' west of the next bend of the river,

but only 1600' west of the last (measured across the strike)

dip 60°, S. 62° W., diagonally in to the now rapidly

rising synclinal. '

,

Within the next 1000' the axis of the synclinal is passed,

and then the reverse dips begin to be abundant ; for ex-

ample :

For 1000' before coming to bridge No. 6, are dips of 30°,

20°. 30°, S. 30°±E. The strike of these exposures (N. 60°

=tE.) is at right angles to the strike at bridge No. 5, above

cited on the east side of the synclinal. This sliows the

rapid curve of the strike lines around the axis, and how
rapidly the basin is rising on an axial line as near as pos-

*My own observations of dips along the river are given on the Lyon, Shorb
&Co.'smap, 1872.
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sible N. 33° E.—It cannot go far on this course into War-
rior Mark township before bending to the east to keep its

its place west of the Brush Creek anticlinal, unless it

should split and receive an intermediate roll.

At 3600' west of the 30° at bridge No. 6 (2000' beyond bridge

No. 7) is an exposure dipping 34°, S. 57° E.—At bridge

No. 9 (2500' further along the railroad) dip 14°, S. 57° E.—
900' further, dip 10°, S. 67° E.—400' further, dip 20°, S. 57°

E.—At Birmingham 1400' further, dip 34°, S. 57° E.—This
group represents the strata on the gentle eastward slope of

the great Nittany valley (Sinking Creek valley) anticlinal

arch which runs through Warrior Mark township, Centre,

Clinton and Lycoming counties, Nippenose and Oval val-

leys, up Muncy creek into Wyoming county—one of the

greatest and longest rock arches which traverse the State.

The surprising fact is that this group of exposures be-

tween Birmingham and Bridge No. 7, all agree in a com-

mon strike line of N. 33° E., S. 33° W. which ought to take

their outcrops northward towards Bald Eagle Mountain,

and southward towards Brush mountain ; for. Bald Eagle

mountain has a strike of N. 45 E. ; and Brush mountain
terrace along Sinking Spring creek from Arch Spring 11,000'

(from the river) for 2^ miles sou th-west of Arch Spring has a

strike of S. 50° W. ; then it bends and runs S. 38° W. 4

miles further to the point where the axis of the anticlinal

brings the outside or lower edges of the two belts of slate to-

gether. Prom here onward the anticlinal axis runs S. 44°

W 5i miles to the high anticlinal knob overlooking HoUi-
daysburg.

These strike lines along the river must sweep round S. W.
and W. to cross the axis of Sinking Creek valley. But
that they do so very gradually is shown by a recent revision

of the exposures south of the river by Mr. Sanders. From
Bridge No. 6 a road runs straight W. S. W. up Sinking

Creek valley. At 3000' from the bridge the Water Street

road meets it at right angles. Here the limestones dip 30°±
(S. 30° E.); and 1400' further on they dip (S. 40° E.) At
3800' further on another road (from the Arch Spring) strikes

the main road, and here the limestones dip (S. 40" E.) It
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appears therefore that the great anticlinal is regular on its

south side for at least 2 miles south-west of the river.

But between the road and Brush mountain there are some
disturbances. Taking the Water Street road south-east-

ward, at 1200' there is a dip of 30° (S. 30° E.) as before ; at

2100', a dip of 50° (S. 60° E.); and at 3000', a dip of (S. 40°

E.) on the north side of the creek, and within 1000' more
or less of the edge of the slate ; and the strike here would
run diagonally into tlie slate, as if there were a fault.

Taking the other road (to the Arch Springs), at 1000' is a

dip of 25° (S. 25° K); at 1500' a perfectly measurable dip of

40° (S. 10° W.) just north of the creek and where the road
forks, up to Arch Springs, and down towards the mouth of

the creek. Taking the last road, at 1800' (from the forks),

at the bend in the creek, is a dip of 20° {South); and 500'

further down the creek a dip of (S. 20° E.)

When these dips are all plotted it is evident that, in spite

of some crumpling and waving, the strike of the limestones

in general conforms to the line of the slate belt at the foot

of Brush mountain, and that there is no occasion for sup-

posing a fault.

Little Juniata section, continued to Tyrone.

At McCahan's Mill, 2000' above Birmingham station, the

great anticlinal having been passed, the limestones stand

vertical (90°) descending westward to pass under the Bald
Eagle and Allegheny mountains. This west side of the

Birmingham anticlinal is first overthrown and then broken,

as appears from the following dips higher up the river :

At Bridge No. 11, near Ironsville, 4400' (in straight line)

from Birmingham station, the overturned dip is 70° east-

ward.

At 1000' further west along the railroad, which here cuts

across a sharp bend in the river through a notch isolating

a limestone knob 100 feet high in the bend) the overturned

dip is 45° eastward.

At Bridge No. 12, at Tyrone Forge, 800' further, the

overturned dip is 64° eastward. The railroad here crosses

again to the south-west bank 1600' above the sharp bend at
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Ironsville. Just at the bend, and almost on the strike of

the last exposure, the limestones stand vertical, at the

mouth of the run which comes in from the south-west, fol-

lowing the foot of the terrace, but keeping in the limestone,

at a distance of sometimes 500', sometimes 1000', from the

edge of the slate ; always in the same soluble Trenton

strata in which Sinking Spring creek, on the opposite side

of the valley, cuts its channel.

When the river emerges from the Bald Eagle mountain
at Tyrone Forge, it meets the great fault and turns square

to the right, runs (under Bridge No. 12) parallel with the

fault and then turns sharp to the east. It is at this sharp

bend that the vertical (90°) rocks are seen.

In the gap of the terrace, at 2000' west of Bridge No. 12,

the slates dip 80°, north-west, with a strike exactly IST. E.

and S. W. And this is the course of the Bald Eagle mount-

ain for several miles south-west of the gap.

The top limestone appears on the railtoad 1300' from

Bridge No. ]2. Then something over 1000' of vertical slate.

Then 2600' of vertical Oneida and Medina sandstone. Here
the railroad begins its great semi-circular curve out of the

west mouth of the gap round to Tyrone City station, a dis-

tance along the railroad of 3000', all in vertical Clinton

sliales, measuring 2000' through. Beyond this the Lower
Helderberg limestones appear, also standing vertical. Be-

tween Tyrone Forge, Bridge No. 12, and Tyrone city, at

least 7000' of rocks standing vertical, or nearly so, are cut

through at right angles.

But there have been some irregularities in the upturning

movement of this huge mass of rocks ; for, at one place on

the north bank of the river, a crush fault shows itself on

the face of the cliff ; some sandstone laj^ers being jammed
into a letter S against others which stand vertical and other-

wise quite undisturbed.* The cross fatilts which break

and shift the mountain mass three miles north-east of the

* The negative of a photograph of this exposure made by Mr. E. B. Harden
during his topographical survey of the vicinity, was unfortunately broken,

so that a heliotype plate of it intended for this report, has been omitted. The
exposure is near the bridge by which the Lewisburg and Tyrone railroad

crosses the river.
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gap will be described directly ; and they afford an a prior

e

argument for the considerable size and importance of this

apparently insignificant crush fault in the gap. I have
collated the two topographical surveys of the Bald Eagle

mountain ; that to the west made by Mr. Sanders, and that

to the east by Mr. Harden ; the former published with Re-

port T (see its Atlas), the other published in this report (T')

on a sheet by itself ; both on a scale of 1600' to 1"
; and it

appears on this compilation (see page Plate LXIV, page

346) that the crest line and terrace line of the mountain is

shifted to the north at the gap. How this is done does not

clearly appear ; but apparently the fault comes from the

east. How it is connected with the break in limestone near

Tyrone Forge is entirely obscure ; the probability is that

there are several lines of fracture ; and that there is a gen-

eral confusion of strike and dip in the limestone, slate and
sandstone east of the river.

The Little Juniata section repeated.

Character of the limestone beds.

The following summary of Prof. H. D. Rogers' descrip-

tion will be found to be useful

:

Massive gray limestones exhibit themselves for 250 yards

above Spruce Creek dip 40°.

Thin-bedded magnesian, dark-gray, and bhie limestones

make many exposures further up the river dipping 40°, S.

60° E.

Cherty light-blue limestones crop out at the bend be-

tween Bridges 2 and 3.

Cherty siliceous and magnesian ash-colored limestones,

weathering to a herring hone surface., as if they were

covered with hieroglyphic scratches., the more siliceous sort

delicately striated with long and parallel lines, appear

300 yards above the bend.*

These are the lowest strata in the series that appear at

the surface on the Brush vallej'^ anticlinal ; for the dip now
changes to 37°, N. 80° W. into the Canoe mountain syncli-

nal, at Wallace's old mill.

*See Geol. Penn., Vol. I, p. 502.
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Rough calcareous sandstone beds, overlj'iiig magnesian

limestone beds, dipping 40°, N. 80° W make a cliffy mile

above Wallace's old mill. Massive blue limestone make
line exposures, dipping 45°, S. 80° W. 200 yards below

Union furnace. At Union fnrnace the dip is due west.

Massive blue limestone dip 60°, N. 60° W. at the upper

end of the island ; and (as has been already said) 60°, S. 62°

W. on the railroad after crossing Bridge No. 5. The syn-

clinal axis crosses the railroad a little further on ; for, J
mile above the island the south-east dips begin again*
The rapid rise of the synclinal north-cast of the river, makes
the Union furnace rocks sweep round in concentric curves,

on the high plateau covered by the Huntingdon furnace

property, and back to the river below and above Bridge No.

6, and the township line (between Franklin and Warrior's

Mark) which strikes the river at Bridge No. 7. Thus the

sandstone of the cliffs above Wallace's old mill, above men-

tioned, comes back to the river past the Stone quarry on

the hill where the the road up from W. Stewart's turns the

nose of the hill towards J. Fisher" s, W. Wray's and S.

Thompson's houses, and overlooking the school-house on

the river road. Here all the strata for 1000 feet and more

along the railroad approaching Bridge No. 6, dip only 30°,

S. 30° E. into the synclinal.

From Bridge No. 6 therefore lower and lower limestones

in the series continue to come up for 2^ miles up the river,

or 11,000' across the strike, making (with dips of 34°, 22°,

14°, 10°, 20° and 34°, say an average of 20°) 4000' of rocks.

This great thickness added to the thickness of exposures

from Bridge No. 3 down shows that the strata at Bridge No.

6 must be repetitions of those at Bridges No. 1 and 2. And
this conclusion is justified by an examination of the anti-

clinal and synclinal waves as they run north-eastward

through both townships into Centre county.

On the Juniata only two anticlinals includina between

them the Canoe mountain synclinal can be seen.

* At Wallace's house at the foot of Canoe mountain, the upper {Trenton)

limestones dip 40° west, and again 35°, S. 25° W. the strike pointing to the

middle of Short mountain. See Geol. Penn., Vol I, p. 502.
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In Centre county Mr. d' Invilliers in his report T shows
three anticUnals including between them two basins ; and
this state of things exists in the north-eastern half of

Franklin township ; the middle Centre county arch flatten-

ing out and allowing the two basins to become one. The
eastern arch is the Brush Valley anticlinal which reaches

the Juniata at Bridge No. 2. The western arch is the Nit-

tany Valley anticlinal which crosses the Juniata 1000' or

so above Birmingham, ooerturned (as has been already

described) on its western side, all along its course for some
distance south of the river, and along its course through

Warrior's Mark township into Centre county.

The Birmingham section is described by Prof. Rogers

in Greol. Pa. I, page 503, but the description follows the

tortuous bed of the river and the data, however valuable

as a catalogue of the strata, must be plotted and calculated

to show the real order and thickness of the strata

:

Beginning at Union Furnace and going up the river

—

1. Thin blue limestone, 48° (S. 50° E.)'

Interval, . yards 150

2. Massive blue limestone.

Interval,

.

... yards 100

3. Massive darli-blue limestone, 35° (S. 45° E.)

Interval, yards 25

4. Massive blue limestone.

Interval yards 100

5. Dark-blue limestone.

Interval, yards 50

6. Massive pure limestone, 35° (S. 60° E.)

7. Massive and thin alternations for yards
_
250

Interval,

.

. ... yards 100

8. Blue and gray limestone, in cliff (300' high. )
*

Interval,

.

. .
yards 200

9. Thin gray limestone, 36° (S. 50° E.)

Interval,

.

yards 30

10. Dark gray siliceous strata.

Interval, . .
yards 200

11. Light-bluet cherty, siliceous limestone, 330 (S. 30° E.),. 60

Interval yards 70

12. Light ochreous impure limestone.

13. Dark gray calcareous sand rock. % yards 200

*1J miles above the furnace.

t Weathering yellow.

t Becoming more siliceous approaching Robinson's saw-mill; and just be-

low the mill-dam, interstratified sandstone beds. The mill and bridge are |

of a mile below Railroad Bridge No. 8.
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14. Dark-gray calcareous beds at dam, 80° (S. 30° E.

)

Interval,. . . . .yards 100

15. Cliff of calcareous sandstone, 38° (S. 39° E.)*

Interval,

.

yards 400

16. Handy limestone, 25° (S. 35° E.)

Interval to Birmingham (J mile) yards 1320

Then passing the great arch

;

17. Massive white-veined limestones, steep (S. 40° E.

)

18. Black slates of No. Ill, lull of white veins.

Above this a few rods:

19. Broken siliceous limestone, 50° (S. 50° E.)

Then in the hollow above Birmingham
20. Cherty calcareous rock, confused dip (S. 50° E.)

About 150 yards above the black slate:

21. Crushed sandstone (like No. IV ; then

22. Red shale; then, soon, a regular dip of 35° S. 50° E.)

exposed often in massive strata for . . yards 150

23. Fragments of sandstone follow. The sandstone is up-

heaved along the fault, nearly J mile from Birming-

ham, 150 yards below Bridge No. 11.

24. Thin blue limestones, dip 45° (S. 50° E.) f ... yards 60

Interval,. yards 40

25. Blue thin limestones, 85° (S. 60° E.)

Interval,

.

yards 70

26. Light-gray, ochreous limestone, 90°

Interval,

.

yards 75

27. Dark-gray, siliceous rock, 90°, yards 100

Interval, ... yards 350

28. Rocks dip 85° (S. 70° E.)

Interval,

.

yards 370

29. Dark-gray hard limestone, 45° (S. 60° E.) J

30. Light buff limestones, 48° (S. 65° E.), behind Ironville.

31. Pure blue limestone, massive and fossiliferous, appears

below the Tyrone Forge Bridge No. 12, overturned to

65° (S. 50° E.)

32. Limestones in the end of the hill opposite the lower

forge, 85° (S. 65° E.)

Interval,

.

. yards 300

33. Slates of III appear at the base of the mountain, dip 90".

Last exposure limestone, alternating with slates, occur

900 feet above the forge.

Professor Rogers concludes that the anticlinal arch at

Birmingham has been pressed over, broken and thrust up
over the vertical and overturned and distorted strata west

*For 80 yards along this cliff are seen gray, granular, calcareous, siliceous

strata. These strata inake Chestnut ridge through Warrior's Mark township.

t Becoming steeper, or 80°, and more massive, and veined like a marble.

Distorted and horizontal dips succeed. Strata near the bridge are vertical.

I Overturned ; at Ironville.
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of it, SO as to allow the sandstones of the Potsdam forma-

tion No. 1 to appear at the surface in the east wall of the

fault. This was Dr. Rob. M. S. Jackson's theory when he
studied the region in the First Survey. And this was Mr.
C. E. Hall's view of it when he collected specimens and fos-

sils along the river for the Second survey. But there are

good reasons for regarding the sandstone strata (13, 15, 16

of the above section) as interstratified sub-divisions of the

great magnesiau limestone series No. II, as already said.

List of Specimens.

A collection of specimens for the Museum of the Survey
was made by W. A. Fellows in 1876, along the Little Ju-

niata river from Tyrone Gap down to Spruce creek. The
list is published in Report of Progress O, page 113.

Specimens 2573 (1,) is a compact grayish-black limestone

from Nearhoff's quarry.

Specimens 2574 to 2586 were taken from beds of Trenton
limestone beginning 600' and ending 640' above Tyrone
forge.

Specimen 2583, 560' above the forge, contains a shell

belonging to some species of Bliynclionella.

Specimens 2587 to 2593, are from beds nearer the forge.

Specimens 2594 to 2604, are dolomitic limestone of Gal-

ciferous age, from the beds still nearer the forge.

Specimens 2605 to 2624, are dolomitic limestone from the

cut east of Bridge No. 12.

Specimens 2625 to 3631, are dolomitic limestone from the

cut west of Bridge No. 11.

Specimens 2632 to 2647, are dolomitic limestone from the

wagon road leading from Bridge No. 11 to Birmingham.

Specimens 2648 to 2651, are dolomitic limestone from the

road west of the covered bridge at Birmingham.

Specimen 2652 is white, compact, fine-grained sandstone,

from an outcrop on the river road above the Birmingham

covered bridge and opposite the Lead and Zinc works.

Specimens 2652 to 2656 are also sandstone, from the same

locality.
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Specimens Se.'j? to 2Q60 are/erruginoussaiidstone speckled.

with oxide of iron from the same locality.

Specimen 2661 is {Potsdam ?) sandstone, Jiard, gray,

from below the Birmingham covered bridge, and opposite

the railway station.

Specimens 2662, 2663 are shaly limestone containing

much carbon, from the same locality.

Sjsecimens 2664 A to 2667 A are dolomite with distributed

veins of calcite, from the south side of the river, opposite

the sandstone locality above mentioned, and on the railroad

east of Sub. Div. shanty near the Birmingham station.

Specimens 2664 to 2679 are limestone from the railroad

east of Birmingham station.

Specimens 2680 to 2688 are limestone from Bridge No. 10

east to Bridge JSTo. 9.

Specimens 2689 to 2697 are limestone from Bridge No. 9

to Bridge No. 18.

Specimens 2697 to 2699 are limestone from east of Bridge

No. 8—Specimens 2700 to 2714 being taken from the lime-

stone quarry east of the bridge.

Specimens 2715 to 2718, east of Bridge No. 7.

Specimens 2719 to 2726 (184), east of Bridge No. 6—2736

(185) from a large quarry.

Specimens 2727 to 2733, east of Bridge No. 5.

Specimens 2734 to 2743, east of Bridge No. 4.

Specimens 2744 to 2748, east of Bridge No. 3.

Specimens 2749, 2750, east of Bridge No. 2.

Specimens 2751 to 2763, east of Bridge No. 1;

Specimens 2754 to 2777, east of the engine-house at Spruce

Creek station.

Specimen 2778 (the 240th of the original collection) from

the lime-kiln near the Spruce CreeTc tunnel.

Fossils of iVb. //.

The first specimen of the above list was not obtained at

the river, but at Coplay Nierhooff's quarry, 1^ miles north-

east of Tyrone forge ; where, also, was got specimen 213

(Palfeont. Coll. Report O, page 232.) Specimen 212 (same
coll.) was got on hill top on road from Tyrone gap to AVar-
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riors Mark. Specimen 211 (same coll.) was got in tlie river

bluff above Tyrone for^e and below the covered bridge.

These three specimens contain Trenton fossils, and estab-

lish the fact that the slates of III rest conformably on the

upper subdivision of the great limestone series of II. Spec-

imen 210, got near Bellefonte, and Specimen 203, got west
of Bellefonte, show the same thing ; as also do Specimens
201, 202, 204 and 205, got at Reedsvillein the Kishicoquillis

valley, and Specimen 214, got 2 miles from Belleville in

Mifflin county. No systematic collection of fossil forms
was made by the Survey in this district ; but some of the

Trenton strata are crowded, with the stems of a stone lilj^

[Schizocrinus nodosus) ; the heads of another {Streptelasma

corniculum*') ; bivalve shells (OrtTiis testudinaria, Stro-

phomena alternata, Leptcena sericea, very abundant ; and
occasionally 0. tricenaria, 0. subeqiialis, and two other

doubtful species ; with Lingula curta) ; also whorled
shells {Pleurotomaria gracilis, Murchisonia gracilis, &c.)

;

a little pteropod shell {Leperditia) ; and at least two trilo-

bites {Trlnucleus concentricus and a Calymene.)\

But this abundance of animal life existed only here and
there at restricted localities, and at the close of the long lime-

stone age ; marking a change of sea margin, and the invasion

of the black muds of the Utica slate formation (bottom of

No. III.) Why animal remains are so exceedingly difficult

to find through this vast pile of limestone deposits, except

near its top, may be reasonably accounted for by the great

depth of sea, and by the heavy charge of magnesia. Only
a few large gasteropod shells have been found in Blair

county (notably the large Maclurea magna,) and only in

the upper half of the mass. But Mr. Hall found in the low-

est strata of the series at the river a few fragments which he

considered to- belong to Calciferous types.:]: And Prof.

Ewing found in Centre county in the lower part of the for-

mation numerous specimens of a supposed Pleurotomaria,%

*Also Chcetetes lycoperdon.

tSee Pi-of. Ewing's list in Report T. 4, p. 424.

j Report T, p. 59.

§ Report T*, p. 423, where it is described in general terms.
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and fragments of a few other gasteropods. Ghazy forms

occur in Spec. 207, (Report 0, p. 232) found in high rocks

in Morrison's cove; and Calciferous forms in Spec. 208,

found in the lowest rocks ^ mile east of Williamsburg. In

the so-called Potsdam, sandstone rocks at Birmingham Mr.

Hall could find no fossils ; which is another argument for

considering them part of No. II, although not a conclusive

one.

The Bald Eagle Mountainfaults.

The topography around Tyrone Forge is remarkable.

Logan Springs run cuts rapidly down into the limestone as

it approaches the river, and isolates a bold hill 260' high

from the elevated plain of the valley; while a small nameless

run which descends from the mountain and cuts through the

slate outcrop to the river isolates the hill from the mount-

ain. The Lewisburg and Tyrone I'ailroad follows the little

run behind the hill and comes out on to Logan run, above

Hamer's mill, at an elevation of 180' above the river.

Two cross-faults interfere with the straight line of the

Bald Eagle mountain east of the Tyrone gap. The first

one may be called the Vail station fault, because it points

directly towards Vail station, on the Bald Eagle Valley

railroad ; the other, the Bald Eagle Furnace fault, being

just opposite that station.

The Vail station fault cuts the crest of the mountain

Just three miles east of the river. It is similar to the Stone

Mountain fault of Jackson township, already described, in

all particulars but one, viz: the direction of its movement.

In the Stone Mountain fault the brolven ends have slipped

past each other ; in this fault they have slipped away from

each other. In both cases the dip of the rocks is north-

westward ; but here it is nearly vertical. In both cases the

Medina crest, coming from the west, ends abruptly ; but

here in a bold knob 1620' A T, other places on the crest

towards the river being 1760', 1780', and 1670'. In both

cases a ravine of red shale runs up, behind the knob ; but

here it is exceedingly short and dry ; a road follows it.

In both cases the Oneida terrace from the west is coutin-
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ned as a Medina crest eastward ; but here is not even a
considerable notcli to mark the change of rock ; only a

sudden rise from 1500' on the terrace to 1750' on the crest,

the ravine to the west, by which the road ascends, having
nothing to do with the fault, but being one of the innumer-

able ravines which cut up the terrace into knobs or spurs

to the crest. In both cases, also, the terrace from the east

ends abruptly in front of the mountain ; but here a ravine

behind it is very pronounced.

By drawing a line past the west end of the east terrace,

(south of the mountain) and the east end of the west crest,

(north of the mountain) the line of the fault will be found
to point exactly from a limestone quarry on the road near

D. & H. Nierhoof's, towards Intersection (Vail)station (see

the map), i. e., N. 75° W., a direction like none of the

other faults of the region as yet measured.

T7i,e throw can be easily measured ; the crests east and
west of the fault being out of line with each other 1400',

and the horizontal slip along the line of fault 1900'.

In the case of the Stone Mountain Greenwood Furnace
fault the steeply slanting measures were subject to a crush-

ing strain and gave way along a line nearly coincident with

the strike, being diagonal to it less than 10°.

In the case of this Bald Eagle Vail stationfault t\i(iYev-

tical measures were subjected to a tensile strain along a

gentle curve pressed outward, so that the line of fracture

took place transversely, on a diagonal to the strike of 58°.

It is evident that the three mile block of upturned coun-

try between this fault and the Tyrone gap has moved out-

ward (westward) a distance of 1000' or 2000'. The curve is

shown by the varying strikes of the Bald Eagle mountain

crest:—West of the gap N. 45° E.—West of the Vail station

fault N. 49° E.—For a mile east of it N. 54° E.—For the

next mile, to the next fault N. 59° E.—East of it for some

distance N. 70° E.—After which, still going east, the strike

of the crest gradually returns to N. 50° E.

If, with a radius of 6 miles, an arc of a circle 6 miles

long, be struck from a center point on the hill top 2 miles

north of the Spruce Creek tunnel, the arc will exactly de-

24 T'.
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scribe the bulge (westward) in the range of the Bald Eagle

mountain from Tyrone gap to AVarrior run notch ; the

maximum of movement (westward) being f mile, or 3300'

;

which is twice the amount of displacement at the Yail

stationfault. The rest of it is accounted for by whatever

displacement exists at the Tyrone gap, and by the exactly

measureable displacement at the next fault to the east now
to be described.

The Bald Eagle Furnace fault cuts off the crest of the

mountain, leaving a knob 1780' A. T. the top of which is in

a straight line 9800' noith-east of the linob left projecting

in a similar manner by the Vail Stationfault. The four

highest points on the crest between the two faults are 1750',

1740', 1750' and 1780' A. T.

A brook (flowing north-west into Bald Eagle creek \ mile

above the station) here cuts half through the mountain and

so deeply that on the crest line water-level reads 1300' A. T.

On the east side of this half gap the crest is resumed and
rises to 1700' A. T. From summit to summit across the half

gap is 4400'.

The terrace from the south-west runs as a separate ridge

(cut off from the crest by a long ravine descending south-

west and issuing at the Vail Station fault) for 3500', and
then continues as a broad terrace (1640', 1620', 1600' A. T.

at its brow) 4000' further, where it ends in a spur of the

crest (1600' A. T.) at the ravine, and 1100' behind its re-

commencement (1610' A. T.) towards the north-east. The
recommencement of the crest north-east of the ravine, is

exactly in line with the terrace spur ; but the crest now
runs on north-eastward N. 70° E. instead of N. 61° E. ; or

rather, instead of N. 52° E. the line of the brow of the ter-

race.

The throw of the fault at right angles to the strike is

1300'; and the slip along the fault is 1400'; the slight differ-

ence in this case being due to the direction of the fault,

which is as near as possible north and south (as far as

it can be determined by the topography) and therefore

nearly at right angles (75°) to the direction of the Vail
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Station fault ; the two lines when projected eastward and
southward meeting at a point 1000' west of the £Jasi Pen-
nington ore-hank. It is somewhat significant that the line

of this fault when drawn north and south passes be-

tween two sink holes on the road in the valley 1000' east of

Alex. Ale's house; but, the value of this fact is partly

neutralized by the occurrence of a sink hole on the same
road at S. and S. Beck's, 1200' further south-west. Nothing
can be more uncertain than the precise line of a fault in

cases like this where we have nothing to lay it down on the

map by but the features of the surface. The approximate
north and south course of this fault however is determined

by the shape of the mountain.

But a difficult question remains to be asked and answered :

Why does not the crest from the west run on N. 60° E.

1500' further, until it is cut off by the fault ? i. e. , why is

it not projected beyond or behind the crest from the east,

just as the terrace from the west is projected beyond and
behind the terrace from the east, and to an equal, distance ?

It looks as if there is another and diagonal fault, running
from the fault in the ravine westward to Bald Eagle Fur-
nace station. Some careful explorer may succeed in an-

swering this question

Whether there be other faults similar to those just de-

scribed, breaking the Bald Eagle mountain further to the

east ; is not known, because our instrumental topographical

surveys could not be continued further east without trench-

ing on funds required for other parts of the State ; but the

mountain seems to become quite regular ; and after enter-

ing Centre county the normal north-west dips of the great

Nittany anticlinal become less and less steep ; showing that

the maximum thrust of the country north-westward, which

produced the breaks already described, took place along

the Little Juniata river. It is necessary now to show how
this thrust has affected the limestone strata in the valley,

and determined the range of the iron ore deposits which

-

constitute its principal wealth.
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18. Franldin.

This township has a length of lOJ miles along Tnssey

Mountain crest, 5i miles along the Centre county line, and

a breadth of SJ miles at the Little Juniata river.

Spruce creek enters it at Pennsylvania furnace, and flows

past Grraysville, Franklinsville, and Colerain forge, to the

river, about a mile above the tunnel. The course of the

creek has been described in preceding pages.

Tadpole ridge 200 to 300 feet high runs along on the

north-west side of the creek, formed of sandy limestone

strata, lifted to the surface along the axis of the Brash Val-

ley anticlinal.

This ridge is broken through at Pennsylvania furnace by
a branch of the creek called HaJf Moon run, furnishing a

roadway for the railroad from Tyrone. The mouth of Half

Moon run is at about 1000' A. T., and the top of the ridge

reads 1320' A. T.

Two other breaks in the ridge occur in the distance of

six miles. Then Warrior's Mark creek makes a deep gorge

through it, exposing the opposite dips of the anticlinal,

33°, 22i°, and 33° S. E., and 10° and 30° N. W The gorge

is very winding, between very steep walls, 300' high, the

top of the ridge (1260' A. T.) being 500' north-west of the

crest of the arch (300' above the stream) immediately in

the center of the gorge, 960', A- T., the stream descending

from this point 1^ miles (bee-line measure) to join Spruce

creek (840', A. T.) at Colerainforge.

The ridge can scarcely be traced the remaining 3i miles

to the river, because it spreads out as a plateau across the

township, sending long finger ridges however down to-

wards the gap, the ancient drainage into which is thus

illustrated in a rather unusual manner. All this high land

is included in the old Htiniingdon Furnace property, situ-

ated behind the ridge, at its foot, and where a wide open
vale descends to the Warrior's Mark run from the west.

The ore banks are situated along the township line, two

miles from the furnace, at the head of the vale, and will

be described with the ore banks of Warrior's Mark town-
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ship as Nos. 31, 32 ; ore bank No. 30 being on the main run,

two miles north of the furnace. (See map.)
Cale Jiollow, a long straight valley lying back of Tad-

pole ridge, is crossed by Half Moon run at the county line,

where the water is about 1100' A. T. The lirst divide in the

floor of the hollow is 1190', the next divide 1180', and then

it descends slowly to Warrior's Mark run at the grist-mill

I mile above the furnace. Here the run (1000' A. T.) turns

and flows in the hollow down to the furnace (980' A. T.)

where it enters the gorge through the ridge.

The synclinal shape of Cale hollow is well seen on Half
Moon run ; for, the rocks in the ridge dip up the run (N.

W.) 43°, 40°, 50°
; and then half a mile further, on the other

slope of the hollow, they dip down the run (S. E.) 25°
; and

half a mile further only 2°. (See the map.)
The synclinal shape of Gale liollow is shown, as plainly on

Warrior's Mark run by a 12° (S. E.) dip. (See the map.)
The iron ores of Cale hollow are therefore the same as those

of Spruce creek. Huntingdon furnace opened banks for

itself in the hollow more than half way towards Half Moon
run. The Kerr & Bredin bank (No. 27) and the Hostler

bank (No. 28) will be described in a subsequent chapter.

The Gatesburg ridge, broad and high (1340' A. T.) at its

north-eastern end, narrow, sharp and lower (1220' A. T.) at

its south-western end, runs back of Cale hollow, unbroken
by a ravine of any kind the whole six miles, from Half

Moon run (here in Centre county) to Warrior's Mark run.

Its anticlinal structure is proved -on H. M. run by the 21°

and 2° (S. E.) dips already cited and by 2° and 10° (N. W.)
dips half a mile higher up the run. Also by its having two

crests nearly half a mile apart at the county line. But its

long, steady and regular decline in heighth and width

towards W. M. run shows that the arch is dying down
;

and the absorption of the ridge in the general plateau be-

tween the W. M. run and the Juniata, taken together with

the entire absence of N. W. dips on the Juniata where it

should cross that river, proves that this roll dies out en-

tirely on the south side of the great Nittany Valley (or

Birmingham) arch.
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The limestones exposed along the Little Juniata river

form a series more than 6000 feet thick, extending from the

top of the Trenton formation downwards to the top of the

Potsdam sandstone proper, if that designation be admiss-

ible in a region so completely and widely separated from

every known outcrop of Potsdam age in northern and

eastern New York, New Jersey and south-eastern Pennsyl-

vania. There can be no mistake about the identity of the

Trentonformation, because its fossil shells have been found

at various points along the edge of the limestone area, and

in great numbers in Nippenose valley.* But the great

sandrock beds which outcrop along the Brush Valley and

Nittany Valley anticlinals and form the Barrens are inter-

stratified in the series of limestones {Calciferousform-ation)

like the sandstone intervals in Missouri ; and like the bed

of rough sandstone, which makes Grindstone Mil in the

Cumberland valley, seven miles south of Chambersburg,

and which has there been quarried for mills tones, f
Along Tussey mountain in Franklin township and in

Centre county, there is no difBculty in recognizing the Me-

dina white crest, the Medina red interval, and the Oneida

gray sandstone terrace, with its steep slope of Loraine and
Utica shales, all dipping conformably about 80° south-east-

ward into the mountain ; 31°, for example, is the dip of the

Oneida in the deep ravine near the Centre county line, 1^

miles due south from the Pennsylvania Furnace ore bank.

The Trenton limestone strata, underlying the slates with

apparent conformity, crop out on the long gentle slope

wliich leads down from the bottom of the ( Utica black)

slate to the bed of Spruce creek ; on the western bank of

which rises the bold Tadpole ridge which carries the Brush
Valley anticlinal.

Spruce Creek at the county line and at Grays ville P. O.

is li miles from the brow of the terrace and 2J miles from
the crest of Tussey mountain ; while it is only f mile from
the top of the anticlinal ridge. But as it flows west, deep-

* Trenton fossils are found In the same upper limestone beds at Chambers-
burg and elsewhere in Franklin and Cumberland counties.

tSee Geol. of Penn., Vol. I, page 259.
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ening its channel in the limestones as it goes, it gets nearer

the terrace and further from the ridge (the terrace and the

ridge running quite parallel to each other), so that at Frank-
linville (1 mile above the mouth of Warrior Mark run) ifc

iiows midway between them, /. e., about |- mile from each;

and in the deep gorge-like valley which it has made ap-

proaching the river the terrace slopes up steeply from the

creek for only half a mile.

The rocks in which the creek excavates its channel are

therefore quite different at different distances along its

course. At Graysville the strata dip 47°; and a mile north-

east of Graysville, on the road ujj the mountain, they seem
to dip 55°. Taking the breadth of outcrop at 5000' and the

average dip at 50°, the creek at Graysville must flow along

the outcrop of limestone beds nearly 4000' down the series

beneath the slate, while more than 1000' of still lower lime-

stones appear between the creek and the top of ridge to the

west of it.

At Colerain, below Franklinville, on the contrary, the

dip is only 33°, and the creek flows almost along the con-

tact of the slate and limestone. All the dips along War-
rior's run, near Colerain, are gentle (for this country) viz:

33°, 22^°, 33°, S. E. ; then, after passing the arch, 10° and
20°, N. W. So that only about 2500' of limestone strata

come to the surface.

19. Warrior's Marlt.

This township occupies the other half of the valley, and
holds a similar relation to Bald Eagle mountain, along the

crest of which its north-west line extends 6^ miles, but not

to the gap ; the south-west line descending obliquely to the

river f mile above Birmingham bridge and station ; then

down along the river 2|- miles to Bridge No. 7.

Tlie Bald Eagle mountain with its terrace^ ravines, and

faults have been described in a previous chapter.

Warriof s Mark milage is near the center of the town-

ship, where the high road from Tyrone to Bellefonte crosses

a run (1080' A. T.) which descends from the gap leading

over to Bald Eagle furnace. Warrior's Mark run heads in
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Centre county, near the line, at 1200° to 1300' A. T. where a
high divide (1380° A. T.) separates its springs from those of

Half Moon run ; and this divide is in reality a spreading

out southward of the slope of mountain. The map alone

will suffice to explain the intricate and at first apparently

irregular topography of this great valley here called War-
rior's Mark valley.

But the main features are easily designated ; a Drp 7iol-

loio, broad and shallow on the high divide at the county

line (1280' A. T.) and descending three miles to W. M. run
(1000' A. T.) a mile above Huntingdon furnace, and there

merging with the Cale liollow ;

—

Dry hollow ridge north-

west of Dry hollow, 1300' A. T. at the county line, and
1260' where it points out boldly upon W. M. run, and then

resumes its course to the Juniata, with a summit of 1300'

A. T. a deep ravine, and then two summits of 1260' A. T.

overlooking the river, and here called Chestnut ridge, just

east of Birmingham ;

—

Pennington ridge, at Birmingham,

as high as and scarcely separated from Chestnut ridge, but

diverging 10° from it and running on, with four little sum-

mits (each 1280' A. T.) to join the B. E. mountain north of

W. M. village ;—and then the deep vale of Logan Springs

run between Pennington ridge and the mountain, heading

up at Spring Mount, a village | mile from W. M. village

on the road to the mountain.

The railroad from Tyrone gap ascends Logan run ; crosses

Pennington ridge at 1200' A. T. f m. south of W. M. vil-

lage ; descends to and crosses the little run \ m. below the

village (at 1080') ; ascends the W. M. run and crosses Dry
Hollow ridge (1280') ; descends into Dry hollow (1060') ; as-

cends Dry hollow and crosses the divide (1270') to descend

to Half Moon run (at 1140' A. T.) and so down the run to

Pennsylvania furnace.

It is surprising to see such breadths of ridge and vale

totally destitute of water. The drainage of the township

is to a large extent carried on underground through in-

numerable tortuous and intersecting caverns, into which the

rainfall creeps through the loose rock, or pours through fun-

nel-shaped sink-holes, especially along certain strike lines
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up and down the valley ; issuing at a few copious springs,

such as the Six Springs on the hillside north of Hunting-
don, furnace.

McGaliarC s run, half a mile above Birmingham, is an-

other good example. It is only 2200' long, from the spring

which feeds it to its mouth at the river, and yet it is pow-
erful enongh to keep the grist mill going all the year round.

The sxjring is in the floor of a ravine which is dry higher

up. For miles along Pennington ridge back from the river

no running water is seen upon the surface, the entire rain-

fall sinks, pursues underground channels, and issues at this

spring. But halfway between the spring and the river a

run of water descends from the ridge on the south, and
where the two runs join, the surface is strewed with pieces

of the curious Oolitic limestone which at this horizon in

No. II has been found in various parts of the State.

Dry hollow is a synclinal basin of limestone (low in the

series), as is shown to be the fact by the dips along Half

Moon run in Centre county : 10° (N. W.) where the railroad

bends to go down the run ;
10° (S. E.) a mile higher up the

run where it issues from its narrow gorge through Dry
hollow ridge. The fact is also shown by a 24° (S. E.) dip

on the railroad 2f miles further southwest, at the foot of

the steep southeast slope of Dry hollow ridge ; and again,

by a 13° (S. E-) dip, 3|^ miles further south-west, where W
M. run issues from Dr}'^ hollow ridge.

But Dry Jiollow ridge is not an anticlinal. It has no

N. W. dips on its north-western side anywhere ; nor are

there anj' steep S. E. dips which can be supposed to be

N. W. dips overturned along its north-west flank. On
Half Moon run the above-mentioned S. E. dip of 10° is

re-inforced by a S. E. dip of 24° half a mile higher up the

run, above the forks, and entirely through the ridge ; so

that it is monoclinal here. In like manner 34°, 22° and 20°

(S. E.) are seen along the railroad, and 34° (S. E.) along

the common road i and 1^ miles from W. M. village. On
the Juniata we have seen Chestnut ridge monoclinal ; and

on the map will be noticed dips of 24° (S. E.) at the south-
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east side of the ridge, 16° (S. E.) in its middle, and 10°, 35°

and 87° (S. E.) at its nortli-west side at Birmingham.
Nlttany Valley anticlinal axis runs along northwest of

Dry Hollow ridge and probably close to Warrior's Mark
village. But its northwest dipping strata are so pressed

over and folded under that N. W. dips can scarcely be
found. The black slate along the foot of the mountain,
opposite W. M. village, stands vertical for half a mile each

side of Spring Mount ; but the limestones in front of Spring

Mount are overturned to 60° (S. E.) ; and up W. M. run-

heads they are overturned to 45°, 50°, 68° (S. E.) In the

other direction, south-west, there is an overturned dip of

54° (S. E.) 2i miles from Spring Mount, at the foot of the

mountain ; and another of 54° (S. E.) 2^ miles further, and
within a mile of the Juniata. But in front of these are

normal 80°, 60°, and 40° (N. W.) dips along Logan's run,

at the foot of the mountain ; and two especially valua-

ble (N.W.) dips of 23° and 27° at the quarry, where the

railroad leaves the head of Logan's rnn, plainly proving

that Pennington^ s ridge actually holds the axis of the great

anticlinal, and also that the course of the axis from Bir-

mingham is slantingly towards the mountain. A dip of

75° (N.W.) f mile from W. M. village toward the mountain

completes the chain of evidence that the line of the arch

runs nearly through W. M. village ; and, therefore, that

a vastfault must swallow up all the subdivisions of No.

II, except the Trenton limestone.

Some idea of the structure of the valley can be obtained

by inspecting a map published with this report, plotted from

Mr. Franklin Piatt's field-notes during my private survey

of the Lyon, Shorb & Co.'s ore lands in 1872.

Mr. Piatt's map was drawn in 20' contour lines, the ele-

vations taken by aneroid barometer, from Mr. Leuffer's

railroad line as a base. One line of aneroid observations

was carried to the top of Tussey from Pennsylvania fur-

nace ; the rest of the mountain being drawn in by rough

trigonometrical observations from the Spruce Creek road.

The gaps in its terrace are all properly placed, and their

characteristic features are given; but slight variations in
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the almost dead-level crest of the mountain could only be
indicated. The survey of the Sprnce Creek valley was
made rapidly and only for the purpose of assigning a

proper value to its topographical features, a new township

survey by a corps of odometer surveyors being the basis.

Here a considerable adjustment had to be made, which
renders this part of the map of no authority, as against any
geodetic survey ; and the whole interval between the moiath

of Warrior's run and the river is untrustworthy.

Three sets of aneroid levels were carried from the railroad

to the crest of Bald Eagle, and two of them entirely across to

the Bald Eagle creek. But the survey along the mountain

was not locally complete and accurate enough to allow the

topography to suggest any plausible explanation of the

geographical structure, except in the most general way.

Ten years afterward, I seized a favorable opportunity, dur-

ing the progress of the State survey, to obtain the desired

representation of the excessively disturbed triangular area

between Birmingham and Warrior's Mark.

Messrs. E. B. and 0. B. Harden' s map is contoured for

20' elevations above tide, and plotted on a scale of 1600' :
1".

It shows few dips ; but expresses the relief of the surface

so well that the exact course of the axis of Pennington

ridge can be followed to the west side of Warrior Mark
village. The remarkable faults across the mountain have

already been described. The Pennington ore banks are

included in this area.

The cross sections Figs. 1, 2, 3, here inserted, were made
in 1872 after very careful study of the ground ; and their

essential characteristics still stand good ; some of the de-

tails require modification ; but how the corrections are to

be made, does not yet appear.

Fig. 1 I reproduce with some hesitation because it does

not represent the usual construction of the river section

above Birmingham ; does not locate the great axis at Bir-

mingham, or in Pennington ridge, but at the very foot of

the mountain, and in the shape of a fault. But in construct-

ing this section I used all the dips which I took along the

river at that time ; and it certainly seems to state the facts
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as they exhibit themselves. Other geologists have made

different sections ; but none of them can be considered de-

monstrations, so difficult are the exposures to read.

Fig. 2 presents my interpretation of tlie structure in 1872,

along a line (A B) through the Pennington ore banks. In

this section, also, I treated the (54°) S. E. dips at the foot

of the mountain as normal and not overturned.

Fig. 3 carries this interpretation as far east as the line

D, which cuts the county line.

Fig. 4. This diagram section is constructed from the dips

of the Upper Silurian, Devonian and Coal Measure rocks,

observed on a survey of tlie road from Bald Eagle Furnace

up Eraig's run and Laurel Creek to the crest of the AUe-

ghenj^ Mountain. The measurement of the curves of the

different layers of this upturned mass, taken at every thou-

sand feet, as shown in the diagram, result in giving a slope

of 50° to 64° to the bassett edges of the broken mass. It is

evident that the upslide of the other section,of the broken

mass has conformed to this slope, and that the uniform dip

of 54° =t observable for miles along the south-east foot of

Bald Eagle Mountain (as represented in Juniata Section,

and Sections AB and CD) is perfectly explained by the dia-

gram.

It proves that the original fault was in a vertical plane,

and not on a slant.

It proves that the lower Silurian Limestone mass has

ridden upon this slope to a considerable height, probably

several miles, in the air above the present surface.

It illustrates the great erosion of the country, amounting
to tJiousands of cubic miles of earth crust, including the

coal measures (which are preserved on Broad Top, 20 miles

to the southeast,) and gives us the source of the Cretaceous

and Tertiary deposits of New Jersey and Delaware.

It accounts for the general S. E. dip across the whole val-

ley, in Tussey mountain, and as far as Huntingdon.

It assures us that the brown hematite ore beds of the dis-

trict belong to rocks of different ages and are arranged in

parallel belts.

It confirms the opinion that the quantity of ore in these
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belts must bear some relation and be in some proportion to

the breadth of the outcrop of the ore-bearing limestones,

lengthwise of the valley ; and therefore, that any estimate

of quantity of ore we may make by examining diggings,

must fall short of the actual amount of ore in the valley.

The original source of the brown hematite iron ores of

our Lower Silurian limestone valleys has been speculatively

sought for without sufficient investigation in the field.

Most persons have looked upon them as accidental and
local inwashes from unknown sites. Dr. R. M. S. Jackson,

an assistant on the geological survey of Pennsylvania in

1838 or 1839 obtained the data necessary for concluding

that they were deposits of iron hydrated peroxide set free

from limestone rocks during their gradual erosion and dis-

solution.

Tlie rocks of the Lower Silurian age were originally sea-

muds, composed of rounded grains of dolomite (derived

from previously existing Laurentian land,) cemented to-

gether with a paste of carbonate of lime. Some of the beds

consisted also of rounded grains of quartz. Some of the

layers were nearly pure carbonate of lime. All contained a

larger or smaller percentage of iron, lead, zinc, and other

metals, precipitated either chemically, or by the agency of

organic beings, from the solutions of their carbonates,

chlorides, &c., in the river and sea-waters.

Buried subsequently beneath at least 16,000 feet of later

deposits ending with the coal measures, and remaining wet,

their temperature gradually rose to about 400° F. and then

slowly fell in proportion to the rate of removal of the over-

lying formations, through Mesozoic and Tertiary ages ; the

process still going on.

Dr. Genth's discovery of the amorphous or gelatinous con-

dition of a part of their silica is thus explainable. Varied

reactions must have ensued. The carbonates of lime and

magnesia combined as dolomites, which in part crystallized

in rhombohedral crystals, the hollow casts of which may be

seen in outcrop specimens. Shells of silica, deposited

(without crystallizing) around these rhombs, are noticeable.

The iron became peroxydized as fibrous hematite, and the

25 T'.
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silica can be obtained by dilute nitric acid also in tlie same

fibrous form. All these facts suggest that the first forma-

tion of the iron ore took place while the rocks were still

at a great depth, wet and soft and warm.

But at the end of the coal era the United States rose from

the waves and have never been covered by the ocean since

that time. The edges of the Bellefonte Fault stood as a

mountain range as high as the Alps.

F/f/. r,.

Erosion commenced and has continued to the present day,

and still goes on. The continent has been gradually worn

down to the present surface. Mountains once 30,000 or

40,000 feet are now but 2,000 or 3,000 above sea level.

And this slow erosion gives ns the second part of our ex-

planation of the brown hematite iron ores. It explains the

innumerable caverns and sink holes and dry hollows of this

Nittany and other limestone valleys. It leads us to expect

to find traces of such caverns and widened hssures and sink

holes of the last preceding age, filled up with a wash of

clay, sand, and iron ore from outcrops lately existing not

far above the outcrojjs which run along the present sur-

face.
'

Of the different theories in vogue among our iron men
each theory has its basis of truth.
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Those who contend that the brown hematites lie in

pockets are correct ; but they must confine the assertion to

that part of the ore which now occupies former caverns and
fissures and sink-holes.

Those who contend that the brown hematites are surface

washes caught by the accidental variations of the earth's

surface, are correct ; but they must limit the application of

Fig. 6.

Ou/mmit CutfCn sietvoL-eolared JVasTfOre^ exhihittna

etMS-iarv (7)9; debris of̂ ulveri^ed CaZciy.- S. S.

their theory to banks which show rolled gravel and rolled

ore, and a confused and mingled mass of ore and sand and
clay.

But, there are interstratified beds of brown hema-
tite, still in their original places, although not in their

original condition, dipping between undissolved limestone

and sandstone rocks to undetermined depths, and ranging

lengthwise of the district. And this is why the principal

ore banks are ranged along geographical lines or belts.

Supposing the cross section along Warrior's Mark run

given in Fig. 3 to be correct, it represents/bMr ore-horizons,

coming to the surface one after the other, their outcrops

forming belts along the valley, and their depths beneath

the iSlate formation No. Ill being about as follows :
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Fia. 7.

^<3:^-:

fumna Ciiin. EJash.ore tv/M Orestreaks OnefioftiUh.

Trenton limestone, Ac, 2500'. Feet.

Pennsylvania furance and Cale Hollow ore banks, 2500

Interval of limestone, 700'.

Huntingdon furnace ore banks, 3200

Interval of limestone, 550'.

Pipe-ore range near toll-gate, 3750

Interval of limestone, 1500 .

Pennington, Town, Lovetown banks, 5250

The whole subject has seen so amply treated by Mr.

d'Invilliers in the Centre county report (T') that I will

here only give descriptions of the ore banks in Huntingdon

county ; beginning with the Pennington ore raiige, marked
on the map Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 ; and afterwards

those of Dry Hollow, Cale Hollow and Huntingdon fur-

nace.

Pennington ore range.

TTiePenningtbn ore rocks descend into and beneath Lo-

gan's Creek valley, at first slowly, then steeplj'-, at last ver-

tically, and before reaching the surface again on the other

side of the little synclinal, are cut oif by the great fault,

and are sent down by it to a depth of many thousand feet

beneath Bald Eagle mountain. On section line C D, Fig. 3,

no such structure appears ; consequently the little Logan's
creek synclinal does not range away north-eastward along

the foot, but cuts across more northward into the flank of
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Fig. 8.

o\Ua

fcoL&tV -Wtit VWytiJungtovt

iifovvOrtVbouvAts
of-

OnXVxj, ii«» cj tUi

Bald Eagle mountain. As for the Pennington ridge anti-

clinal, it loses itself in the hill north of Warrior Mark vil-

lage, and in the great fault further on. Obscure dips of

75° to 80° (N. W.)* are seen in calc. sandstone at 500 yards

north-west of the village, and 80° {N. W.) in blue limestone,

at 450 yards further up Warrior run ; but the universal

slant in the country, from here onwards, is south-east ; all

the outcrops beyond or north-eastward of Warrior Mark
village belong to the south-east side of Pennington ridge,

as will be abundantly evident to any one traveling along

the road from Warrior's Mark to Lovetown.

*The cross cleavage of the rocks near the fault makes the direction and
strength of these dips doubtful. They look like 30° to 60° (S. E.)
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Tlie Pennington ore range is therefore a short one, where-

as the next ore range to the south of it runs continuously

through Warrior's Mark village and Lovetown for ten miles

within the limits of our map. It consists of a line of out-

crops commencing about two miles from the Juniata river,

and extending two miles to the railroad, a mile west of

Fig. 9.

Warrior' s Mark village. The north-west face of Pennington
ridge is covered with wash-ore to a variable depth, below
which lie sheets, belts, and masses of rock ore, between ribs

of still undissolved siliceous limerock. The more argilla-

ceous lime beds have left intercalated sheets of white clay.

No. 1. Tlie Old or East Pennington iank supplied Bald
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Eagle furnace with stock for many years. The ore was
hauled about four miles over the monntain. It was chiefly

got from the large open-cut shown in Local Map, Fig. 8

;

but also from underground gangways following the ore

down the dip (N. W.) beneath a clay covering; and from

shafts sunk on that side, tunnels or rooms being driven from

the bottoms of the shafts irregularly in every direction at

the caprice of uneducated miners, who groped always in

the dark, without correct geological ideas to guide them,

following what they imagined to be the thickest beds and
belts of the best ore, and leaving all the rest to stand and
be covered uj) again by the annual tumbling in of their

shallow works. Most of these miners were Irish laborers

paid by the ton. Water invariably stopped them, and
limited the range of workings to a comparatively narrow

belt down hill. The great deposits of ore unquestionably

lying to the deep (N. W.) are unexplored. Neither maps
nor notes of the old works exist.

Fig. 9 is a reduced copy of maps made by Mr. H. V.

Bocking, mining manager of the company, to show the

position of shafts and direction of tunnels executed under

his direction, in a more systematic way.

At the east end of the Old Bank, Mr. Bocking did much
sinking on lower ground. One old shaft which had been

abandoned at the depth of 30 feet on account of water, he

sunk 30 feet deeper to the sandstone floor of the ore, which

drained the mine. A cross cut from this shaft 75 feet long

struck the ore descending (N. W.) but where it was nearly

level. Galleries were then driven and much ore won in an

irregular way. But the heavy spring rains of 1857 iilled

the works to the top of the shaft. At this time the large

deposit at McAtear's (West Pennington) Bank was discov-

ered. In 1865 a new shaft was sunk, in a dry season, a

little north of the cave-in works, reaching the bottom of

the ore at 45 feet. The shaft was 60 feet deep, and a steam-

pump kept it dry by two or three hours' work per day. A
good vein of ore had been abandoned (on account of water)

in a smaller open cut, near the last-mentioned shaft, with

only 3 or 4 feet of dirt covering to the ore.
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That the rich deposits of ore in the old open cut pass

down north-westward, in irregular but continuous floors

and layers between the clays, was proven by gallieries

driven by Mr. Booking west from the pump-shaft, see Fig.

9. He describes these galleries as driven in wavy ore, meet-

ing several good bodies of ore. No i3illar mining was done,

as the sinkings were merely tentative.

In all this no account is made of anything but the better

streaks of hard lump or rock ore, whicli alone a small

charcoal furnace is willing to smelt. Great quantities of

salable ore and wash-ore are ignored.

My assistant, Mr. Franklin Piatt, obtained the following

information on the ground while making his map :

Beginning at the railroad, the first and smaller pit (now

filled with water) 70 yards long, by 15 wide and" 5 deep,

yielded about 5000 cubic yards of wash-ore, without any
solid lump ore. Shaft No. 1, sunk near it, {N. W.) is said

to have passed through

1. Top wash-ore, 15 feet.

2. Ricb lump-ore 5 "

3. Clay with little or no ore 25 "

4. Good lump-ore, 15 "

The bottom not reported. Shaft No. 2, (W.) had lean wash-

ore on top ; clay to 40 feet
;
good lump-ore thence to bot-

tom at 50 feet.

The main open cut is 230 yards long, with an average

width of .35 yards, as shown in Fig. 8 ; depth from 5 to 8

yards. Wash-ore, sometimes lean, forms the wall of the

pit, from the surface to an apparent depth of 15 feet. A
shaft midway of the eastern edge, " struck a layer of ferro-

manganese ore, 5 feet thick, at a depth of 15 feet."

Two thirds of the distance from the southern to the

northern end of the pit, a massive crop of half- decomposed
calciferous sandrock charged with more or less of ore, juts

from the wall, dipping gently north-west.

Some of this rock is genuine iron ore ; the rest ferriferous

or merely ferruginous sandrock. The excavated ore lay

over, under and around tliis rock, having been freed from
other similarly dipping, but more ferriferous and moredis-
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soluble strata.* It is a place where the genesis of our brown
hematites may be studied to advantage.

Ore was found in some of the shafts to the south-west of

the main open cut.

The whole N. E. and S. W. extent of this uninterrupted

expanse of wash ore, from the railway track to the shafts

last mentioned, is about 500 yards, and its width, say, 100

j^ards. A considerable percentage may be too lean to

wash.f Estimating the depth of soft and hard ore at 10

yards, we have 500,000 cubic yards. Rejecting one half for

leanness, we are safe in supposing 250,000 cubic yards of

ore in sight.

Fig. 10.

^ttoi. Jlkap d^ tiu, West9imnxn^>

VHXi

&iitv. Ou-i-vu^cdL v^^'tCtuftlu. rl«lt

No. ^. The West Pennington Banks. An interval of

half a mile separates this open cut from the East Penning-

ton banks last described.:]: The railroad, curving across a

*The strike of this rock is across the open out, here very narrow. The ore

of the northern end of the cut is therefore above these rociis, and that of the

southern portion of the cut belongs below these rocks.

trhe " black ore," which is very rich, is in some places abundant ; in other

places it becomes very thin.

JMr. Booking, speaking of this interval, says that after passing a low place

at McAtear's, the main body of good ore was discovered in 1857, at the sur-

face, on the ground into which old pits had been sunk, the miners having
previously condemned the whole locality. The very rich deposit then discov-

erea lay higher up the slope of the ridge, and had thus been entirely missed.

Mr. Piatt remarks : " Vi^hat the oreginal shape of the ore on the face of this

ridge was, it is now hard to say ; but the two Pennington ore deposits are at

present separate and distinct, not necessarily connected in any way. I pre-

sume that the original limits embraced them both, and much of the ore lying

between them which is now gone."

This agrees with what is seen at the Pennsylvania ore banks, to be

described hereafter, and it is a strong argument iu favor of the wholly outcrop
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slight hollow in the side of the ridge, see Local Map,

Fig. 3, approaches within two hundred yards of the north

wall of the excavation, see Fig. 11, which is 180 yards long,

by 40 wide on an average, and shows nothing but wash ore

on its banks. Its very irregular depth may be called 10

yards ; water standing on the floor.

This cut was worked to a depth of 40 feet during seven

years, and yielded richly. The first maps are lost. Mr.

Booking' s underground works on the north wall, commenced

in 1865, are represented by his Local Map, Fig. 12, and thus

described by liira :

An old wliiii shaft was pumped out, and pillars robbed.

The galleries then caved in, and the work stopped. Ore

can still be reached from other shafts, two of which are tim-

bered. One body of ore lies between the old cut and the

underground works. It is not very rich, but is "good

natured," and mixes well with more refractory ores. An-

other body of good rich ore remains standing to the deep

of the works, and has a heavy covering. Another body of

very good ore, fifteen feet thick, occupies a trough below

the level of the pump-shaft, estimated at say 500 tons.

Shaft 5 has ore around it. Shaft 4 is in a fair vein of rock

ore. The deposit at shaft 3 is variable, and part of it

stands. Old cuts and pits show that the deposit runs on

south-westward.

That the ore extends northwards is shown by the railway

cutting 200 yards north of the open cut (see Fig. 10), where

ten feet of wash ore is seen overlying white and red clays.

Seventy yards south-west of the main open cut is another,

110 yards long, 15 wide, and 8 deep (13,200 cubic yards),

nothing now showing but wash-ore in the side walls. It

was originally much deeper, slides having partially filled it.

Three hundred yards west of the main open cut is the

Old Philips bank, 100 x 30 x 6 yards (18,000 cubic yards),

full of water. It was once deep, and drained by a tunnel,

character of the brown hematite deposits. On the other hand, the ore has

never been properly followed to the deep, and the distance in that direction

to which the dissolution of the ferriferous limestone and the precipitation of

peroxide of iron has extended is unknown.
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the mouth of which is shown on the map (Fig. 10), 140

yards from its west end.

Calling the length of ground occupied by these three

open cuts, with their imperfect underground workings, 400

yards, and its breadth 100 yards, and assigning an average

depth of ten yards for wash and lump ore, we get an

original mass of 400,000 cubic yards, one half of which may
be considered rich and accessible enough to work to ad-

vantage.

But it must be considered that this Pennington range of

deposits shows a much stronger tendency to develop lean

layers and sand j"- masses than the Dry Hollow, Red, or Gates-

burg ranges, hereafter to be described. Estimates of the

workable quantities are, therefore, hazardous. AVe are here

geologically at the bottom of the limestones, and close on

top of the "calciferous sand-rock" formation, which ac-

counts for the tendency to sand-rock and sandy ore ex-

hibits in these banks.

Of the old Phillips bank Mr. Bocking says that it holds

purplish easy smelting ore, mixed with clay, and without

discernible regular veins. Quantities of wash-ore can be got

here ; but drp screening is impracticable.

This gives the key to the problem of the future. The
near presence of the railway makes systematic mining

along this range a very different affair from the "ground
hogging" of the surface hitherto pursued, unsystematic,

wasteful and costly as it of course was. A regular stoping

of the deposit on a large scale and the washing of all the

ore ground must yield a profitable revenue.

Mr. John W. Harden, an experienced superintendent of

mines, considers the extensive dry tailings, which cover

the slope to the north of the cuts, capable of being profita-

bly washed, while being got out of the way of future open

cuts.

Traditional accounts of such old ore mines as these are

to be credited with due caution and large allowances. But
they have their value. It is of great importance, then,

that shafts of over a hundred feet have been repeatedly

sunk along this range, for they are proofs that experience
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Fig. 11.

has justified them— proofs that bodies of ore have been
found lying very deep beneath the surface. The open cuts
exhibited by the maps (Figs. 8 and 10) were once very deep
and were stopped by water, as has been the case with all

the ore banJcs of these valleys. The miners were always
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driven from fine beds of rich rock-ore by the influx of -water,

which they had no adequate machinery to keep under.

We can easily believe it, therefore, when we are told that

in the Old Penninj^ton bank a floor of masssive rock-ore.

from 8 to 16 feet deep, underlies SO feet of a covering, con-

sisting of wash ore and scattered lump ore, intercalated

between white variegated sandy clays, and that in the

West or New Pennington banks tlie deposit consists of

a surface soil, with a little ore 5 to 10 feet thick ; then wash
ore interstratified with layers and masses of white, brown,

and red tight clays and loose sands from 60 to 80 feet, and

a floor of red rock ore underlying all.

My own belief is that when pumping machinery of ade-

quate power comes to be applied to these deposits, and an
approved sj'^stem of mining adopted, many hundred thou-

sand tons of ore will be raised and sent to the eastern fur-

naces at a living profit.

The southwestward extent of the deposits is unknown.
But on the south-west of the ravine and hill spur beyond
it, a pipe-ore and a good deal of "barren ore" mark the

continuation of the Pennington outcrop through D. Bran-

stetter's fields, and then across Gruyer's farm. It is cut by
a gap, and then is again visible crossing Waite's farm, and
(on the west land line) reaching to the hill-top. Hence to

the Juniata it is hard to trace, but becomes visible again

west of the river in Sinking valley;

No. 3. Beck hanTc (marked "nameless" by mistake in

the Key list on the large map).

The eastward extent of the Pennington deposit has not

been carefully explored; but at the entrance of a R. R.

cut, half a mile east of the Old Pennington bank, Hunting-

don furnace mined ore 10 years ago. This bank shows

40x20x5=4000 cubic yards of excavation, with water in the

floor, and wash ore walls, rather lean in quality and quan-

tity, as now visible.

No. J^. New Town banJc, also called Beck's (and so desig-

nated on the large map.) lies If miles east of Old Penning-

ton bank, and was worked for Bald Eagle furnace, and

abandoned for want of pumps to keep down water, '

' good
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Fig. n.
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ore being left standing in the Hoor." In the woods behind
Beck's and Ale's fields, north of it, small shafts were once
sunk on fine-sized ore. In Beck's bank wash ore is seen in

the walls, showing rather lean. At present, there is not

much evidence of the presence of a considerable deposit,

and no encouragement is felt for looking for it.

The road to Warrior's Mark village descends to Warrior's
run, past Newtown bank, which seems to be the remains
of a surface deposit once covering the fiat top of the Pen-
nington Ridge anticlinal. It is the only mine on this

south-east dipping outcrop that has ever been opened west

of Warrior's run. But that the ore belt extends in that

direction, towards the Juniata, is proven by the heavy out-

crop of ore ground shown on the large map and on Cross-

section A B, Fig. 2, li miles due south of the Old (east)

Pennington bank.

The vein of ore pursued by those who worked the New
Town bank is described as small and irregular in thickness,

and not traced successfully downhill and westward ; but

much coarse ore covers the ground in Jer. Berk's fields, on
which the furnace had no right to enter. Slight shaftings

showed small veins of ore. Further west also, in Adelberg-

ers fields, some ore was raised ; and outcroijpings occur on

P. Cooken's farm.

Warrior^ s Marli and Lovetown Range.

From Warrior's run, north-eastward, we have almost a

continuous series of shafts and open cuts for a good many
miles, viz

:

Old Town bank, (V), is ^ mile east of Warrior run ; Rom-
berger's bank, (VI), 1^ miles ; Hannah bank, (VII), If miles ;

Waite's bank, 2i miles ; Lloyd Braunstetter's bank, (IX),

2| miles (with pipe ore outcroi)S to the south of it)
;
Dis-

puted bank, (X), 4| miles ; Hannah Furnace bank, 5 miles

;

Hannah Furnace and Beck banks, half a mile north of the

last two, and less than a mile west of Lovetown ; the pipe

ore outcrops, half a mile south of Lovetown ;
croppings near

the saw-mill, 2 miles east of Lovetown ; Hannah Furnace

bank and Bryan bank, 2f miles east of Lovetown ;
and the
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Cartin bank, 5 miles east of Lovetown and 11 miles from

Warrior s run.

The ores of these banks, when rich, are black or dark-

colored, much of it of a pitch-like luster, and often inclining

to cold-short in quality. Dr. Genth's analyses in my ap-

pendix will give their chemical constitution. When lean,

they are of a lighter color, brown, or liver-colored, clay pre-

dominating over sand in the deposit, as compared with the

Pennington ores proper. Some of them may occupy a

slightly higher geological position, being still further re-

moved from the upper layers of calciferous sand rock, and

lying, therefore, still more in the body of the Trenton

group* of limestones.

No. 5. Old Town Banl£s,\ are shown on Local Map,

(Fig. 13, ) ; two old open cuts, one on each side of the main

road, and groups of shafts, principally north of the road.

There is a decided ore-show on the surface for 470 yards.

Opposite the new church, an old shaft reached a maximum
depth of 110 feet, touching "a vein of ore." (Bocldng.)

Contradictory accounts are now given of this work. Some
say that the quantity of ore was enormous, timbers 30 feet:]:

long being used to support the chambers, the ore dipping

steeply N. W. ; and that massive ore stands in the sides

and at the bottom of the deserted mine. Others say that

the ore mass, 25 feet thick, descended vertically with undi-

minished size when the shaft was abandoned. It is may be

a deposit in one of the ancient caverns or cross fissures of

the limestone formation.

Shafts sunk to depths of 30 and 50 feet sometimes went
through clays without ore. Mj. Bdcking sunk one SO feet

deep to find a mass of ore said to exist between three old

shafts, but found nothing. The surface wash ore is some-

times only 2 or 3 feet deep ; in other places 20 feet. No

*See sections A B and C D. The Trenton limestone proper, of the New
Yorli geologists, is considered to be the top member of the Trenton group.
Our ores are far below it, and in the lower members of the group, viz: the

Chazy, Bird's Eye, and Black River limestones.

tCalled Town Banls, on the Local Map.

JThe roclia of the neighborhood dip 25° to 35° S. E.
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Mgs. 13, U. Fig. 17.

estimate of quantity is possible with such information.

The visible area measures about 67,500 square yards.*

A little pipe ore has been found higher up the hill north

of the road.

Regular and progressive stoping from the south-west,

along the belt, may produce large results in the future.

But the oreless clay of great thickness intervening between

the surface wash a;nd the deep hard ore will make mining

expensive.

No. 6. Rumharger' s Bank., (Local Map, Fig. 14,) is an

open cut in the south bank of the east branch of Warrior's

*0re is found in the soil of Petershoff's farm on tJie south of the Town
Banks. There is an old digging on the Hyskel (B. M. Thompson) farm;

and further west outcroppings on Thorn. Gano's, whose trial pit on a small

vein near his orchard was stopped by water ; lively outcroppings show in

several fields up the slope of Dry Hollow ridge.
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Eun, the surface of the ground only rising 6 feet above the

bed of the stream.

A cross-road separates the excavation into two ; that on

the southwest, 40 x 40 x 10 yards deep ; that on the north-

east, 30 X 30 X 10 yards deep ; 25,000 cubic yards in all.

These pits reached a depth of 40 feet, wholly in wash-ores

and clays, without striking solid limestone. The rock ore

left in the bottom when the work was drowned out is re-

ported to be less abundant than that found above it. But
as the ore streaks "dipped fast to the south-east," and the

limestone outcrops of the neighborhood dip from 22° to 84°

in that same direction, (see Large Map,) good mining will

probably yield well. Plenty of good ore has been won
here, and nothing but the lack of pumping machinery

stopped the winning. Thos. Funk worked the Banks at

one time for the Milesburg Company.
The ore belt passes on eastward under Is. Buck' s (now

Smith's) lands, where Messrs. Green and Barree raised ore,

but took no sufficient means for establishing a mine.

Thence it enters and underlies S. Hanna's farm, with its

numerous ponds and sink holes, full of promise for the fu-

ture.

A mine for Bellefonte Iron Works has just been opened
(August, 1873,) at a i)oint 300 yards north-east of Hum-
barger's Banks, (see Local Map, Fig. 14,) where a very heavy
outcrop exists. Every cubic yard is washed profitably.

The cut is yet only 4 or 5 feet deep.

As a heavy surface show extends 150 yards beyond Han-
nah Bank, we have here an area of 450 x 50=22500 yards
of wash ore of undetermined depth ; besides the rock ore

undoubtedly existing further down.
Mining and washing will here be cheap, and the railway

runs along the hillside at a distance of 200 yards, and at an
elevation of 35 feet, (Fig. 14.)

Further on, the surface show is slight, or wholly want-
ing,t until we reach the next excavation.

No. 8. Waiie Banks, shown in Local Map, fig. 15, con-

tA shallow pit J mile from Hannah Bank yielded some ore. The Waite
Bank is 400 yards northeaist of this shaft.
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sist of two pits, 100 X 20 X 7, and 90 x 20 x 7 = 26,000
cubic yards, in size, more tlian twenty feet depth of good-
looking wash ore being seen in tlie sides and much lump-
ore having been won by still deeper shafts in the intervening
ground. The entire ore prism must therefore exceed
150,000 cubic yards. The railroad is a mile distant.

No. 9. Branstetter' s, or the McOlatTiery hank, is situ-

ated about 1200 yards beyond (N. E. of) the Waite banks,
and the interval shows little on the surface

;
yielded only

Figs. 15, 16. Figs. 18, 19.

Crtnonk

t.f.leU^

some lean ore to one or two trial pits. This batik, (see Lo-
cal Map, Fig. 18,) is only 30x20x10=6000 cubic yards large.

It is said to have been worked to a depth of 40 or 50 feet,

but is now fallen in and full of water, and no one seems to

know much about it. Overlying limestones crop out 150

yards south-east of it, dipping 27° S. 43° E.

Furthei* on is the old Disputed bank, on the high divide,
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between "Warrior and Half Moon waters. Here are several

small shallow open cuts and shafts in surface ore, but no

deep raining has ever been attempted. The ore seems to

dip south, and is sandy. The crop traced westward be-

comes good and plenty on Jos. Branstetter's farm, who has

never made judicious trials of the deposit, and through the

hollow leading to Patton's (Waite's) and the Lloyd bank

above mentioned.

For Lovetmon banks, (Nos. 10, &c.,) in Centre county,

see Report T'.

Dry Hollow Range.

No. W. Pond bank No. ^ is a small excavation 35x10x5=
1750 cubic yards, at the head of the hollow, or rather on

the divide, where the south branch of Dry hollow begins to

descend towards Warrior' s run, and alongside of one of the

summit cuts of the railroad. Good wash and lump ore

show in the walls. No sandy ore is seen. The R. R. cut

shows 10 feet of wash ore for a length of 100 yards. Alto-

gether we have here say, 40,000 cubic yards of ore in sight.

No. '21. Wrye bank. The local map. Fig. 23, shows this

extensive group of shafts, commencing 450 yards north-

west of the railway track, at an elevation of 40 feet above

it, and continuing along the road up the slope to an eleva-

tion of 100 feet above the R. R., a distance of 400 yards.

Over most of this surface the show amounts to little, prov-

ing how little we can rely on the surface indications as

negative testimony; for these works were extensively

driven from 1852 to 1857, and yielded some very rich ore,

while the surface showed only poor sandy ore.

There is one open cut, 25x20x10=5000 cubic yards large,

showing wash ore in the walls from top to bottom, none of

it rich, decidedly sandy, holding iron-stained calc. sand-

stone masses, as at the east Pennington banks. Very good
open ore, bluish, and heavily charged with manganese,

occupied the west end of this open cut (Booking). An old

miner reports that in the shafts they went through 26 feet

of pretty worthless loose stuff and then worked 18 feet of

good lump ore, without getting through ; that the shafts
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up the hill were dry ; those lower down quickly filled with

water, and were therefore abandoned, one after another,

before they could get out more than 10 or 12 feet of lump
ore. What the charcoal furnace miners called worthless is

now valuable for hot blast, especially anthracite furnaces,

and the whole of this great deposit will be washed and
sold. The breadth of the belt of shafted ground is about

100 yards, bat must be considered as indefinitely greater

along the strike.

I am informed that in these old diggings the body of ore

sank to 50 feet beneath the surface and thinned away, but

came in thick again lower down, and approached the sur-

face. Two good pillars are known to be left standing in

the old works, under a top covering of sand, one at the

lower end, the other at the upper end of the works. In

the last, solid rich rock ore lies 45 feet beneath the surface.

All the shafts are now caved in. The ore layers were traced

for several hundred yards eastward by trial shafts.

The appearance of this ore differs from that of the Pond
bank No. 2 so much that we should suspect them to be-

long to a different geological horizon. This suspicion is

almost confirmed by the general south-east dip of the ou t-

cropping rocks Tiere and there exposed at the surface.

This important structural question is clearly expressed by

my section C D (Fig. 3,) which passes through these

banks. It is quite certain that the rocks which on disso-

lution delivered these ores, are the mother rocks also of

the Kerr and Bredin, Hostler and Pennsylvania furnace

ores, to be described hereafter. The great breadth of the

Dry Hollow outcrop belt corresponds with that of the

localities just named, and I think it pretty evident that we
have here two horizons of lower Silurian ore-bearing lime-

stones close together.

The old Sandy banJc is a group of small shallow pits, in

very sandy surface ore, but rich and good when washed, on

the hill slope, a few hundred yards north-east of the Wrye
bank, showing the continuation of the outcrop in the direc-

tion of Half Moon run.
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In the other direction, the outcrop has been exploited at

the old Pond hank of Bald Eagle furnace, 500 yards south-

west of Wrye bank, and nearly in the bottom of the vale,

which deepens rapidly. * It lies close to the foot of Hickory

ridge ; ore light but good, not sandy, and easy to smelt. A
pond, dry in dry season, covers some of the old diggings.

Much surface ore covers the neighborhood, and it will here-

after be an imi)ortant mining ground, with heavy clay cover

to the ore, requiring hard pumping.

Top ore of large size abounds around a sink-hole in Isaac

Gano's fields, on the north slope of Hickory ridge, a mile

S. W. of the pond. The pieces seemed rolled from an out-

crop of good ore seen half way up the hill, in the Hunting-

don Furnace woods.

At Simpson's hanTc (f mile further west) the wash-ore is

good and easy to smelt. Whereas at Andrew' s hank, ad-

joining, (the Warrior's Mark and Pennsylvania Furnace

road separating them,) sandy ore only has been taken from

the open cuts, but no shafting done.

Jos. Krider's fields are covered with very rich scattered

pieces of ore, some lumps weighing 400 pounds. Attempts

to find a bed at a little gap near by, have failed thus far.

The shafts were tried in thick woods : others were too low

on the hill slope, and encountered only wash ore. There is

undoubtedly a heavy rock ore deposit somewhere. Similar

shows are again seen half a mile further on (west) opposite

the old wash-machine, and Huntingdon furnace has picked

off the surface much of this loose block-ore. A small layer

was found in two or three shafts, but never followed up to

see what would come of it.

No. 22. Dixon's hanks are only a few small holes, fallen

shut, with a slight sandy ore surface show, 100 yards west

of the road, where it crosses the head of the middle branch

of the Dry Hollow. Here '

' a small irregular vein yielded

good ore. A little west of it, on a detached knoll, a thicker

vein of poorer, flinty ore was found, at the edge of a pond,

* This and the following-named banks are not exhibited on the large map,
because not accurately located. Their descriptions I got from Mr. Booking's

notes.
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and was thought not to pay for pumping, to get for char-

coal furnace use.*
The old Kelsey Bank yielded much good ore, years ago,

in funnel-shaped pockets, not continuous.

No. 23. Little Dry Hollow Banks (see Local Map, Fig. 14)

are near the crest of the low hill dividing the middle from
the north branch of the Dry Hollow. No. 1 is a small

hole on a small outcrop reported to have yielded six to

eight feet of sandy lump-ore, soon running out. No. 2

consists of a group of small pits and trial shafts on a slight

oatcrop. Some ore was got from shafts A, B, and C.

The appearances here are not favorable for future mining
prospects, t

No. 21^. The Dry Hollow Banks are the central figure in

the broad expanse of outcrop which seems to fill the hollow

and its three head branches, and to cover the dividing

slopes, in many places if not continuously, north of the

railway. They are shown in map, Fig. 29.

In the southeast corner of this map the railroad curve

ought to have been designated, the distance of the track

from the principal excavation A, being less than 400 yards.

The cut on the south side of the township road is pictured

by Mr. Harden, in Fig. 28 ; that on the north of the road

in Fig. 30 ; and the road itself in Fig. 31 ; the wash-ore in

*Mr. Booking thinks he remembers that this vein had a decided northern
pitch, and distinguishes it thus from all the other veins of this range. This

must be either a mistake or a mere local accident. Mr. Piatt's field notes also

mark a doubtful N. 30° W.> 34° dip of the limestones in the through-cut 240

yards north-west of railroad section stake 81-80. But 100 yards N. E. of the

same stake, soft rotten limestone strata dip S. 30° E.> 20°. Other railroad

exposures show that the S. E. dip dominates the structure. Thus at railroad

station 4145, is a through-cut in blue limestone, dipping S. 30° B.> 34° with

regular cleavage planes N.60O W.>70°; at 4151, a good exposure of limestone

gives S. 30° E.> 26°. In railroad cut at 4164, sandy and blue limestone

layers seem to dip S. 60° E.>310; in the cut 180 yards S. W. of railroad 4180,

hard, sandy limestones dip S. 45° to 50° E.> 26°.

fMr. Booking reported some years ago that these works merely won small

veins and top ore, while the body of ore is undoubtedly left under the little

ponds, <fe&, at the foot of the hill. Good ore used to be raised from the Little

Dry Hollow bank, but efforts to "recover the vein" some few years ago

failed, although the ore here rides to the top of the hill, where it is pipe-ore

(as it is also pipe-ore on the northern side of the hill.)
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oLocalDitap
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^r^^&oUow Ore ^anks.

'^JUi^^ ^ttMOMu/^u. ^ JF. 'ffttih.

the railroad cutting at the curve, south of the banks, is

shown in Fig. 32.

'

The Dry Hollow Bank, \ mile north of the R. R., 2^
miles E. of Warrior' s Mark village, is an extensive system
of open cut excavations, from which great quantities of ex-

cellent ore have been got in past times. The term ''sys-

tem " is however inapplicable to the process of mining here

Fig. 30.

fVvrt c{3)n}VliiU«w Rank . <SowUv wAx. t^ (ImulO.

employed, for it resembles rather the burrowing of animals.
ISTo one can estimate how much of the precious ore has been
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left untouched, for there are neither maps, nor records, nor
traditions of the work.

The old miners merely say that the ore runs out against

a bank of clay. But such reports are good for nothing
;

and even if literally true teach nothing, for they are sure

Fig. 31.

t^fiutU\V<iunW6 .X^ouvVv tWciujVv S)r4Hi)iUw]f(>cM\k.

to relate to single points, and fail of application at others.

Fifteen years or so ago, some of the old pillars of ore were

taken out by sinking shafts and driving short galleries at a

few points. The ore is mostly wash ore, that is fine ore

disseminated through clay. The dip is southward (towards

the great central synclinal) and deep workings and power-

ful pumps are needed in future, south of the old shallow

surface workings.

From Dry Hollow Summit cut for the railroad to the first

shafts, a distance of about 400 yards, there is a decided

outcrop. The shafts extend over 200 yards to the edge of

the big open cut A, Fig. 29. They seem to have gone

down* through wash and lump-ore 60 feet to water, which

in all cases stopped the works. The lumps alone were car-

ried to the furnace. The wash-ore was not valued then
;

now it is merchantable. Thfe sinking was done at random

and ore was always got.

* Twenty-fivo years ago, more or less.
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Mr. Piatt's estimates on the ground are as follows :

110X40X10 = 44,000-1 _„ -„
50X15X8 = 6,000

1 ^^^.^
60X15X 6 = 4,550 I

^^.^^.f
60X25X10 = 15,000 l^^^^^
50X10X5 = 2.500

1

lOOXlOX 4 = 4,000

;

The main bank A, shows wash-ore of very variable rich-

ness from top to bottom, 50 feet. The shafts at B are

reported 60 to 70 feet deep, through wash and lump ore.

From shaft C, on the roadside, 60 feet deep, 1,600 tons

of excellent lump-ore alone were selected for use.

About 300 yards north-east of the banks, the railroad

line has exposed a mass of lump and wash ore of excellent

quality.

The Old Red hank of Bald Eagle furnace is on a con-

tinuation of the Dry Hollow deposit south-west, but higher

up the hillside. It is shown in Local Map, Fig. 19. Min-

ing was confined to the surface ore which was sandy and
without "regular veins;" but no one knows how the

deposit of ore is to the deep.

The surface show between the Dry Hollow banks and the

Red bank is not so heavy as where the old excavations

were made ; bn t the deposit underneath is really continuous

and unbroken, as is shown by the cuttings through the

ridge made by the railway between the two localities. See

Fig. 19.

Here wash-ore has been exposed for 100 to 125 yards

along the track ; sometimes 10 feet thick resting on clay
;

sometimes 20 to 25 feet of wash-ore holding larger lumps.

The varying thickness of the red clay and ore layers in this

cut is an instructive example of what the miners found in

their shafts. Some of the lumps weigh 300 to 400 pounds.
Very few pieces of silex appear ; and on the whole, this

deposit looks freer from silica than any other in the valley.

Little or no soil covering exists.

The Red Bank pits and shafts are very numerous, and all

shallow. The ore when sm^ted alone, at Bald Eagle fur-

nace, made first-class iron.

From the sonth-west end of the Red bank to the north-
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east end of the Dry Hollow bank is about 1000 yards. The
breadth is 200 (say 150) yards. The worked depth (to water)

varies from 20 feet at Red bank to 100 feet at Dry Hollow
bank. Taking an average of 10 yards, we have lOOOxlSOx
10=1,500,000 cubic yards of wash and lump ore. Discard
one half of the leaner interval between, and allow one ton

to the yard in consideration of the size and quantity of

Fig. 32.

lump ore, and we have 750,000 tons. In our ignorance of

the condition of things where the water stopped the old
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fashioned rude mining, it is impossible to say how near this

estimate approximates accuracy.

No. 25. Bean bank lies a mile to the S. W. of the Dry
Hollow bank, where many tons of surface lump-ore were

scratched out and sent to Huntingdon furnace ; as was

done in other places along this part of the range on the

south slope of Dry Hollow ridge. No attention was paid

to the great body of wash ore forming the deposit, and no

effort to mine to the deep. A vast body of ore ground
awaits future exploration and excavation, within a mile of

the railroad. Quartz occurs in this ore bank.

No. 26. Bressler 'ban'k (see Fig. 16) is a collection of

small holes, on the north-west side of the ridge, in a ravine

descending to the east branch of "Warrior's Run, and dis-

tant from the railway half a mile. About 2500 cubic yards

of excavation seem to have been made in past years. The
pits are fallen in, showing sandy wash ore in their sides.

Eight feet of lump ore is reported as mined in this locality.

No geological indications of the structure appear.

This completes all I have to say here of the Dry Hollow
outcrop. For, although ore has been found further south-

west along the south side of the ridge towards Warrior'

s

Run, no mining has been done ; and the Old Seat bank,

(No. 37, ) is so out of line with the Banks above described,

that it may be left for notice in connection with the ores

west of Warrior's Run. But I shall describe, further on,

the continuation of this range where it crosses Warrior's

Mark Run and at the Huntingdon Furnace and Dorsey
Banks.

I pass over, therefore, to the Cale Hollow (Kerr & Bredin,

Hostler and Pipe-ore) banks further south-east.

TTie Gale Hollow Range.

Cale Hollow is divided from Dry Hollow by Hickory
Ridge, as shown in the large map ; and its ores lie in a
deeper and narrower synclinal than the ores in the gentle

and wide synclinal of the Dry Hollow as shown by section

CD. They are, however, ores once carried by the same
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limestone strata, and ought therefore to be of the same
general character. It is therefore remarkable that so little

pipe ore has been found in Dry Hollow, while an abundance
of pipe ore characterizes the Cale Hollow banks.

1^0. 27. Kerr & Bredin Bank, (see local map, Fig. 24,

and wood cuts 33, 34, 35,) is a small excavation of about

5000 cubic yards, showing in its walls lump and wash ore,

25 feet deep. Much of the wash ore seems leaner than in

other banks. A shaft has been sunk for exploration in

the bottom of the old cut, and the report of it is favorable

to future mining on a systematic scale. (See Fig, 35.)

The ore from this bank won for itself a high reputation

at the furnace. It was called "gun metal ore," and was
said to bear a striking resemblance to the Bloomfield ore of

Morrison's Cove, south of Hollidaysburg, in Blair county,

from which was made by preference the ordnance of the

United States Army during the civil war. .

Dr. Grenth's analysis of the Kerr & Bredin ore, given be-

low, when compared with Dr. Otto Wuth's analysis of

Bloomfield ore, made June 9, 1871, compare as follows

:

Kerr <Ss Bredin. Bloomfield.

Ferric oxide, 70.67 Perox. Iron 78.63

Manganese oxide, 0.36 Manganese 0.29

Oobaltio oxide, trace

Alumina, 3.91 2.50

Magnesia, 0.26 0.38

Lime, trace 0.34

Phosphoric acid, 0.19 0.131

Sillcio acid, 5.48 7.02

Quartz, 6.80

Water, 12.33 10.71

The extra quartz determined by Dr. Genth diminishes

the percentage of iron oxide in his specimens, and reduces

the percentage of iron from 55.04 (Wuth) to 49.47 (Genth.)

Otherwise the ores are strikingly alike.

The Kerr & Bredin bank lies at the foot of the south

slope of Hickory ridge, one mile W. N. W. , of the Hostler

bank. In a dry autumn Mr. Booking was directed to sink

south of the old cut, and to mount a pump. He reported

a 12-inch "vein of ore" at 40 feet, and water at 44 feet. A
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Fig. 33.

tunnel-way was commenced in the direction of the old cut,

wliich caved in, and the works were stopped.

The continuation of these ores along the foot of Hickory
ridge, on the north side of Cale hollow, is proven by a range

of "lively outcroppings." In some places the surface is

suiiiciently rich wash-ore. One or two pits (Bronstetter's)

were worked, for Huntingdon furnace, 1^ miles west of the

Kerr & Bredin bank, in "an irregular vein."
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North-eastward the ores continue to show themselves to

Half-moon run, where " pipe-ore " is marked upon the large

map. See Little bank, below.

Prom a'small cut at Eyer's, on the east side of Half-moon

run, pipe-ore was raised many years ago. The limestone

rocks at Eyer's house, 100 yards south of the spot, dip to

theS. 30°E.>21°.
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Another old pipe-ore locality shows now fair ore on the

surface, near two small trial pits.

No. 28. Ho.'itler banJc (see local map, Fig. 26, and wood
cut, Fig. 36) occupies the northern slope of the Spruce

Creek anticlinal ridge, as a large open cut, from which the

ore was in old times hauled to Pennsylvania furnace, two

miles due east of it.

The recorded history of this important mine reveals the

following features : Wherever the diggings were made they

went down through "pipe" wash-ore which was occasion-

ally mixed with lump-ore, to depths of 60 and 65 feet, in

all the shafts.

One of these shafts passed through this wash-ore 6/5 feet,

and then passed through a stratum of solid limerock, vary-

ing in thickness from 10 inches to two feet. Below this

Fig. 35.

JL Section dt 'iK&t/i ^%redin. Ore '^an^.
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limestone lay lump "pipe" ore, into which the shaft was
sunk 6 feet further, and then the flow of water stopped its

farther descent.

From the bottom of the shaft a five inch auger hole was
then drilled through a continuous bed of pipe ore to an ad-
ditional depth 39 of feet.

The percentage of iron in the pipe ore is uniform ; or
varied only by the chemist's including in his analysis ad-
herent or inclosed clay.

It is a constant feature of the Pipe ore banks of the
southern range that they do not furnish the "lean-orea,"
so-called, which are met with in the banks opened along
the more northerly and geologically lower outcrops of the
"Barrens" in this valley. It has been the uniform ex-
perience at the Pennsylvania, Hostler, and other Pipe ore
banks that shafts and borings have always passed through
lump-ore, after having been sunk or drilled below water
level. But as pumping apparatus on a sufficient scale has
never been applied to such deep shafts and borings, they
have in no case passed entirely through the deposit of lump
ore, the thickness of which is therefore still a matter of

conjecture.

I give the history of these operations as an evidence of

the insufficient extent to which the development of this

iron ore district has been carried ; to show that only its

surface has been scratched, but its deposits not mined.
Eegular, systematic, efficient operations are yet to be
begun.* They await the completion of the railroad and that

demand for large quantities of ore from distant furnaces
which is already become so urgent. The underground
drainage all through the valley is immense, and the largest

bodies of ore, and especially of pipe ore, can only be won
with heavy pumping and systematic stoping.

The Hostler open-cut bank must be sunk in air to the

lower ores, and through them to the bottom floor of all

;

then with powerful pumps to keep the water down, the

clay stripping above can be washed, and the heavy face of

* Written in 1872.

27 T^
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ore below can be stoped and the top stuff thrown back into

the abandoned ground as the ore-face advances. As Mr.

Bocking justly remarks, "35 feet of ore will pay well for

stripping 65 to 75 feet" of clays above it. He adds, and I

agree with him heartily: "The time for shallow digging

and ground-hogging is pretty well past in these barrens, and
the exploration of the richer banks may in future require

preparations that will take some capital, and may need in

some cases two or more years before yielding a return."

The Hostler Bank excavations measure about 120x50x10=

60,000 cubic yards. The ore lies like that to be described

in Pennsylvania Furnace Banks,* as a mass of clay and
wash-ore separated by ribs of undecomposed limestone.

The walls are about 30 feet high, but the steep north-west

dip of the measures prevents this figure from being used

as a datum of calculation. It only shows in a general way
the depth below the sod to which the weathering action has

gone, as exposed iy the miners. The lately sunk shafts

passed alternate soft beds of ore and hard ribs of limestone,

all on a steep dip ; 38° to the N. 35° W. In a shaft at the

north-west end of the open cut they went down through

75 feet of wash-ore ground before striking the solid lime-

stone rocks and water.

It is impossible from such data to estimate the future yield

at this locality, but the amount of ore to be won must be

great. Nor is it confined to the neighborhood of the old

works. The ore belt runs on south-westward for at least

five miles.

At the distance of 1900 feet there are somewhat less

than twenty old shafts in one group, quite forgotten until

recently discovered by Mr. George Lyon. They were
mostly shallow pits in the surface of the pipe-ore bearing

clays ; but some of them look as if they had been sunk to

a considerable depth ; and their number proves that the

search for ore was remunerative even at that day.

This part of Cale Hollow is a wide, flat, slightly undu-
lating, dry vale, every part of which shows a top-dressing

•See Report T* on Centre county-
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of fine ore. It is a virgin district. Mr. Lyon sunlv one

trial-shaft in it, and struclv an "ore-vein." There was a

similar accidental discoverj' of another group of five or six

pits from which some top-ore had been scraped. I have no

Fiff. 36.

THC MOaTkCR one 0ANK

doubt that a continuous belt of mining ground runs the en-

tire length of Gale Hollow.

The Hed banJc, If miles from the Hostler, on the same
slope of the Spruce Creek Ridge, is old and disused ; the

ore in the top clays was stripped, but no attempt at deep

mining was made. Another old bank in line with it, but

across a little ravine issuing from the ridge, furnished some
pipe-ore to Huntingdon Furnace. Still further west,* in a

similarly situated bank, near Huntingdon Furnace, a vein

of good red-short ore was struck, and abandoned on ac-

count of water. On working one part of this pit the ore

became too sulphurous to use. It will be again referred

to after describing Bank No. 29.

The belt of Gale Hollow ores may be traced north-east-

ward with the same general character.

Little hank, for instance, lies two thirds of a mile north-

east (near the Warrior Mark and Pennsylvania Furnace

*4i miles from Hostler Bank.
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road), If miles west of Pennsylvania furnace. Here very-

rich top-wasliings cover a Mgh flat area connected with

Hickory ridge. Seams of the ore penetrated the limestone

rocks all the way down a 40 feet shaft, under which the

main body of ore dips northward.

The ^yer hanlc (already mentioned) is an old excavation

one mile still further east, on the east side of Half-moon run.

Going on north-eastward across a dividing ridge, the ore

appears again along Tadpole run, in Sleepy hollow, and at

the head of the Beaver-dams, for a distance of more than a

mile. Years ago, some pipe-ore was raised, for Centre fur-

nace, east of B. Crane's, but the surfacewas merely scratched.
At the Pennsylvania furnace old surface-pits, sunk at the

Beaver-dams, the body of ore probably lies under the bed
of the run and would require heavy pumping.

The "dry hollow" which carries the V^alley of Tadpole

run on in a straight line north-eastward, and is a geological

prolongation of Cale hollow shows plenty of out-croppings

of ore, just as Cale hollow does, and the ore is of the same
kind—pipe-ore. In fact the ore belt continues to McAllis-

ter's and the School-house cross-roads, eight miles north-

east of the Hostler bank, and far beyond the limits of my
large map. All this however is in Centre county.

Between McAllister's and Pinegrove Mills, the country

spreads out into a plateau two or three miles wide, through

which runs the Brush Valley anticlinal. Here, far beyond
the east limit of my map, are the

Old Weaver hanks ; two open-cuts and several shafts near

them, abandoned years ago. No systematic mining was at-

tempted in that early day, the work being done by the far-

mers. Tradition speaks of "ore veins" being reached, but
probably too well watered for the natives to cope with them.
"The ore lying around the holes is not a regular pipe-ore,

but is mixed with liver-colored ore, and reported red-short."

We have here, then, ores not belonging to the Hostler and
Pennsylvania Pipe-Ore Bank system connected with the

sandstone of the anticlinal, that is, ores belonging to the

underlying limestone.
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Down Spruce creek.

T7ie Pennsylvania ore banks are described in Report T*
on Centre county. The ore here obtained has been so abun-
dant that no explorations of note have been made along
Spruce creek. A few trial pits were sunk near the school,

house, and near Mr. Geo. Lyon' s mansion south of the turn-

pike. Large pieces of pipe-ore lie in the east corner of Mr.

F. Lyon's fields at the foot of Tussey mountain. Ore has

been noticed in Mr. Stewart Lyon's north fields.

All the above are on the south slope of the anticlinal of

Brush valley, facing Tussey mountain. The anticlinal may
be studied where the limestone rocks are seen dipping both

ways (N.W. and S. E.) in the end of the hill at the fur-

nace, and in the railway rock-cuts as the line makes its

semicircle down Half Moon run and up Spruce creek and
Tadpole run.

Three miles further down Spruce run, a pipe ore bank
was commenced on the south slope of the anticlinal, to sup-

ply works erected at the mouth of Spruce creek, for a pat-

ent process to convert the ore directly into wrought iron
;

but the patent process failed and the mine was never

worked. It sufficed to show that the ore belt or outcrop

follows the ridge along the north side of Spruce creek

towards the Juniata, but coalesces with that of the Cale

Hollow, or north dip, beyond Huntingdon furnace, and
sinks beneath the surface, for no trace of it is found in the

Little Juniata River section, where the Canoe Valley anti-

clinal may be seen replacing this of Brush valley.

Huntingdonfurnace district.

Returning thus to Warrior's Mark run, and the neigh-

borhood of Huntindon furnace, I have little to add to finish

this report, except concerning an ore belt, west of the run,

on the south slope of the ridge, in line with the Dry Hol-

low banks. But before speaking of it, I shall give the fol-

lowing section up Warrior' s Mark run ;

At the mouth of Cale hollow, in the north dipping rocks

of the Spruce Creek Ridge anticlinal, and 150 yards east of
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the mill-dam, or a mile east of Huntingdon furnace, there

is marked on the map an old pipe ore bank, now fallen in.

Lime rocks here dip N. 30° W. >50°
; but, by the road-side

300 yards to the west-south-west, only 38°
; and in the hill-

side 650 yards to the west-north-west, 12° in the other

direction S. 30° E. The Old Seat bank, No. 30, is 1100

yards distant (up Warrior's run towards the N. N.W.)

from this old bank. The Cale hollow is thus seen to be

synclinal, and, allowing for the different strength of dips

observed, there can be no reasonable doubt that the same

ferriferous lime rocks outcropping here crop out also at the

Old Seat bank ; and I have so drawn the section A B.

The ore at this old bank is reported to have been extra-

ordinarily charged with suIjAur, but I could not learn ex-

actly in what form.

No. 30. The Old Seat hanlc, on the east bank of War-
rior's run, 2^ miles below where the railway crosses the run,

(at Warrior's Mark,) is an old open cut with ore in its floor,

abandoned many years ago for want of pumping machin-

ery of adequate power. What little liver-colored ore is

visible, looks lean, and much flint lies about. The area of

the cut may be 4000 square yards. Water stands in it to

within 10 or 12 feet of the top. It has been worked to a

depth of 40 feet. About 30,000 cubic yards of ore-ground

have been taken out. Although much liver-colored ore

like Pennington ore lies about, no pieces of sandstone are

visible ; but a good deal of flint is among the ore, as at

Pennsylvania furnace bank. Not much surface ore shows
in the neighborhood.

In the gap of Dry Hollow ridge, 600 yards higher up the

run, lime rocks crop out dipping also S. 30° E.>9°, and 300

yards further, sandy limestones, S. 30°E. >10°. 500 yards

further up the run pipe ore is reported, plowed up in

the fields. This belongs to an ore-bearing strata about 700

feet lower in the formation than the ore horizon at the Old
Seat bank. The dip is continuous and equable ; there co/n

he no mistake. 500 yards still further up the run, at the

forks of the road, still lower sandy lime rocks are seen dij)-
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ping the same way, S. 30° E. >13°. Other exposures occur

in this interval, dipping also S. 30° E. >13°. No dips are

noticed in the next 1000 yards, to the toll-gate and cross-

roads and forks of the creek ; but there is no reason to

doubt that a south-east dip fills the interval, becoming ever

more gentle.

Five hundred yards south-west from the toll-gate, and
50 yards off the road (towards the north-west) on land 70

feet above the water, is an old deserted pipe ore bank 50

X 10 yards. This lies just 1000 yards due northrwest of the

pipe ore last mentioned as plowed up in the fields ; and if

a continuous south-east dip of 10° be supposed, we should

find in it an evidence of a third aiid still lower pipe ore

horizon, 550 feet below the second and 1250 feet below the

first, or Old Seat ore horizon. But it would be very unsafe

to consider this the simple state of the case. The place

where ore was " plowed up over a space of 600 yards " is

worthy of a thorough investigation, but the surface show
is slight. The other locality where lumps and pipes of

solid ore were got 25 years ago from the open cut and 'un-

derground works, is reported to be rich still. None of its

wash ore was taken away.

This place is very important. It proves conclusively that

pipe ores occupy a geological range of at least 1250 feet of

the Lower Silurian formation. And these exhibitions on

Warrior's Kun connect the rich Dry Hollow group of

banks already described, with the Huntingdon furnace

and Dorsey group next to be described.

The toll-gate is only 800 yards down the run from where

the railway crosses it. And the south-east dipping Beck
and Town Bank ores (Nos. 4 and 5) are only 400 yards fur-

ther up. The Beck and Town ore horizon therefore under-

lies the toll-gate ore rocks (unless there be some concealed

disturbance in the interval) at a geological depth of at

least 1200 feet, and probably 1500 feet. For there are 20°

dips (to the south-east) in the railway cut, and 35° dips in

Warrior's Mark Village. If I am anywhere near the truth,

the Pennington Range ore horizon (Beck's, Town, &c.) un-

derlies the Gale Hollow Pipe Ore horizon at a geological
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depth of 2500 to 3000 feet ; which may well explain their

different qualities. And this result is in harmony with

features of my cross-sections AB and CD.*

No. 31. Huntingdon Furnace 'banks. These lie along

the southerly slope of a prolongation of Dry Hollow ridge,

west of "Warrior's run, and within a circle swept around

Huntingdon furnace with a radius of two miles, as shown

on the land-map. The Dorsey banks are outside this cir-

cle, but are excavated in the same belt of outcrop. The

outcrop is very broad because, as we have just seen along

Warrior's run, the south-east dip is very gentle, about

10°. This has allowed a very large dissolution of the ore-

bearing rocks.

The Wilson hank is two miles west of Warrior' s run. No
ore has been found in this interval, the slopes being sandy.

Here limestone begins to come in, overlying the sandstone,

and ore-bearing clays take possession of the surface. This

sandstone has been mistaken for the Calciferous sandrock
;

but must be one of the numerous intercalations of sand in

the great limestone series.

The Keefer banks follow, in the next half mile, and,

although exhausted as to the wash ore of the outcrop, can

be mined to the deep if proper pumping apparatus be

mounted to keep the underground water down.

Fig. 44 gives a local map of these excavations, which

*The Pennington and L«vetown ores being on tlie some geological horizon,

and there being a breadth of fimestone outcrop (dipping S. 30° E. > 50° ),

between Lovetown and the Beilefonte fault at the foot of Bald Eagle Moun-
tain, at least 700 yards broad, we have about 5000 feet of Lower Silurian

measures visibly exposed underneath the Cale Hollow (= Pennsylvania Fur-

nace Bank) ore horizon. Adding to this the 2500 feet of limestones between
Pennsylvania Furnace bank and the foot of Tussey, and we have a total

thickness of Lower Silurian Limestones from the bottom of No.III (the Hud-
son River Slate) down to the jaw of the Beilefonte Fault, of 7750 feet ; a very

great thickness ; but quite in harmony with all that we know of the Trenton,

Black River, Bird's Eye, Chazy and Calciferous in the Great Valley of Read-

ing, Harrisburg, Chambersburg, Winchester and Knoxville. This, so far as

I know, is the first approximately accurate measurement of these formations

in mass south of their New York outcrops, which are very thin in comparisou

with these. (Written in 1872.)
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severally measure as they come in order along the line of

Mr. Piatt's survey

:

a. * 130 X 30 X 8
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range) described above, and representing, at least, one or

two millions of cubic yards of ore ground, besides wliatever

deeper deposits of pipe ore exist.

As in Dry hollow, so here much lean ore is mingled with

the rich, and much dead stripping will be required in

places.

Fig. ki..

'^Ok.CiiiC''^^^

Sicr&ey Vouf> «j ©re/ 9^anl&

tSujrvu^uL ij^ "A.*i»*.A*.** V^lttJtt
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There is this distinction : The ore of the Barrens, that is

the liver-colored and more sandy ore, ranges along the

north-western side of the belt of outcrop, up the hill-side ;

pipe ore characterizes the down hill, or south-eastern side

of the outcrop. The main bank is wholly in the top or

wash ore covering, and has merely revealed the principal

deposit of 1-ich rock ore and pipe underlying it. Those
who worked the pit describe a layer of ore 6 to 8 feet thick

as apparently creeping downhill, overturned, and covering

itself. What this description means I do not know. The
ore makes excellent iron.

Analysis hy Dr. F. A. Oenth.

Ifo. 1. East Pennington banTc.

The greater portion of 13 specimens, received for exami-

nation, was compact, dull, of various shades of brown, and
had like No. 1 an admixture of dark-brown pitchy ore;

other portions were porous and had the cavities lined with

botryoidal fibrous brown limonite ; others were stalactitic.

Some of the ore had lost a part of its water of hydration,

and had changed into turgite and even into hematite.

Many of the pieces showed a considerable admixture of

manganese minerals, such as wad, minute quantities of

pyrolusite and perhaps psilomelane ; some contained a

large quantity of rounded grains of quartz.

An average of the whole showed the following compo-

sition:

Ferric oxide, =
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JVo. 2. West Pennington bank.

Five specimens were submitted for examination. The

ore was mostly of various shades of yellowish brown to

dark hair-brown, and without luster ; in some was an ad-

mixture of a dark blackish brown ore with subconchoidal

fracture and a resinous luster ; some portions had a slight

waxy luster, others were earthy and dull. It was amor-

phous, but in places the cavities were lined with a coating

of brown fibrous limonite. On being breathed upon, it de-

veloped a strong argillaceous odor.

An average of the five specimens contained :

= 49.65 Metallic iron.

= 0.16 Phosphorus.

100.00

100 iron contains 0.32 phosphorus.

Ferric oxide, ;
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JVo. SI. Wrye bank.

Five specimens received. The ore is amorphous, porous,

and scoriaceous. Some of the cavities are lined with a thin

coating of fibrous ore. The more compact pieces contain a

large admixture of rounded quartz grains.

An analysis of an average sample gave :

Ferric oxide, = 77.00 = 53.90 Metallic iron.

0.08 Phosptiorus.

100.00

100 iron contains 0.15 phosphorus.

No. Slf.. Dry Hollow hank.

Amongst the eight specimens received for examination
was one of a beautiful variety of fibrous limonite ; the fibers

are of about one inch in length, also divergent and radiat-

ing ; color dark brown, luster silky ; the other ores were

both compact and porous amorphous brown limonites,

some with the cavities lined with fibrous ore, others having

them filled with ocherous clayish ores. Some of the pieces

give a strong argillaceous odor, when breathed upon.

Manganic oxide,
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h. Average of the Eight Specimens.

= 93.13 Metallic iron.Ferric oxide, =
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being breathed upon, develops a strong argillaceons odor.

The average of the samples contained :

Ferric oxide,
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For better comparison, I will arrange the amounts of

phosphorus which would be contained in 100 parts of iron,

provided no loss of either would be sustained :

Fibrous ore of Bull bank, 0.06 Phosphorus.
Plpeoreof Pennsylvania bank, a 10 Phosphorus.
Average ore of Pennsylvania bank 0.12 Phosphorus.
Pond bank, No. 1, 0.127 Phosphorus.
Wrye bank, 0.15 Phosphorus.
Kerr and Bredin bank, 0.16 Phosphorus.
Red bank, No. 1, . . . . 0.195 Phosphorus.
N, E. or Upper Pennington bank, 0.197 Phosphorus.
Average of Bull bank, 0.20 Phosphorus.
Lytle bank, ... 0.278 Phosphorus.
Hostler bank, 0.28 Phosphorus.
Rumbarger bank, 0.30 Phosphorus.
S. W. or^liower Pennington bank, 0.32 Phosphorus.
Fibrous ore of Dry Hollow bank, 0.37 Phosphorus.
Red bank of Dry Hollow, 0.38 Phosphorus.
Sandrock of Pennsylvania bank, 0.39 Phosphorus.
Dry Hollow bank, 0.45 Phosphorus.
Whorell bank, 0.87 Phosphorus.
Old cut N. of Gatesburg, 1.43 Phosphorus.

Of all the ores submitted for examination only two
appeared to be in a sufficient state of purity to throw light

upon their constitution, as they were crystalline, and free

from visible impurities. For this reason they were ex-

amined separately.

Taking into consideration only their principal constitu-

ents, viz : Ferric oxide, Silicic acid and water, the question

arises, in which form the silicic acid is present, as it is un-

doubtedly in chemical combination with the ferric oxide

and not in the form of a mechanical admixture of sand.

If pieces of these fibrous limonites are placed into strong

chlorhydric acid, all the ferric oxide will be extracted, and
the silicic acid will remain in the shape of the original

pieces, of a snow-white color and fibrous structure. The
only hydrous ferric silicates, which are known, are An-
th^siderite and Degerceite. The former is a crystalized

mineral, which has a composition, represented by the

formula gFe^Og, 9Si02+2H20. It is very probable that,

although observed in its pure state only at- one locality, it

occurs frequently as an admixture with other iron ores.

—

If we calculate for the 3.98 per cent of silicic acid-in the

28 T'.
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fibrous mineral from Bull Mine, the requisite quantities of

ferric oxide and. water, we find 2.36 per cent of ferric oxide

and 0.26 per cent of water, making an admixture of 6.60

per cent of anthosiderite. The atomic ratio between the

remaining 79.12 per cent, of ferric oxide and 13.64 per cent

of water is 1 : 1.53 or very near 2 : 3, showing the hydrous

ferric oxide to be limonite = 2 Fe^ O3, SHg O.

If in the same manner we examine into the compo-

sition of the fibrous mineral from the Dry Hollow, the

2.47 silicic acid require 1.46 per cent ferric oxide and 0.17

water, giving an admixture of 4.10 per cent of anthosider-

ite.—The atomic ratio between the remaining 81.67 per

cent of ferric oxide and 12.75 per cent of water is 1 : 1.4,

which also shows the ferric hydrate to be limonite, which,

however, has already lost a small part of its water.

The above analyses show besides the mechanically ad-

mixed rounded grains of sand, which I distinguish as

"quartz," a considerable quantity of silicic acid, which is

in chemical combination, probably as a hydrous ferric

oxide. But as it is impossible to say what the true char-

acter of this mineral tnay be, whether anthosiderite, or

degeroeite a silicate of the composition Fog O3, 2Si02-l-3H20

or a species not yet known in its pure state, suffice it to say

that all these ores are mechanical mixtures of limonite with

hydrous ferric silicate and minute quantities of hydrous
ferric phosphates, perhaps dufrenite or cacoxenite ; some
of the ores contain besides these, small quantities of man-
ganese ores, mostly the so-called "bog-manganese" or wad,

but also pyrolusite and silomelane.

It is a very remarkable fact that, although these iron

ores are, to a great extent at least, the result of the decom-
position of limestones and by them precipitated, that al-

most the entire amount of lime has been washed out of

them and only traces are remaining ; of the second constit-

uent of the limestones, the magnesia, a somewhat larger

quantity is left behind, owing undoubtedly to the lesser

solubility of its carbonate in carbonip acid water.

Analyses of limestones.— Of the limestones only a few
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typical varieties have been more fully investigated, especi-

ally those from the Hostler and Pennsylvania banks.

No. 1. Limestone at liead of Hostler hank.

It has a fine crystalline granular structure and is mottled,

whitish, and gray ; the surface is coated, with ocherous ar-

gillaceous iron ore.

A pure specimen from which the iron had been carefully

removed, contained

:

Carbonate of iron, =
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mains often as a scoriaceous mass or in irregular sandy but
not rounded or water-worn grains ; sometimes it forms large

coherent slaty masses in the limestone, frequently filled with

minute cavities, previously occupied by rhombohedral crys-

tals of dolomite. Similar pieces found in the Pennsylvania
bank are white, like porcelain and show the same cavities

of rhombohedral crystals. Other varieties of limestone in

the Pennsylvania bank have a still greater admixture of

quartz and are a real calciferous sand rock.*

Analysis of Pennsylvania Pipe, and Pennington Ore. t

3, Devonshire Terrace, Kensington, London, W.,

January 6th, 1871.

Deae Sir.—Herewith I beg to forward you the results of

mj^ analysis of the two samples of ore, marked, respectively,

"Pipe ore," and "Pennington bank."

The whole of the samples were intimately pulverized to-

gether in each case ; they contain

:

Pipe ore. Pennington bank,

SUioa, 10.84 5.42

Peroxide of iron 73.18 79.05

Protoxide of iron, 75

Alumina, 2.51 1.29

Oxide of manganese, traces. .11

Carbonate of lime, 20

Carbonate of magnesia, 1.20 Magnesia. .11

Phosphoric acid, 17 .04

Combined water 9.09 10.57

Moisture, 1.81 3.55

Sulphur, 05

99.80 100.14

Metallic iron, 51.81 55.34

Metallic iron, exclusive of water, .... 58.25 64.35

Both these samples are rich iron ores, sample "Penning-

* These analyses summed up about 100, most of them a little above, one or

two a little below, but all within the limits of unavoidable error ; for better

comparison I thought it advisable to calculate them for 100.00, from the actual

result obtained. (P. A. Genth.)

[These analyses by an English chemist of well known reputation, especially

entrusted by Mr. Bessemer with his numerous and important analyses, is

here added for comparison.
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ton bank" being nearly pure brown hematite. The pipe

ore is a harder ore than "Pennington bank" ore.

I consider both samples of ore adapted for the manufac-

ture of Bessemer pig.

Believe me to remain,

Yours, very faithfully,

Edward Riley, F. C. S.,
•

Metallurgist, Analytical and Considting Chemist

Analysis of '^Pipe Ore,'' 'Kerr &Bredin''' and Penning-

ton Bank Ores, iy GTi. Aldendorf, Sub-Director of the

George-Marien Huite High Furnaces, March 9, 1872.

Pipe ore.

11.190Water,

Insoluble residue, ^1203' i 5.120

Oxide of iron, P^O'. 82.050

Kerr 4 Bredin.

10.540

13.400

Alumina,
Oxide manganese,

Chalk,

Magnesia,

Plios. acid.

Sulphuric acid.

APOS ,

Mn^O^,
CaO, . .

MgO,
P.05, .

S.0.3 .

Pipe ore.

1.650

0.270

0.370

, trace.

0080
trace.

73.560

Kerr A Bredin.

2.840

0.190

0.460

trace.

0.280

trace.

Pennington.

12.340

5.450

79.450

Pennington^

3.096

0.440

0.440

trace.

0.064

trace.

100.730

Per cent, metallic iron, . . . 57.435

Phosphorus in 100 iron, . . . 0.061

Percent.iron, excluding water, 64.150

101.270

51.492

0.238

56.C75

101.280

55.615

0.053

62.540

"The Pipe and Pennington ores, if melted together,

would make a very superior Bessemer iron. The Kerr

& Bredin alone an inferior Bessemer iron. A separate

analysis, however, of Kerr & Bredin shows that its phos-

phorus is concentrated in the clay thereto attached, and it

may be that this ore may be made available for Bessemer
pig, by proper treatment before smelting."

Analyses of limestones by Otto WutJi, chemist, Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania.

1. From a quarry near the furnace— a gray crystalline

stone

:
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Silicio acid, 5.08

Alumina, 1.34

Carbonate of iron, 69

Carbonate of lime, 91.58

Carbonate of magnesia, 1.31

Sulphate of lime, trace.

Organic matter, 05

2. From Ore Bank Railroad cut— a partly crystalline

drab-colored stone

:

Silicic acid, 4.93

Alumina, 24

Carbonate of iron, 87

Carbonate of lime, 84.66

Carbonate of magnesia, 8.98

Sulphate of lime, 11

Organic matter 21

Practical value of the ores.

The experience of 60 years has demonstrated the exact

values of the brown hematite iron ores of all the lower Silu-

rian valleys of Pennsylvania: on the Lehigh; in the Great

or Cumberland valley ; in Kishicoquillis valley ; in Morri-

son's Cove, Canoe, and Nittany valleys.

The general resemblance of ores from all the banks is

striking. The local variations are still more striking. The
key to those variations was only got when the true geologi-

cal theory of structure was studied out. But it is still a

perplexing question why red-short, cold-short, and neutral

ores should lie so near each other. There is scarcely an ore

bank in Pennsylvania in which the chemist will not find

some infusion of sulphur and phosphorus. But some ores

have been so slightly charged with one or other, or both of

these elements, that they rank in the first class.

Others are so heavily charged that they are useless for

Bessemer work ; take a low rank as anthracite or coke iron

ores ; and only make good pig-metal when smelted in small

quantities, with charcoal and a feeble cold-blast.

This is especially true of those of the lowest geological

horizon or oldest in age, belonging to rocks of Potsdam age,

rocks which rise upon the flanks of the South Mountain.

Fortunately, these ores nowhere reach the surface in Nit-

tany valley, being buried in the jaws of the Bellefonte
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fault. Even the Pennington horizon is too high for these

ores.

The consequence is, that most of the ores of the district

under notice here yield a practically neutral ore and make
the best possible iron in cold-blast charcoal furnaces, and

good iron with the hot-blast, and mineral fuel. The ap-

pended analyses of Dr. Genth will make this fact evident.

Phosphorus, however, is found in all known Silurian

brown hematite ores (with some rare exceptions) in quantity

enough to prevent the manufacture of steel. But in some

cases mixture with other ores will rectify the ore. In other

respects, the percentage of phosphorus is too small to do

hurt. Dr. Genth' s analyses will give the figures in this

case also.

The reputation of Pennsylvania iron was greatly made at

Pennsylvania furnace. Its quality could not be surpassed.

Neither the oldest Swedish, nor the best English, when
English iron was still good, nor the more recent magnetite

pig-metal of Lake Champlain and Missouri, have excelled

it ; and it shared this reputation with furnaces smelting

similar ores. •

There are parts of the deposit in almost every bank,

which are sandy and lean. These have been hitherto fas-

tidiously rejected by the charcoal coal-blast furnaces of the

district. Such (pres are, however, in demand for our an-

thracite and coke furnaces, and the ever-increasing market
for them will require the mining of the whole. I believe

that carefully selected ore from these banks will even fur-

nish iron fit for Bessemer use.

Probable Quantity of Ore.

Estimates of the quantity of Brown Hematite Ores are

among the most uncertain of all earthly things. Hence I

give special statements of the size of excavation and prisms
of ore ground in sight for each of the ore banks, in the

chapter of this Report devoted to their local description.

The surface ore wash is of various depths from 1 to 30

feet. The breadth of surface covered is sometimes but a
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few yards ; sometimes several hundred yards. Intervals

occur where all traces of surface ore vanish from the belt.

The thickness of the underlying clays varies from a few

feet to a hundred and more. Sometimes these clays are

loaded with scattered pieces of ore, fine or coarse ; at others

they do not show a trace of ore. Sometimes the mass of

clay is interstratilied with layers of rock ore yielding richly.

The rock-ores and pipe-ores, bedded or in packets, under

the clays are also excessively irregular, and nothing but

actual mining can teach us the quantities concealed.

But any one who reads carefully the following descrip-

tions of the ore banks taken up in succession, must arrive

at the conclusion, that the Railway line connecting the ore

deposits of Nittany Valley with Western Pennsylvania

over Tyrone, and with Eastern Pennsylvania over Lewis-

burg, will have within the limits of my map, at its command
for freight to distant iron works, many millions of tons of

prepared ore of the choicest character.

One of the most noticeable features in the iron history of

this district (and of other similar) has been denials of the

existence of any ore just' where the deposits were proved

by subsequent diggings to be most copious, and predictions

of the speedy exhaustion of ore banks which steadily grew

in magnitude and richness as the excavations spread. The

history of Pennsylvania Furnace Bank affords a notable

instance, arid not an isolated one.

There are not less than 100,000 linear yards of ore belt on

my map. If the ore were continuous, and only 50 yards

wide by 10 deep, we should have 50,000,000 cubic j^ards of

ore ground. If only one tenth of this were ore, we have

5,000,000 cubic yards of ore. It only needs to look at the

number, breadth and depth of the diggings, and their dis-

tribution on the map, and to remember that none are noted

there but the principal cuts; that large spaces of ore

belt have for various reasons never been explored ; that in

some the ore is seen going down to unknown depths ; and

that in all the banks water has stopped work—to appre-

ciate the inadequacy of the above calculation.





Letter respecting Nittany Valley ores, by

E. Y. d' InvilUers, Philadelphia, May 18, 1885.

In response to yonr request that I should forward to you
any notes relating to the structure and present condition

of the ore banks in the Nittany valley of Huntingdon county,
collected during a hasty reconnoissance of Warrior's Mark
and eastern Franklin townships early in the present month,
May, 1885, I beg leave to respectfully submit the follow-

ing items, which you may use as you see fit, for incorpora-

tion in the forthcoming Huntingdon county report

:

Structure. In my Centre county report T', pages 32-34,

I described the Nittany valley, along the Centre-Hunting-

don line, as being composed of three (3) anticlinal ridges,

which I have named from north southwards : 1. Chestnut
or Buck ridge, from 1^ to 2 miles south of Bald Eagle
mountain ; 2. Oatesburg ridge, 1\ miles further south

;

and finally, 3. Sand or Tadpole ridge, about If miles still

farther south, whose south-east flank faces Tussey.

The first of \)afi%&,-Ghestnut ridge, I depicted (see section

page 38) as an overturned anticlinal, with rather gentle

south-east dips on its south flank, but steep and ovet-

turned dips on its north flank, along the deeply eroded

Stormstown valley. It was in this part of the region that

I got my lowest rocks, and consequently the greatest thick-

ness to No. II, in all about 6000'-}-. I met with no serious

difficulty in identifying this Chestnut Ridge axis with the

Sand Ridge * (or main axis) of the valley in Marion and
Walker townships, east towards Clinton county, though be-

tween Huntingdon county and this place the axis sinks to

a point south of Bellefonte, being beautifully displayed in

a regular and gentle arch, with dips of 6° in limestone, near

»Not to be confounded with Sand or Tadj'Ole ridge of Fergnwin township.

(443 T*.)
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the Crust hank south of Fillmore, and finally elevating the

sandy measures low down in No. II, just east of the Spring-

Marion township line.

Having thus traced it through Centre county eastward, I

see bufone difficulty in tracing it westward through Hunt-

ingdon, and identifying it with the SinMng YalUy axis

crossing the Little Juniata near Birmingham, viz : the com-

paratively gentle south-east inclination of a group of dips

(45°, 50°, 60°, 68°) noted on your contour line map, along

the headwaters of Warrior's Mark run, north-east of the

village of that name, and dips of 20°, 22°, and 34° along

the L. & T. K. R. south and east of the village, all of them
north of my axis.

,

To your interpretation of this part of the valley, as given

in your report to Lyon, Shorb & Co., I am disposed, in view

of my preference for the overturned rather than thefaulted

structure, to suggest the following changes :

1. The extension of the Sinking Valley anticlinal, which

is well marked as far east as the Pennington ore banks,

eastward from Pennington to join my Chestnut Ridge axis,

placing it south of Warrior's Mark village, and through

that group of mines south-east of Warrior's Mark, known
as the Bressler, Bean, Dry Hollow, and Little Dry Hollow

banks, and between the latter and Lovetown.

2. The abolishment of the little Logan Creek synclinal

-^rough.

Prom where this axis crosses Warrior's run, it begins to

IMt the lower sandy measures of No. II to daylight, until

the maximum elevation of the arch is reached just east

of the Centre county line and north of the Juniata Mining
Co.'s bank. Consequently we should expect to find a close

relationship between the ores of these Huntingdon county
banks (Bressler, Bean,Dry Hollow, etc.) and those of Juniata

and Scotia in Centre county—occurring in practically the

same rocks. And such is really the case. The axis, sinking

westward, naturally allows of higher limestone measures rid-

ing over its crest, and precisely similar results are obtained in

consequence at the Pennington ore banks to those enume-
rated in the case of the Pond bank in Centre county (page
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192, T*) situated just at the edge of the "Barrens" and just

where the sinking anticlinal receives some layers of siliceous

limestone, itself related to the lower part of the series of

No. II.

Tills axis crosses the Little Juniata at Birmingham in

a course of N. 45° E., according to Mr. Piatt in Report T,

page 87, and it may be said to keep this general direction

to a point south of the Pennington ore banks. It then
shifts 10° or 15° more to the east (and in view of the remark-
able changes in the course of this and other axes in Hunt-
ingdon, this view is plainly admissible) its course will be
almost a direct one N. 60-65° E. into Centre county. And
in so doing it conforms to the next anticlinal, further south
to be immediately described.

3. Passing to the consideration of the Oatesburg anti-

clinal and its identification in Huntington county, I have
already stated that in Centre county it is situated about \\

to 2 miles south of the Chestnut ridge, and it is so indicated

on your contour line map of the Lyon, Shorb & Co. lands.

There appears to be no difficulty in identifying this axis

with Hickory ridge of Huntingdon, plainly marked where
it crosses Half Moon run, 2 miles north of its junction with

Spruce creek.

Between this anticlinal and the first one described, is the

Drjr Hollow synclinal.

As was the case in Centre county, this Gatesburg-Hickory

Ridge axis is quite subordinate in Huntingdon county,

dying rapidly east and west from Half Moon run, arfd

carrying on its crest a second, but higher, sand-rock series

than that of Chestnut ridge, as shown in my section T*, page

38. How far west it may be traced in Huntingdon county,

I am unable to state, but it is probably lost before reaching

Warrior's run ; certainly no evidence of it exists along the

Little Juniata, though it is probable that the Old Seat, Hunt-

ingdon furnace and Dorsey ore banks owe their existence

above water level to its influence. Economically considered

however, it is of little importance in either county, the

higher limestones in the synclinals on both sides of it,

carrying most of the ore.
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4. The Tadpole or Sand Ridge axis of Centre county is

evidently the eastern extension of the Spruce Creek anti-

clinal of Huntingdon. It is a regular arch, with about

equal dips in both directions, and showing very little if any

sandstone along its crest in Huntingdon county. It keeps

almost a direct line of N. 55-65° E. from the river for 3 or

4 miles into Centre county ; but west of the river it is bent

sharply to the south, if it, is to be connected at all with the

Canoe Valley axis.

On its crest, north of Pennsylvania furnace, the limestone

is about 3500' below No. Ill at the base of Tussey mountain,

and it is in this range of the upper measures of No. II that

most of the pipe ores of the region are mined.

The development of the ore territory through this portion

ofTluntingdon county during the past ten years has been

insignificant, when compared to the extent of favorable

ground.

There are several reasons for this state of affairs, among
which may be mentioned the lack of home furnaces and
local consumption ; the superiority and cheapness of the

lake and foreign ores which compete with these hematites

and pipe ores in the great iron centers of the State ; the

general dullness of the iron trade and the excessive royal-

ties demanded by the owners of ore temtory.

All through this valley, in both Huntingdon and Centre

counties, the bulk of the land or mineral right is owned or

controlled in large blocks by various corporate bodies, coun-

teracting the possibility of getting any very advantageous
leases, the contracts of the large companies all being made
on the basis of 50 cents per ton royalty, with an additional

clause providing for a minimum yearly output.

The most northern range of ore in the valley, the Penn-
ington—Lovetown belt, is unrepresented by a single active

operation to-day. The old banks are all fallen in and pre-

sent a very dilapidated appearance, and very little ore has
been shipped from them during the past ten years.

Beginning at the Pennington banks, about 2i miles west
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of Warrior's Mark, the range can be traced with more or

less interruption all along the slopes of this ridge and anti-

clinal 10 miles to the Lovetown bank of the Dunkirk Min-
ing Company in Centre county. At present the ore in the

Pennington bank lies deep, and it would be costly to raise,

though in close proximity to the railroad.

The ore has been tested to about 60' by shafts, with 30'

of wash ore already mostly robbed, and reports of 15' of

good lump ore in the bottom under 25' of heavy clay.

The ore ig a heavy liver-covered hematite, and in general

mining will not average over 40 per cent of iron and with

about 0.15 per cent phosphorus. Passing to the south side

of the ridge, 500 yards east toward the summit of the War-
rior's Mark road, the Ale farm shows some good and
heavy crop ore ; but it has never been prospected.

BecTc' s {Jos.) farm extends from here to the railroad

crossing at the sand quarry. It has a fair showing of sur-

face ore, and near the north-east point of the hill about 1600

tons of good hematite were raised. The country around
here is sandy and offers little or no encouragement for a

Ijrofitable operation.

The old Town hanJc, J mile east of Warrior's run, has

changed but little in the past 10 years, showing numerous
cuts and shafts on either side of the road, with the charac-

teristics of an irregular deposit, 2 to 20 feet deep of wash
ore, and with a very limited outcrop.

Addelmari's farm, next east, was never worked, but

shows a good body of wash hematite, confined to the flat

between the railroad and public road.

RuTribarger' s (0. S.), about 1 mile east of the village,

shows a filled up water pit, in which the workings are said

to have reached 40 feet in wash ore and clay, from which a

considerable quantity of ore was raised by the Milesburg

Iron Company.
There is an excellent quality of wash hemitite showing

through about 10 acres of ground here, an analysis of which

shows a very good percentage of iron. The deposit is shal-

low.

The Conrad/arm, next east, shows about the same quality
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of ore through 3 acres in the flat, with a circular pit, mark-

ing the site of an old operation from which some good hema-

tite was raised

The Hannafarm (Saml.), from which some 500 tons were

raised for a Clinton county firm, continues this surface crop-

ping eastward to the Pennsylvania furnace road. The ore

looks very clean, and the topography is favorable for a good

wash through 3 or 3 acres. From here eastward into Cen-

tre county more or less indications of ore mark this deposit

through the farms of Henderson, Waite, Patton, Wrye,

Mingle, Brauns tetter, Stevens and Beck, though the crop

is weak and surface flinty.

Henderson has recently raised some ore from high up in

the limestone ridge ; but the bulk of the ore is to.be looked

for lower down along the flat and ravine. The stripping is

light here (5'—10') and but very little rebellious and stiff

clay is reported, with good prospects for lump ore at mod-

erate depths. Mining and washing would be comparatively

cheap here, and the railroad is only about 250 yards dis-

tant.

In the WaUe farm, the cove becomes rather contracted,

and th-e ore rides rather higher on the two ridges, especially

to the north around the old WaUe hank. Ore from this farm

has been shipped in considerable quantities to Graff, Ben-

net & Co., Barre, and Johnstown, by the reopening of the

old bank. This farm was shafted considerably by parties

in the interest of the Messrs. Carnegie, though it is claimed

that their shafts were not very judiciously located, and none

of them over 20 feet deep. Some little pipe ore is mixed
with the hematite along the south side of the stream, where

indeed most of the surface show occurs. No systematic

work has been done eastward to the Centre county line, the

ore being inaccessible and lying under considerable cherty

cover.

The central belt of the county, extending from the L.

& T. E. R. 2 miles east of Warrior's Mark into Centre

county, has been recently acquired by the Powel interests,

who by purchase of the Schoenberger interests and a tribute
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of 25 cents per ton to Lyon, Shorb & Co., have tied up
aboiit 3300 acres of ground, .comprising the site, of the

Bressler, Bean, Dry Hollow, Dixon, Wrye, Whorrel and
Raider openings.

Their principal opening is at the Dry Hollow bank, on
the south slope of the anticlinal, where some excellent ore

is being won. The measures here are the same sandy
limestones which form the "Barrens" of Centre county,

and the ore closely resembles that raised from similar hori-

zons at the Juniata and Scotia mines

I made no detailed examination in this territory, though
I heard excellent reports of both the quantity and quality

of ore being mined.

South of the Dry Hollow synclinal, bearing this group of

mines in its trough, the Hickory Ridge anticlinal shows a

broad roll of sandy limestone measures, slightly higher

strata than those comprising the first anticlinal, and singu-

larly barren of ore. On its south slope it carries however
the old Kerr & Bredin bank, whose ore won for itself quite

a reputation in former days.

This bank has been long abandoned, and is apparently a

circular pit of hematite ore, more closely related to the Dry
Hollow range in its characteristics than to the pipe ore

deposits of the true limestone. Similar ores are mined in

Centre county, at the Pond and Lambourne banks. About
5000 or 6000 cubic yards of ground have been excavated, and
the deposit tested by shafts to about 50 feet. Probably

the last trial work done here was performed by Mr. James
Pierpoint for the Celtic Iron Co., who estimated its con-

tents at about 80,000 tons and reported the deposit as being

pot-shaped, deep in the center and shelving rapidly toward

the rim of the pit.

More or less outcroppings show east to Half Moon run
;

but they are so largely mixed with disintegrated sandstone

as to be nearly worthless as indications of the true ore body.

The Hostler ore banTc consists of two large open cuts on

the south side of Cale Hollow and on the north iiank of

Spruce Creek anticlinal. It is about 2 miles from the

29 T'.
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Pennsylvania Furnace (Bryson) bank, whose pipe ore it

closely resembles, which was. to be expected from its occur-

rence in precisely similar limestone rook, about 2500 feet

below No. Ill slates. The surface wash revealed the

presence of fine pipe ore mixed with a little lamp, to a depth

of from 50 to 60 feet, at which depth limestone was struck

dipping N. W. There is little or no refractory clay found

in this bank, a feature of most of the pipe ore deposits,

and but little lean ore in consequence. Future mining

though at this point will be comparatively expensive, as

most of the wash has been removed, necessitating the mining

of the deeper ore in situ.

I believe there is quite a body of good pipe ore in this

bank, but it must be won by the patient and slow pick and
shovel process necessarily pursued in all similar deposits.
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On tlie chemical erosion of the Nittany Valley limestone,

by Prof. A. L. Ewing.

A paper read before the A. A. A. S., 1884, entitled :—
An attempt to determine the amount and rate of chemi-

cal erosion taking place in the limestone (Calciferous to

Trenton) valley of Centre county, Pa., and hence applica-

ble to similar regions throughout the Appalachian regions.

In the following results the nature of the case precludes

the idea of even a close approximation to accuracy. It is

claimed, however, that these determinations form a more
reliable basis than mere estimates.

The method pursued is as follows : The amount of water
flowing from a given hydrographical basin in the region

under question is determined by taking the cross-section

and velocity of the stream draining it. The amount of

solids in the water is determined by evaporation. These
data, with the area of the basin, form the basis of calcula-

tion.

The region selected is that of the Spring Creek basin,

which forms a considerable portion of the limestone region

of Centre county.

The measurements were made above the old dam below

Bellefonte and below the entrance of all visible tributaries

from the valley.

That a fair conception of the region may be had, a brief

explanation of its geology is necessary. It forms a part of

Nittany Valley, which valley, known by different names,

extends through a considerable portion of the Appalachian

region. It consists of the remains of a great anticlinal fold

which, had it not been eroded away, would form an im-

mense mountain-like plateau over 20,000 feet above its

present height. As it is, the floor of the valley is composed

of the upturned edges of the lower Silurian limestone,

eroded through a thickness of 6000 feet.

The valley is flanked on either side by the overlying
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Medina sandstone, which forms monoclinal ridges from 600

to 1000 feet above its floor.

The great amount of erosion that has taken place here is

an interesting geological topic. That in early geological

times it was due mainly to mechanical agencies caused by
the steeper declivities is undoubtedly true. The present

topographical features however, cannot be explained with-

out considering the .excessive chemical erosion of the

limestone. This I believe is the opinion of all geolo-

gists who have visited the region. The water from the

limestone contains a large amount of calcium and mag-
nesium salts. That from the State College well gives .2273

grains per liter of solids, over 80 per cent of which is cal-

cium and magnesium carbonates. Sink-holes, caves, &c.,

are common as in other limestone regions- Still I am not

aware that any attempts have been made to determine the

amount of erosion taking place by this process ; hence

the following is submitted:

Average width of stream where the measurements were

taken, 22.86 metres, (75 ft.) Depth, average of six measure-

ments across the bed of the stream, .823 metres, (2.7 ft.)

This gives as the cross-section of the stream 18.81 m*., (202.5

sq. ft.) Allowance was made in these determinations for

obstruction from weeds, &c.

The velocity of the stream was determined by floating

surface particles and by floating a long bottle weighted
with shot, at various depths from .3 m. to .75 m., (the great-

est depth of the stream being 1 m.) The velocity of the

stream was found to be 994.776 m. per hour, this giving

18.712 m^. as the amount of water removed per hour. The
water shows on evaporation, average of two tests, 155.3

grains perm ^
. giving 2,905,974 grains as the amount of solids

removed per hour, or 25,456,560 kilos per annum. As the

area of limestone drained by Spring creek is about 100 sq.

m., this gives 255,654 kilos of solids as the amount removed
per annum per square mile. This is equivalent to 282 tons.

A portion of the water carried off through Spring creek
however falls not upon the limestone area considered above,
but upon the mountains bordering the valley. Probably
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one fourth of the water considered above falls upon the

mountains. To show that the main part of the solids comes

from the limestone, however, I had specimens of the water,

as it flows from the mountains, evaporated. An average of

two tests gave 16.5 gr. per m*. or a little over one tenth of

the amount found in the water as it flows from the valley.

Thus not more than ^ of the solids in Spring creek water

probably comes from the mountains. • Making this correc-

tion, it still leaves 275 tons per square mile as the amount an-

nually removed in solution. A closer approximation could

bemade by continuing observations similar to the above

through a period of time, say for one year. To get the

amount of water carried off in a year this would be necessary.

Yet it is evident that the amount of solids carried away
in solution is much more constant than the amount of

water flowing through the stream, as in times of freshet or

excessive flow there is a larger proportion of surface water,

while in times of diminished flow, a relatively larger portion

of the water reaches the stream through underground

drainage and must contain more solids.

Hence the above number, 275 tons per square mile, may
be taken as a fair approximation to the amount of material

actually removed per annum in this and similar regions.

According to the above determinations, and assuming

that the solids removed have a specific gravity of 2.8, we
get, as the cubic contents of the mass removed from the

entire basin, 9,130.5 m', or 91.3 m' per square mile per an-

num. Making the deduction as before of ^jij for the amount
brought from the mountains, and conceiving the remainder

to be spread evenly over the surface, it would form a layer

^shrs o^ ^ metre in thickness. Hence, to lower the surface

to the extent of 1 metre by this process, would require

?9,173 years, or about 9,000 years to remove one foot from

the surface.

It is safe to assume that had the rocks of this region

been similar to those of the bordering mountains in their

nature and power to resist dynamical agencies, we should

have in place of Nittany valley a mild anticlinal plateau
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somewhat above tlie mountains in elevation ; say 1000 feet

above the present height of the valley.

The erosion in the valley then in excess of that along the

mountains has been mainly chemical, and at least 1000 feet

of limestone have been thus removed. A simple further

deduction shows that accordingly Nittany valley has been

1,000,000 years in process of formation.

The limestone erosion could not begin before the latter

stages of the Mesozoic era, possibly not before the Cenozoic

era, as sufficient time must have elapsed subsequent to the

carboniferous age to erode all formations of the Palaeozoic

era above the Trenton limestone. One million years seems

not inconsistent with other estimates of geological time

;

still these calculations respecting time are an after-thought

and supplementary to the main point intended to be shown
in this paper, viz : the rate and amount of chemical erosion

of limestone.
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Heliophyllum halli, 273
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Henderson, Dr. A. A., 34

Henderson, J. B., 234; farm 448

Henderson township, 261

Henninger's cross roads, 238

Henrietta mines, 151

Henry's run, 233

Herod's run, 238

Hetric, Mr., 179

Hickory ridge, 406

Hill valley, 116

Holoptychius, 90,9U

Homalonotus dekayi,Wd,'ilO,'ZlZ; H. delphinocephalus, 141

Hood, John 187,190

Hopewell, 55; township, 155

Horizon of Cale Hollow pipe ore, 423

Hostler ore bank, 375,416,449

Houck's knob, 69

Howe mine, 63,319

Howe mine connection with Blair mine, 319

Hudson's, R., lime-kilns; ore bank, . .116

Huntingdon, 34,104,105,193,257; car works, 259 ; furnace, 373,406; level, 213;

valley, ... . .22
Huntingdon Furnace ore banks, 397,421,424

Huntingdon and Broad Top R. R„ 25,26,104,310

Huston, J., 234

Hyskel farm, 401

Intersection station, 369

Intersection (Vail, ) station fault 368

Ironsville, 359

Irvin, Birchfield & , 254

Irvin, Mr., 269

Jack's mountain, 1,7; narrows, 21,25,105

Jackson, Dr. R. M. S., 34,35,150,349,365,385

jEickson's, T., school-house, 234

Jackson township, 237

James creek, 105,175,178

Jesse Cook bank, section at, 64

Johnson, R., 228

Jones, Mrs., 231; W., 116; school-house, 215

Juniata Iron works, .... 213

Juniata Sand Company, 267

Juniata Mining Company, 444

Juniata river, 5

Juniata township, 193

Keefer banks, 424

Keith, Eli, 282 ; opening, 173

Kelsey bank, 407

Kemble Coal and Iron Company, 159,301

Kemberlin, 6. W., 260

Kenyon's run, 237

Kerr & Bredin ore bank, 375,413,449
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Kishiooquillia valley, 1,42,252
Kittle Houp land, 173
Knorria avicularis, 88
Kreider, Joseph, 406
Kurtz, Isaac, 201 ; Solomou, 204
Kurtz run, 39
Xiambourne bank 449

Lamb run, 271

Laurel hill, 76 ; run, 237
; gap 250

Lead ore, 129

Leathercraoker cove, 151

Ledge of Conglomerate rocks, 310

Lee, R. H., 244,252

Lefford, A., 220

Lehigh water-gap, 149

Leiniger, Mr., '. 204

Leiorhynchws limitare, 112,113,115,258,261

Leiopleris bigsbyi, 109 ; L. raflnesqui 109

Leperditia, 367

Lepidodendron, 6\, 88; L. obovatum 62,310,313,319

Lepidostrobus, 61,62,310

Leptcena sericea, 367

Lesher, Trexler & 283

Lesley, Prof. J. P., 33,304

Leuffer, Mr., 382

Levels in Huntingdon county, 25,26,27

Lewisburg & Tyrone Kailroad levels, 28,368

Lewistown, 142 ; valley, 239

Lick ridge, 23

Lightner's grist mill, 230

Lime kilns near Spruce creek, 366

Limestone overturned at Ironsville 364

Limestone specimens collected, 365

Limestone, analyses of, 434

Lincoln's run, 204

Lincoln township, 168

Lincoln, W. S., 205

lAngula curta, 367 ; L. densa, 171 ; L. spatalata, 115 ; L. tigea, Ill

Little Dry Hollow banks, ^ 407

Little bank described, 419

Little Furnace, 247,248

Little Juniata river, 1,5,6

Little Laurel run 237,248

Little seam, 309

Little Trough creek, 6,23

Lloyd, J. M 204,208

Look Haven ^^5

Logan gap, .145
Logan Iron and Steel Company, 251,233,234,254

Logan's run, 15,24,28,368

Logan township, ^°
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Long mountain, 237 ; ridge, 289, 293 ; run, 53

Long, Washington, 200

Loop, 37,38

Love, T 229

Lovetown, 389 ; ore banks, 404

Loxonema delphicola, 109 ; L. terebra 109,111

LunuUcardium fragile, 108,109,115

Lyon, F., 421 ; George, 418, 421 ; Stewart, 421

Maclurea magna, 367

Madisonville, 19

Mapleton, 35,105,273

Mapleton Sand Company, 273

Manor Hill P. O., 233

Marklesburg 22,24,39,104,129,178

Martin, Isaac 209,217

Martinsburg, 151

Mash, John 246

Massey, R. J 251

Matteer's gap, 267

Mattern, J., 180

Mattern's glass sand works . 269

McAlevy's Fort 238,253,337

McAllister's 420

MoAtear's bank, ' 391

MoCahan's mill, 359 ; run, 381

McCarthy's ore bank, 116

McClure, William 231

McConnellstown 39,104,105,114,198,199

MoCreath, A. S., 51,133,201,247,248

McDevitt, N. G., 260

McGinnis, W. H., 249,250

McGlathery's bank 403

McGrum, H., 250

McHugh, Edward, 172,173,303,305,309,310

McKee's gap, 151

McVe^town, 127

Mears Brothers, 62; mines, 61,64,323

Megambonia lamellosa 119

Merisla levis, 126

Merion furnace, 254

Metz, H., 231

Metallic iron, quantity in ores, 432

Middle Penitentiary, 114,211

Miffiintown, 7

Milesburg Iron Company, 402

Mill creek, 6; P. O., 267; station, 104

Miller, Mr., 207; R. A., 259; Jackson 281

Miller's run 69,305,311,326
Millerstown, 7

Milliken's, 237

Milroy, 254,331,333
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Mingle farm, 448

Mitchell Brothers, 253

Modiomorphia eomplanata, 109 ; M. concenirica 109

Monroe furnace 233,248,250

Montgomery, N., 230

Moore's 353

Moredale,
,

' 49,320,322

Morley, D. J., 133, 224; John 219

Morrell, T. T., 179,223

Morrison's cove, 151 ; map, 352

Morris township, 347

Monroe furnace, .j 254

Mosby, Nathaniel, 321,322

Moselem mine, 151

Mountain Branch creek, 116

Mountain House, 13

Mount Union, 6, 27, 43, 116, 142; furnace, 217

Mt. Equity mine, 301

Muddy run 99,237

Mulberry ridge 128

Mumper, Mr 133,140,222

Murchesonia gracilis, 367

Murray's run, 237,261

Myton, Kennedy, 228; R. B., 229; J.W 233

Nale, B., 229

Nautilus buccinum, 109

Neff, H. G., 218

Neuropteris elarksoni, 278, 319 ; N. fiexuosa, 62, 278, 313, 315 ; N. hirsuta,

62, 238, 35 ; N. serlii, 319

Newburg, 279,289

New Grenada 13,77

New Town bank, 397

New York Coal Company 49,61,301,304,317

Nichols, E., ... 243,251

Nlerhoof, D. ; H., 369; quarry, 366

Nlppenose valley, . 377

Nittany valley, 13 ; limestones, 451 ; anticlinal, . . , 381

Nodules of iron ore, 319

Normal school, 258

North Point road, 326

Nucula carbuliformiSf Ill

Nuculites elongatus, 109; N. triquetra, 109

Oakes, J 230

Ocean mine, 51, 55, 317; section, 57

Old Cook mine, 325

Old Pennington bank, 390

Old Phillip's ore bank, 39*

Old Red bank described 410

Old Scott mine, ^^

Old Seat bank described, 412,422

Old Sugar creek quarry, 283

30 T'.
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Old Burfaoe pits at Pennsylvania Furnace, 426

Old Town bank, 399,400

Old Weaver banks, 420

Oneida township, 257

Oolitic limestone at McCahan's mill, 379

Orbisonia, 18,116,142; gap, •»,19

Orbison & Dorris, 315

Orbison's mill, 9

Ore in j-ailroad cut, 404

Ores of Potsdam age, 439

Ores used at Barree forge, 425

Oriskany quarries, 22

Orthis elegantula, HI ; O. impressa, 9S; O. oblata, 126 ; O. penelope, 261

;

O. subsequalis, 367 ; O. tricenaria, 367 ; O. testudinaria, 367 ; O. vanux-
emi, . 112,258

Orthoceras sp ? 18'i ; O. aciculum, lOS ; O. subulatum, 108,112,115

Orthonata medulata, 188 ; O. undulata, 109,110,211

Orthis hipparionya, 119

Oswalt, Mr 195

Palceoneilo constricia, 109 ; P. emarginata. 111 ; P. perplana, IH
Palmer, John, 308

Paradise furnace, 71,73,75,77,279,283,302

Patterson, Mr., 130,187 ; J. A., 76,284,285 ; R. P., 182

Patrick, D. B., 68,69

Patton farm, 448

Pattonville, 151

Pecopteris, 319 ; P. arborescens, 62 ; P. nervosa, 278

Peiohtal, Mr., 204; C, 234 ; school-house, 201

Pennington ore banis, 383,384,389,444
Pennington ridge, 380

Pennsylvania .Furnace, 28,373 i ore banks, 420,421

Pennsylvania Railroad levels, 24,25

Penu township, , 175

Penn's creek, 331

Pentamerus galeatus, 126

Petersburg, 6,21,31 ; level 213

Petershoff's farm, 401

Petriken coal mine, 293
Petronites Icevis, 113
Phacops rana, 109,110,115,211

Pheasant, Levi, 277

Phosphorus in iron ores^ 433
Phranton's run, 233
PJerpont, James, 449
Pincher tunnel, , . » 172
Pine creek narrows, . . . . ; 28
Pinegrove millS) 420
Piney ridge, 99,165,195
Pipe line survey, . . . . . . 12
Pipe ore, analyses of, 437,438; locality of, 415,416,417,421,422,423
Pittsburgh coal bed, 357
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Piatt, Franklin, 37,59,145,389,392,445
Platyceras, 259,270,274; P.conieum, 119; P. platystoma, 119; P. tortuo-
sum, 119 ; P. ventricosum, 119

Platystoma niggarense, 141 ; P. ventricosum, . 119
Pleurotomaria capillaria, 109 ; P. gracilis, 367 ; P. sulcomarginata, . . Ill
Pond banks, 28,404
Port Clinton, igo
Porter township, 211
Potomac river, g
Potsdam sandstone? at Birmingham, 365,366
Potter's mills, 331,333
Powel, R. H., 57,49,303,305,312,313
Powel, R. H., Sons& Co., 65,159,191,308
Powel, S., . . 245
Powel's coke works, 69,305 ; quarries, 123 ; station, 71
Powelton, 307 ; Furnace^ 57,66,312
Practical value of ores 439
Productella, 194 ; P. hirsuta, 98
Productus, . . 175
Pseudopecopteris nervosa, 315 ; P. Sillimani, 62
Plerinea emacerata, lil ; P. flabellum. Ill; P. textilis, 119

Pteronite Icevis,
. . 112

Pulpit rooks, 21,117,215
Puttstown 93,155
Pyrosulite, 434

Quantity of ore, 440

Ralston iron ore, 73

Raver's gap, 147

Rawle, Hall &
, 243

Raystown branch of Juniata, g

Reakirt & Brother, 320 ; colliery, 66

Rebecca tbrge, 254 ; furnace, 254

Red bank, . . 419

Redstone ridge 129,161,179

Reed Brothers, 57, 311, 312; mine, 57

Reedville 367

ItensselcEria marylandica, 119 ; B. ovalis, 119,259

Mhynchonella, 88, 93, 112, 175, 222, 299, 365 ; R. formosa, 126, 172 ; fl. neg-

lecta,lil; R. horsfordi, 112 ; R. proliflca, 111 ; R. sappho 171

Riddlesburg, 159, 301 ;
gap, 83

Riley, Edward, 433

Roaring run, . 233

Robb, Livington, 32, 39, 205, 207, 208 ; tunnel, 132

Roberts, Mr., , . ... 293

Robertsdale, 12, 61, 295 ; mines, 55, 289 ; section, 68

Robinson's run, 211

Rock cities, 215

Rockhill furnace, 277 ; gap, 139,144,149

Rockhill Iron and Coal Company 50,53,327

Rook run, 23

Rockview, ,
218
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Rooky hill 12

Kooky ridge, 69, 277, 289 ; coal basin, 67

Rogers, Prof. H. D., 147,335

Rombarger's bank, 399

Ross ore bank, 252

Ross run, 238

Rough and Ready, 104, 107, 114, 159 ; furnace 167

Round Knob, 13,45,279,313

Round Top 302

Rowland, D., 266

Royer's ridge, .;.... 119

Rudy, N 249

Rumbarger's bank described, 401

Rumbarger, O. S., 447

Rupert, D 266

Rye field 304

Sanders, R. H 38,144,152,223,353

Sandy bank described, 405

Sandy run, 26

Sand ridge, 117

Saddler's run, 267

Saltillo, 137

Saulsburg 234

Saxton, 26,57,79,295

Schizocrinus nodosus, 367

Seaboard Pipe Line levels, 29

Section at Baker's quarry, 283 ; of Barnet bed at Ocean mine, 57 ; of Barnet

bed in Reed mine, 312 ; at Barree station, 221 ; in Bedford county,

47 ; at Boring's limestone quarry, 275 ; in Brush ridge, 239 ; of

Chemung and Portage rocks, 103 ; of Clinton formation, 131; at

Coalmont, 302, 303 ; at Coffee run, 89, 168 ; of Cook coal bed, 66,

324 ; on Cove station road, 93, 97 ; at Decker's saw mill, 270 ; at

Dorris mine, 315 ; In Dudley basin, 311, 316 ; on Eisenberg's run,

221 ; at Everett Iron Company's opening, 53 ; at Fisher colliery,

321 ; at Prank's, 181 ; of Fulton coal bed, 308, 309, 319 ; at Garrett's

quarry, 278 ; of Genessee beds, 107 ; at Given 's, 207 ; on Gregory's

run, 228 ; at Hann's bridge, 194 ; of Hamilton beds, 105 ; at Heater's

quarry, 282 ; at Heflfright's quarry, 227 ; through Huntingdon
borough, 257 ; at Miller's quarry, 281 ; on Juniata river, 193 ; of

Lewistown limestone, 123, 126 ; at Lock Haven, 145 ; at Ix>gan gap,

145 ; on I^ong run, 53 r through Mapletou, 273 ; of Marcellus beds,

114, 115 ; through McConnellstown, 198 ; in McHugh's well, 310 ;

at Mears Bros', mines, 64, 65, 323. 324 ; of Medina and Oneida, 143,

144 ; near Middle Penitentiary, 211 ; at Moredale, 320, 322 ; at Ocean
mine, 316 ; at Orbisonia, 141 ; at original Barnet mine, 313 ; at Para-

dise furnace, 284 ; on Patterson estate, 183 ; on Pennsylvania rail-

road, 263 ; at Powelton plane, 308 ; in Powelton basin, 304, 305 ;

at Pinoher tunnel, 172 ; at Robertsdale 47, 48, 68 ; in Rockhill gap,

145, 149 ; at Reed Bros', mine, 57 ; at Riddlesburg gap, 79 ; at

Round Top, 285 ; across Seven Mountains, 329 ; on Shoup's run,

46, 79, 297, 299 ; on Shy Beaver creek, 162, 167 ; through Sideling
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Hill tunnel, 87 : at Sleeman's mine, 67, 291 ; at Spruce creek gap,

222 ; at Stoler tunnel, 161 ; at Old Sugar creek quarry, 283 ; at

Taylor's quarry, ii82 ; of transition, IX—VIII beds, 102 ; at Trexler

limestone quarry, 190 ; of Trough Creek limestone, 75, 77 ; on
Trough and James creeks, 175 ; at Weaver tunnel, 162 ; on Weaver's
run, 155

Seven Mountains, . 1

Shade creek, 19; mountain 1,7

Shaffersville, 351,356

Shaver's creek, C, 225, 233, 237, 319,; valley, 130

Shirley's Knob, '.

67,69,277,^78

Shoenberger ore deposit, 153

Shonefelt,. A. B., 32, 195; M. L., 32

Shore's run, 279; saw-mill, 279

Short mountain, 150,347

Shoup's run, 26, 69 ; gap, 297; section, 46

Shultz, Anthony, 172 ; Henry, 173

Shy Beaver creek, 162; gap, 167; road, 165

Sideling Hill, 3, 10, 85; creek, 19,23

Siaillariapes caprioH, 313

Silomelane, 43-t

Simpson's bank described, 40ri

Sims, H. N., 67, 68; A. W., 68

Singer's Gap creek, . 271

Sink holes in Morris township, 351

Sinking Creek valley, 354

Six-mile run 13,26,48,301,313

Six Springs 379

Slate gravel quarry, . . 113

Sleeman, Mr., 60,67,278; G. S., 289,291

Sleepy Hollow, . . ,
420

Smith, Mr, 167; Andrew, 260; Lewis, 277

Smith's valley, 88,93,271

Speciosa, .... 199

Sphenophyllum schlotheimii, 315

i^henopteris (Hymenophyllites) /rucata, 8S; S. flaccida, 88

Hpiri/era, 88, 112, 175, 194, 273; S. arenosa, 119, 259; S. arrecta, 119, 274;

S. cumberlandicB, 259; 6'. disjuncta, 98, 183, 194; 8. fimbriata, 109; 8.

granuli/era, 111, 171,258, 261; 8. medialis, 111, 186,258; 8. mesocostaMs,

98; 8. mucronata, 109, 111, 199, 211, 261 ; 8. raricosta, 115 ; 8. ziczac, . 110

179,186,199

Spirophyton, 199, 273 ; 8. eaudagalli, Ill

Springmount, ... 377,380

Spruce creek, 6, 13, 373; gap, 6, 144, 347; station, 17; tunnel, 143, 149, 222,

223, 353 ; fault, 354 ; valley, .... • • 1

Standing Stone creek, 6, 22, 23, 99, 233; mountain, 1

StevGn'9 fsLvm .... • ... 448

Stevenson, Prof. J. J., .' 47,60,54,83,90,92,98,99,101,114

Stever, J.,
279

Stewart, William, ^34

iStigmaria ficoides, 62. S19 ; S. minuta, 88
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atigmatocanna {Volkmanianal), 88

Stictopora, 194,199,211,273

Staler tunnel. No. 3, .
161

Stono creek, 235, 237 ; mountain, 7 ; ridge, 99

Stone Mountain fault, 337,369

Stormville 121

iStraparollus, 76,283

Streptelasma corniculum, 367

Stromalopora, 126, 269 ; S. concenlrica, 201

Strophodonta perplana, .
109

Strophomena alternata, 367 ; iS. rhomboidalis, 172

Stull's, G., saw-mill, 39,230

Styliola fissurella 108,113

Sugar Camp run 301

Summit cut, 386,387

Snsq)iehanna river 24

Sweet, W. H 49,57,63,316

Sweet & Brown, 51, 303, 315; tunnel 50

Sweet's trial hole 317

Swope, Mrs. M., 75,275

Tadpole ridge, 373 ; run, 420

Taonurus crassus, 110

Tarr, Mr., 141

Tatniaii's gap, 73, 281 ; run, 69 ; run valley, 297

Taylor, F. M., 75,282 ; bank, 289 ; school-house 293

Tentaculites, 111,114 ; T. altenuatis, . 109

Terrace mountain, . . 10

Thickening of interval between Twin and Barnet coals, . . 321

Thompson, Mr., 269 ; S, 362; B. M., farm 401

Three Springs, . 116

Titanium, examination for, 432

Todd brick mills, 75 ; township, 279 ; P.O., 73,77,279

Topograpliical map of Seven mountains, 329

Top rock, 322; makes cliffs, 317

Trematospira formosa, 126

Trenton fossils 367

Trexler, Alonzo, 189

Trexler and Lesher, 283 ; saw-mill, 279 ; land 183

Trial holes for Cook coal, . . . 327

Trinucelus concentricus, . 367

Tropidolepius carinatus, . . 109,171,261

Trough Creek, 6, 175 ; basin, 277 ; Church, 75 ; valley 271,274

Tuscarora valley, 1 ; creek, 6; mountain, 3,7

Tussey mountain, . . 1,7,17

Twin coal mined with Barnet coal, 318,321 ; used for locomotives, 318

Tyrone, 28 ; Forge, 359,368 ; gap, 1,6,15,144,357

Ulodendron majus, ... 88

Union Furnace, 17,152; station, 354

Union township, 271

United States Coast Survey, 25

Vail station (Intersection) fault, 368,369
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Vanadium, examination for 432

Waite's ore bank, 399, 402 ; farm, 397,448

Walker township 197

Wallace's old mill, 152,362

Warrior's Mark, 28,367,375,379 ; creek, 15 ; township, 379 ; ridge, 5,21,117,213

Warm Springs, . . . : . . 260

Water Street, 5, 15 ; fault, 354, 355
;
gap, 17, 143, 213, 347 ; narrows, . . 356

Watson, W. T., . . . . 48,317

Weaver, J. B., 161 ; Solomon 162

Weaver's run, 155,158

West Huntingdon, 113,114

West Pennington banks 393

West township 225

Williamsburg, 355

Wilson, A. P., 209 ; G. W., 229 ; J. C, 229

Wilson bank described, 424 ; run, 323

White, A. P., . ; 261

Whitehead, Mr., 203

Whitesel, Wm., 260

Whiting, John, 282

Wolfkill, John, 234

Womer, W. H 242

Wood, A. J., 204

Woods, W. H., - 199

Woodcock valley, • 21,25,128

Woodward, ,

331,333

Wray, W., 362

Wray's hill, 12, 69, 279, 289 ; tunnel, 289

Wrye bank, 404 ; farm, 448

Wuth, Otto, 413,438

Yellow creek, 293 ; mines, 5 ; gap, 147

Yellow Springs 15,151,349

Zaphrentis, :
126,201,269

Zook's, J., saw-mill, 245
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ports of progress. Price $7 25, expressage from Harrlsburg, $

ANTHRACITE REGION.
A 2. Report on the causes, kinds, and amount of waste in mining anthra-

cite, by F. Piatt ; with a chapter on methods of mining, by J. P. Wetherill.

Illustrated by 35 figures of mining operations, a plan of the Hammond
breaker, and a specimen sheet of the maps of the Anthracite coal fields. 8°,

pp. 134, 1881. Price $1 10, postage fO 12.

AC. Report on Mining Methods, Ac, in the anthracite coal fields, by H.
M. Chance. Illustrated with 54 plates and 60 illustrations in the text. 8°,

pp. 574, 1883. Price $1 40, postage SO 25.

AC. Atlas containing 25 plates illustrating coal mining, to accompany
Report AC, by H. M. Chance. 8°, 1883. Price $1 40, postage $0 12.

AA. First report of progress of the anthracite survey ; Panther Creek
BASIN, by C. A. Ashburner ; with a determination of the latitude and longi-

tude of Wilkes Barre and Pottsville, by C. L. Doolittle ; and a theory of stadia

measurements, by A. Winslow. 8°, pp. 407, 1883. Price $0 58, postage $0 18.

(AA.) Atlas of Southern anthracite field. Part I, containing 13 sheets

:

3 mine sheets, 3 cross section sheets, 3 columnar section sheets, 1 topographical

map sheet, and 1 coal bed area sheet, relating to the Panther Creek basin ;

1 general map of the anthracite region, and 1 chart of anthracite production
from 1820 to 1881. 8°. 1882. Chas. A. Ashburner, Geologist in charge ; A. W.
Sheafer and Frank A. Hill, Assistant Geologists. Price $1 50, postage |0 12.

(AA.) Atlas of Western Middle anthracite field. Part I, containing 11

sheets : 4 mine sheets between Delano and Locust Dale, 3 topographical sheets

between Quakake Junction and Mount Carmel, and 4 cross section sheets. 8°,

NOTBS.—Single sheets of the Anthracite Survey, with the exception of those In the Pan-
ther Creek atlas, can be purchased by addressing Chas. A. Ashburner, Geologist in Charge,
907 Walnut street, Philadelphia. See page 9.



1884. Chas. A. Ashbumer, Geologist in charge ; A. W. Sheafer and Bard
Wells, Assistant Geologis'.s. Price $1 65, postage $0 11.

(AA.) Atlas of Northern anthracite field, Part I, containing G mine
sheets between Wilkes Barre and Nanticoke, 3 cross section sheets, and 4

columnar section sheets. 8°, 1885. Chas. A. Ashbumer, Geologist in charge
;

Frank A. Hill, Assistant Geologist. Price $ ,
postage ?

(AA.) Grand Atlas, Div. II, Pt. I, 1884, port-folio containing 26 sheets

(26"X32"j as follows: 13 sheets Atlas Southern Anthracite Field, Part I, 11

sheets Atlas Western Middle Anthracite Field Part I, 1 sheet photo views of

plaster models in Western Middle and Southern Fields, and 1 specimen sheet

Report A 2. Price H 25, expressage from Harrisburg $

For anthracite coal in Sullivan county, see G 2.

For Conglomerate beds near Carbondale, Pittston, <fec., see G 5, G7.
For Utilization of anthracite slack, see M 2.

For single sheets see page 9.

BITUMINOUS COAL FIELDS AND SURROUNDING AREAS.

H. First report on Clearfield and Jefferson counties, by F. Piatt.

With 8 maps, 2 sections, and 139 cuts in the text. 8°, pp. 296, 1875. Price

unbound |1 50, postage $0 13 (For second report see H 6, H7.)
H 2. Report on Cambria county, by F. <fc W. G. Piatt. With 4 maps and

sections and 84 cuts in the text. 8°, pp. 194, 1877. Price $1 00, postage $0 12.

H3. Report on Somerset county, by F. & W. G. Piatt. With 6 maps and

sections and 110 cuts in the text. 8°, pp. 348, 1877. Price $0 85, postage $0 18.

H 4. Report on Indiana county, by W. G. Piatt. With a colored geologi-

cal county map and 87 cuts in the text. 8°, pp. 316, 1878. Price $0 80, post-

age SO 14.

H 5. Report on Armstrong county, by W. G. Piatt. With a colored geo.

logical county map, and 58 cuts in the text. 8°, pp. 338, 1880. $0 75, postage

¥0 16.

H 6. Second report on Jefferson county, (SeeH above,) by W.G.Piatt.

With a colored geological county map, and 57 cuts in the text. 8°, pp. 218,

1881. Price $0 60, postage $0 12.

H 1. Second report on Clearfield county, {see H above,) by H. M.

Chance. With a colored geological county map, an outcrop map of the Houtz-

dale basin, and 58 cuts in the text. 8°, pp. 197, 1884. Price )50 85, postage f 11.

I. Report on VENANao county, by J. F. Carll. The geology around War-

ren, by F. A. Randall. Notes on the comparative geology of N. E. O., N. W.
Pa. and W. N. Y., by J. P. Lesley. With one small map of the Venango oil

region ; one small map of the region south and east of Lake Erie ; one long

section of the rocks at Warren ; and 7 cuts in the text. 8°, pp. 127, 1875.

Price In paper, $0 60, postage 50 05.

I a. Report of oil well records and levels in Venango, Warren, Craw-

ford, Clarion, Armstrong, Bdtlbb, Ac, by J. F. Carll. 8°, pp. 398, 1877.

Price $0 60, postage $0 18.

I 3. Report on the Venango, Warren, Clarion, and Butler oil re-

gions ;
descriptions of rig, tools, &c.; survey of the Garland and Panama con-

glomerates, <fec.: discussion of preglacial and post glacial drainage ; by J. F.

Carll. With 23 page plates, and an atlas. 8°, pp. 482, 1880. Price (of volume

and atlas together) |2 30, postage |0 30.



(I 3.) Atlas of 22 sheets. Map of Venango eounty, colored geologically;

map of lower oilfield (Butler, Armstrong and Clarion) in 2 sheets; 3 local

contour maps at Franklin, Titusville, and Spring creek ; two maps of N. W.
Pennsylvania showing the past and present drainage ; long section across W.
Pennsylvania ; vertical section of the formations from the Upper Coal Meas-

ures down to the bottom of the Devonian ; diagram map and section of Third

sand
; profile section from Meadville, S. W.; 5 sheets of grouped oil well sec-

tions; 5 sheets of working drawings for well boring, &c.; diagram of daily

rate of drilling six wells at Petrolia. (Sold only with the report.)

I 4. Report on "Warren county, by J. P. Carll. With a colored geological

county map, a map of the Warren oil region, and 2 sheets of oil well sections.

8°, pp. 439, 1883. Price $1 12, postage $0 20. (Note. The first Ip pages of

this book contain oil well records ; see under Petroleum Fields below.)

J. Report on the Oil Region, by H. E. Wrigley ; map and profile of line

of levels through Butler, Armstrong, and Clarion, by D. J. Lucas ; map and

profile of Slippery Rock creek, by J. P. Lesley. 5 maps and sections, a plate

and 5 cuts. 8°, pp. 122, 1875. Price in paper ?0 75, postage SO 06.

K. Report on Greene and Washinoton counties, by J. J. Stevenson.

With two county maps. (Showing the calculated local depths of the Pitts-

burg and Waynesburg coal beds beneath the surface, ) and 3 page plates of

general sections. 8°, pp. 419, 1876. Price, in paper, $0 65, postage ?0 16.

(Note.—Since the publication of this book, two colored geological county

maps have been published, and will be found in pocket of volume K S de-

scribed below.)

K S. First report on Fayette, Westmoreland, and S. E. Allegheny
counties, (i. e. west of Chestnut ridge,) by J. J. Stevenson. With 3 colored

geological county maps, and 50 cuts in the text. 8°, pp. 437, 1877. Price $1 40,

postage $0 20.

K 3. Second report on Fayette and Westmoreland counties, (the Lig-

onier valley,) by J. J. Stevenson. With 4 page plates, and 107 outs in text.

80, pp. 331, 1878. Price %l 40, postage JO 16. (Note.—In a pocket in this vol-

ume will be found the colored geological maps of Greene and Washington
counties, alluded to above.

)

K . Pt. I, Report on the Mononoahela river coal mines, from the West

Virginia State line to Pittsburgh, (including some on the Youghiogheny and

other streams,) by J. Sutton Wall. With a map of the region in a pocket, 12

heliotype pictures, and 26 page plates. 8°, pp. 231, 1884. Price fi 15, j ostage

*ii 14.

li. Report on the Toughioqiheny coke manufacture, by F. Piatt ; Notes

on the coal and iron ore beds, by C. A. Young ; Report on methods of coking,

by J. Fulton, (See O below;) Report on the use of natural gas in the iron

manufacture, by J. B. Pearse and F. Piatt ; The Boyd's hill gas well at Pitts-

burg, by J. P. Lesley. With a map of the coke region, two folded plates of
coke ovens, and page plates and cuts in the text. 8°, pp. 252, 1876. Price

?1 00, postage |0 13.

Q,. Report on Beaver, N. W. Alleghany, and S. Butler counties, by
I. C. White. With 3 colored geological county maps, and 21 page plates of

sections. 8°, pp. 337, 1878. Price ?! 40, postage 50 20.

Q. 2. Report on Lawrence county, and special Report on Correlation of

the Pennsylvania and Ohio coal beds, by I. C. White. With a colored geolog-

ical county map, and 134 cuts in the text. 8°, pp. 336, 1879. Price fO 70, post-

age $0 16.



Q 3. Report on Mercer county, by I. C. White. With colored geological

county map, and 119 cuts in the text. 8°, pp. 233, 1880. Price tO 60, postage

$0 11.

Q, 4. Report on Crawford and Erie counties, by I. C. White. With two
colored geological county maps, and 107 cuts in the text. Also, a Report on
a preglaoial outlet for Lalie Erie, by J. W. Spencer. With two maps of the

Lalie region. 8°, pp. 406, 1881. Price tl 17, postage fO 18.

R. Report on MoKean county, and its geological connections with Came-
ron, Elk, and Forest counties, by C. A. Ashburner. With 83 page plates of

vertical and columnar sections, pictures of Rock city and Olean conglomerate,

Wilcox and Kane spouting wells, map of Howard Hill coal field, <&c.,and an
atlas of 8 sheets. 8°, pp. 371, 1880. Price of Volume and Atlas together

$1 70, postage ?0 22.

(R.) Atlas for McKean county of 8 sheets:—Colored geological county
map ; three topographical maps ; of Buffalo Coal Company tract, Alton coal

basin, and Potato Creek coal basin ; map of McKean oil district ; one sheet of

columnar sections between Bradford and Ridgway ; and 2 diagram sheets of

the Well account and Production account in the Bradford district. (Only
sold with Report M.

)

R 2. Part II, Report on township geology of Cameron, Elk and Forest
counties, by C. A. Ashburner. {To appear about March IB, 1835.)

(R 3.) Atlas for Cameron, Elk and Forest counties, of 11 sheets {pub-

lished November, IS84, in advance of the report) ;—3 colored geological

county maps; 1 anticlinal and synclinal map ; 1 topographical map McKean
county; 2 tract maps Forest and Elk counties; 1 map Straight Creek coal

basin ; 2 sheets oil well sections ; and 1 sheet coal sections. Price |0 65, post-

age $0 08.

V. Report on N. Butler county ; and (Part 2) special report on the Beaver

and Shenango river coal measures, by H. M. Chance. With a colored geolog-

ical map of N. Butler ; a contour local map around Parker ; a map of the an-

ticlinal rolls in the 6th basin ; a chart of the Beaver and Shenango rivers

;

profile section from Homewood to Sharon; Oil well records and surface sec-

tions ; and 154 cuts in the text. 8<J, pp. 248, 1879. Price jfO 70, postage $0 15.

V 8. Report on Clarion county, by H. M. Chance. With a colored geo-

logical county map ; a map of the anticlinals and oil-belt ; a contoured map
of the old river channel at Parker ; 4 page plates, and 83 cuts in the text. 8°,

pp. 232, 1880. Price $0 43, postage IfO 12.

For the coal basins of Bradford and Tioga counties see report G.

For the coal basins of Lycoming and Sullivan see report Q 2.

For the coal basins of Potter county see G 3.

For the coal basins of Clinton county see G 4.

For the coal in Watne county see G 5.

For the East Broad Top coal basin in Huntingdon county see F.

For the mountain coals in Blair county see T.

For the Broad Top coal measures in Bedford and Fulton counties see T 2.

For the coal basins in Centre county see T 4.

Por coal analyses, see M, M 2, M 3.

For classification of coals, see in M 2.

For coal plants, see P, P 2.

For fossil crustaceans in coal slate, see P 3.



PETROLEUM AND GAS.

See reports I, I 2, 1 3, I 4, and J under Bituminous Coal Fields.

See L, for the Pittsburgh gas well, and the use of gas in the iron manufacture.

See Q, Q 2, Q 3, Q 4, for references to oil rocks in Beaver, Lawrence, Mercer,

Crawford, Erie, and S. Butler counties.

See K for the Dunkard creek oil wells of Greene county.

See R, R2, for descriptions of oil rocks in McKean, Elk, and Forest counties.

See V, V 2, for notes on the oil rocks of N. Butler, and Clarion counties.

See H 2 for oil boring at Cherry Tree, Cambria county.

See G 5 for oil boring in Wayne county.

NORTH-EASTERN AND MIDDLE PENNSYLVANIA.
(I'alcBOZoic formaUons from the Coal down.')

D. First report on Lehigh county iron mines, by F. Prime. With a con-

tour line map of the ore region, and 8 page plates. 8°, pp. 73, 1875. Price in

paper $U SO, postage fO 04.

D 2. Second report on Lehioh county iron mines, by F. Prime. With a

colored geological contour line map of the iron region, (in 4 sheets,) a colored

geological contour line map of the Ironton mines, 4 double page lithograph

pictures of Limestone quarries, and one page plate of Monocraterion. 8°,

pp. 99, 1878. Price $1 60, postage $0 12.

D 3. Vol. 1. Report on Lehigh and 'N'orthampton counties. Introduc-

tion, by J. P. Lesley ; Slate belt, by R. A. Saunders ; Limestone belt and iron

mines, by F. Prime ; South mountain rocks, by F. Prime and C. E. Hall.

With 3 lithograph pictures of quarries, 4 pictures of triangulation stations, 14

page plates of sections, and an atlas of maps. 8°, pp. 283, 1883. Price JO 65,

postage $0 13. (Note, for atlas see below.)

D 3. Vol. II, part I. Reporton Bebks county, (South Mountain belt,)\>y

E. V. D'Invilliers. With 10 page plates of sections and Indian relics, and 3

pictures of rock exposures. 8°, pp. 441, 1883. Price JO 55, postage JO 18.

(Note, for atlas see below, as before.)

(D 3.) Atlas : One colored geological map of Lehigh and Northampton
counties, (one sheet); one colored geological contour line map of Southern
Northampton county, (six sheets); a contour line map of the mountains from
the Delaware to the Schuylkill, (eighteen sheets); a colored geological contour
pine index map to the 22 sheets, (oiie sheet); and 4 sheets of maps of Iron
mines. Price of Atlas J2 80, postage ?0 17.

D S. Atlas of colored geological county maps of Cumbekland, Frank-
lin, and Adams, (three sheets): and first instalment of contour line map of

the South mountains. Sheets Al, A2, Bl, B2, (four sheets,) by A. E. Lehman.
Price of Atlas 8 1 25, postage JO 08.

F. Report on the Juniata bivbb district in Mifflin, Sntdeh and Hun-
tingdon counties, by J. H. Dewees ; and on the Aughwiok valley and East
Broad Top region in Huntingdon county, by C. A. Ashburner. With
colored geological maps of East Broad Top R. R. and Orbisonia vicinity

(2 sheets); Three Springs map and section (2 sheets); Sideling Hill creek
map and section (2 sheets); and Isometric projection at Three Springs (1
sheet); six folded cross sections and 22 page plates of local maps, and col-

umnar sections. 8°, pp. 305, 1878. Price J2 55, postage JO 20.



F». Eeport on Peret county, (Par* I, geology,) by E. W. Claypole.
With two colored geological maps of the county; 17 geological outline town-
ship maps as page plates ; and 30 page plate cross and columnar sections. 8°,

pp. ,1884. Priced , postage, . {In press, Oatober, I884.)

G. Keport on Bradpobd and TioaA counties, by A. Sherwood ; Report on
their coal fields (including forks of Pine creek in Potter county), by F. Piatt

;

Report on the ookino of bituminous coal, by J. Pulton. {See L above.)
With 2 colored geological county maps, 3 page plates, and 85 cuts in the text.

8°, pp. 271, 1878. Price $1 00, postage $0 12.

G %. Report on LTOOMiNa and Sollivan counties : field notes by A. Sher-
wood ; coal basins by F. Piatt. With 2 colored geological county maps (ot

Lycoming and Sullivan), a topographical map (in two sheets) of the Little

Pine creek coal basm, and 24 page plates of columnar sections. 8°, pp. 268,

1880. Price $1 06, postage fO 14.

G 3. Eeport on Potter county, by A. Sherwood. Report on its coal
FIELDS, by F. Platt. With a colored geological county map, 2 folded plates,

and 2 page plates of sections. 8°, pp. 121, 1880. Price $0 58, postage $0 OR.

G 4. Report on Clinton county, by H. M. Chance ; including a descrip-

tion of the Renovo coal basin, by C. A. Ashburner ; and notes on the Tangas-
cootac coal basin, by F. Platt. With a colored geological county map, 1 sheet

of sections, local Renovo map, 6 page plates, and 21 sections in the text. 8'^,'

pp. 183, 1880. Price ?1 05, postage |0 12.

G 5. Report on Susquehanna and Wayne counties, by I. C. White.
With a colored geological map of the two counties, and 58 cuts in the text.

8°, pp. 243, 1881. Price ?0 70, postage $0 12.

G 6. Report on Pike and Monroe counties, by I. C. White. With two
colored geological county maps, (1 sheet Pike and Monroe, and 1 sheet Wyom-
ing,) a map of glacial scratches, and 7 small sections. Report on the Delaware
and Lehigh water gaps, with two contoured maps and five sections of the

gaps, by H. M. Chance. 8°, pp. 407, 1882. Price %l 15, postage fO 15.

G T. Report on Wyoming, Lackawanna, Luzerne, Columbia, Mon-
tour, and Northumberland counties, {%. e. the parts lying outside of the

anthracite coal fields,) by I. C. White. With a colored geological map of these

counties, (in two sheets,) and 31 page plates in the text. 8°, 464, 1883. Price

$0 85 and postage |0 20. {Note.—The colored geological map of Wyoming
county is published in O 8.)

S. Report on the Seven mountains in Huntingdon, Union, and Sntder
counties, by C. E. Billin. With a colored geological contour line map of the

mountains (1 sheet); maps of the fossil ore outcrops, and Stone mountain

fault; and colored geological cross sections, (2 sheets.) 8°, pp. , 1885.

Price! ,
postage 5 . {In press.)

T. Eeport on Blair county, by F. Platt. With 35 cuts in the text, and an

Atlas of maps and sections, (See below.) 8°, pp. 311, 1881. Price with atlas

f4 55, postage $0 28.

(T.) Atlas of colored geological contour line map of Morrison's cove,

Canoe valley. Sinking valley, and country west to the Cambria county line,

(14 sheets) ; Index map of the same (1 sheet) ; colored sections, (2 sheets. ) 8°i

1881. (Note The Atlas is not sold separately.)

T 2. Report on Bedford and Pulton counties, by J. J. Stevenson. With

two colored geological maps of the two counties. 8°, pp. 382, 1882. Price

$0 80, postage ?0 20.
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T 3. Report on Huntingdon county, by I. C. White. With a colored geo-

logical map of the county ; and numerous sections. 8°, pp. ,1885. Price

$ , postage $ . {In press.)

T 4. Report on Centre county, by E. V. D'Invilliers ; also, special report

by A. L. Ewing; and extracts from report to Lyon, Shorb <fe Co., by J. P.

Lesley. With a colored geological map of the county, 13 page plates of local

maps and sections, and 15 outs in the text. 8°, pp. 464, 1884. Price ?0 80,

postage $0 19.

See also report on the line of the Terminal Moraine, Z.

SOUTH-EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA.
C. Report on Yobk and Adams counties, by P. Frazer. With one folded

map of a belt of York county through Yorls and Hanover, 6 folded cross sec-

tions, and two page plate, microscopic slices of dolerite. 8°, pp. 198, 1876.

Price In paper $0 85, postage $0 10. {Note.—The colored geological county

map o/ York is published in the Atlas to CS.)

C S. Report on York and Adams counties, (South Mountain rocks, iron

ores, &c.,) by P. Frazer. With one general map of the district; 10 folded

cross sections ; and 5 page plates. 8°, pp. 400, 1877. Price f1 25, postage $0 12.

( Note.—The colored geological county maps of Adams is published in D 5.)

C 3> Report on Lancaster county by P. Frazer. With nine double page
lithographic views of slate quarries, and Indian-pictured rocks ; one plate of
impressions on slate and one page plate microscopic section of trap ; and an
atlas. 8°, pp. 350, 1880. Price of report and atlas $2 20, postage $0 26.

(C 3.) ATI.AS of 13 sheets :—Colored geological map of York county

;

colored geological map of Lanoastbe county; Susquehanna river section

(Sheets 1, lA, 2, 2A, 3, 4) ; Lancaster section ; Pequea section ; Muddy run
section ; Chestnut-hill mines ; Gap nickel mine. {Note.—Atlas sold only with

report.)

C *. Report on Chester county ; General description, pp. 214, by J. P.
Lesley ; Field notes in the townships, pp. 215-354, by P. Frazer. With a col-

ored geological county map, a photographic view of contorted schists, and 12

page plates. 8°, pp. 394, 1883. Price $0 75, postage $0 18.

C 5. Report on Delaware county, by C. E. Hall. With a colored geolog-
ical county map ; a contour line map around Media ; 30 photographic page-
plate views of granite quarries, Kaolin pits, &c., and 4 page plates of altered
micas. 8°, pp. , 1885. Price % ,

postage $ . {Partly printed ; but
publication delayed.)

C 6. Report on Philadelphia and the southern parts of Montgomery
and Bucks counties, by C. E. Hall. With a colored geological map of the belt
of country between Trenton and Delaware county (In 3 sheets) ; a sheet of
colored cross-sections, and 24 cuts in the text. 8°, pp. 145, 1882. Price ?1 65,

postage $0 13.

E, Part I of (historical introduction to) a report on the Azoio rociis, by T.
S. Hunt. 80, pp. 253, 1878. Price $0 48, postage $0 12.
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GiBAKDviLLE Sheet', Western Middle Field, in vicinity of

Frackville and GirardviJle, .... • Price $0 24

Ashland Sheet', Western Middle Field, in vicinity of Ashland,

Locust Dale, Centralia, and Montana, . .
Price $0 31

Nanticoke Sheet2, Northern Field, in vicinity of Nanticolie

and Newport, ... • P"ce $0 31

Wabkior Run SHBBT2, Northern Field, in vicinity of Warrior

Run and Hanover; contains also skeleton map
between Wilke.s Barre and Shickshinny, (scale,

lmile=linch,) .
Price 80 26

Plymouth Sheet^, Northern Field, in vicinity of Plymouth, Price JO 31

Ashley Shebt^, Northern Field, in vicinity of Sugar Notch, Ash-

ley, and South Wilkes Barre, . • Price SO 31

Kingston Sheet^, Northern Field, in vicinity of Kingston and

Plains, Price 10 36

Wilkes Barre Sheet^, Northern Field, in vicinity of Wilkes

Barre, . . .... .... Price ¥0 36

Dbifton Sheet', Eastern Middle Field, in vicinity of Drifton,

Jeddo, Ebervale, Stockton, &c Price $

Hazleton Sheets, Eastern Middle Field, in vicinity of Latti-

mer, Hollywood, Harleigh, Hazleton, Mt. Pleas-

ant, &c., ... Price $

Mauoh Chunk Sheet^, Southern Field, in vicinity of Mauch
Chunk and Nesquehoning. (See foot-note, page 4.

)

Lansford Sheet*, Southern Field, in vicinity of Lansford and

Summit Hill. (See foot-note, page 4.)

Tamaqua Sheet*, Southern Field, in the vicinity of Coaldale

and Tamaqua. (See foot-note, page 4.)

Topographical Sheets, scale 1600 feet to 1 inch i^^Bsths of nature, show-

ing surface topography in contour curve lines 10 feet vertically apart.

Sheet No. I,
J
in vicinity of Delano and Mahanoy

Western Middle Fields ( City, Price SO 11

Sheet No. II,
J
in vicinity of Shenandoah, New Bos-

Western Middle Field' ( ton, Frackville, Girardville, &c., . Price SO 11

Sheet No. Ill, < in vicinity of Centralia, Ashland,
Westeen Middle Field' f Mt. Carmel, &c , Price SO 11

Sheet No I (^^ vicinity of Mauch Chunk. Lans-

Southebn Fields ford, Tamaqua, &c. (See foot-note,

I page 4.)

1. Contained in Atlas W. M. A. F. Part I.

2. Contained in Atlas N. A. F. Part I.

3. Contained in Atlas E. M. A. F. Part I.

4. Contained in Atlas S. A. P. Part I.
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Sheet No. I,

Western Middle Fibld^

Sheet No. II,

Western Middle Pieldi

Sheet No. Ill,

Western Middle FiELDi i

Cross Section Sheets contain vertical cross sections, scale 400 feet to 1 inch,

^jijjjths of nature ; reference maps scale 1 mile to 1 inch, jj^^jths of nature

;

&c.

C 4 sections through Myersvllle, Cop-

lay, Morris, West Lehigh, Schuyl-

kill, Glendon, Primrose, Hillside,

Oak Hollow, Barry, Yatesville,

Mahanoy City, Elmwood, Tun-
nel Ridge, and Middle Lehigh
Collieries and East Mahanoy R.

R. tunnel, Price $0 09

( 5 sections through Indian Ridge,

Plank Ridge, Knickerbocker,

Shenandoah City, Coal Run, St.

Nicholas, Boston Run, Lehigh
No. 3, Packer Nos. 2 and 4, Wil-

liam Penn, Bear Ridge Nos. 1 and

2, Stanton, Draper, Colorado,

Lawrence, and EUangowan col-

lieries, Price $0 09

C
4 sections through Girard Mam-
moth, Cuyler, Hammond, Conti-

nental, North Ashland, Preston

Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, Centralia, Hazle

Dell, Bast, Tunnel,Big Run, Key-
stone, Potts and Franklin collier-

ies Price $0 09

( Sections through Mt.Carmel, Rough
and Ready, Coal Ridge No. 3,

Bellmore and Reno collieries;

longitudinal section Mahanoy ba-

sin and geological map between
Delano and Ashland, (scale 3200

feet=linch,) Price $0 11

( 10 sections ; through Boston, Ply-

mouth Nos. 1, 2, and 4, Dodson,

Gaylord, Avondale, Nottingham,

Reynolds, Franklin, and Sugar

Notch Ivos. 9 and 10 collieries, . Price |0 09

( 10 sections ; tlirough Maltby, En-

I

terprise. Forty Fort, Wyoming,
"Harry E, "Black Diamond, Mill

Hollow, East Boston, Kingston,

Henry, Burroughs, Prospect, and
Midvale collieries, . . Price fO 09

sections; through Pine Ridge,

Mill Creek, Laurel Run, Conyng-
ham, Baltimore, Diamond (No.

1,) HoUenbaok (No. 2,) Red Ash,

Empire Nos. 3 and 4, and Stanton

collieries, Price ?0 09

l

Sheet No. IV,
Western Middle Fieldi

Sheet No. Ill,

Northern Field",

Sheet No. IV,

Northern Field",

Sheet No. V,

Northern Field"

!

L
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Sheet No. I
,

Eastern Middle Field',

Sheet No. II,

Eastern Middle-Field',

Sheet No, III,

Eastern Middle Field',

Sheet Nos. I, II and HI,
Southern Field*,

5 general sections, scale 800 feet to 1

inch ; through Highland, Eckley,

Woodside, Stockton, Hollywood,

Hazleton, Mt. Pleasant, <fec., col-

lieries, Price $

16 sections ; through Highland,

Woodside, Drifton, Eckley, Lat-

timer, Jeddo, Milnesville, Eber-

vale, Hollywood, Harleigh, &o.,

collieries, Price $

' 9 sections; through liumber Yard,

Stockton, Diamond, Hazleton,

Cranberry, Crystal Ridge, <feo.,

collieries, Price J

25 sections ; through collieries L.

C. and Nav. Co., between Mauch
Chunk and Tamaqua, (See foot-note, page 4.)

Columnar Section Sheets contain sections showing thickness and char-

acter of coal measures, scale 40 feet to 1 inch, of coal beds scale 10 feet to 1

inch, <Sc., &o.
( contains sections at Bennett, Pine

Ridge, Enterprise, Henry, Wy-
oming, Oakwood, Prospect, Con-

yngham, Baltimore, Diamond,
Hollenback, Laurel Run, Min-
eral Spring, and Red Ash col-

lieries, Price ?0 H
( contains sections at Dorrance, Em-

Shbet No. I,

Northern Field^,

Sheet No. II,

Northern Pield^,

Sheet No. Ill,

Northern Field-

Sheet No. IV,

Northern Field^

Sheets Nos. I, II & III,

Southern Field*,

I
pire Nos. 2 and 4, Kidder, Stan-

ton, South Wilkes Barre, Frank-
lin, Sugar Notch, Ashley No. 6,

Hillman Vein, &c, collieries . . Price SO H
contains sections at Maltby, Forty

Fort, Harry E, Black Diamond,
Bast Boston, Kingston, Mill Hol-

low, Plymouth, Boston, &c., col-

lieries Price $0 11

contains sections at Plymouth,
Lance, Gaylord, Dodson, Wana-
mie, Alden, Avondale, Chaun-
cey, Nottingham, Susquehanna
Nos. 1 and 2, Hanover, Warrior
Run, &o., collieries, Price |0 11

contains 79 sections at collieries L.

C. and Nav. Co., between Mauch
Chunk and Tamaqua, (See foot-note, page 4.)

Other Anthracite sheets are in the hands of the State Printer ani will soon

be printed.
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